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Ohio Regional Conferences

on Mathematics Education

Purposes of the Conferences

Based on the need to prepare for current rnd continuing improvement in

curriculum and instruction for elementary school mathematics, six regional

conferences were held. The purposes of the Ohio Regional Conferences on

Mathematics Educaticn were:

a. To provide direction on the use of the hand-held calculator

in the elementary school classroom

D. To stimulate a realistic, effective approach to problem solving

c. To explore the interaction of 'blew- solving goals and the

expanded use of calculators

d. To establish linkages between, supervisory personnel and mathema-

tics educators in the State-of Ohio

e. To evaluate the organizational structure as a model for dissem-

inating information to elementary school teachers.

One focus of the conferences was on the hand-held calculator, a techno-

logical tool with potentially vast implications for redirecting the thrust

of elementary school mathematics. Strategies, applications, and guidelines

for the use of calculators were explored. Included in this exploration

were ways to improve instruction on basic skills through the use of cal-

culators.

The. second focus was on the principal goal of mathematics programs, problem

solving. Too often it is considered a distant goal, addressable only after

computational proficiency has been achieved. Problem solving should be

considered as an on-going objective: how to teach children to attack real

problems whose solution requires mathematical thinking. The interaction

of problem solving and calculator use was discussed specifically. The

conferences considered practices and instructional materials for use with

calculators and for teaching problem solving. "What is" and "what should

be" served as thrusts.

ParticiO.ants

Five conferences were held during Spring 1978 and a sixth conference during

Fall 1978. The dates and locations were:

15-17 March Chillicothe. (Holiday Inn)

22-24 March Toledo (Quality Inn)

25-27 April Kent (Kent State University)

9-11 May Middletown (Miami University, Middletown Ccmpus)

17-19 May New Philadelphia (Holiday Inn)

1-2 December Columbus (Ramada Inn)



A brochure announcing the first five conferences (see Appendix A) was
mailed in late November 1977 to all county superintendents and supervisors,
to LEAs in exempted villages and cities, and to collevs with mathematics
educators. The brochure for the sixth conference was in October
1978. Application forms were included and appropriate persons encouraged
to submit applications. Follow-up letters were sent, and phone calls were
made to all school districts in two regions. The phone calls, however,
generated few applications at much expense of Staff time, so they were
not made (systematically) for the other four conferences.

While it had been anticipated that participants would be selected ?ri the
basis of (1) category (supervisor or mathematics educator), (2), ,...gion or

district, and (3) interest, in practice only sufficient numberS of persons
applied so that all could be accepted. [Unfortunately, December 1977 and
January-February 1978 were poor months for Ohio schools. For instance, some
schools were open only five or six days during January due to weather con-
ditions. (Every Staff meeting scheduled for January was snowed out.) In

addition, monetary limitations precluded some districts from participation.
Federal funds provided lunch and materials; districts, however, were expected
to provide transportation costs. For many Ohio schools, tight budgets
precluded such expenditure.]

The first five conferences were-held in five diverse geographical regions
of Ohio, determined on the basis of school population distribution and so
that they were within' commuting range for all participants. The sixth
conference was held in the central (Columbus) area, so that it might be
accessible to anyone in the state.

To reach the vast number of teachers in Ohio's 600-plus districts directly
was deemed impossible; even selecting one teacher from each district would
virtually eliminate a participatory conference. We therefore focused on
superviso y personnel who work directly with teachers, in order to gain a
"multiplier effect". Many districts sent principals or teachers, as the
persons responsible for conducting in-service activities with teachers.
To provide these supervisors and teachers, who frequently do not have.a
mathematics background, with linkages with resource personnel, a group of
mathematics educators was also selected.

For each conference, attendance consisted of:

Anticipated

Approximately 40 supervisors
or other leaders of in-service
activities in schools

Approximately 10 mathematics
educators from colleges and
universities

Actuality

Chillicothe
Toledo
Kent
Middletown
New Philadelphia
Columbus

Chillicothe
Toledo
Kent
Middletown
New Philadelphia
Columbus

17

25
32

25
26
44

5

6

, 5

10
5

2
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Staff

The Staff consisted of:

Kenneth Cummins, Professor.of Mathematics, Kent State University

Thomas C. Gibney, Director, Division of Curriculum and Instruction,

University of Toledo
Johnny Hill, Campus School Teacher and Professor, Miami University

Steven P. Meiring, Mathematics Consultant, Ohio Department of Education

Len Pikaart, Robert L. Morton Professor of Mathematics Education,

Ohio-University
Marilyn N. Suydam, Professor of Mathematics Education, Ohio State

University (Director)

Planning meetings Were held in October, December, and February. Preceding

each conference day, the Staff met to discuss evaluative comments and to

plan for the following day:

Schedules"

The conference schedules were planned to include a variety of active and

more passive activities, in large and small groups. The Staff used a team-

teaching approach. A sample schedule is found in Appendix B. The first

day of each of the five Spring 1978 conferences was planned for mathematics

educators from colleges and universities, to discuss questions related

to their functioning as linkage personnel both in the conference and in

the activities to follow in individual schools and districts, and to provide

a setting in which mathematically-related questions beyond the concerns and

background of the supervisors could be discussed. The following two days

were planned for all participants, involving them in a somewhat prototypic

in-service session. The sixth conference consisted of only the two-day

plan.

Resource Packets

Resource packets were compiled by the Staff, and provided for each partici-

pant for use in the conference and for use in work directly with elementary

school teachers. Materials were drawn from a wide variety of sources, includ-

ing projects funded by zhe National Science Foundation and other non-com-

mercial and commercial sources. In addition, many documents were prepared

by the Staff to meet particular needs.

The packet is included in. Appendix D. As it is included here, it is not

fully complete, for it includes only references to some print...:1 materials

which were included in the packet but could not be placed in this report

due to copyright restrictions. In addition, videotapes were prepared; these

were shown and. discussed at the conferences, and made available for parti-

cipants to use when conducting in-service activities.



Evaluation

Evaluation was conducted in two phases, immediately following each con-
ference and in a follow-up questionnaire sent in Fall 1973. The immedi-
ate evaluations were helpful in planning for the following conference;
the follow-up form gives some indication of the extent to which the
dissemination goal was met.

Immediate Evaluation. Evaluation data are reported in

Appendix C. For the multiple-choice form, some data analyzed
by computer are included, indicating responses for each of the
questions by type of participant by conference. For the free-
response questions, a synthesis of participants' comments is given.

As noted, the response was positive, with many helpful comments.

Follow-up Questionnaire. This was an open-ended form, asking
participants tolspecify:

1. Have you had, or are you having a meeting, workshop, or other type
of in-service session? If so, when? Where? Number of partici-
pants? Teaching level of participants?

2. Have you done any newsletters,. news items, or other forms of
dissemination? If so, what?

3. How have you used the resource packets?

4. Have you additional suggestions for the ORC Staff?

Sixty-six participants responded. Of these,

51 held meetings, workshops, or other in-service activities.
involving 2000 participants

33 used written forms of communication or dissemination

64 indicated that they had used the resource packets



Appendix A:

Announcement and Application Forms



The Ohio State University

4

ERIC Center for Science,
Mathematics and Environmental
Education

Room 310
1200Chambers Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

Phone 614 422-6717

The National Science Foundation has funded five Regional Conferences
in Elementary Mathematics Education for the State of Ohio. The major topics
of these conferences are the roles of the. hand-held calculator and problem

solving in the elementary mathematics curriculum. The purpose of the
conferences is to instruct representatives from Ohio school districts to
use resource packets on these two areas for in-service work with local teachers,

and to help them to form links with mathematics educators in their region.

Enclosed are conference brochures and application forns. We hope that
you will identify the appropriate persons in mathematics education in your
institution and forward these materials to them.

We appreciate your cooperation.

MNS/lcs

Sincerely,

Marilyn N. Suydam
Project Director
Professor of Mathematics Education

L.e4YAn../ 12 4.1(224,40110q

Steven P. Meiring G
Mathematics Consultant
Ohio Department of Education

C011ege of Education
Academic Faculty of Science-Mathematics Education
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APPLICATION FORM

Ohio Regional Conferences in Elementary Mathematics EdUcatioli

sponsored by The National Science Foundationand*The Ohio St'ate University

Name

_Title/Position

School/Office
Address Street

Home Address

City

Street

City

Ohio
State Zip

Phone

County

Phone - /

County
State Zip,

I would like to attend the Regional Conference in: ksel.e.one; see map on back

:.for counties in each region)

Chillicothe - March 15, 16-17 FIRST DAY OF EACH
CONFERENCE 'includes

Toledo - March 22, 23-24, 1978 MATHEMATICS EDUCATORS only;

Kent April 25, 26-27, 1978 SECOND AND THIRD DAYS
:

Middletown - May 9, 10-11, 1978
include SUPERVISORS and
MATHEMATICS EDUCATORS

New Philadelphia - May 17, 18-19,. 19781

What type of in-service experiences havelyou had with, elementary teachers? ,

How would you use information from the conference? .

4

I would be interested in obtaining One unft of university credit.
,

Return by January 20, 1978 to: Marilyrr i. Suydam, Director
The Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Road
Celtimbils-,, Ohio 43212

is



10 February 1978

The Ohio State University ERIC Center for Science.
Mathematics and Environmental
Education

Room 310
1200 Chambers Road
ColuMbus, Ohio 43212

Phone 614 422-6717

It is with pleasure that we accept your application to attend the

National Science Foundation- sponsored Ohio Regional Conference on
ElementaryMathematics Education at New Philadelphia on May 17, 18,

and 19. The meeting will be held at the Holiday Inn. A map is

enclosed pinpointing the location.

:The conference will start at 9 a.m. each day, and will end by 4 p.m.

at the latest. Lunch will be provided for you. (1% you realize, no

, other costs can be reimbursed.) You will also receive a Resource

Packet .on problem solving and on calCulators, which we hope will be

useful to you as you conduct in-service work on mathematics education.

If you Cannot attend, please contact me at the above address. If I

don"t.hear -from you, I'll assume that I'll see you in New Philadelphia.

I apologize for the delay in sending this acceptance: I know that you

realize the problems that the weather has been giving everyone .

'Sincerely,

Marilyn N. Suydam
Dircctor
Ohio Regional Conferences

1
College of Education

4
Academic Faculty of Science-Mathematics Education
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OHIO REGIONAL CONFERENCE

ON ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION:

New Philadelphia

Wednesday, 17 May

8:30 - 9:00

9:00 - 9:30

3:30 9:50

9:50 10:05

10:05 10:20

10:20 10:30

10:30 - 11:45

11:45 - 12:00' ---

12:00 1:00

1:00 - 2:15

2:15 - -3:15

3:15 - 4:00'

1978

Coffee

Introductions .

Rationale and purpose of the conference

Your needs and perceptions

Review of problem solving packet

Review of calculator packet

Coffee

Issues concerning problem solving

Browsing-+ readying for lunch

Lunch

Issues concerning calculators

Possibilities for preservice education

Opportunities for using this project's outcomes

.IS



OHIO REGIONAL CONFERENCE

ON ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION:

New Philadelphia

Thursday, 18 May 1978

8:30 - 9:00 Coffee

9:00 - 9:45 Introductions: to the conference and to each other .

Why problem solving? Why calculators?

Contents of the Resource Packets

9:45 - 10:30 Goals of prc)bIem solving in the elementary school

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee/browsing

10 :45 .= 11:45 Problem solving activities and strategies

11i45 - 12:15 The evidence on problem solving

12:15 - 1:15 Lunch

1:15 2:00 Problem solving with children

2:00 - 2:30 Problem solving in theprimary grades

2:30 - 2:45 Coffee/browsing

2:45 3:30 Teaching strategies for problem solving

3:30 4:00 Planning workshops for teachers

17



OHIO REGIONAL CONFERENCE

ON ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION:

New Philadelphia

Friday, 19 May 1978

8:30

9:00

9:15

10:15

9:CO

- 9:15

- 10:15

- 10:30

Coffee

Reviewing yesterday and starting today

The use of calculators in grades K-8

Coffee/browsing

10:30 - 11:00 The effects of calculator use

11:00 - 12:00 Activities with calculators'

12:00 - 1:00 Lunch

1:00 - 1:45 Children using calculators: some techniques

1:45 2:30 Using the calculatorifi probaem solving

2:30 - 2:45 Evaluation of the conference

2:45 - 3:00 Coffee/browSing

3:00 - 3:45 Planning workshops.for.teachers

3:45 - 4:00 In conclusion .
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1. Participant position--are you:

A. Elementary School Supervisor or Consultant.

B. Supervisor of Grades K-12.

C. Elementary School Principal.

D. Mathematics Education (College Level).-

E. Other.

C CUNT
P.r.:".. ACT
CflL .1-)CT
TOT PCT

N24
1.

CHILLICOTHE

.2.
TOLEDO

7.
KENT

4.
v I DOLETOWN

f
5.

NEW PHILArTELPHI A

,

ri.
COL Ur-11.31..:5

COLUMN
TCTAL

N1
I

I EL E'). SU SLPER VI 5 EL E:' SCH YATH.. ED CTHER ROW

I r5F;:tV IS:1P CR K-12 Pri INC IP LICA TOR TOTAL_
I 1 . I
I I t-
1 4 I 2
I 21.1 I 10.5
I 8.1 I 10.0

2.4 T 1.2
I I

T 11 . I 2
I 45.8 I 8.3
I 72.9 1 10.0
I '6.5 I 1.2

-I I
I 1-2 I C

'I 37.5 I 0.0
I 25.0 I 0.0
I 7.1 I 0.0
I 1

1 12 I 6
I 76.4:'.I 18.2
I 25.0 I :30.0
1 1 1 3,57
I I
I 4 r 6
I 16.7 I 25.0
I 8. 3 I 30.0
1 2.4 I 3.5
I I
I 5 I 4
1 132 1 10.5
I 10.4 / 20.0
i 2.9 . I- 2.4

-I - I
43 2C

28.2 II .8

2.1 3. I 4. I ier
-- - - - - -I 1 r

I 1 I 5 I 7 1 19
T 5.3 I 26.3 I 36.e I 11.2
1 6.7 T 16.1. I 12.5 I

J 0.6 I 2.9 I 4.1 I

I 1- r 1

I 3 I 4 I 4 I 24
' I 12.5 I 16.7 r 16.7 I 14.1

I 20.0 I 12.9 I 7.1 I
I- 1.8 r 2.4 I 2.4 I
I I I- I
I 6 I 4' I 10 i 32
I 18.9 I 12.5 I 31.3 I 18.8
I 40.0 I 12,9 I .17.9 I

I 3.5 / 2.4 I 5.9 I

I T -1 1 . .

I 0 I 10 I 5 I 33
I C.0 I 740.3 I 15.2 I 19.4
I 0.0 I 32.3 I 8.9 I

I 0.0 I 5.9 I 2.9 I
I r r 1

T 0 I 6 I 9 ,r 24
I 0.0 I 25.0 I 33,3 I 14.1
1, 0.0 I 19.4 I 14..3 r
I \ C. 0 I 3.5 I 4.7 I
r 1 1 I
I 1

2 I 22 I 38
I 13.2 I 5.3 I 57s 9 / 22.4
I 741. 1 I 6.5' I 39.3 I
I 2.9, I 1.2 I 12.S I

t r r I
15 31 56 170

8.8 : 18.2 32.9 . 100.0



2. How clear were the objectives or purposes of this confere*e?

The objectives and purPoses:

A. Were,clearly outlined from the beginning.

B. Became clear as the conference developed.

C. Became somewhat clear as the conference progressed.

D. Were referred to only indirectly.
E. Were never made clear.

N2
ccuNT

pew PCT IrLE.t.--: .c2 OCCAvE C S074EWHAT ROW
Ini prf:IN LEAP CLEAR TOTAL
1 i.I 2.I 3.1
I I 1 I

I 11 I 0 I 0 I 19
I 97.9 I 42.1 I 0.0 I 11.1
I -10,5 I 12.5 I 0.0, 1
1 t.4 I 4.7 I 0.0 i

I I
.

1

I 15 I 9 'I 0 I 24
r 62.5 I 37.5 T 0.0 I 14.0
I 14.3- I .-14.1 I 0.0 I

I 8.8 I 5.3 I 0.0 I

CnL
TOT

N24

CF ILL ICCT1-',E

TO.LE00

KENT

n wvtoLEToN

_,

PCT
rICT

1.

2.

3

4.

5.

I I I 1

.I 17 I 15 I 0 1 32
1 53.1 I 46.9 1 3.0 I 18.7
I 16.2 T 23.4 I 0.0 I

T 9.9 1 3.8 1 0.0 I

-T 1 I I

I 24 I 10 1 C I 34
1 73.6 I 29.4 I 0.0 I 19.9
I 22.9 I 15.6 I C.0 I

I 14.0 1 5.E I C.0 I

-I .1 r I

I 13 I 11 T 0 I 24
NF71 PHILADEL°HIA I 54.2 I 45.5 1 C.0 I 14.0

I 12.4 I. 17.2 I 0.0 I

I 7.6 r- 6.4 .I. 0.0 I

1 I I I
6. I 25 I 11 I 2 I 38

COLUMet.:5 I E5.9 I 7,8.9 1 5.3 I 22.2
I 23.3 1 17...' 1 100.0 I

I 1.4.6- I 6.4 I 1.2 I

I. r 1 I.

coLu..4N 105 64
TOTAL 1 10n614 37.4 .. 0



3. The agreement between the announced purpose of the conference and

what was actually presented was:

A. Superior.
B. Above average._
C. Average.
D. Below average.
E. Poor.

N3
COUNT I

ROI% PCT ISUPFRUIR ACIVF \V AVEPASE Eicl-CW AV PCOR ROW
ClL PCT I ERAGE FRAGE TOTAL
TnT PCT I 1.I '.1 7.I 4.1 5.I

N24 I 1

.

1 I I r
1. I 12 I 6 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 19

CHILLICOTHE I C7.2 I 71.6 I 5.7 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 11.1
T 12.6 I 9.1 I :2.5 I C.0 1 0.0 Y

I 7.0 I 3.5 I 0.6 1 0.0 I 0.0 I

-I I I I I I

?. .1 17 I 6 I 1 I 0 I C I ?4
TCLEnC I -70.8 I -25.1 I 4.2 I 0.0 -1 0.0 I 14.0

1 17.9 1 9.1 I 12.7 I C.0 I 0.0 I

I 9.9 I

r 1

3.5 I

1

0.(. I

-1

0,0 I

I
0.0 I

I
3. I 1:3 I 17 I. 2 1, 0 I 0 r 32

KENT / 10.6 I 53.1 I 6.3 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 19.7
I 13.7 I 25.9 I 25.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I

t 7.6 I

r r
9.0 I

T

1.2 I

1

0.0 T

1

0.0 I
I

4. I 13 I 18 I 2 T 1 I 0 I 34
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4. How well was the conference organized?

A. The conference was extremely well organized and integrated.

B. The conference was adequately organized.

C. The conferenbe had less organization than would seem desirable.

D. The conference had no apparent organization.

E. The conference was too tightly organized, there was not enough

flexibility to meet participant needs-and desires.
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5. Concerning the mixture of participants, do you think:

A. There should have been more superviSors than there were.

B. There should have been more college teachers.

C. The mixture was about right.
D. The groups should have met separately at the conference.

E. The groups should have separate conferences.
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6. HoW well did this conference contribute.to your professional needs?

A. Made a very important contribution.
B. Was valuable, but not essential.
C. Was moderately helpful.
D. Made a minor contribution.
E. Made no significant contribution.
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7. How well would you rate the usefulness of the Resource Packet on
Problem Solving?

A. Extremely valuable.
B. Very useful.
C. Useful.
D. May be of use.
E. Useless.
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8. How would you rate the Resource Packet on Calculators?

A. Extremely valuable.
B. Very useful.
C. .Useful.
D. May be of use...

E. UselesS.
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9. How clearly were your responsibilities in this conference defined?

A. I always knew what was expected' of me.

B. I-- usually knew what was expected of me.

C. I usuallyhad a general idea of what was expected of me.

D. I was often in doubt about .what was expected of me.

E. I seldom knew what was expected of me.
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10. How would you rate the conference effectiveness relative to your

investment of time and effort?

A. Very'-high value for my effort.

B. High value for my effort.
C. Moderate value for my effort.
D. Low value for my effort.
E. No value for my effort.
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11. Do you feel that the presenters were willing to give rersonal help

in this conference?

A. I felt welcome to seek personal help as often as I needed it.

B. I felt free to seek personal help.

C. I felt he or she would give personal help if asked.

D. I felt hesitant to seek personal help:

E. I felt that he or shy was unsympathetic and uninterested in

participant problems.
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12. Freedom of participation in conference meetings: questions and

comments were:

A. Almost always sought.
B. Often sought.

C. Usually allowed.
D. Seldom allowed.
E. .Usually inhibited.
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13. Did the conference help prepare you to lead in-service activities

on problem solving and calculators?

A. Definitely.
B. 'It was a help on both.

C. On one of the topics.
D. It was little help.
E. It was no help.
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14. Would you recommend this conference to a good friend whose interests

and background are similar to yours?,

A. Recominend highly.

B. Gene ally recommend.
C. Reco end with reservations.
D. Defin tely not.
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15. How would you rate your understanding of Problem Solving as a

result of this conference?

A. I learned a lot.
B. My understanding'improved.
C. A few ideas were new to me.

D. I learned very little.
E. I learned almost nothing.
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16. How would you rate your understanding of the use of Calculators

in schools as a result of this conference?

A. I learned a lot.

B. My understanding improved.
C. A few ideas were new to me.
D. I learned very little.
E. I learned almost nothing.
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17 The presenters seemed:

A. Always prepared.
B. Almost always prepared.

C. Usually prepared.
D. Frequently not prepared.

E. Never prepared.

-.
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18. How would you rate the presenters' sensitivity to what you
consider to be the important problems in elementary school
mathematics?

A. They were well a..are of the important problems.
B. They were aware of these problems.
C. They had a general idea of the problems.
D. They had a vague knowledge of some problems.
E. They did not seem informed of significant problems.
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19. How would you rate the presentations, in general?

A. Outstanding and stimulating.

B. Very good.

C. Good.

D. Adequate, but not stimulating.
E. Poor and inadequate.
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20. Would you attend conferences on other (like these) topics in

this geographic area?

A. Definitely.
B. Yes, but in a bigger city.
C. It would be a good idea.

D. Probably not.
E. Definitely not.
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21. How would you rate the use of instructional media in this conference?

A. The uses of media were almost always effective.
B. The uses of media were usually effective.
C. The uses of media were sometimes effective.
D. The uses of media were seldom effective.
E. The uses of media were never effective.
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22. Do you believe that the conference helped,establish (or improve)

positive linkages between school system personnel and college

_mathematics educators?
/
A. Definitely.
B. Somewhat.

,7"

C. Very little improvement.
D. No improvement.
E. The linkages should not be established.
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Following the 22 multiple-choice questions were five open-ended

questions. Responses to the first four of,these follow; tye fifth

question asked for participants' plans for conducting in-service

activities. _

The.response* on the followirig pages have been_ roughly trouped.

The' number. in parentheses indicates the number of persons. giving.

that answer or one very similar in wording.

It.is hoped.that other persons may obtain some clues. about conduct-

ing in-service conferences from these, reactions.

of
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1. Best features of the conference were:

The resource packets most valuable/excellent [35]

Abundance of materials for in-service [8]

Including both background literature and classroom activities. [2]

Ready-to-use ideas; many items that are useful in the classroom. [5]

Thefact that all the materials used plus the talks are included

for future reference. [3]

The presentations were correlation with the packets. [3]

Organization, integration and presentation of concepts and ideas in relation

to goal's. Nice blend between theoretical and practical. [1]

Discugsion of issues and research relative to rationales. ['5]

Enjoyed each aspect -- gained much through lectures, discussion and

activities. [5]

Broad scope covered, with up-to-date, concise information: excellent

overview. [6]

Continuity of subject matter as well as interesting topics; openness and

ability to voice an opinion; also stressing that there is not just one

correct answer. [1]

Experiences with problems and problem-solving strategies. [24]

Not being afraid to tackle probleM. solving! [1]

The problem-solving examples and presentations were outstanding. Both

days moved quickly, with an.idea shown, practiced, and wrapped up. [2]

Helped me to realize the importance of problem solving being presented
by teachers with the emphasis on a variety of solutions and not just

one solution as too often presented in a textbook. [2]

The problems worked, the educational philosophy EVERYTHING! [2]

Experiences with calculators. [14]

Just a good conference overall. [2]

Hands-on approach (problem solving by participants)... [11]

-Openness and willingness of high active involvement of participants. [13]

Selection of manipulative devices and materials. [1]

Mix of participants. [6]

Exchange of ideas/interaction with others from different areas,

background. [15]

Illustrations of ideas with examples and-Other-Participants who had

input to share. [2]



Opportunity to participate. [3]

Regional (and thus easy to attend). [fl

Evidence of good planning, clear objectives. [8]

High degree of organization. [9]

S

Time schedule observed and everyone moved quickly and efficiently. [8]

Presentations kept on target.. [3].

Entire conference had good change of pace. [4]

It was organized and kept moving. I had little feeling of "when
will this be over", even though such an all-day session should be
tiring. [1]

The conference seemed to relate to actual classroom problems and situations.
2

We all seemed to be working to the same end worthwhile in-service. [1]

Display of materials. [4]

Research information. [3]

Videotapes of students. [8]

Food, meeting place. [9]

Good variety of presenters acid presentations. j10]

Stimulating presentations. [4]

Presenters all very well organized and prepared/well-informed. [15].

Wide scope of opinions and knowledge presented. [3]

The obvious ,preparation done by the staff -- and the staff cohesive-
ness -- seeing a need and trying to meet it. [3]

The preparation and concern the team exhibited for the 'conference. [2]

Excellent/outstanding staff. [5]

Dynamic personalities of presenters (good 'blend of humor and academic
presentation). [4]

The expertise of those conducting the workshop. They were marvelously
prepared. There was such good humor throughout -- a great working
atmosphere. [2]

Teamwork: the coordination, preparedness, and delivery techniques of
the presenters. The sessions were liyely and stimulating, moved at a
good pace, and with a beautiful example of team teaching at its best.

[2]

The delightful personalities of some of the presenters and the friendly
banter which added, to the accepting climate. [1]



Excellent conference staff -- blended well -- represented good )

cross-section of mathematics education -- appreciated the input
from the'wide background of experience. [2]

It was GREAT! The "turn-over" of presenters kept the conference
progressing at a motivating and stimulating pace.. [4.]

Enthusiasm of presenters. [11]

Everyone was so friendly and enthusiastic -- each presenter
communicated-the idea that they believed in what they were doing. [1]

Friendliness and willingnessto help. [10j

Openness to ideas -- sharing of ideas and everyone working together.

on problems and ideas and seeing the many different ways of solving

them. [1]

Enthusiastic presenter/presentation which exemplified' method of
presentation in structuring an in-service and for teachers in class-

room situations. [1]

Rapport/compatibility between presenters. [41

The interaction between the participants and the project team.
It was. iieat! [6]

Friendly, relaxed' atmosphere -- pleasant, informal, fun-filled, non-
threatening. [13]

Warmth and humc\r/jokes. [2]

Variety of people -- `,realistic in their attitudes to day-to-day experiences
(not in "ivory tower" of what "ought" to be instead of what "is"). [2]

Points of disagreement between presenters were most instructive. They--

proVided balance and a realistic attitude seldom found in such conferences.
[2]

Ken Cummins. [131

45



2. Worst aspects of the conference were:

Too rushed -- a great deal to accomplish in a limited time -- couldn't

digest all the information. j15]

The feeling of being rushed when exploring some problems. [7]

Too time-conscious -- we were always clock-watching. [2]

Not sufficient time for interchange with presenters and other

participants. [8]

Needed more time for reflection and discussion. Another day cover-

ing only the same amount of material may be useful. [3]

Two days could be devoted to a single topic. [1]

I did feel hurried -- wish this had been a four-day conference. [I]

Too short a time -- a week in summer and we could have taken this

in creative directions: [1]

Length of time together with driving time-for three days. [1]

Too much repetition of the first day on the other two days.. [1]

It didn't last longer! [1]

The first part on philosophy and issues. [1]

Occasionally getting enmeshed in unimportant (to me) disagreements. [3]

Repetition of same concepts. [1]

One seemingly poor preparation. [1]

Sometimes conferees were confused as to what was taking place. [1]

Packet organization. [3]

Overwhelming number of handouts. [1]

Did not go through packets and discuss individual incluiions. [1]

Didn't particularly care for research results. [2]

Introduction to calculator use was fuzzy. [1]

Little help in setting up in-service programs, particularly for those new

to the game. [1]

Insufficient room to work at the tables. [2]

Seating not positioned for-comfortable viewing of presenters. [1]

Sitting time. [7]

Large group. [1]

Nametags are good, but a get-acquainted activity {not just introductions,

more than the rope problem) would have been effective. [2]



There should be representations of administrators -- in particular,

elementary principals, decision makers in instruction,. school boards. [2]

Not including more classroom teachers. [1],

Unfortunately, some of the districts that need help didn't send representa-

tives. [1]

Communicating information about the conference to the schools. Since I

did not see the notice, the purpose was different from what I thought it

would be. [1]

Could more emphasis be given to help supervisors with weak math back-

grounds? [6]

Assumption that- all participants were expert mathematicians, espe-
cially in the use of the calculator. [2]

Some problems presented were far beyond some elementary students.

More needed in rudiments for those with slower learning rates.. [3]

Quality of videotapes (noise, equipment quality). [4]

Film on proLlem solving. [2]

Many transparencies could have been clearer, more readable. [2]

None -- it was the best I've ever attended/I have no complaints. [4]

That it's overl-[1]

[There were also comments on the room temperature, meals, and dates.]



3. -I would suggest the following:

Either fewer topics or more time. [4]

Shorten the conference. (less time per day or only two days).

More time to consult with presenters. [2]

More interaction in small groups. [5]

Some demonstraticas by participants. [1]

Take a wee bit more time to enable participants.to do -- and there-
fore cut back slightly on amount in presentations. [2]

Occasionally too much time was spent on individual activities.
You might tailor materials to fit time a little better. [1]

So_that everyone would have more time to work with one another,
expand, the conference to three or four days/a week. [2]

Some people seemed to feel rushed. I appreciated the eff rt to keep on
schedule and to "pack in" as much as possible. [2]

[3]

Follow-up on these two topics in the near future. [2]

More conferences of this nature throughout the years. [3]

Additional workshops with smaller doses of information, with time
between for classroom use. [1]

Have this type of conference as an annual event to deal with "timely"
topics. [1]

Present a similar conference to personi working with supervision of
high school math. [2]

Hold a follow-up session with a college person from our region. [2]

Include more classroom. teachers. [6]

Get teachers and principals to attend. [3],

Communicate to administrators the need to send people to such
conferences. [1]

Involve more elementary specialists in your planning. -[3]

Involve legislators in sessions! [1]

Continued communication between_ presenters and us -- on new thinking,
research, meetings coming up, good books and products, etc. [3]

Follow-up by coordinating this into development of courses of study and
curriculum guides. [1]

More time to look at materials -- plan presentation of them with evalua-
tive comments. [4]

More detail on the actual organization and management of an in-service
workshop. [5]



Better organization of handout materials -- index or table of contents,

number pages,' notebook binding. [8]

Perhaps a more selected group of handouts. [1]

Morematerials on lower elementary level. [5]

Give a variety of problems with different levels of difficult so

participants can be more comfortable. [3]

Since many could.not handle the material presented, it would be
appropriate to mention to participants to remember how students
can also easily feel "lost" in math. [1]

I would have enjoyed a little background on the development of the calcu--

lator and its operation and use. [3]

Provide a collection of calculator activities coordinated with a

typical K-8 mathematics program. [I]

Description and differentiation of calculators appropriate for
various grade levels. [4]

Fewer problems with more alternatives generated per problem. [3]

Answers to the problems. [2]

Define the types of problems and grade levels better. [1]

Perhaps create problem centers, and let participants move to each

center rather than passing out problems. [1]

The problemsolving film should be Specifically scheduled. [1]

Little less use of videotape. [1]

More videotapes of classroom situations. [1]

More emphasis on individual inclusions from packet. [1]

More philosophical discussion (debates) on the two issues. [2]

More practical problems, leave most theory out. [1]

Have participants give their expectations/reasons for coming. [1]

Tell how the project came about, who people are, what-is expected

of participants. [1]

Objective stated for each session was not always clear. [2]

Temper the missionary zeal just a little. [1

Keep up the good work. It's great to really go away anxious to get back

into the classroom full of enthusiasm. [1]

No changes, the three days were great! [4]



4. Were there materials on display that you would like to see included

in the Resource Packets?

Yes, but cost would have been prohibitive. [9]

Perhaps some books could be available for purchase. [4]

Sample pages from several books and curriculum guides. [2]

Illustrations of problem-solving strategies and techniques.,, [2]

I'd like to own the booklets from CIC! I'm especially happy to have the

sheets I can duplicate for my kids'to do, and to share at home. [1]

Cited specifically: books or activities from books by Burns [3]

in-service handbook from NCTM [3]

Immerzeel's cards [4]

the two NCTM yearbooks (1975, 1978) [2]

SRA kit (Judd) [3]

Western,,,Springs booklets [1]

Creative Publications kits [2]

locking cubes [1]

commercial catalogs [1]

NCTM membership blanks [1]

A comprehensive list of materials on display, with sources and prices,

as well as film sources. [11]

A critique sheet or evaluation of the (commercial) material available. [2]

Latest updates on materials from free sources. [1]

Uses and special- features of calculators. [Lr

More information on calculator research. [1]

More Materials and information on in-service presentations. [2]

Packet is fine as it is -- seems to be sufficiently representative of the

materials available. [2]

I'll have enough problems plowing through what I have. -[2]

No- [17. explicit, plus many blanks]

I have not had a chance to look closely at the materials 'on display. [11]

You've done enough: let us do something for ourselves if we're really

interested. [1]



Appendix D:

Resource Packet
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OHIO REGIONAL CONFERENCES ON MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Problem Solving Packet

Con-tents

National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics Position Paper
on Basic Mathematical Skills

Problem Solving in the Classroom

Roles and Goals of Problem Solving

An Overview of Problem Solving in Elementary School Mathematics

Problem Solving in the Primary Grades

Abstracts of Selected Current Articles on Problem Solving in
'he Arithmetic Teacher

Application for Free NCTM Materials

Student Strategies for Solving Problems

Research on Problem Solving at the.Elementary School Level

Selected Abstracts from Resources in Education (ERIC) on
Problem Solving

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES):
Sample Materials

Oregon Mathematics Resource Project (MRP): Sample Materials

..4-"IMathematics Problem Solving Project (MPSP):'
Sample Materials, Calculators and Problem Solving

\
A Variety of Problems

Excerpts from Berea City Schools Scope and Sequence,

Transparency Masters

In- Service Education



NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SUPERVISORS OF MATHEMATICS
POSITION PAPER ON

BASIC MATHEMATICAL SKILLS

INTRODUCTION

The currently popular slogan "Back to the Basics"
has become a rallying cry of many who perceive a need
for certain changes in education. The result is a trend
that has gained considerable momentum and has
initiated demands for programs and evaluations which
emphasize narrowly defined skills.

Mathematics educators find themselves under
considerable preisure from boards of education,
legislatures, and citizens' groups who are demanding
instructional programs which will guarantee acquisi-
tion of computational skills. Leaders in mathematics
education have expressed a need for clarifying what are
the basic skills needed by students who hope to
participate successfully in adult society.

. The narrow definition of basic skills which equates
mathematical competence with computational ability
has evolved as a result of several forces:

1. Declining scores on standardized achievement
tests and college entrance examinations;

2. Reatitions to the results of the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress:

3. Rising costs of education and increasing de-
mands for accountability;

4. Shifting emphasis in mathematics education
from curriculum content to instructional methoc
and alternatives;

5. Increased -awareness of the need to provide
remedial and compensatory programs:

6. The widespread publicity given to each of the
above by the media.

This widespread publicity, in particular. has gen-
erated a call for action from governmental agencies,
educational organizations, and community groups. In
responding to these calls, the National Institute of
Education adopted the area of basic skills as a major
priority. This resulted in a Conference on Basic
Mathematical Skills and Learning, held in Euclid, Ohio,
in October, 1975.

, The National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics (NCSM), during the 1976 Annual Meeting
in Atlanta, Georgia, met in a special session to discuss
the Euclid Conference Report. More than 100 members
participating in that session expressed the need for a
unified position .on basic mathematical skills which
would enable them to provide more effective leadership
withintheir respective school systems, to give adequate
rationale and direction in their tasks of implementing
basic mathematics programs. and to appropriately
'expand the definition of basic skills. Hence, by an
overwhelming majority, they mandated the NCSM to
establish a task force to formulate a position on basic
mathematical skills. This statement is the result of that
effort.
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RATIONALE FOR THE EXPANDED DEFINITION

There are many reasons why basic skills must
include more than computation. The present
technological society requires daily use of such skills as
estimating, problem solving, interpreting data,
organizing data, measuring, predicting, and applying
mathematics to everyday situations. The changing
needs- of society, the explosion of the amount of
quantitative data, and the availability of computers and
calculators demand a redefining of the priorities for
basic mathematics skills. In recognition of the
inadequacy of computation alone, NCSM is going on
record as providing both a general list of basic
mathematical skills and a clarification of the need for
such an expanded definition of basic skills.

Any list of basic skills must include computation.
However, the role of computational skills in
mathematics must be seen in the light .of the
contributions they make to one's ability to use
mathematics in everyday living.' In isolation,
computational skills contributejittle to one's ability to
participate in mainstream society. Combined effectively
with the other skill areas, they provide the learner with
the basic mathematical ability needed by adults.

DEFINING BASIC SKULLS

The NCSM views basic mathematical skills as
falling under ten vital areas. The ten skill areas are
interrelated and many overlap with each other and with
other disciplines. All are basic to pupils' development of
the ability to reason effectively in varied situations.

This expanded list-is presented with the conviction
that mathematics education must not emphasize
computational skills to the neglect of other critical areas
of ; mathematics. The ten components of basic
mathematical skills are listed below, but the order of
their listing should not be interpreted as indicating
either a priority of importance or a sequence for
teaching and learning.

Furthermore, as scciety changes our ideas about
which skills are basic a'so change. For example, today
our students should learn to measure in both the
customary and metric systems, but in the future the
significance of the customary system will be mostly
historical. There will also be increasing emphasis on
when and how to use hand-held calculators and other
electronic devices in mathematics.



TEN BASIC SKILL AREAS

Problem Solving

Learning to solve problems is the principal reason
for studying mathematics. Problem solving is the
process of applying previously acquired knowledge to
new and unfamiliar situations. Solving word problems in
texts is one form of problem solving, but students also
should be faced with non-textbook problems. Prob-
lem-solving strategies involve posing questions, analyz-
ing situations, translating results, illustrating results,
drawing diagrams, and using trial and.error. In solving
problems, students need to be able to apply the rules of
logic necessary to arrive avalid conclusions. They must
be-able to determine which facts are relevant. They
should be unfearful of arriving at tentative conclusions
and they must be willing to subject these conclusions to
scrutiny.

Applying Mathematics to Everyday Situations

The use of mathematics is interrelated with all
computation activities. Students shoula be encouraged
to take everyday situations, translate them into
mathematical expressions, solve the mathematics, and
interpret the results in light of the initial situation.

Alertness to the Reasonableness of Results

.. Due to arithmetic errors or other mistakes, results of
mathematical. work are sometimes wrong. Students
should learn to inspect all results and' to check for
'reasonableness in terms of the original problem. With
the increase in the use ofcalculating devices in society,
this skill is essential. ....

Estimation and Approximation

Students should be able to carry out rapid
approximate calculations by first rounding off numbers.
They should acquire some simple :techniques for
estimating quantity, length, distance, weight. etc. It is
also necessary to decide when a particular result is
precise enough for the purpose at hand.

, Appropriate ComputatiOnal Skills

Students -should- gain facility wit)" addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and-division With whole num=
bens and decimals. Today it must be recognized that
long, complicated computations will usually be done
with a calculator. Knowledge of single-digit -number
facts' is essential and mental arithmetic is a valuable
skill. Moreover, there are everyday situations which
demand recognition of,- and simple computation with,
common fractions.

Because consumers- continually deal with many
situations, that involve percentage, the ability to
recognize and use percents should be developed an
maintained.

Geometry

Students should learn the geometric concepts iney
will need to function effectively in the 3-dimensional
world: They should have knowledge of concepts such as.
point, line, plane, parallel, and perpendicular. They
should know basic properties of simple geometric
figures, particularly those properties which relate to
measurement and problem-solving skills. They also
must be able to recognize similarities and differences
among objects.

Measurement

As a minimum skill, students should be able to
measure distance, weight, time, capacity, and
temperature. Measurement of angles and calculations
of simple areas and volumes are also essential. Students
should be able to perform measurement in both metric
and customary systems using the appropriate tools.

Reading, Interpreting, and Constructing Tables, Charts,
and Graphs
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Students should know how to read and draw
conclusions from simple tables, maps, charts, and
graphs. They should be able to condense numerical
information into more manageable or meaningful terms
by setting up simple tables, charts, and graphs.

Using Mathematics to Predict

Students should learn how elementary notions of
probability are used to determine the likelihood of future
events. They should learn to identify situations where
immediate past -experience does not affect the like-.
lihood -of future, evens. They should become familiar
with how mathematics is used to help make predictions

forecasts.such as election forecasts.

Computer Literacy

It is important for all citizens to understand what
computers can and cannot do. Students should be
aware of the many uses of computers in society, such as
their use in teaching/learning, financial transactions,.
and -information storage and retrieval. The "mystique"
surrounding computers is disturbing and can put
persons with no _understanding of computers at a
disadvantage. The increasing 'use of compUters by
government, industry,- ..and business demands an
awareness of computer uses and limitations. -

0



BASIC SKILLS AND THE STUDENT'S FUTURE

Anyone adopting a definition of basic skills should
consider the "door-opening/door-closing" implications
of the list. The following diagram illustrates expected
outcomes associated with various amounts of skill
development.

Scope of
Skill Development

EXPANDED SKILLS
Mathematical skills
beyond those describ-
ed here plus a desire to
learn more.

BASIC SKILLS
The skills described
here.

MINIMAL SKILLS
Limited skills. primarily
computation. Little
exposure to the other
skill areas described
here.

IMIII1111

Expected Outcomes

POTENTIAL
LEADERS

Employment and edu-
cational opportunities
will continue to
increase as mathe:
mance' skills continue
to grow.

EMPLOYMENT VERY
LIKELY

Employment oppor-
tunities are predict-
able. Doors to further
education opportuni-
ties are open.

LIMITED
OPPORTUNITIES

Unemployment likely.
Potential generally
limited to low-level
jobs.

MINIMUM ESSENTIALS FOR HIGH -SCHOOL
GRADUATION
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Today sorr school boards and state legislatures

are starting to Mandate mastery of minimum essential
skills ir. readinc and mathematics as a requirement for
high-school graduation. In the process. they should
consider the potential pitfalls of doing this witliow. an
appropriate definition of "baSic skills." If the
mathematics requirements are set inordinately high,
then a significant number of students may not be able to
graduate. On the other hand. if the mathematics
requirements are set too low and mathematical skills are
too narrowly defined, the result could be a sterile
mathematics program concentrating exclusively on
learning of low-level mathematical skills. This position
paper neither recommends nor condemns minimal
competencies for high-school graduation. However, the
ten components of uasic skills stated here can serve as
guidelines for state and local school systems that are
considering the establishment of minimum essential
graduation requirements.

DEVELOPING THE BASIC SKILLS

One indivival differene among students is style or
way of learning. In offering opportunities to learn the
basic skills. options must be provided to meet these
varying learning styles. The present "back-to-basics"
movement may lead to an emphasis on drill and practice
as a way to learn.

Certainly drill and practice is a viable option, but it is
only one of many possible ways to bring about learning
and to create interest and motivation it students.
Learning centers, contracts, tutorial sessions, individual
and small- group projects. games. simulations and
community-basg:d activities are some of the other
options that can provide the opportunity to learn basic
skills. Furthermore. to help students fully understand
basic mathematical concepts. teachers should utilize
the full "range of activities and materials available,
including objects the students can actually handle.

The learning of basic mathematical skills is a
continuing process which extends through all of the
years a student is in school. In particular. a tendency to
emphasize computation while neglecting the other nine
skill areas at the elementary level must be avoided.

EVALUATING AND REPORTING STUDENT
PROGRESS

Any systematic attempt to develop basic skills must
necessarily be concerned with evaluating and reporting
pupil progress.

In evaluation, test results are used ,o judge the
effectiveness of the instructional process and to make
needed adjustments in the curriculum and instruction
for the individual student. In general. both educators
and the public have accepted and emphasized an
overuse of and overconfidence in the resu:ts of
standardized tests. Standardized tests yield
comparisons between students and can provide a rank
ordering of individuals. schools. or districts. However,
standardized tests have several limitations including the
following:

a. Items are not necessarily generated to measure
_ a specific objective or instructional 'dim.

b. The tests measure only a sample of the content
that makes up a program; certain outcomes are
not measured at all.

Because they...do not supply sufficient information
about how much mathematics a student knows,_
standardized tests arnot the best instruments available
for repo; ting individual pupil growth. Other alte'rLatives
such as criterion, tests or competency tests must be
considered. In criterion tests. items are generated which
measure the -,specific objectives of the program and
which establish the student's level of mastery, of these
objectives. Competency tests are designed to determine
if the individual has mastered the skills necessary P.-t_r a
certain purpose such as entry into the job market. 1 re
is also need for open-ended assessments such as
observations, interviews. and manipulative tasks to
assess skilis which paper and pencil tests do not,
measure adequately.

Reports of pupil progress will surety be made. But.
while standardized tests will probably continue to
dominate the testing scene for several years, there is an
urgent need to:begin reporting pupil progress in other
terms, as criterion tests and competency



measures. This will also demand an immediate and
extensive program of inservice education to instruct the
general public on the meaning and iMerpretation-of
such data and to enable teachers to use testing as a vital
part of the instructional process.

Large scale testing, whether' involving `all students
or a random sample, can result in interpretations which
have great influence on curriculum revisions and
development. Test results can indicate, for example:
that a particular mathematical topic is being taught at
the wrong time in the student's development and that it
might better be introduced later or earlier in the
curriculum. Or, the results might indicatethat students
are confused about some topic as a result of
inappropriate teaching procedures. In any case. test
results should be carefully examined by educators with
special skills in the area of curricul4rn development.
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CONCLUSION

The present paper represents a preliminary
attempt by the National Council of SOpervisors. of
Mathematics to clarify and communicate its position
on basic mathematical skills. The NCSM position
establishes a framework within which decisions on
program planning and implementation can be made.
It also sets forth the underlying rationale for
identifying and developing basic skills and for
evaluating pupils' acquisition of these competencies.
The NCSM position underscores the fundamental
belief of the National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics that any effective program of basic
mathematical skills must be directed not 'back" but
forward to the essential needs of adults in the
present and future.

You are encouraged to make and
distribute copies of this paper.

The NCSM position paper was prepared
pursuant to a contract with the National
Institute of Education, U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.
Contractors undertaking such projects
under government sponsorship are
encouraged to express freely their
judgment in professional and technical
matters. Points of view or opinions do
not, therefore. necessarily represent
official Nation& Institute of Education
position or policy.
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PROBLEM SOLVING IN THE CLASSROOM

Ohio Regional -Conferences on Mathematics Education

March - May 1978

Improving one's effectiveness in teaching problem solving skills
requires consideration of many components that affect the success and
richness of such learning experiences. Grouping of students, mode of
presentation, external and internal variables, realistic modeling, and
avoiding pitfalls are some of the important elements that will be dis-
cussed in this paper.

Grouping

Three kinds of basic grouping situations can be used effectively
in teaching problem solving: large group instruction, snail group
instruction, and individual learning. Each has advantages, disadvantages,
and a role in helping students develop broad problem solving skills.

Large Group. Large group activities are effective for introducing
and practicing the application of a new problem solving strategy like
"construct a table"; for examining.a variety of different methods of
solution of the same problem; and .for discussing general aspects of
problem solving such as initiating strategies and looking back strategfos.

Large group instruction has the drawback that individual problem
solving growth may be ,difficult to foster directly for any but the
quickest students because individuals respond at different rates to
problems and in different ways (favor individual strategies). Therefore,
a quick student may solve a problem posed to the whole class before other
students have had a chance to consider it thoroughly. Morelver, the wide
range of'problem solving abilities-may make a problem appear trivial to some
students and impossibly difficult to others. For these reasons, discussions
about problem solving are possible with large groups but the process of
solving problems may be practiced by very few of the group.

Small Group. Small group instruction makes it possible to ;Troup stu-
dents according to problem solving ability and interest. This makes the
task of selecting problems of an appropriate degree of difficulty Much
easier than w--th large group:D. If the group is not too large, students
also have the opportunity to engage in group problem solving efforts. In
such small groups, students tan generally solve more problems than those
who work alone, but the groups may, take a longer time on each problem than
for pupils working alone. Group discussion,in order to reach agreement on
how to proceed has been shown to produce Significantly better achievement
than being told how to solve the problem.

Disadvantages of small group problem solving include the need for a
large list of --.problems of varying degrees of difficulty, classroom manage
meat procedures, and difficulties in determining individual problem solving.
growth.

Ildividual Learning. Problem solving by individuals has-the greatest
potent al for developing problem solving skills that can be both easily
ascerti.ined and measured. Tie individual, left to his own resources," can
progress at his-rate, use strategies that are comfortable to him, and
-experience the "aha" feeling wholly on his own. And problems can, be selected
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for individuals according to their needs, interests, and abilities.

Here again, however, monitoring progress and providing individual

assistance is liMited even more dramatically: Furthermore, one must be

more alert to motivation needs, stress concerns, and incorrect procedures

than in small or large group efforts.

Mode of Presentation

Real life problems come in a variety of formats and under a melange

of circumstances. Consequently, teaching efforts should be directed

toward varying the mode in which problems are presented for solution.

Such variety will improve student capabilit" _s to transfer school learned

skills to practical problem situations.
27-

Teacher Directed. Teacher led problem solving in which a particular

strategy (or computational process) is applied to a group of very similar

problems is the most common form of school problem solving activity.

Although the customary procedure is to use this approach to practice and

refine computational techniques through word problems, variations of this

procedure can be used to.focus more directly on the problem,,solving process.

Rather than working problems through to completion, a class discussion

of a problem set can be restricted to a thorough talking through of each

problem to assure an understanding of the given information, constraints,

and problem task. Students can be asked to restate a problem in their own

words in order to determine whether they fully comprehend the situation

posed by the problem. This activity will help-students develop the skill

of clear identification of the problem task and help them differentiate

between relevant and irrelevant information.

Asking students to describe the problem situation without reference

to specific numbers can also help them to generalize the prOblem situation

and processes involved for solution. In this way, student attention will

be focused on the problem process, away from the specific answer, enabling

an appreciation of the wider application possibilities of the solution

process.
Another teacher directed technique with a whole class is to use a

problem approach to motivate the need for further,mathematical knowledge

By posing a relevant and realistic problem situation that students cannot

solve (or solve only with great difficulty), a teacher can motivate the

need for new mathematical techniques by answering before,it is asked the

question, "Why do we need to know this stuff?" And frequently, the new

process can be skillfully developed within the context of solving the

motivation problem.
Teacher directed problem solving efforts with small groups or individ-

uals call for less direct involvement by the teacher as the problem solving

process shifts to the student. After posing a problem of suitable difficulty,

the teacher assumes the role of "silent partner," monitoring progress care-

fully, and reluctantly asking directive questions only as a student exhausts

his resources or wears thin his patience. This is the most critical point

of the instructional process. Acting too soon will encourage the learner to

be dependent upon the teacher. Acting too late will produce anxiety and

defeat--the precursors of mathophobia.

Student Generated. A most overlooked opportunity for problem solving

instruction arises out of situations that come from students. Using situ-

ations that are student generated or revolve around student activities can

help bridge the chasm between school practice and actual life applications.
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For example, suppose a student
observes the phenomenon that stand-
ing atop an object and looking down /i
appears greatly different than stand- /

ing below and looking up at the ob- How much is the
ject. He asks whether there is any difference:

physical explanation for this common hi
P12

observation.
A great opportunity for problem

1

solving is at hand! By throwing
1

this question back at the class and
asking them what kinds of strategies
they might use (listing them for re-
view) to resolve this problem, a
very rich albeit unplanned activity
can result. Students will see a reason for what they have been learning and

discover how to go about applying their skills to a question that intrigues

them from real life.
Similar opportunities can be drawn from student activities. Many

examples of relevant student situations are found in textbooks. Abstracting

these situations from a book format and casting them in a faMiliar locale

with real people will not only enhance the interest level of students.

They will also generally find such situations easier to comprehend and be

able to transfer the solution process more easily to related problems.

Indirect. Solving-a problem is perceived by most students as a chal-

lenge. This permits a teacher a third mode for problem solving--indirect

presentation. Having established a "place" where interesting and challenging

problems are located, students can either elect to use some of their undirect-

ed class time to use the "problem place" or be encouraged to that resource

by the teacher.
Such "places" might be-an attractively decorated bulletin board with

The Problem of the Week; Sleuths Corner (or table) where a problem resource

is located; stations where problems and-equipment or materials useful to

solution are gathered; or simply a resource file, cards, or other collection

of problems in a selected place. (including textsor other resource books.)

An advantage of indirect problem presentation is that a student has

flexibility in being able to choose problems which he finds interesting

or otherwise appropriate. Another is that he can experience the full
problem solving process at his own pace without the threat of failure.

Problems posed for the teacher by the indirecz presentation method

include establishing a reward (reinforcement) system, student monitoring

and evaluation, and matching student ability with problem difficulty. These

concerns can be resolved, however, through mean:, such as indexing problems

with point values related to their difficulty or use of class problem progress

charts that identify the problem, solver, and strategy used.

h1-h 2

External and Internal Variables

ASOciated with problem solving instruction are several factors that

affect the learner's. ability to solve problems. Some of these factors are

external to the learner and are easily controlled through the teaching situ-

ation. Others are internal to the learner and are therefore less easily

influenced by the teacher.
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External\variables. Time is a primary consideration in teaching problem

solving. The student must have the neceszary opportunity to mull a problem

over thoroughly:\ time to understand fully the task and conditions, time for

incubation and illumination, and time to-think about the solution. An impor-

---------tant_task for the'teacher is to encourage students to extend the amount of

time they are willing -to- work- on_ a _problem before "giN.ing up."

All of these factors clearly demand more. -time frcm the curriculuit;

teaching for problem,solving is not as efficient as teaching by rote. There-

fore, rearrangement of some teaching priorities may be necessary. Or oppor-

tunities to teach other subject matter through problem solving may need to

be utilized.
Learning style is another important external consideration. Learners

respond differently to different stimuli. Some students may need tactile

aids to understand the posing of a problem. Others may not. Some students

work well independently. Others need more structure and direction. Some

students may find certain problem solving strategies more productive than

other strategies. Other students may disagree with this list.

Teachers also vary in their uses of instructional-styles. There are

usually some problem solving approaches that a teacher feels comfortable

with and others that he feels less skillful.in using. Generally, a teacher

is well advised to use methods that utilize one's strengths while giving

time to instructional approaches that'one feels less expert with. This

will widen the range of problem solving experiences for students, capitalize

on a te.cher's known strong areas, and give the teacher the opportunity to

expand 'As expertise.
Mo:ivation is both an internal and external variable. Most teachers

are qui-:e adept at bein?, able to present learning situations in a highly

interes-:ing way. But in problem solving the motivation problem centers

more aria:ad the need for continuing motivation that is sustained through

teacher and peer recognition and r,Anforcement of accomplishments. One

goal of problem solving instruction is to encourage students-to work, more'

indepent.ently and to expand their ability to deal with frustration. There=

fore, i.. becomes very important for the teacher to recognize and reward

efforts toward this goal even though a successful problem solution may not

be imme( lately forthcoming.

In:ernal variables. A problem is not necessarily solved when a correct

solutio: has been found. It is not truly solved until the learner under-

stands ,recisely what he did and why it was appropriate.'

Th_s is one example of what we mean by an internal consideration --

a variable that describes the extent of understanding within the learner.

General_y we can describe certai elements that are related to this process.

I. Being able to recognize
important_features of a problem and assoc-

iating :hese features with promising solution steps is an important problem

solving skill.
2. The process of understanding a problem isrelated to the ability to

restate the problem in an appropriate representation. For example, many

problem; can be classified as subtraction problems because subtraction is

the necIssary process required for solution. However, the:problems may

pose different structures within which that subtraction will occur. Choice

of an apropriate numerical sentence to describe :the'structure can aid in

the understanding of the problem. One might choose from the fcrus

c b = ? n ? a Or a + ? = c

each of which leads to a subtraction solution.
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3. For a learning situation to be appropriate for problem solving

development, the techniques necessary for\its solution must be well within

the student's range of capabilities and experience.

4.. Meaningful problem solving experience should not he restricted to

repetitious practice with the same technique applied to similar problems.

Such experiences should consist of some practice of different approaches

applied to similar problems and the same technique used to solve very

different problems.
5. Protection from errors is not desireable in problem solving.

Students should be encouraged to be sensitive tc reasonability of results,

to detect errors, and to explain where a mistake lies.

6. Skills and understandings are most useful in problem solving when

they have been developed through problem solving.

7. Excluding lack of knowledge and limited mental capacity, there are

known factors that cause some problems to be difficult to solve:

a. misleading incorrect solutions - the learner halts his problem

solving efforts without realizing his solution is wrong;

b. difficulty in selecting from given alternatives - the learner

is not able to systematically reduce the number of possibilities for problem

solution;
c. response having low priority in one's range of experience - the

learner's background causes him to assign a low probability to productive

problem approaches;
d; requirement for generating an unusual response - the problem

solution deviates markedly from the solver's past similar experiences;

e. moving too quickly from idea-getting to idea-evaluation - the

learner spends too little time generating solution possibilities'before

trying one;
f. difficulty in identifying surmountable obstacles - the learner

fails to distinguish obstacles to problem solution that can be overcome from

those that cannot;
g. --motivation factors
h. degree of stress

Realistic Modeling

The goal .of problem solving instruction is to develop the capability of

students to apply successfully school-learned skills to problems arising in

real life. However, past experience indicates that transfer of school skills

to life.ituations is not an easy task. The degree to which classroom

activities can realistically model real life problem solving is related to

how successfully students can make this transfer. Thereforei.one of the

teacher's tasks is to be aware of realistic problem characteristics:

1. In a real situation, the task to be accomplished or the problem to

be resolved is usually well understood.. The problem may need to be recast

in an appropriate representation, but generally there are no difficulties

with interpreting the problem task from given information as is the case in

school story problems.
2. Real problems frequently deal with tactile materials and/or real

people and situations. Being able to see the problem in terms c: Crete

materials or to. associate it with specific persons or situations the

problem easier to understand.
ARY
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3. Real problems have a built-in motivation factor. The successful

solution. of the problem accagplishes something for the solver. He can

immediately appreciate his success or be penalized for his failure until the

problem is dealt with. He is therefore willing to wrestle with a problem

for a considerable time period. This contrasts to a school situation where

a student either moves on from an unsuccessful problem attempt after a frief

effort or seeks help from the teacher.

4. There may not be "thee' correct solution to a real problem. Many

solutions may be acceptable in terms of the specific needs of the solver and

the given solution. Rather than requiring an exact answer, it may be suf-

ficient 'to be "close eaough." For this reason, estimation and approximation

skills are relatively high in importance in real problem solving.

5. There is no preferred strategy to the successful solution of a

real problem. The sole criteria is that the problem be successfully solved

in an efficient manner to the problem solver. Therefore, trial and error

might be judged just as satisfactory a method as a careful, reasoned problem

attack if it solves the problem.

6. Real problem situations frequently reoccur for the solver. This

gives the problem solver the motivation to find a solution strategy that

will accomplish the repeated task most efficiently. He therefore has a

reason to look for more than one solution proce-SS to the problem.

7. Real problems are usually cluttered with a lot of irrelevant infor-

mation or may even be missing some necessary data. One of the solvers first

tasks Ls to distinguish between pertinent and nonpertinent information and

to decide whether he has enough information to generate a solution.

8. Few real problems are purely mathematical. The problem may consist

of many nonmathematical elements. The task of the solver may be to restate

and simplify the problem to mathematical terms. Or a mathematical solution

may only be one component to the resolution of a larger problem. Affective

considerations frequently play a role in real problem solving.

Obviously, it is not possible nor desireable to simulate-each of there

real life problem characteristics in classroom problem solving. However,

an awareness of them should enable the teacher to occasional-y model such

situations, making the transfer between school and life skills much easier

for students.

Avoiding Pitfalls

In problem solving, as for most areas of instruction, there are a meshing

of more than one set of objectives. That is, we pursue problem solving not

solely as an end unto itself but in conjunction with other goals .and objectives

such as refinement and maintenance of computational skills. In trying to

accomplish more than one goal through an activity, it is easy to lose sight

of the main objective or'to occasionally get instructional goals at cross'

purposes. The following listing contains frequent pitfalls involving problem

solving that might arise in this way and that should be avoided.

a. Overemphasis on verbal cues such as equating the word "of" with

"times" should be avoided. Such a ;>ractice may lead students to misinter-

pretations for given circumstances as well as focusing attention to early

on the parts of the problem before he gains a grasp for the situation wholly.

b. Do not insist that a particular procedure be used in the solution

of a set of problems. If the intent is to practice a particular procedure,

then the objective may well be computational rather than problem solving.

c. Try not to imply to students that one strategy of many which can
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be used to solve a problem is the "best." The intent is to increase the
number of such strategies that a student has command over. And what may
be best for one person may not best for another.

d. In working with large groups, avoid instructional practices that
involve a designated learner--that is, a class representative that does
the talking, thinking, and actual problem solving for the class with no
measure of how many other students understood or participated in what
occurred,

e. Consider problem solving as an activity suitable for all students- -
not just the more capable ones.

f. Problem solving should not be withheld from any group of'students
until they master a certain set of basics. It can.. and should be an instru-'

mental activity in the development of basic skills.

In summary, the task of teaching for problem solving development can
appear to se an awesome task. But like most complex activities, the goal
is well worth pursuing. However, in this case, the task is not as difficult
as it might first seem. Most of the components for good problem solving
instruction are ingredients for good teaching of any mathematical topic.
And many of the aspects discussed in this discourse on problem solving are
common tools of the good teacher.



Roles and Coals of Problem - Solving
in the Elementary School

I. Introduction

John Dewey (1909) and his followers were perhaps the first in American
education to attempt to cite problem-solving as an important goal in the
curriculum as suggested in Dewey's How We Think. In 1918 Kilpatrick urged
the "purposeful act" as the major item of curricular concern. In 1925
Collings reported work on using situations and activities in the lives of
boys and girls as a basis for topics in their "content subjects." Kilpatrick
commented

Our highly artificial study of arithmetic, geography and physics
has too often meant that the child lived but meagerly in and
through the school studies (1:109).

Kilpatrick taught that the "wider problem of method"---that is, problem-
solving--- is synonymous with living or similar to the "moral problem of
life itself." (1:3). Learning, he urged, should help engage students in
living now and not be looked on solely as preparation for later life.

In 1932 came the Eight-Year Study (thirty secondary schools) in which
the curriculum was planned around problems arising from various aspects of
present-day (1932-1940) living. This was followed by the development of core
curricula by Alberty et al in the 1950's. Still later in the 1950's, with
concern for probleM-Solving still in mind, there arose the "essentialists" as
Bestor and Rickover with the philosophy that different disciplines have
different techniques of problem-solving--- that the inquiry process differs
from subject to subject. Indeed, some thrusts went so far as to encourage,
it seems, that the best preparation for life was to take on the Style of the
researcher and, in the sense that students should explore and make conjec-
tures there may be some point to this suggestion--it is wrong, though, if it
means early and hurried abstractions before the student is ready. In the
fifty years of thought and development many had forgotten the early tenets
of Kilpatrick that "education be considered as life itself and not a mere
preparation for later living" (2).

Although points of view apparently changed from 1909 to the present
there always seemed to be concern with "problem-solving" no matter what the
name. That this strand is of present-day concern and that educators see the
continuing need for a problem-solving curriculum is stated by David Ost as
follows:

Problem-solving and related skills have long been of concern-to
education planners . . . it is becoming increasingly clear that
problem-solving abilities are essential for an evolving culture.
As a result, increased effort is being made to incorporate
problem-solving situations into the educational process (3).

But while we have traced the attention to problem-solving as an
important curricular strand in the past years, we may yet ask, "What is
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problem-solving ?" Some answers:

We first think, "Solving problems !"

"Problem-solving is a search for alternatitles (4)"

Problem-solving is a way to employ or apply cognitive skills to
answer a felt question about a situation

Problem-solving is a process

Problem-solving is creative and reflective thinking brought to
bear on a situation

Elsewhere we shall no (.1-_ubt perceive differences between exercises and
problems and so-7e will not dwell on these here.

II. Roles of Problem-Solving

By "role" we shall mean "what part should it'play ?" --"what part in the
curriculum and in the classroom ?" It seems to the writer that the spirit of
"solving problems" or the atmosphere of eagerness and challenge to try to use
various strategies of problem-solving should always be present in the class-

room. Of course there must be time for skill development (perhaps per se/in
various modes), for diagnosis and remedial work, for practice on the ordinary
text problems and exercises and/or problems on developing skills from ",real

problems" or variations of them previously done. But in nearly every/Class
the students should be in exploratory and conjecture-making stages *some
problem which arises either from the ongoing development of the material of
from sources connected with the life of-the-student.

Problem-solving in all of its aspects is one of the main "reasons" for

mathematics. Mathematics "came to be" as a "problem-solver" and, in its
infancy, it took on problems of business, commerce, navigation, engineering
and many other facets in the lives of people and it is still doing so as it
continues to riegn as the "queen of the sciences !" In one of his talks
Morris Kline suggests that "the beauty of mathematics does not justify
mathematics (instruction)" and neither does "the intellectual challenge"
but what mathematics does and can do justifies it. Hence problem-solving

should play a big role !

Specifically problem-solving can be an effective device for motivation
and it can give valuable and continuing experience in the "art of investiga-

tion" and, while applying strategies, mathematical skills and concepts of
various kinds are deve'-Lped and created which enable us to attack more
sophisticated problems.

III. Goals of Problem-Solving

Although the various strategies of problem-solving will be discussed by
others one immediate goal of problem-solving is to acquire skill in the use of
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various approaches and to perceive which method might be more applicable.
These skills are of "higher order" than merely those of using the basic

operations in mathematics but, of course, the basic operations and much

more are used:- We will call "acquiring goal (a).

Other goals, just as important, are:

(b) to be able to sense a problem. Bruner sti' ests that "sensing

a problem is the most natural intellec ectivity. It is an

awareness that something needs to be di ferent, improved,

modified. (5) Teachers can encourage the "sensing of
problems" in the classroom by an exciting handling of subject
matter and by helping the student recognize problems which

arise in the ongoing development of the subject itself. Not

all "problems" need come from the "outside."

(c) to be able to determine the scope of the problem and to

delimit it to a level which can be handled by the student
with skills, materials and information readily available-- -
this does not mean that one will not-attempt to develop

new skills. "Delimiting" is sometimes urgent and most
desirable for sometimes the "gravity of a problem produces
inertia" (Morris Kline).

(d) to develop flexibility a- to entertain the possibility of

attack by several diffu-,%t strategies

(e) to tend to try the simplest strategy first --- try common
sense.

(f, tc Jelop the ability to suggest variations on a problem

(g) to live in anticipation of other paths or turns a problem

might take

(h) to be looking for problems and "eyes open" for relationships

--- sensing sources of problems in our surroundings: social,

environmental

(i) to have a spirit of adventure, creativity, anticipation,
excitement and a (humble) feeling of CONFIDENCE. No

suggested strategy should be an object of scorn or belit-

tling or embarrassment. "Nothing breeds success like

success itself."

IV. Beginnings on Achieving Goals

--START NOW with ongoing development in the classroom--- helping the

subject grow by sensing problems

--RAISE QUESTIONS in a casual way-- questions which give rise to or
introduce considerations from which grow new concepts
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- -INTRODUCTION of interesting situations which come from problem sources
(as the packets assembled for this conference) and which employ "problem-
solving strategies."

- -BEGIN WITH SIMPLE THINGS -- simple ideas perhaps also in physical

settings as 1/3 "+" 1/4 by means of fraction cards (6). Big ideas

often come from little questions and little situations.

Dwight L Moody has said, "When God wants to move a mountain,
he does not take a bar of iron, but he takes a little worm."
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SOME GEMS FOR TEACHERS

"Begriffe ohne Anschauung sind leer." ,(Kant)

"...mathematics 'in statu nascendi'--in the process of being invented--has
never before been presented in quite this manner to the student, or to the
teacher himself, or to the general public." (Polya)

"The investigator himself...does not work in a rigorous deductive fashion. On
the contrary he makes use of phantasy and proceeds inductively, aided by
heuristic expedients." (Felix Klein)

"The premise here is that education has a great teaching facility which as yet
is unused--the student." (Ohio State University Educational Research Bulletin,
XXXIX: 6, September 14, 1960).

"Learning can be deepened and be made more genuinely human as well as beneficial
as a human act if it appropriates Lie procedures of botF the creative artist
and critic." (Meland)

"...it is first necessary to arouse his (the student's) interest and then let
him think about the subject in his own way." (J. W. Young)

"Nothing is more important than to see the sources of invention which are, in
my opinion, more interesting than the inventions themselves." (Leibnitz)

"The most natural methods of advance is a series of successive approximations
to logical rigor, and, in fact, this is the way in which the subject has
actually grownup." (Saxelby)

"...the teacher should-lead up to an important theorem gradually in such a
that the precise meaning of the statement in question...is fully appreciated

...and furthermore, the importance of the theory, and indeed the desire for
formal proof is awakened, before the formal proof itself is developed. Indeed,
much of the proof (of the theorem) should be secured by the research of the
students themselves." (E. H. Moore)

"In our mathematics classes we ought to concentrate less on covering a certain
body of knowledge and more on thinkiig about what we have done, how that can
be generalized and applied to other problems, how it can be changed into new
problems, and how to go about finding general principles. (Willoughby's
"Discovery." The Mathematics Teacher. January, 1963).

"No matter how modern the mathematics program, it will suffer a miserable
death if there is no creativity or imagination in the classroom. On the other
hand, the most traditional program can become most exciting if somehe, the
student, if in a small part only, relives the discovery of mathematical ideas
and the clashing of minds which have been a part of its development."

"'Covering pages' may deaden, 'uncovering :leas' enlivens the classroom."

"Non verba, sed res." (Comenius)
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"Quod non fuerit priusquam in sensu, non -_71.t in intellectu." (ComeniuL)

The mathematical experience of a student is incomplete if he has never had

the opportunity to solve a problem invented '- himself." (Polya)

"This intuitional direct vision method is intc:nded, not to take the place of,

but to prepare the way for a more rigorous analytical study of the subject."

(Saxelby)

The student "f.n each new advance is to begin with the concrete object, something
which he can E.ee and handle and perhaps make, and go on to abstractions on!y

for the sake of realized advantages." (Doren) .

"Most of the footprints in the sands of time have been made by workshoes."

"What is most important for teaching basic concepts is that the child be

helped to pass progressively from concrete thinking to the utilization or

more conceptually modes of thought." (Bruner)

"...concepts are formed out of experiences, and hence the classroom'should be

arranged so that the children learn mathematics in much the same way as they

learn most of the things they know--by manipulating actual objects." (Dienes

mentioned in Arith. Teach. Nov., 1968, p. 594.)

"Me typical mathematics lesson...no physical apparatus for the children to

play with, and a lesson involving merely talking, reading and writing--may
eventually be outmoded." (Arith. Teach. Nov., 1968, p. 594.)

"1ne teacher must attempt to rescue the low achiever from discouragement and
despair and make it possible for him to succeed at his own ability level"...
while keeping in mind that not all types of slowness are permarient...it may

take only interest on the part of the student to increase his achievement. ".
(Mathematics Teacher, March 1967, "Mathematics for the Low-Achiever in High

School.")

"There is nothing in the intellect that was not first in the senses..."

(Morris Kline, AMM, March, 1970, p. 265).

"Clearly the intuitive approach can lead to error, 'but committing errors and

learn-:..ng to check ones' results are part of the learning process." (Ibid.,

p. 266).
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AN OVERVIEW OF PROBLEM SOLVING
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

Ohio Regional Conference on Mathematics Education

March May,..1978

"Learning to solve problems as the principal reason for studying

mathematics." (National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (1978),

p. 147). Knowledge, skills, and understandings are important elements

of mathematical learning but it is in problem solving that the student

synthesizes these components for'the purpose of achieving a goal, answering

a question, or reaching a decision,

Though mot educators agree on the importance of problem solving,

nearly any discussion about.its, role in the elementary school' curriculum

raises issues in need of further clarification. Four questions which

usually emerge are: (1) What is the relationship of problem solving to

basic skills? ,(2)=Exactly what is meant by problem solving? (3) How

should problem solving.he taught? (4) Whose responsibility is it to help

students develop problem solving abilities? That is, when shduld problem

solving be introduced in the cur20.591um?

The purpose of this paper is to present t,'r:k.tf answers to these four

questions and thus orient you to the problem solving approach taken in

these materials.

Is Problem Solving a Basic Skill?

Computational proficiency has been long recognized as a basic skill

goal of the elementary mathematics curriculum. The role and importance

of problem solving in. the elementary program has been generally less well

defined. Traditionally, problem rving has been pursued with less immediacy

and em:hasis than computat nal skill development and, consequently, has

not been considered by many asa basic goal. However, current interest



in redefining learning outcomes considered as basic--that is, learning areas

t's important for mastery by all individuals -- suggest the need for an expanded

definition of basic skills:

Assessment results have highlighted a fact known informally .to us all:

computational skill-proficiency is not synonymous with the ability to apply

. these skills in meaningful situations. Basic skills by today's standards

are judged in terms of competencies. That is, we are concerned with not only

what an individual knows but with how well he can use this knowledge.

PrOblem solving constitutes this additional dimension of the basic skill ,

. definition in the area of mathematics.

"I think problem solving is the basic skill in mathematics. By problem

solving I mean more than knowing what to do, in the sense of having knowledge.

I mean, having a kind of commitment-to problem solving--a willingness to tackle

a proolen evet',when one doesn't know right away what to do, ano1/4to keep

plugging away at-the problem until one finds a reasonable solution." This

quote comes not from a mathematics educator but from a Georgia state legislator.

While it may be surprising to some to think of problem solving as a basic

skill, its development marks the difference between mathematically literate

and minimally functioning.incaduals. A learner with uncultivated problem

solving capabilities is a passive and limited individual dependent upon others

for his growth and needs. But a learner with well developed problem solving

skills is an active, confident, and flexible individual capable of reshaping

his learning environment and satisfying his own needs. Education can no longer

afford a narrow definition of basic skills. Development of active learners

must be the first priority. Consequently, problem solving must be cared

a basic mathematical skill.



What Is a Problem?

The word problem is derived from the Greek prohloma, which translaLed

literally means "something thrown forward" (from ballein, "to throw").

Less inspiring but more commor is the standard definition, "a question

raised for inquiry, consideration or solution . . . a source of perplexity

. . " (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1975). For our uses then, a

problem is a perplexing question or situation. It is important to note that

a problem is noc simply a question or situation--it must be Perple*Iing.

A question or a situation can be judged perplexing, and thus be a

problem, only in relation to a person and a time. What is a problem for

one student now may not be a problem for that student in another month or

year, or it may not bc, a problem for another student now. Hence teachers

'must select questions and situations which will likely be problems for their

students.

Another implication of our definition is the idea that a question or

situation must be accepted by the student as a problem. "Perplexing" implies

that the question or situation is of some interest and that the student will

accept it.

The charazteristics of a problem for a student, then, are that:

- It is a question or a situation.

it is accepted by the student.

At the time it is presented to the student, there is some blockage

or challenge so that the solutiol is not immediate.

Problem solving is the ability to solve problems. We are interested in

problem solving in mathematics--the ability to solve problems which use

mathematics. However, ultimately problem solving for tomorrow's adults is

an important facet of life--be it mathematical or not. Questions such as,

"Should I buy a new car?" or "How can r finish painting this diair?" mly or

.

may not be mathematical, but they can be real problems to people: Our aim

is to equip students with problem solving strategies and our hope is that



these students, tomorrow's adults, will be able to use these strategies to

solve the problems they must encounter.

How to Teach Problem Solvi77:,

In the past, problem solving has been most often taught by presenting

specific types. of problems. -extbooks are arranged so that every so often

there are one or two pages of "word problems," all very similar in setting

and in solution technique. In-upp4telementary, junior high, and secondary

school you find distance-rate-time problems, work problems, mixture problems,

or age problems. In elementary school problem types are often associated with

mathematical skills:--multiplication problems, fraction problems, or merely

problems. Actually, such " problems" are really exercises to practice very

specific.skills. Results are that the student must continually practice the

skills to maintain the ability and that he or she is equipped to solve only

those proolems which are very similar to the exercises.

What we suggest is that the students learn very general strategies for

attacking problems. (One set of these strategies will be described with

.examples, of i'heir use in another paper, but for now, tree are mentioned

to indicate the sort,,of activity we mean--guess and check, construct a table,

or work backwards). There are four important' points associated with using a

strategies approach to teaching problem solving:

(1) Students can be taught each strategy. The strategies themselves

are general'skills or abilitieS.

(2) Each strategy can be used in a great variety of problems.

(3) Often a student will use from two to four strategies in a

single problem (as opposed to acquiring one technique to solve

one type of problem.)

(4)-When faced with a new problem a student armed with a set of attack

strategies has 4 way to begin to work. (Often the most difficult

step in problem solving is, getting started).

-In general, to teach'a strategies approach 'to problem solving a teacher

will f)11ow this proovkinrc: ._._ 7°,)



[Practice the
new strategy
with problems

Introduce a
new strategy--

i
Teaching Problem Solving

1 Provide a variety of
dissimilar problems to
exemplify the new
strategy

Provide a variety of
problems which are
appropriate for all
previously learned
strategies

No

Yes

I. Continue to provide
a variety of problems

It is clear that to use this approach teachers need (1) a clear idea of all strate-

gies, (2) a large resource of good problems, (3) time in the teaching schedule

(mathematics period) to teach problem solving. Most of the strategies appropriate

for the elementary program are familiar to teachers and little time is needed to

understand them. Developing a resource of good problems is a continuing process.

Supplementary materials provide one rich source. Also, teachers can use their

textbooks as a resource. But even moxe fruitful, teachers can make up a great

variety of problems themselves (and share them with each other). Finding

time for the approach involves, (12 1g the current classroom,, time devoted,

to teaching problem solving and (2) :,4anizing the learning sequence so

that part of the time for practice of computational skills is included in the.
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problem solving activities--during problem solving. students are using computational

skills and thus practicing them.

The big pay-off in the strategies approach to problem solving is that the

students will experience a variety of problems--the strategies are so general

that they can be used in all types of problems. The student acquires experience

in solving problems which are iew to him or to her. Thus when receiving an

entirely new problem, one we cannot even anticipate now, the student has a

set of strategies tc employ which hold promise of helping to find a solution.

In this way, we hope to prepare students to solve problems in the future--even

problems we can't think of or know about today.

When Should Problem Solving Instruction Begin?

Problem solving begins as soon as we become aware of our environment,

develop some need which we determine tobe within our capability. of addressing,

and go about trying to satisfy this need. Soon after bitth, we begin this kind

of problem solving and continue it through the rest of our lives.

Insofar as learning is involved, we use new information and knowledge to

extend and expand our problem solving capabilities. But we also use problem

so' ,g to acquire additional knowledge and skills. Thus, problem solving and

learning are inextricably interwoven in the way we

within our environment. S

naturally discover

or tria-t

h°z.uitoi$C
How then do educational objectiVes relate to problem solving? A broad

and react

statement of purpose of the function of education might be: (1) to provide

activities that encourage the development of skills and information that are

known ro be valuable_ for participation within one's society, and (2) to examine

formally processes which are productive for 'acquiring further information



and satisfying ones needs,

This definition brings us back to a comparison between-computational skill

.
development, and problem solving goals in mathematics education. Quite accurately,

computational skills can be judged as fulfilling the first aspec )f the function

of educatidn and problem solving the second. However, many curriculum designers

and other educators use this artificial separation of these two basic goals

of mathematics as the basis for curriculum separation and sequential treatment

that places computation development before problem solving.

The unfortunate consequences of thii decision are threefold. First, the

natural manner in which we learn is suddenly interrupted and replaced by a

learning model that concentrates on only one aspect of mathematical learning

at a time. Secondly, formal consideration ofprOblem solving is withheld from

many students until some level of computational proficiency is attained. For

some students this means that they will never be exposed to forMal problem

solving processes. And it means for other students the adjustment to a sharp

change in philosophy and emphasis as the focus shifts from computation to prob-

lem solving. Thirdly, problem solving as a process too frequently becomes an

incidental by-product in problem situations where the primary emphasis continues

to dwell on skill refinement and maintenance, application practice, and further

computational development. Sadly, this equates to a sizeable number of-students

never ga:Lning the opportunity to become skillful problem solvers.

To avoid this undesireable and relatively ineffective procedure for learn-

ing mathematics, we advocate that the natural mode of learning be continued

from nonformal early childhood activities to later formal school learning

experiences with an appropriate balance maintained for both aspects of Mathematics

education. This implies that problem so....ving'should begin in kindergarten at

an appropriate level of sophisticatibn. And its development should progress

.
from a natural learning tool to a formal activity in which the focus is on the
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process as a reproducible strategy that can be utilized to.solve similar and

dissimilar problems. Continuing responsibility for improving this basic skill

is shared by every teacher throughout the rest of the mathematics curriculum.

Only with this kind of emphasis can we expect to realize the goal of confident

and flexible problem solvers who can assume an active role in modern F-,Aety.

-8-



Problem Solving in the Primary Grades

Many of the best problem-solving situations in the primary grades come from
everyday situations: "How many more chairs will we need if we're having five
visitors and two children are absent?" "How many cookies will we need if
everyone has two?"

In many textbooks, problem solving in grades 1 and 2 is ignored. In most
\.

textbooks, there is no clear problem solving program. (in which children are
taught strategies or alterntive ways to solve problems). In almost no
textbooks are creative, open-ended problems used.

Unfortunately, problem solving in primary school mathematics has been limited
to finding the answers to wordproblems in textbooks. Getting answers to
such problems may involve problem solving, but it may not. If the problems
are so easy that children know the answers automatically, there is really no
problem at all. Problem solving is the reason behind teaching matheDlatics:
to help the child resolve difficulties which he or\she wants to resolve.

Problems should be used throughout lessons, from introduction through rein-
forcement. But it is important that children be asked to solve real problems.
Word problems in textbooks and most problems used in the physical representa-
tions of number ideas and operations are generally only situations from which
modeling (such as 4 + 5 = 9) can be derived, to help the child relate a real-
life occurrence to a mathematical representation of that occurrence.

Problems should be interesting to the child: the child must want to solve the
problems.

Real objects should be used (or available) for solving problems. But children
in the primary grades are increasingly able to make estimates, keep records
of their observations, make mathematical statements to fit events or situations,
and make decisions on the basis of what may happen. They need to be faced
with a variety of problems and record-keeping procedures.

Children should believe that they can solve a problem, and should know when
they have a solution for it. Confidence-in their ability to solve problems
must be developed; the teacher must create an atmosphere in which they feel
both free and secure.

Let children use their own language to express the problem.

.Let children work together: they need tr discusS.problems, share ideas,
debate alternatives, and verify solutions.

Develop problems appropriate for different ability levels: the problems
should allow for different levels of solution.

.4. Provide problems that have no answer or that have many (equally correct)
answers. Often.instructional materials leave children with the impres-
sion that every mathematical problem has exactly one answer.

children problems for which they must collect.infornation 07 data.
The typical textbook problem gives all the pessary facts. For everyday-
problems involving mathematics; people often must seek out the necessary
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data, or at least select from Vat is available those facts which are

needed.

Similarly, provide experiences in which the formulation of the problem

to be solved is required-.. People have to ask questions before they begin

to solve many everyday problems.

Help children to sense what the problem is about, to form a picture of

the relationships and patterns, to systematically determine orocedures

and alternatives.

Discuss problems, plausible answers and estimates, and varied procedures

for find:tng solutions.

Select problems which provide for maximum pupil involvement and minimum

teacher guidance.

Break complicated problems into manageable-parts when frustration

approaches.

Problem solving is not dependent on reading ability. Children should be

given problems orally both before and after they learn to read- Remember

that many problems faced in real life do not come neatly packaged in words:

children must learn to interpret most oral and non-verbal cues that comprise

.-the problem or are related.to the solution of the problem.

The child needs to begin to develop a variety of strategies for solving

problems. The problems which follow are illustrative for some ofithe

strategies that primary-level children need to learn. (In many cases, problems

could also be used with another strategy, such as naming only the operation

needed for solution.) Many of these problems were adapted from those

appearing in recent textbooks. In addition; a variety of more creative

problems is included following page 6.



Using drawings and diagrams

A bus had 10 rows of scats.
There were 4 sea...s in each row.

How many seats in all?

The children at Lincoln School are packing boxes of books to send overseas.

How many boxes will they need if they have 24 books and put 6 books in a box?

The pupils found that 2 out of each 5 books were in poor condition.

If one room collected 25 books, how many of these were in poor

condition?

You are riding on an elevator.
Enter on the main floor.
Go up 6 floors.
Go down 3 floors.
Go up 9 floors.
Go down 7 floors.
Go up 8 floors.
Go down 2 floors.
Go down 5 more floors.
Get off the elevator.
On what floor are you?

It is two miles from Dr. Jones' house to ner office.
She walks to her office five days a week.
How far did she walk back and forth to her work every week?

Dramatizing or acting out problems

Six children were standing at the teacheris desk. Five children join them.

How many children were at the teacher's desk then?

Nine children stood at the back of the room, Seven went to their

desks. How many children were left?

Selecting needed information (or delt.ting unneeded information)

There were twenty-eight children in Mrs. Black's third-grade classroom.

On Friday the whole class made kites in art class. Fourteen of the children

decided to fly their kites that afternoon. Only n.ne of the children

were able to get their kite:- up in the air. How many kites did not fly?

Eight people talked to a reporter.
Twenty-three people watched the fire.
Six more people talked to the reporter.
How many people in all talked to the re?orter?

Kate got a new paint set for her birthday. It has 36 colors and 5

brushes. She painted 18 pictures, each with a different color.

How many colors are still unused?

Pete mowed Mr. Wynn's lawn for $3.50. He bought 2 cards for 75. The clerk

gave him a gift of 3 packs of gum.' How much-money-did Pete have left?



Problems without numbers

George had some money.
He gave a customer some change.
How much money does he have now?

.

Sally counted the pages in her
order book. She wrote a dozen
orders. How many pages were
left?

If you know how mry times your heart beats each minute, how can you find out
how many times it bats in 24 hours?

Jane knows how many yards of ribbon she needs and the
cost of each yard. How can she find how much the ribbon
will cost?

Collecting information

How much will it cost each person in our class if we share equally the
expenses of taking a field trip to the state park and having a picnic lunch
while we're there?

The PTA has given $45.00 to each class in the school to be used for
magazine and newspaper subscriptions. How should we spend the money?

How far can you walk in 5 seconds?
How far can you walk in 1 second?
How far can you walk in 1 minute?

How long dc.s it take a ball to stop bouncing?
Try a big ball. ry a football. Try a little ball.

Get a stack of 15 cards.
How long,does it take you to turn them over, one at a time,

using your right hand only? Your left hand only? Both hands?
How long does it take to turn over 30 cards?

Making up problems

Make up a story using 9, 5, 14, tigers, lions, circus, wagons, left.

Have students find interesting pi tures (with or-without data)
in newspapers and magazines. Have them make up problems to
fit the picture.

Have students put problems in a file box.for
other students to solve.

Write problems used on a real experience.

Give students a table or other set of data (e.g., baseball statistics).
Have them make up problems using the data.



Using materials

Have students use manipulative materials or flannelboard materials to
verify the solution to a problem.

When decorating the room'(or for some other measuring situation),
let the children determine and measure the amount of crepe paper,
twine, etc.

Making 1.11) an easier problem

Jen saved $3.56.- Jen has 3c.

Jeff saved $5.27. Jeff has 5c.

How much more money has Jeff saved? Haw much more does Jeff have?

Reasonable answers

Jim weighs 70 lbs. standing on one foot, so he must weigh 140-1bs. standing

on 2 feet.
When Henry was 12 years old, his mother was
3 tines as old as he. Since Henry is now
30 years old, his mother must be 90 Years old.

Matching mathematical sentence with drawing_

Write number sentences on board.
Draw picture to match one sentence.

I had three cups. I brokeone. How many cups are left?
Have child match sentence and picture to go with the problem.

You might read the problem and have
pupils find the picture that illustrates
it, then write the mathematical sentence.

Noting missing_ information

If you have enough information to answer a question, answer it.
If you do not have enough information, write NM for need more information.

Every mouse in Europe eats 73 cheeses each year.
Every mouse in Africa eats 86 cheeses Cs:4CA year.
Most of the cheese is Swiss cheese.

1. How many mice are in Africa?
2. Which mice eat more cheeses each year: those in Europe or those

in Africa?
3. Which of the two places has more cheeses?
4. How many more cheeses does a mouse living in Africa eat in a year

than a mouse in Europe?

Using maps, tcbles etc.

Give pupils a modified train or bus schedule.
Ask questions about arrival, departure, and
traveling times.

Give pupils a simplified map. Have ther locate specified points, and
answer questions about distances.
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Using maps, tables, etc. (continued)

Have pupils fill in a table for each chile noting

names and distance traveled to school rrom h e See hov many

problems or questions they can make using -the facts given in ...he

table.

Make- a chart or graph which shows, for instance, how many

cars w.ss -t-itcough the Traffic lights at the corner. (Children

will, of course, collect the data.)

Show the children a time line, such as this one which shows----the

which some chipfnunks stopped chomping branches. (They,yere.havi

to see who could'comp for the longest time.)

Is
ici:X*

.cp pv 0" **i N,

Al
0

60° se' t IP
o s s o 0 o

Ask: Which chipmunk was 'still chomping after Betty quit?
Which chipmunk finished before Charlie?
How many gave up chomping between Alice aid Zeb?
Which chipmunk came in second in the contest?
Which chipmunk stopped chomping; first?

And a few more . .

In how many different ways can a
get from City A to City B if the
always moves toward B?

er -in

a- contest

bus driver

Write true, false or NM for each:
In one day Jake hopped 11 times and skipped 14

than he hopped.
1. He hopped more times than he skipped.
2. Ha jumped.0 times.
3. He ran 9 times.
4. He 'skipped more than he hopped.

You left the house at 4:15.
1 pound of hamburger. You
with the hamburger at 4:45.
HOw long were you gone? Ho

times. He jumped less

You Lld $2.00 to buy
got back from the store
You have $ .21"change.
much money did you spend?

You bought a comb for 29c. You had 50C.-
Can you also buy a book for 21C?

The sum of two numbers ig 15. Their difference is 3. Name the two

83
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Prblems from the ng sources were included in the packet,. but

cannot be reproduc _! due to-copyright restrictions:

Folsom,:Mary. Operations on Whole Numbers. In Mathematics Learning

can Early Childhood. Thirty-seventh Yearbook. Reston, Virginia:

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1975. Pp. 181, 189.

immerzeel, George and Wderanders, Don. Ideas. Arithmetic Teacher

' 21: 409-410; May

Lindquist, Mary Montgomer- Problem Solving with Five Easy Pieces.

Arithmetic Teacher 25: 6-10; November 1977.

Nelson, Doyal and Kirkpatrick, Joan. Problem Solving. In Mathema-'

tics Learning in Early Childhood. Thirty-seventh Yearbook.

Reston, Virginia: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,

1975. Pp. 79, 80, 83, 84, 85.

Ockenga, Earl and Duea, Joan. Ideas. Arithmetic Teacher 24: 303-304;

April 1977.
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Abstracts of Selected Current Articles
on Problem Solving

in
The Arithmetic Teacher

1. Steven Krulik. Problem Solving: Some Considerations
Arithmetic Teacher. "December 1977, .pp. 51-52.

.c

Krulik provides a.definition of a problem which ex-
cludes exercises and points out that it'must be accepted
by the student. Many "textbook problems" may not satisfy
the definition. The majOr `gust of the article is a
discussion, with sample probtems, of seven suggestions for
teachers.

1. The problem solver must carefully "-digest" the problem.

2. Encourage your students,to.make many suggestions toward
r' solution of the problem and to analyze why they reacted

as',,they did.

Help students to examine 'data in a meaningful way.

4. Organize the data carefully.

5. Allow time for the problem solver to think.

6. Encourage alternate solUtions.

7. Look for pattetns within the data of the problem.

Following is one of the sample Problems':_,

Two logs are -ound-in a woodpile, and axe identical in
every way. . - using a power saw, it takes .9 secondS
to cut the first flog into%4 pieces, how long should
it take to cut the second log into, 5 pieces?

2. Mary Montgomery Lindqu.ist.. Problem Solving with Five
Easy Pieces. Arithmetic- Teacher.. November 1977, pp; 7-10.

A pattern i§ proviad,to cut a square into smaller
squares of 3 different sizes'and triangles of 2 different
sizes-rthus, "Five easy piedes..". A great many questions
and explorations for students are provided, grouped into
the following study areas: _basic relationships, puzzles,
patterns, logic,-areas, and costs. -,The.activities are
most appropriate for grades 1.-. 4.

3/ Frank K. L-:::ster, Jr. Ideas AbOut Problem Solving: A Look
at SOme Psychological-esearch.. Arithmetic Teacher.
NoVember 1977, P:. 12 -14.
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Lester attempts to identify some of the useful ideqs
for elementary school problem soixing found in the writings
of three prominent psychologists. At the risk of over
summarizing a summary, we list some key implications for
teachers.
From Herbert A. Simon:

"An important component of ;srO-blem-solving skill lies
in being able to recognize salient problem features
rapidly and to associate (them) with promising solution
steps."

"The proOesses of understanding. (a problem) include the
processes of constructing representations of problem
situations."

From Norman R.F. Maier
"Many problems are solved incorrectly because the problem
solver gets a wrong solution and stops without realizing
that it is incorrect."

"A problem can be made difficult if it requires a response
that deviates fr-m past experience."

'Efficient problem solving . . . is both a matter of
perceiving obstacles that can be readily surmounted
and of ingenuity in dealing with a particular obstacle."

"Finding a final solution to a problem involves two
stages, idea-getting and idea-evaluation."

. . the degree to which the problem solver will
respond to a challenge, the length of time the individual
will stick -7ith a problem . . ., and the person's
tolerance of,ambiguity are some of the motivation-
related factors that should be considered."

"An individual's performance during problem solving varies
depending on the types of pressures involved And the
person's)frustration threshold."

From William A. Brownell
. the relationships necessary to (solve a problem)

should be well within the child's understanding and
identifiable by him . . . "

"To the limits d:Isirable and possible, solutions to
probleMs should be summarized clearly, stated verbally,
and generalized."

. . . practice in probl,.im solving should not -_-ons:Lst
of repeated experiences in solving the same problems
with tho sari(' tochniouos . ."

"A problem_is' not necessarily 'solved' because the
r-nrrect response has been made."
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"Instead of 'protected' from error, the child should
many times be exposed to error and be encouraged to
detect and to demonstrate what is wrong, and why."

" . . . meaning and understandings are most useful
. . when they have _themselves been acquired through
the solving of problems:"

4. John F. LeBlanc.' \You Can Teach Problem Solving. Arithmetic
Teacher. November 1977, pp. 16-20.

"Teaching problem solving is a problem, but like most
other problems it can be solved." This is an excellent
teaching oriented article which demonstrates how teachers
can help students through the following stages of solving
problems, with typical textbook problems and with process
problems (which help demonstrate the stages):

1. Understanding the problem.
2. Plan=ing to solve the problem.
3. Sol- _rig the problem.
4. Reviewing the problem and the solution.

Specific questions and comments are exemplified for
teachers to assist students and sensitize them to the
problem elements. Two problems are explored and the use of
tables, di_agrams, and lists are, demonstrated.

"Advice such as 'Think' and 'Read the probl__A again"
- does not help the child .* . ."

5. Edith Robinson. On the Uniqueness of Probl--ms in Mathematics.
Arithmetic Teacher. November 1977, pp. 22-26.

"The importance ofnroblem solving as an aim in mathe-
matics instruction is nat,j-st that the students be able to
solve the problems in the 'bock; the ultimate aim is that
they be able to solve problems whenever the need arises.
This may be in the grocery.store, or. it may be in some other
school subject . . Not all of the poSsible applications can
be illustrated in the mathematics program; there are just

too many . . . The implication is that there is a need for
problems that expose the potential for application."

The article explores a great variety of problems, which
are problems that: (1) explore the "domain of definition?,
(2) require reflective thinking, (3) exploit the notion of
a function, (4) emphasize relations in general, (5) require
deduction and (6) involve -transformation.
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6. Earl Ockenga and Joan Duea. "The Zoo Keeper" and "My
Problem Solving Animal" in Ideas. Arithmetic Teacher.
November 1977, Ty. 28-32.

Two activities, with a tear-out center section, are
presented to provide students with experience in writing
and solving "story" problems.

7. Grayson H. Wheatley. The Right Hemisphere's Role in Problem
Solving. Arithmetic Teacher. November 1977, pp. 36-39.

Research has shown t the different hemispheres of a
brain are used for different purposes. In a usual right-
handed. individual the left hemisphere "excels in performing
routine sequential tasks, logical reasoning, and analysis
ci stimulus components. Language is processed in the left
hemisphere." "Rule application is characteristic of left-
hemisphere processing."

"It appears that problem solving will be enhanced by
greater use of the right hemisphere . . . Activities that
encourage right-hemisphere use are puzzles, particularly
of a spatial nature. Problem-solving activities with
tessellations, pgptominoes, tangrams, and soma cubes
require imagery Bor. solution."

8. Pamela Ames. Bring a Bike to_Class. Arithmetic Teacher.
November 1977, pp. 50-53.

Ames describes the potential of exploring problem solving
situations in the mechanics of a bicycle. Through questions,
such as "How do pedal revoluations and wheel revolutions
compare?", a great deal of mechanics' and mathematics can be
explained. Both single-gear and mul'tigeared bicycles are
explored.

9. Robert G. Underhill. Teaching Word Problems to First
Graders. Arithmetic Teacher. November 1977, pp. 54-56.

A review of several research studies leads to the
following suggestions:

I. Use aids.
II. Require the use of manipulatives in all introductory

4 work.
III. Stress accruate modelling behaviors.
IV. Expect a wide performance range.
V. Encourage and allow children to.use- manipulative

and pictorial aids all year.
VI. Teach all types of addition a. subtraction, including

comparison and additive problem solving.
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These recommendations are discussed with examples
of their emplementation.

10. Tommie A. West. Rx for Verbal Problem: A Diagnostic-
Prescriptive Approach. Arithmetic Teacher. November
1977, pp. 57-58.

West considers three blockages to solving simple
arithmetic verbal problems: (1) comprehending the
problem (2) translating the data into a computational
format and (3) carrying out the computation required.
This article appears to emphasize "getting the right
answer" as the goal of problem solving and examples are

fairly mundane arithmetic exercises.
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STUDENT STRA'7EGIES FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS

We bell ve that the best way to teach students to solve problems is to teach

them to use general strategies which they can apply in a wide variety of problem

settings. There are a great many ways to organize and list problem solving

strategies. Those listed here are provided to show one good list which students

can learn to help solve problems. In any given problem a student might employ any

one stra;.egy, two strategies-, or six stratgies. Not all will always help, but

by becoming familiar with all of them, a student acquires a repertoire that he or

she can draw on to start to attack a problem.

Following is a -ist of 17 strategies and some frzamples of problems in which

they could be used.

1. Select appropriate notatiol.

Examples:

(a) If I give my friend 6 pieces of candy from a bag and I have 7 pieces left,

how many pieces did I start with? (Grade 1)

Notation might be a picture of a bag. By writing an open sentence (strategy 5)

the student may be able to solve, G 61=

How many rectangles can you find which have integral sides and an area of

36 cm2? (Grade 14) Combined with making a drawing (strategy 2) and writing

an open sentence (strategy 5), the student may find several or all solutions

(other strategies can be used, e.g., 6,7,8,9, and 11.)

(b)

2. Make a drawing, figure, nr granh

(a) If there are 2 roads. from Albany to Bakers and 3 other roads from Baker

to Centerville, how many different ways can we travel from albany to Center-

ville? (Grade 5)

Albany Centerville

Bakers,

(b) How much carpet would we need t) cover our classroom floor? (Grade 4)

(c) Sarah put 15 brownies on a dish that has 3 sections. Each section is to hold.

:1/3 of-the brownies. How many brownies did Sarah p-.,t in each section? (Grade 3)

3. Identify wanted, given and needed information

(a) If it is 2 km from home to school, how far do I travel between home and school

each day eat lunch at school). (Grade 2)

Wanted: How far do I travel?
It is 2 km from home to school.

Needed: How many trips do I make?

(b) If you nave a liter cont :ner and a 5 liter container, how could you pour

4 liters into :t lart;E2 tub? (Grade 5)

Wanted: A way to measure out 4 liters.

Given: "i liter container, a 5 liter container -nd a large tub.

Not?ded:

9



(c) Run a 25m course as fast as y(..,1 oan. What is your average speed? (Grade 6)

,Wanted: Average speed.
Given: 25m course.

Needed: Time to run the course.

. Restate the problem

(a) Find 3 different integers such that the sum of their reciprocals is an integer.

(Grade 6) Using A,B,C, and D as a notation for integers (strategy 1) and
writing an open sentence (strategy 5), the restatement could be:

411,

Find integers A,B,C, and D such that:
1/A + 1/B + 1/C = D

(b) Which is the best buy, 2 .t,wo-pound packages of cookies for 45 cents each or

4 one-pound packages which cost 21 cents each? (Grade 4)

Which is less money? 2 x .45 or 4 x .21?

Or which is 1....Js? One pound or 45/2 or 21 cents?

5. Write an open sentence

(Some examples have already been mentioned.)

(a) What numbers (whole numbers) are greater than 11 but less than 20? (Grade 2)

Find numbers which will make both of the following true:

11 < L I and [1:1 < 20

or simply, 11 <Li < 20

(b) If you put 24 caLs of a drink in each case, how many cases can you fill with
470 cans of the drink? (Grade 4)

24 x l70 and 24 x ( 1) > 470

6. Draw from your cognitive background

(Problem solving very often involves synthesizing previous learning)

(a) About how many revolutions will a tire make in going a mile? (Grade S)

Recall that C = 7 x d or C = 2nr

(b) If the perimeter of a square is 16cm, what is its area? (Grade 4)

Use p = 4s and A = s2

7. Construct a table

(a) If parking tickets are $2.00, how Ruch will 3 tickets, 5 tickets, or 10 tickets

cost? (Grade 3)

Tickets 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

'Cost 2 4 0 8

a ,



(b) How many line segments can you draw connecting 6 points on a circl.,?
See also strategy 10, make a simpler problem.

Points in circle
line segments

8. Gue and check

2 3 5 6

1 3 6

(Grade 4)

We emphasize "and check". Guessing is a good strategy and children should be
encouraged to use it, but random guessing is not often productive. If a check

is made, the student may acquire an insight into the problem;

(a) Can you find two numbers such that their sum is 15 and their product is 36?

(Grade 3)

15

x

Using open sentences (strategy 5) and a table ( strategy 7) helps.

r--! 4 A 15 15 15 15 15 15

I1 0 1 2 3 5

15 14 13

0 --,14
t

26x A

(b) If each letter is a code for a digit ( 0,1, .

addition problem? (Grade 5)

Is D = 0?

9, Systematize

..Z4;aking a table iz one system, already mentioned.

SEND
+MORE
MONEY

.,;9), what is the following

(a) What counting numbers lesS than 20 can be written in only one way as a product
of exactly two counting numbers (except for order)? (Grade 3)

il=l x1

2=2x1
3=3x1
/1=4x1

4=.2x2

pi



(b) Hare is a map of Cindy's paper route.
What route should Cindy follow,
starting and finishing at her
home? Each block is 100m. Is

there more.than one best route?
(Grade 4)

10. Make a simpler probler

See 7(b).

The dots represent her customers.

. * Cindy's house

(a) Now long would it take for 9,000 people to hear the good news
who hears it tells 4 new people in 10 minutes, but then tells
(Crade 5)

Try, to fin,' how long it would take 10, 50, 300 people to hear

if each person
no one else?

the good news.

(b) If the perimeter of a rectangle is 108cm and one side is 36cm, what is the
length of the other side? (Grade 3) Could you solve the problem if the
perimeter were 10cm and one side is 3cm?

11. Construct a physical model

(a) A baseball player has 8 baseballs. Seven of them weigh exactly the same, but
one is heavier. Using a balance scale, how can you find the heaviest ball
in just 2 weighings? (Grade 6)

A physical model could be made with 8 baseballs, marking one as the heaviest,
and a balance scale. However, studentscould simply use 8 pieces of paper
as models of the baseballs and simulate weighing them.

(b) If 4 people in a roam each shake hands with everyone else, how many handshakes
will there be? (Grade L)

The model could be four students carrying out the handshakes.

12. Work backwards

(a) If two whole numbers havea sum of 18 and a product of 45, 'what are the numbers?
(Grade 4) A student could list all the pairwise adderids of 18 and all the
pairwise factors of 45 to find he pair in both lists. os,

(b) Sue baked some cookies. She put or--half of them away-for the next day. Then
she divided the remaining cookies evenly ornong her three sisters so that each
received 4. How many cookies did Sue bake? (Grade 3)

Working baskwards: each of the ycieters received 4 cookies so Sue had
divided 3 x 4.= 12 cookieS among them. But thpse 12 cookies were half of
the total. Thus Sue caked 2 x 12 = 211 cookies.



Note: The following are often called "looking back strategies" because the student
uses them after he or she has a solution to the problem. These are probably the
hardest to teach because students often believe that they are finished as soo- as
they, find an answer. However, if students learn to use these strategies they will be
using a lot of mathematical think, they will often discover better ways to solve the
problems, and they will discover many new ideas, such i.s the solutions to other
problems. Teachers can provide an environment which encourages students to try
the "looking back strategies."

13. Generalize

A generalization of problem

f2(rao)m

anto Bakers and other roads from

fl: different routes

(b) A generalization of problem 7(a)
2 x N dollars.

is ghat if there are F--1 roads from Albany
Bakers to Centerville, then there are
Albany to Centerville.

is.that the cost of N parking tickets is

11. Check the solution

(a) If a student finds 3 and 15 as the two numbers sought in problem 12(a), he
Or she could check the answers (or prove they are the correct answers) by
noting that:

3 + 15 = 18
3 x 15 = 45

(b) A student with an answer of 24 for problem 12(b) could check it by noting that:
1/2 of 24 is 12. Thus, Sue saved 12 cookies and divided 12 among 3 sisters,
12 3 = 4. Yes, this agrees with the information that each sister received
4 cookies.

What would happen if a student mistakenly found an answer of 36 cookies ?_

15. Find another way to solve the problem

(a) In problem 2(a) a student might try giving names to the roads and listing
all the different routes from Albany to Centerville.

(b) In looking back at problem 6(b) a student might generalize (strategy 13) that
if the perimeter of the square is p cm, the area is given by:

(p/4)2 cm2



JP

16. Find another result

(a) One result of solving problem 4(a) is that a solution is 2, 3, 6. Another
result is that there are the only integers that will

(b) In looking back at problem 11(a) a student might discover that he could
solve the problem even if there were 9 baseballs (and one is known to be
heavier than the others.) This is a different result. However, a student
might generalize also that for 3 weighings he could solve the problem for
27 baseballs or that with n weighings he could solve the problem for 3n
baseballs.

17. Study the 'solution process

This strategy can help students see more clearly how they are using all the
other strategies and how the use of strategies help them find solutions.
Teachers can ask students what they thought of while they worked on a given
problem-to help emphasize this review of the solution process. As a student
describes the process, the teacher can point out the different strategies
employed. Other students could be asked if they proceeded differently and
the teacher might be able to show that different students used different
strategies butched the same solution.



Research on Problem Solving
at the Elementary School Levell

Marilyn N. Suydam
The Ohio State University

J. F. Weaver
The University of Wisconsin-Madison

Teachers and pupils both know that verbal problems cause problems.
Because of this, and because it is considered to be an ultimate goal of
Mathematics instruction, researchers have-devoted much attention to
Problem solving over the years. This research has focused on characteris-
tics of problems, characteristics of those who are successful or unsuc-
cessful at solving problems, and teaching strategies that may help children

to be more successful. Recently attention has begun to be focused on the
heart of the Problem -- the strategies which children use in solving
Problems, the Process of problem solving.

From research we have learned about a variety of points connected
with problem solving. Instead of giving many details about each study,
we have summarized the main findings very briefly.2 You might want to
see how many of these points agree with the conclusions you have reached
On the basis of your experiences with children. You might also want.to
note those things you have learned that do not appear on this list; we
are aware that the list is not totally comprehensive..

1

2

A/revised version of this article appeared in the November 1977 issue

Of the Arithmetic Teacher.

For additional information on the studies or for references to the
research reports, you could refer to:

Suydam, Marilyn N. and Weaver, J. F. Using Research: A KeytoEIZentary
School Mathematics. Columbus, Ohio: ERIC Information Analysis
Center for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education, 1975.
(Also available from NCTM.)

Suydam, Marilyn N. A Categorized Listing of Research. on Mathematics
Education (K-12), 1964-1973. Columbus, Ohio: ERIC Information
Anal)? sis Center far Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education,

1974 -

The annual listing of research in the Journal for Research in Mathematics

Education.
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at solving problems with familiar settings, but

problems with unfamiliar settings do n eseem

to cause undue difficulty.

At least one study with black children from a lower socioeconomic

environment indicated that there was no significant difference in

achievement between problems from a textbook and problems written

by children, using familiar settings and people.

Generally, it has been concluded by many researchers that children

like a yariety of problem settings. And it seems important that

children be interested in the problems, as well as in solving them.

In problems, the operation which appears to

be easiest is addition, followed by subtraction,

multiplication, and division.

* A-problem which involves only one of the four operations -.3 generally

less difficult than a problem which involves two operations.

60ys,---..1

When the data in a multi-step problem are in the
,
/ -, airi5

_,

order required for solution, higher scores can be :

i IS 54-: .,:-. o; Jar'' >.......o'\....../

,rant 54'tZr(;: !

expected than when the data are not in the order 0* 31.i fr)

in which they will be used.

,21;Or .1: OCI1 .

6c,? *The time needed to solve a problem is less when

7

the question is placed at the beginning of the

problem rather than at the end; however, achieve-

ment will probably not differ significantly for

either positioning of the question.
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411410 When pupils work on sets of verbal problems

in small groups of 2 or 4 pupils, they can

solve more pr ms than those who work

alone, but the groups might take a longer /1\

time on.each problem than pupils working armor'.

SlIewid+hel

,Apork

In 5rna11 5rowpf.>?

AN 4o3c44.1mr?

Group solutions to problems may be no better than the independent

solutions of the most able member of the group, if he or she is perceived

/by the group to be most able.

There is some evidenCe that group discuss in order to reach agreement

on how to _proceed results in significantly better achievement than being

told how to solve the problem.

.1\5: 41neJee,

one, "bes4"

wet), 4-o +.J1
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04,Systematic teaching of a variety of problem

solving procedures aids children in developing

problem solving strategies.

Giving pupils many opportunities to solve problems has frequently been

L
suggested as being of great importance.

Encouraging children to solve problems in a variety of ways appears

to aid children in becoming better problem solvers.

9
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Having pupils write an equation or mathematical

sentence for a problem can be helnful. Writing

equatiOns which fit the problem situation

(pxpressing the real or imagined actions in the

problem) and using equations which emphasize the

operations by which the problem may be solld

directly each appear to have some advantages.'

Emphasis on isolated word cues (such as "left"

or "in all") can be misleading, for attention

is directed away from recognition of the

relationships inherent in the problem-which

may be crucial to its solution. Some

discussion and illustrations of how.word cues

May be misleading could help, however.

...------/
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Problems with extra, irrelevant data are more difficult than problems

without extra data.

Problems with materials, diagrams, or some

other type of visual aid are generally

easier than those without such aids.

Instruction on what Process to use and on why that process is appropriate

will generally result in higher scores than merely solving problems

without discussion. Emphasize what needs to be done and why

be done rat her than just obtaining an answer.

liJtJ

it needs to



eMany other specific techniques have.been

reported by researchers to be helpful;

among those suggested are:

(1) Provide a differentiated program, with problems at appropriate

levels of difficulty.

(2) Provide many and varied situations that give children opportunities

for structuring and analyzing situations that really constitute

a problem and not just a computational exercise..

(3)

.(4)

(5) Have pupils

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Have pupils dramatize problem situations and their solutions.

Have pupils

problems or

make drawings and diagrams, using them to solve

to verify solutions to problems.

write their own problems, formulating them for

given conditions.

Present problems orally.

Use problems without numbers.

Have pupils designate the processes or operations to be used.

Have pupils no:e the absence of essential data or the presence

of unnecessary data.

(10) Have pupils test the reasonableness of their

(11) Use a tape recorder to aid poor readers.

(12) Present some problems in separate sentences

the usual paragraph format.

Opportunities should be provided for children to,

determine the question to be answered, select

specific facts necessary to solution, and choose the

appropriate process. However, rigid adherence to a

formal analysis procedure (that is, requiring pupils

to answer a specific set of questions in a specified

order) does not appear to be effective.

1

answers.

rather than in
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Researchers generally conclude that:

(1) IQ is significantly related to problem solving ability;

(2) sex differences do not appear to exist in the ability to solve

problems; and

(3) socioeconomic status alone does not appear to be a significant

factor.

Computational difficulties appear to be a major

deterrent to finding correct answers when solving

problems, with reading a secondary cause of difficulty.

Higher levels of problem solving ability are often associated with higher

levels of computational and reading ability, but much of this apparent

relationship may be the result of the correlation of these abilities with

IQ.

Among the reasons commonly found for why children make

mistakes as they solve problems are:

(1) errors in reasoning

(2) ignorance of mathematical principles, rules,

or processes,

(3) insufficient mastery of Computational skills

\

(4) inadequate understanding of vocabulary

(5) failure to read to note details

VV!ny are,

'key that if we can ascertain what problem solvers

successful ?
/ who are successful have in common, we may be able

foollany researchers have proceeded on the assumptica

to help those who do not do as well. Among the

102Pe/
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many factors in addition to skill in computation,

reading comprehension, and higher IQ scores which

may characterize those good at solving problems

are:

(1) ability to estimate and analyze

(2) ability to visualize and.interpret quantitative facts and

relationships

(3) understanding of mathematical terms and concepts

(4) ability to note likenesses, differences, and analogies

(5) ability to select correct procedures and data

(6) skill in noting irrelevant detail

(7) ability to generalize on the 'asis of few examples

(8) ability to switch methods readily

(9) higher scores for self-esteem and lower scores for test anxiety

More impulsive students are often poor problem solvers, while more

reflective students are likely to be good problem solvers.

\M0.4- re.aJ,,-;)
6L,11t, w,11

I? ?

. Good and poor achievers in problem solving differ

on many aspects of reading.

Activities stressing certain reading skills, such as selecting main ideas,

making inferences, constructing sequences, and following directions, may

improve problem solving achievement.

Specific instruction on quantitative vocabulary may be helpful for some

pupils.
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Creative or divergent thinking is a successful

strategy, but is used by relatively few pupils.

Blind guessing and trial-and-error are considered

to be the most unsuccessful strategies.

04, Having A pupil think aloud as he or she solves a problem may help you

to diagnose the particular reason why a pupil is having difficulty.

A new fa-tor has entered many classrooms recently,

the hand-held calculator. Problems in current

elementary school curricula are often included

merely to provide practice on particular compu-

tational skills. With the use of the calculator, however, there can be

more focus on problem solving "for problem solving's sake." The focus

can be on strategies and process when the calculator is used, with less

emphasis on computation within the problem.solving context. More real

problems can be used and the range of problems extended. Research has

not yet considered the effect of the calculator on problem solving. There

is only some preliminary evidence from schools in which the calculator

is used during mathematics instruction that problem solving achievement

ou standardized tests may increase. We need to refocus the curriculum

and see what the advantages of the calculator can be for helping children

to learn how to solve problems of all types.

104



Selected Research References on Problem Solvir.g
at the Elementary School Level

Alexander, Vincent E. Seventh Graders' Ability to Solve Problems. School

Science and Mathematics 60: 603-606; November 1960.

Some characteristic differences between high and low achievers in problem

solving were analyzed. (grade 7)

Ammon, Richard Irvin, Jr. An Analysis of Oral and Written Responses in
Developing Mathematical Problems Through Pictorial and Written Stimuli.

(The Pennsylvania State University, 1972.) Dissertation Abstracts Inter-

national 34A: 1056-1057; September 1973.

Pictures elicted more ideas and more fluency in problems than did written

stimuli. (grades 4, 5)

Arnold, W.11iam Ramon. Knowledge of Vocabulary, Ability to Formulate Equations,

and Ability to Solve Verbal Problems: An Investigation of Relationships.

(University of Oregon, 1968.) Dissertation Abstracts 29A: 2031-2032;

January 1969.

The ability to express problem relationships as number sentences was highly

related to problem solving ability, while knowledge of specified vocabulary

was important but may not have been critical. (grade 6)

Arter, Judith A. and Clinton, LeRoy. Time and Error Consequences of Irrelevant

Data and Question Placement in Arithmetic Word Problems II: Fourth Graders.

Journal of Educational Research 68: 28-31; September 1974.

Problems with extraneous data took more time to solve. No significant

effects were found for question placement. (grade 4)

Balow, Irving H. Reading and Computation Ability as Determinants of Problem

Solving. Arithmetic Teacher 11: 18-22; January 1964.

General reading ability had an effect on problem solving, but was highly

related to IQ. Computation ability also had a significant effect on

problem solving ability. (grade 6)

Barra, J. P. and Nelson, Doyal. Some Effects of Distractions in Nonverbal Mathe-

matical Problems. Alberta Journal of Educational Research 23: 268-279;

December 1977.

Both problem setting and degree of attention to distractions had a signifi-

cant effect on perfbrmance aad behavior'in solving division problems.

(grades 1-3)

Baughman,.Gerald Don. Germane Material Criteria for Promoting the General
Heuristic Cognitive Theme of the Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics.

(Claremont Graduat, School and University Center, 1967.) Dissertation

Abstracts 29A: 506-507; August 1968.

Five criteria for developing problem situations to promote strategies of

thought and problem solving were cited:. (grades k-12)

EM. N. Suydam - February 1977]



Biegen, David Allan. The Effects of Irrelevant and Immaterial Data on Problem
Difficulty. (University of Cincinnati, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts 32A:

3774; January 1972.

Problems which contained immaterial data were most difficult, followed by
those with irrelevant data, at each of three ability levels. (grade 8)

Bien, Ellen Carol. The Relationship of Cognitive Style and Structure of
Arithmetic Materials to Performance in Fourth Grade Arithmetic. (University
of Pennsylvania, 1974.) Dissertation Abstractions International 35A:

2040-2041; October 1974.

Cognitive structuring techniques increased problem-solving success for
field-dependent children. (grade 4)

Bolduc, Elroy Joseph, Jr. A Factorial Study of the Effects of Three Variables
on the Ability of First-Grade Children to Solve Arithmetic Addition Problems.
(The University of Tennessee, 1969.) Dissertation Abstracts 30A: 3358;

February 1970.

No significant differences were found for position of the question or use
of like elements in sets, but problems presented without a visual aid were
more difficult than those with a visual aid. (grade 1)

Bourgeois, Roger and Nelson, Doval. Young Children's Behavior in Solving
Divisioc Problems. Alberta Journal of Educational Research 23: 178-185;
September 1977.

The physical structure of apparatus used as vehicles for problems influenced
problem difficulty. Partitive division appeared to be more difficult than
measurement division. (ages 3-8)

Boyden, Joanne Marie. Construction of a Diagnostic Test in Verbal Arithmetic
Problem Solving at the Fifth Grade Level. (University of Miami, 1970.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 31A: 1504; October 1970.

Incorrect responses were used as alternative answers on diagnostic test
items, with twelve error categories forming the basis for a matrix which was
found to diagnose "satisfactorily". (grade 5)

Brownell, William A. with Stretch, Lorena B. The Effect of Unfamiliar Settings
on Problem Solving. Duke University Studies in Education, No. 1, 1931.

Accuracy of computation was not affected by the problem setting; however,
it seemed to take more time to solve problems with unfamiliar settings.
Least skilled pupils were most affected by unfamiliar settings. (grade 5)

Burch, Robert L. Formal Analysis as a Problem-Solving Procedure. Journal of
Education 136: 44-47, 64; November 1953.

Pupils tended to score higher on the test which did not require them to go
through steps of formal analysis. (grades 4-6)

Burns, Paul C. and Yonally, James L. Does the Order of Presentation of Numeri-
cal Data in Multi -Steps Affect Their Difficulty? School Science and Mathe-
matics 64: 267-270; April 1964.

Pupils were less successful when numerical. data were presented in an order
unlike the way in which the data were used to solve the problem. (grade 5)
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Carpenter, Thomas P.; Coburn, Terrence C.; Reys, Robert E.; and Wilson,

James W. Notes from National Assessment: Word Problems. Arithmetic

Teacher 23: 389-393; May 1976.

Percentages correct for 9-year-olds on four problems ranged from 22 to 46.

Many did not make any response. (aze 9)

Chase, Clinton I. The Position of Certain Variables in the Prediction of

Problem- Solving in Arithmetic.. Journal of Educational Research 54: 9-14:

September 1960.

The ability to compute, to note details in reading, and knowledge of the

fundamental concepts of arithmetic predicted problem-solving ability

essentially the same as a combination of the 15 variables studied. (grade 6)

Chase, Clinton I. Formal Analysis as a Diagnostic Technique in Arithmetic.

Elementary School Journal 61: 282-286; February 1961.

Pupils achieved higher scores in determining what the problem asked them to

find than they did in steps involving the number processes used. None of

the steps distinguished between good and poor problem-solvers. (grade 6)

Clement, John Jeffrcv. Quantitative Problem Solving Processes in Children.

(University of Masiachusetts, 1977.) Dissertation Abstracts International

38A: 1952-1953; Octo'Der 1977.

Children's approaches to problem solving were analyzed, and considered in

relation to models of cognitive processes. (grades 3, 4)

Conradi, Margaret Sewell. Ordered Word Problems: A Study of Their Effectiveness

for Elementary School Students in Solving Word Problems. (University of

Cincinnati, 1975.) Dissertation Abstracts International 36B: 2268-2269;

Novembcr 1975.

In grades 3-4, word problems presented in separate sentences resulted in

higher achievement than did work with regular problem format. In grades

5-7, Work with problems in any of three formats Jts more effective on a

word problem test than was only computation drill. (grades 3-7)

Dembo, Myron H. Small Group Problem Solving as a Technique for Effecting

Behavior Change. (Indiana University, 1968.) Dissertation Abstracts 29A:

2998-2999; March 1969.

No significant differences in the improvement of peer relations, attitude

toward mathematics, or mathematical achievement between pupils working in

small groups or independently were found. (grades 4-6)

Early, Joseph Franklin. A Study of Children's Performance on Verbally Stated
Arithmetic Problems With and Without Word Clues. (University of Alabama,

1967.) Dissertation Abstracts 28A: 2889; February 1968.

Pupils performed better in selecting correct process for solving verbal

problems with word clues. (grade 6)



Fafard, Mary-Leth. The Effects of Instructions on Verbal Problem Solving
in Learning Disabled Children. (University of Oregon, 1976.) Di!-Iscrta-

tion Abstracts International 37A: 5741-5742; March 1977.

Extraneous information and extra numbers made problems more difficult:
telling children that there were extra numbers reduced errors. (elemcntary)

Gorman, Charles J. A Critical Analysis of Research on Written Problems in
Elementary School Mathematics. (University of Pittsburgh, 1967.) Disser-

tation 'ustracts 28A: 4818-4819; June 1968.

Genertlizations from research on problems were grouped in terms of teach-
ing techniques, student methods, student skills and abilities, and other
factors. (elementary)

Hall, William Dudley. A Study of the Relationship Between Estimation and
Mathematical Problem Solving Amcng Fifth Grade Students. (University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International

37A: 6324-6325; April 1977.

The better estimators were also better problem solvers. No significant
difference in problem solving ability was found between students given or
not given estimation instruction, but those having instruction were signi-

ficantly better in estimating. (grade 5)

Hansen, Carl W. Factors Associated with Successful Achievement in Problem
Solving in Sixth Grade Arithmetic. Journal of Educational Research 38:

111-118; October 1944.

It was concluded that increased emphasis should be given to those skills
in reading which were shown to be closely related to problem solving.
(grade 6)

Harmon, Adelaide T. Problem Solving in Contemporary Mathematics: The Relative
Merits of Two Methods of Teaching Problem Solving in the Elementary School.
(New York University, 1969.) Dissertation Abstracts International 30B:

3748; February 1970.

An expository and an inquiry method were equally effective for general
problem-solving instruction at all IQ levels. (grade 6)

Henney, Maribeth Ann. The Relative Impact of Mathematics Reading Skills In-
struction and Supervised Study upon Fourth Graders' Ability to Solve Verbal
Problems in Mathematics. (Kent State University, 1968.) 'Dissertation

Abstracts 29A: 4377; June 1969.

Both treatments improved children's ability to solve problems, with no
significant difference between the two procedures. Specific reading abili-
ties did not appear to be more essential than general reading ability or
computational ability. (grade 4)

Hollander, Sheila K. Strategies of Selected Sixth Graders Reading and Working

Verbal Arithmetic Problems. (Hofstra University, 1973.) Dissertation

Abstracts International 34A: 6258-6259; April 1974. .

Successful problem solvers appeared to be able to comprehend mathematical
relationships expressed in the problem, use abstract analytical reasoning,
use insightful reasoning, and use a minimum number of steps to solve the

problem. Ability to note accurately the information given or not given did
not appear helpful.. (grade 6)
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Houtz, John Charles. Prop 'em-Solving
Ability of Advantaged and Disadvantaged

Elementary School Chilc:ren
with Concrete andAbstract Item Representations.

(Purdue Uriiversity, 1913.) Dissertation Abstracts International
34A:

5717; March 1974.

Models, slides, and picture-book
forms of problem it ms resulted in higher

performance
than did the abstract form.

(grades 2, 4)

Hudgins, Bryce B. and Smith, Louis M. Group Structure and Productivity
in .

Problem-Solving.
Journal of Educational Psychology 57: 287-296; October

1966.

Group solutions to problems were not better than the independent solutions

by the most able member of the group if perceived to be most able.

(grades 5-8) .

Hutcherson,
Lyndal Royce.

Errors in Problem Solving in Sixth-C7ada Mathematics.

(The -University
of Texas at Austin, 1975.) Dissertation Abstr4.2.ts Interna-

tion.af 36A: 6459-6460;
April 1976.

No major
change in :error

patterns in problems was
noted in the 48 years

since Johh's (1927)
study: .(gade 6)

-IriSh, Elizabeth H. Improving Problem Solving by Improving` Verbal Generaliza-

tion.. Arithmetic Teacher 11: 169-175; March 1964.

Children who spent ten.percent of instructional
time in-sta

'tions made
significantly. greater

average.growth
in problem solvinL, ":1 -

'computation than
children in the control group. (grade 4)

Irons, Calvin ;James An Investigation
into Second Grade Children's Ability

to Solve Six Types
Of-Division ProbleMs Involving Sharing, Sharing-Implied,

and NbriSharing Situations. :(Indiana' University,
1975.) Dissertation

Abstracts International'
36A: 2593-2594; November 1975.

For both partitive and quotiiivetypes,-sharing
problems were significantly

= easier chan-sharing'-implied;or
non-sharing problems.

(grade 2;

n

.

James, Jim:Butler.
A Comparison of Performance of Sixth-Grade

.Children in

Three Arithmetic Tasks:'Typical Textbook Verbal Problems; Revised Verbal

Problems IncluOi Irrelevant
Data; and Computational Exercises. (Univer-

sity of Alabama,1967;)
Dissertation Abstracts 28B: 2030; November 1967.

14oblmswith extra
data were more difficult'than problems without extra

data. Routine 'Computation was
easier than either type of problem.

(grade 6)

Jerman, Max Edward. Problem Solving in Arithmetic as
Transfer from a Produc-

tiv-e Thinking Program. .(Stanford University, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts

International
32A:' 5671; April 1972.

No significant differences..were
found between groups using-a general

,problem-solving
program, a wanted-given program,

or the regular textboOk.

(grade 5)

John, Lenore.
Difficulties in Solving Problems in Arithmetic. Elementary

Schaal Journal 31: 202-215; November 1930.

Analysis-of the work of 60 plipils revealed 40 types of errors. (grades 4-6)
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Johnson, Elliott Lorenza. A Study of the Pre-Instructional Performance of
Sixth Grade Children on Two Kindi,of Division of Fractional Number Problems.
(The University bf Iowa, (1975.)' Dissertation Abstracts International 36A:

- 5019-5020; February 1976.

Partition problems were more difficult than measurement problems. Problems
with whole number quotients were easier than those with fractional number
quotients. (grade-6)

Johnson, Harry C. Prdblem-Solving in Arithmetic: A Review of the Literature.
Elementary School Journal 44: 396-403; March 1944 and 476-482; April 1944.

A summary of orzie of the writing on problem solving and a critical review
of the procedures and findings of sudies is presented in terms of method
of solving problems, comparison of types of problems, and the relation of
practice exercises to success. (elementary)

Kamins, Martin P. An Exploraioty Study-of the Effect of Familiar Language on
the Ability of. Black Children to Achieve Success with the Solving of Word
-Problems. (Wayne State University, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts Interna-
tional 32A: 2402; November 1971.

No significant difference4n achievement was found between use of problems

writtenbychildr.en\amitexdp-ookProblems-(gracie-s)

Keil, Floria Emilie. Writing and Solving. Original Problems as a Means of

Improving Verbal Arithmetic Problem Solving Ability. (Indiana University,
1960 Dissertation Abstracts 25: 7109-7110; Juste 1965.

udents who wrote and solved13roblems of-their on scored significantly
higher than students having textbook problems. (grade 6)

Kellerhouse, Kenneth Douglas, Jr. The Effects of Two Variables on the Problem
Solving Abilities of First Grade and Second Grade Children. (Indiana
University, 1974.) Dissertation Abstracts International 35A: 5781;
March 1975.

For first graders, problems with sets with three different names were more
difficult than problems with sets having the same name. For second graders,
use of a visual aid affected difficulty level. (grades 1, 2)

Kilpatrick, Jeremy. Analyzing the Solution of Word Problems in Mathematics:
An Exploratory Study. (Stanford UniverSity, 1967.) Dissertation Abstracts
28A: 4380; May 1968.

Measures.of quantitative ability, mathamatics achievement, word fluency,
general reasoning, and a reflective conceptual tempo were positively corre-
lated with using equations in solving word problems. (grade 8)

Kilpatrick, Jeremy. Problem Solving in Mathematics. Review of Educational
Research 39: 523-534; Octobei 1969. .

Bibliographies and reviews are noted, and,studies on problem-solving ability,
tasks, processes, instructional programs, and teacher influences are dis-
cussed. (elementary, secondary)-
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Klurtrians Samuel F. Cooperative Versus Individual Efficiency in Problem

Solving- Journal of Educational Psychology 35: 91-100; February 1944.

Children took less time to work 20 problems individually than when working

inlpairs, but achieved higher. scores when working in pairs. (grades 4-6)

Knifong, J. Dan and Holten, Boyd. An Analysis of Children's Written Solutions

to wc;rd Problems. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education 7:

106-112; March 1976.

poor readingreading was not a factor in 52 percent of the standardized achievement

problems solved incorrectly-; computational-factors were also clearly

a deterrent
to success On the remaining prcblems. (grade 6)

LeBlanc, John Francis. The Performance of First Grade Children in Four Levels

°f Conservation of Numerousness and Three I.Q., Groups When Solving Arith-

metic Subtraction Problems. (University of Wisconsin, 1968.) Dissertation.

Abstract:s 29A: -67; July 1968.

Children at low levels.of conservation and the low IQ group were more

depende nt on aids and tra.isformations in solving subtraction problems than

higherwere -level pupils. (grade 1)

Lerch,
Harold B. and Hamilton, Helen. A Comparison of a Str'.v .--77uation

to Problem Solving with a Traditional Approach. :.:,,,...

Approach
:,-:r'e and

Mathemat ics 66:' 241-246; March 1966. .

pupils who studied a structured equation approach were better able to program

Problem
solving situations than those who used a traditional approach, but

the groups did not differ on processing ability. (grade 5)

-Lester, Frank Klein, Jr. Developmental Aspects of human Problem Solving in a

Simple Mathematical System Via Computer Assisted instruction. (The Ohio

State University, 1972.) Dissertation Abstracts International 33A:

4178;- February 1973.

Problem- solving ability was found to increase with age, but certv.7- ,spects

Of proof could be taught in upper elementary grades. (grade:.

William Jerome. The Effects of Syntax and Vocabulary upon the

Difficulty of Verbal Arithmetic Problems with Fourth Grade Students.

(Indiana University, 1969.) Dissertation Abstracts International 30A:

4310; April 1970.

Syntactic structure and vocabulary levels were both found to be determiners

of difficulty in problems, with vocabulary level perhaps the more crucial.

Those
with high ability and high reading achievement met greater success

in problem solving. (grade. 4)

Loftus, Elizabeth Jane Fishman- 'An Analysis of the Structural Variables That

Determine Problem-Solving Difficulty on a Computer-Based Teletype. (Stan-

ford University, 1970.) Dissertation Abstracts International 31A:

5853; :qa.y 1971.

Pour,variables were identified which significantly affected the difficulty

Of problems:
sions. Verbal clues, order of operations, and number.oferVt

number of operations, sequence of problems, comp,
l.Z;

and

little effect on difficulty. (grade 6)
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Mangru, Matadial. A Comparative Study of the Nature of Verbal Arithmetic
Problems, Grades Three Through Six, From Four Periods: The Mid-30's, The
Mid-50's, The Mid-60's, The Early 70's. (The University of Iowa, 1976.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 7533; June 1977.

Trends pre- and post-Sputnik were traced. (grades 3-6)

Martin;- Mavis Doughty. Reading.Comprehension,:Abstract Verbal P,asoning, and
Computation as Factors in Arithmetic Problem Solving. (State University
of Iowa, 1963.) Dissertation Abstracts 24: 4547-4548; May 1964.

High correlations among reading; ability, and computation scares were
found, indicating a complex interaction and the cruciality of all to
problem-solving skill. (grades 4, 8)

Nabors, Cecil Thomas. TI-e Effect of Individualized Verbal Problem Assignments
on the Mathematical Achievement of Fifth-Grade Students. (Uniersity of
'Howson, 1968.) Dissertation Abstracts 29A: 1168; October 1968.

Students using individualized probler-solving assignments made significantly
greater score gains than those using regular mathematics textbook materials.
(grade 5)

Neil, Marilyn Sprouse. A Study of the Performance of Third Grade Children on
Two Types of Verbal Arithmetic Problems. (University of Alabama, 1968.)
Dissertation Abstracts 29A: 3337; April 1969.

Children'who completed diagrams to solve problems scored significantly
higher than those who did not use diagramo. (grade 3)

Nelson, Glenn Thomas. The Effects of Diagram Drawing and Translation on Pupils'
Mathematics Problem-Solving Performance. (The University of Iowa, 1974.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 35A: 4149; January 1975.

Diagrams aided pupils in solving problems.

Nickel, Anton Peter. A Multi-Experience Approach to Conceptualization for the
Purpose of Improvement of Verbal Problem Solving in Arithmetic. (University
of Oregon, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts International 32A: 2917-2918;
December 1971.

The multi-experience approach to problem solving was more effective than the
verbal approach. (grade 4)

Pace, Angela:- Understanding and the Ability to Solve Problems. Arithmetic
Teadher 8:- 226-233; May 1961.

The group having systematic discussion made statisrically significant gains.
Both groups made gains on some types of problem solving. (grade 4)

Pennington, Barbara Anne. -Behavioral and Conceptual Strategies as Decigion
Models for-Solving Problems, ,(University of California, Los _Angeles, 1970.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 31A: 1630-1631; October,1970.

,
Students trained with either a conceptual or 'a- -behavioral strategy scored
significantly higher than a control group on acquisition and transfer tests
of problem-solving, but no differences were found between strategies or
patterns of decision-making. (grade 6)
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Portis, Theodore Roosevelt. An Analysis of the Performances of Fourth, Fifth
and Sixth Grade Students on Problems Involving Proportions, Three Levels of

Aids and Three I.Q. Levels. (Indiana University, 1972.) Dissertation

Abstracts International 33A: 5981-5982; May 1973.

Performance on tests using physical and pictorial aids was significantly

higher than when only symbolic aids were used. (grades 4-6)

Possien, Wilma "Martens. A Comparison of the Effects of Three Teaching Methodo-
logies on the.Development of-the Problem-Solving Skills of Sixth Grade

-Children. (University of Alabama, 1964.) Dissertation'Abstracts 25:

4003; January 1965.

Students trained in the use of inductive procedures exhibit some charac-

teristics of effective problem-solving behavior more frequently than pupils

taught by the deductive method. (grade'6)

Post, Thomas Robert. The Effects of the Presentation of a Structure of the
Problem-Solving Process upon Problem-Solving Ability in Seventh Grade

Mathematics. (Indiana University, 1967.) Dissertation Abstracts 28A:

4545; May 1968.

Special instruction in structure of 'problem solving appeared not to im-
prove problem-solving ability significantly. Intelligence was a signi-

ficant factor. (grade 7)

Riedesel. C. Alan., Verbal Problem SolVing: Suggestions for Improving Instruc-

tion. Arithmetic Teacher 11: 312-316; May 1964.

Groups taught specific problem-solving procedures on two levels of diffi-
"cultyachieved significantly more than'thOse who followed typical textbook

procedures. (grade 6)

Riedesel, C. Alan. Problem Solving: Some Suggestions from Research. Arithmetic

Teacher 16: 54-58; January 1969.

Seventeen suggestions for instruction, based-on research findings, were
listed. (elementary)

Robinson, Mary L. An Investigation of Problem Solving Behavior and Cognitive
and Affective Characteristics of Good, and Poor:Problem Solvers in Sixth

Grade Mathematics. (State University of New York at Buffalo, 1973.)

Dissertation Abstracts Interantional 33A: 5620; April 1973.)

Good problem-solvers had significantly higher scores on IQ, reading compre-
hension, arithmetic concepts and problem-solving, and self - esteem measures,

and were less test-anxious. More impulsive pupils were poor problem-solvers,
while more reflective pupils were good problem-solvers. (grade 6)

Rosenthal, Daniel J. A. and Resnick, Lauren B. Children's Solution Processes

in Arithmetic Word Problems. Journal of Educational Psychology 66: 817-

825; December 1974.

Problems in which events were mentioned out of chronological order and
problems with the starting set unknown were more difficult to solve. (grade 3)



Scott, Ralph and Li ghthall, Frederick F. Relationship Between Content, Sex,
Grade, and Degree of Disadvantage in Arithmetic Problem Solving. Journal

of School ps_y_acay 6: 61-67; Fall 1967.

No statistically significant relationship was found between "need content"
of problems and degree of disadvantage of pupils. (grades 3, 4)

sherard, Wade Hampton, III. The Effect of Arithmetical Operations on the
Difficulty Levels of Verbal Problems. (George Peabody College for:Teachers,

1974.) Dissertation Ab:,ttacts International 35B: 2395; December ,1974.

Difficulty level of a problem was affected by the operations needed to
solve it; an ordering by difficulty level. was reported. (grade 7)

Shields, JOseph Jennings. The Detection and Identification of Comprehensive
Problem Solving Strategies Used by Selected Fourth Grade Students. (Michi-

gan State University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International. 37A:
3481-3482; December 1976.

The students used identifiable problem - .solving strategies to solve each of
five varied problems. (grade 4)

Smith, Frank. The Readability of Sixth Grade Wo-rd Problems. School Science
and Mathematics 71: 559-562; June 1971. . -

The composite readability scores for sixth-grade textbooks ranged from 5.0
to 5.8. ,Analysis of selections indicated a'tange of below grade 4 to grade
8. Tests ranged from below grade 4 to grade 6. (gtade 6)

Steffe, Leslie Philip- The Performance of Fitst Grade Children in Four Levels
of Conservation of Numerousness and Three I.01. Groups When Solving Arithme-
tic Addition Problems. (University of Wisconsin, 1966.) Dissertation
Abstracts 23A: 885-886; August 1967.

Excel lent prediction of relative success in solving addition problems and
learning addition facts for chilren entering first grade was found 1-4ing
tests of numerousness. (grade 1)

Steffe, Leslie p- and Johnson, David C. Pioblem-SOlVing Performances of
First-Grade Children. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education
50-64; January 1971-

Described action did not differentially-affect problem-solving performance
on the four basic Emblem structures studied. Mean scores for problems of
the type a + b = / / were higher than for other problem types. (grade 1)

Stuart, Alvin James. Effects upon Pupil Perfotmances in Arithmetic of Instruc-
tionalPrograms Differing in Amounts-of Emphasis upon ComputationaIStruc-
Lure and Verbal problem Solving. (Ohio UniVersity, 1965.) Dissertation
Abstracts 27A: 4058; June 1967.

Instruction consisting of equal amounts of content dealing with computational
structure and verbal problem solving may.have a more favorable effect on
pupils' immediate Problem-solving performances than does computational
structure alone, and at least as favorable,an effect as emphasis upon prob-
lem solving alone. (grade 4)

114 C



Swart, William Lee. A Comparative Study of the Effects of High- and Low-
.Structure Approaches to Developing Problem-Solving Ability in Fourth Grade

Children. (The University of Michigan, 1969.) Dissertation. Abstracts

International 31A: 669; August 1970.

For usual textbook verbal' problems, those who were directed to draw a pic-

ture "telling the entire story" did as.well as those who were taught to

'write equations to solve the probleMs. (grade 4)

Suydam, Marilyn N. and Weaver, J. Fred. Verbal Problem Solving. In Using

Research: A Kev to Elementary School Mathematics. Columbus, Ohio: ERIC

Information Analysis Center for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental
Education, 1975.

Questions about problem solving are answered in terms of research. findings.

Suydam, Marilyn N. and Weaver, J. Fred. Research on Problem Solving: Impli-
cations for Elementary School Classrooms. Arithmetic Teacher 25: 40-42;

November 1977.

The main findings from research on problem solving at the elementary school

level are briefly summarized. (elementary)

Talton, Carolyn Flanagan. 'An Investigation of Selected Mcntal,.Mathematical,
Reading, and Perscnalitv Assessments as Predictors of High Achievers in

Sixth Grade Mathematical Verbal Problem Solving. (Northwestern State

University of LouiSiana, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts International 34A:

1008-1009; September 1973. -

Factors which could be used to classify-high and low achievers in problem

solving with up to 95 percent accuracy were identified. (grade 6) .

Treacy, Jahn P. The Relationship of Reading Skills to the,Ability to Solve

Arithmetic Problems. Journal of Education'al Research 38: 86-96; October

1944

Good achievers in'problem solving were significantly superior to poor
achievers in all 15 reading skills studied. It was concluded that reading

in problem solving must be considered a composite of specific skills rather

than a generalized ability. (grade 7)

VanderLinde, Louis F. Does the. Study of Quantitative Vocabulary Improve
Problem- Solving ?. Elementary'School Journal 65:. 143-152; December 1964.

Pupils who studied quantitative vocabulary achieved significantly higher

scores on tests of problem solving and of concepts than pupils who did not

have such instruction. (grade 5)

Waek, Bruce Peter. A Study of the Relationship Between Conceptual Tempo and
Problem-Solving Abilities of FoUrth-Grade Children.- (The University of

Florida, 1972.) Dissertation Abstracts International 34A: 215-216;

July 1973.

Reflective pupils were significantly. better than impulsive pupils at selecting
the correct operation to solve a problem; differences on the estimation test

were not significant. (grade 4)

3
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Washburne, Carlton W. and Osborne, Raymond: Solving Arithmetic ?roblems. Ele-

mentary School Journal 27: 219-226; November 1926 and 296-304; December 1926.

Conclusions for the tests given by the Committee of Seven were reported,

-'including: (1) children apparently had notifficulty with one-step problems;
(2) formal analysis appeared to have practically no relation to ability to
solve problems; (3) and unfamiliar situations did not affect problem-solving

achievement as much as was supposed. (grades 3-7)

Wearne, Diana Catherine. Development of a Test of- Mathematical Problem Solving
Which Yields a Comprehension, Application, and Problem. Solving Score. (The

University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International

37A: 6328-6329; April 1977._

Reliabilities of the test were found to be .79 and .84, with the degree of'
agreement between intended and judged classifications at .78. (ellementary)

Whitaker, Donald Ray. A Study of the Relationships Between Selected Noncogni-
tive Factors and the Problem Solving Performance of Fourth Grade Children.

(The University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts Inter-

national 37A: 6329; April 1977.

Both pupils and teachers had favorable attitudes toward problem solving.

"Rather stable" and significant positive correlations were found between
attitudes and achievement. (grade 4)

Whitlock, Prentice Earle. An Investigation of Selected Factors That Affect
Ability to Solve Verbal Mathematical Problems at the Primary Level. (Ford

ham University, 1974.) Dissertation Abstracts International 35A: 1437;

September 1974.

A double operation (addition and-subtraction) was more difficult than a
single operation. Not-checking of answers significantly affected achieve-
ment, and four interactions were found to be significant. (grades 2, 3)

Williams, Mary Heard and McCreight, Russell W. Shall We Move the Question?

Arithmetic Teacher 12: 418-421; October 1965.

Little difference was found in the two placements of the question in prob-
lems in terms of achievement, but time was less when the question was shown
first. (grades 5, 6)

Wills, Herbert, III. Transfer of Problem Solving Ability Gained Through Learning

by Discovery. (University of Illinois, 1967.) Dissertation Abstracts 28A:

1319-1320; October 1967.

Students significantly improved in problem-solving ability when taught by

discovery approaches. (elementary)

Wilson, John W. The Role of Structure in Verbal Problem Solving. Arithmetic

Teacher 14: 486-497; October 1967.

The wanted-given treatment was found to be superior to either practice-only
or action-sequence on all dependent variables studied. (grade 4)

Wright, Jone Perryman. A Study of Children's Performance on Verbally Stated
Problems Containing Word Clues and Omitting Them. (University of Alabama,

1968.) Dissertation Abstracts 29B; 1770: November 1968.

Pupils were significantly better at solving problems when they contained

word clues than when they did not. (grade 5)
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of publications related to creative thinking and
problem solving. fee appendix contains the
descriptions of published teaching material for
specific grade levels and subject areas.
fAuthor/Ahti
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ry' School Mathematics. Mathematics Educa-
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Variables. Problern Solving. Research, Theo-
ries
This paper presents. the results of three experi-

ments studying routine problem-solving_ tasks in
simple addition and subtraction. Indications are
that children tend to solve such problems by in-
ternalized counting procedures 'which may be
learned independently as a consequence of prac-
tice in problem solving. Brief descriptions of ex-
ploratory studies-Concerning word problems and
sequential rules are also included. (LS)
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School Mathematics, Grade 4 Logical Think-
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Comprehension, Verbai Learning, Verbal
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The effect of special instruction In certain

reading skills involved in solving verbal problems
was compared with the effect of supervised prac-
tice in soiling verbal problems on the improve-
ment of verbal problem-solving ability of 179
fourth graders. The sample from six classes in
three public -elementary schools. in Cuyahcgs
Falls. Ohio. was divided into two groups. The
special instruction treatment group received 18
lessons of instruction in reading verbal problems,
and the supervised study group solved verbal
problems using whatever method they wished.
Children in both groups improved significantly
from pretest to post-test on the investigator-
designed Verbal Problems Test. However, neither
group resulted in significantly higher mean scores
on the post-tcst. The girls in the special instrac-
tion group made.significantly higher mean cores
on the reading subtest of the post=test than did
the boys in that groqp. No other significant dif-
ferences were found between. treatments, betwecit
sexes within treatments, or between sexes dif-
fcrentiated by treatments. The Stanford Achieve-
ment Test Reading and Mathematics, subtexts
were also administered. Neither specific' reading
abilities. general reading abilities. nor computa-
tional abilities were found to be more highly cor-
related with verbal problem solving. References.
tables, sample test items, and worksheets are in-
duded.-(CL)
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struction
'leis report is divided into two pans. The first

part contains the- major sections of the author's
doctoral dissertation comparing the effects of two
instructional problemsolvine programs. The fifth
grade students in six classes (three schools) were
randomly assigned to the two progrems: The
Productive Thinking :Program, a commercially.
available sequence which develoes general
problem- solving skills and contains no mathe-
matics; and the Modified Wanted -Given Program.
an experimental-sequence which emphasizes the
structure of arithmetical problems. Both
sequences were presented in programmed form
and took 16 consecutive school days. Filth grade
students-in two classes in r fourth school acted as
a control group. Every stoi'ent received a pretest.
posttest and a follow-up test seven weeks Liter.
Each test- battery measured several either skills
besides problem solving. On an analysis of cc...-.
mice, no significant ditferenc-s were found
between the two methodsof in- ruction and the
control, nor was any significant set difference
found. The second part of this report reviews the
variables used in previous studies of problem
solving using teletyre terminals, and_thriv-applias
the same regression.. -techniviues to verbal
problemsselected from the dissertation study

-described in the first part. (MM

U
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The possibility of preparing a set of ,word

problems of a _predicted level of difficulty based
on cut variables tfor multiplication, division. re-
call. coeveroons: operations. and number of
words in the problem statement) and on regres-
sion equations developed in previous work was
investigated. Four prob.:ant sets were used in
grades four through six. and four different sets
were given in grades seven through nine: a total
of 340 students participated. The data indicated
that the relative difficulty of the exercises was
nearly the same over gr.:lc levels. RC:Gilts showed
that the general equation used in previous studies
did not yield accurate predictions for the
problems. based on a chi-square test. New equa-
tions computed for each grade level gave more
accurate, though not significant. predictions- (Ap-
pendix B. pages 54.65, may be illegible.)
(Author /DT)
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Tables (Data), Test Construction. Test Seke;don
This paper reports on an experiment designed

to investigate the effect of structural and lin-
guistic variables on level of difficulty in solving
arithmetic word problems. Identification of such
variables is intended to assist curriculum writers
in preparing exercises at a specified level of dif-
ficulty for students at various age levels. The
study also considers the variables under varying
time conditions and seeks to devise a coding
system of the linguistic variables that would im-
prove the accuracy of a linear regression model
previously used in similar investigations. Details
of the theory and methodology of the experiment
are provided, and the results are discussed. The
significance of the structural and linguistic varia-
bles is noted. (VM)
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This iilu:ne prcserlb .4 ,lk..in,n of problems

dec,i,ed for u.: iii i...eLR ,n.tisitti.i rn clenienta-
ry ela..scs Ih ..et.'l:es ii tl.:sined to
!eacPb.r in 1..,.;irigln cre.rtrsil'. and irgi.nt
:hineing n m hrm.itics Tli. prohlcrn ine!udcd
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problem i. codi.d lii nde.le the cirnt.n1 rca and
the lixauun of th pri'l.lcrn in th oriçirial iurec.
Problems included in the v.tl.amc rcprc'.nt 29
Content ar.4s; 7 of th areas are rcItd tO
arithmetic, 5 to e..mtrs. arid the others to men-
surenterit. probab:lt. lojc. ordered pat. and
time and rnone. ,\ seraraic sCtIi,fl proid an-
sers to all prohkm. A disus'ion of crativitv
in mutflematicc. results of psychological rescarc
related ii creacisity. and recommendations of
mithcrnatics educators fr nurturing etcativity

ivec us an tntrodutiori to thc .4ctisitcs (SD)
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This parer reports thc results of a study in
bich intetsicw3 were octdiictcd with each of 35

sitb gradcrs who made errors that rnngilt nave
been due to reading on the word prob:ern portion
of the Metropolitan Acnievern..ni Ie,t. To
discover evidcnce of poor-'rcadn at.cet.ilg word
problem tucCsc. the i e'.t.s'.notl. a'.,cd e..ch
child to ccad IuuJ those prirhknis .in.wcrcd in'
correctly in which reading rtitght hasc con-
tributed to the error that wtis rnadc Chin,rcn
were asked to esplain the s,tua:ion in the
probcin. to identify the question bcin asked.
and to tell how the pr blern '.hr,ruld be s.c'r..ed
Findings showed that il.etu.:h m.iny chilnir.'ri did
not know hnw to do ilic wik. they could read
and interpret the problems. Pinally. .adio reading
times were.. measured to disconier evidence thai
slow reading caused failure: little such evidence
was found. (OT)
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Ctnptascr Oriented Programs. Dicadsantaged
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A ord problem is more diIi.ult to solve when

the mtnirnum number of difrrcnt operations to
reaCh the correct solution is large. when it is of a
diff...rcnt type than a problem preceding it. when
the indcsed complexity of its most Compica sen.
tence is great. when there are a large number of
words in the problem. and when Cortscr..non ol
units (as Irons days to wcel.$) is required. ihese
variables of problem drfuicultv were deic,nm.ned
us bc significant in an experiment using U dicad-
santnteJ sisth.grade Students, who were giscni ac.ccss Iii a computer.h.i'.d telctp \aiial'rlcs thatdid not make a signdicnnt contribution to the
regression analyiis were, the "verbal-clue" vans.
ble. the "ordcr' variable, and the 'steps" varia-
ble. (MFi...
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Education. 'Rcearh Rc'ie'...s (Publicattont).
'TcachnMc,thod%. Trnns1r iaf 'rratning
A review" is madc of that li:erarure which

focuses on the relationslsi of tnstn.ict,onsl
method, internal cognitive tctivits and per-
formance measures This includes literature con-
cerned with the Issue 01' 'OiscOverv versus recep-
tiOn IC.4tninQ and the eife..'ts nsf different iristruc-
t.sns) rr,'r..,.c ,"s ietCIon,mt .ic).pned ctcnUOn
arid tran'.:ct t'j... I hu .wth.i? e.'nIrJes front
this resiew that title progress will be made cart-
cerning our understanding of the role of tristruc-
tiortal method until the crnpha'sis on "which
method is hct" gives way to art atrcmpt to define
and relate to orse another. cstcrnal features of in.
structissis, internal fcaturs of sub$ct character
and activity during learning, and outcome per-
formance variables. (JP)
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Dcscriptors_AbstfaCtInOfl Levels. Abstraction
Tests. 'Cognitive Measurement. Cemparati"e
Analysis. Comparative Testing. Complexity
Level. Concept Formation. 'Disadvantaged
'Youth, Elementary School Students. Environ-
mental Influences. Problem Solving. Racial
Differenccs. Reliability. Socioceonomie
Background. Tcting. Tests
Performance in concrete and abstract tasks is

esansincd systematically by varying the degree of
abstractness of problcm.s.Oliiflg and concept for-
mation tasks Four forms of a problem solvin:
test wCre constructed. Each form of the test
presented problem situations through four di!-
(crent modes: verbal stories. picture-book. color
slides, three-dimension modelS. Advantaged and
disadsantaged children from grades 2 and 4 were
5ndomty assigttcd to test modes.. Similar arrange-

ments were made for tcst:flg concept formatiOn.
Stirriu:us material for the concept formation tests
were prcsentcd via three modes: paper arid pen-

ctt motion picture film and. actual objects.. The

degree of concreteness in the mode of presestUs-

tion discs affect the performance of children on
the tasks. For only one of the the tasks, however.

did the sociOeconOmic factor exhibit systematic
relationships with the factor of concrettoesS. On
the problem.501vi15K task, all children perfot'med
best on the more concrete forms. Advar.taged

children out performed disadvantaged 'Ori all
forms. On the concept formation v.as)cs, however.
the disadvantaged children Out performed ad-
vantaged 'children on the most concrete test &orrn.
Additlorial factora whiCh may have influenced
test performanCf arc discus5ed. A subitafltial
reference listing, concept learning wata, and
.problctfl.soLVitsg tcst$ are included. (AuthorIRC)
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'Curriculum, Curriculum Development. Ele-
mentary Education, Elementary School
Mathematics. Evaluation. Individualized:' In-
struction. lntruction. Proble its Solving, 'Sum.
native Evaluation, Testing
A programed sequence for teaching students to

solve word problems was developed using a com-
bination of the information p,r,ocessing ait. struc-
tural variablcs spproachet. Students using thc
sequence proceeded individually through mastery
of a sequence of objcctivcs. Its order to evaluate
the program, fourth arid fifth graders were tar..
domly ,eicctcd from classes: the remaining stu-
dents in these cIasss sersed as co5trols. Alt stu-
dents were given the appropriate level of the
Stanford Achciscrrtent Test as.a_pretcst. During
'he II weeks that ezperrmentai subjecis-
completed the Word Problem Program, control
scblec;c received regular mathematics instruction.
The computation and applications sections of the
Stanford Achcivement Test tersed as posr.ests.
8oih fourth, and tifth.gradc csperimental groucs .
scred higher on their respectIve applications
posttests thari tht comparable contro. sroups.
(SD)
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matics Education. Models. Multiplication.
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identifiersResearch Reports
Nhe purpose of this study was to determine

whether a process model could be constructed
ming steps identified from now charts which ac-
counted for somewhat more variance in predict-
ins the difficulty of two-digit multiplication
problems than did a process model developed -by
Crooner. Cromer's data and variables were used
as a starting point. Ten new variables were
idendied from multiplication and addition flow
charts. Seven basic models. 4 reduced models. 10
factor models, 24 one-variable models. and a set
of systematic restricted models were examined.
Multiple regression analysis was used to predict
difficulty. The overall results indicate that the
now chart variables do produce somewhat better
models. -This volume presents the first of two
parts of this report and includes the problem
statement and results. (Author/SD)
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Education. Elementary School Mathematics.
Flow Charts. Instruction, Learnang. Mathe-
matics Education. Models. "Multiplication.
Problem Solving. Rescarch

IdentifiersResearch RcgrOrtS
The purpose of this study was to determine

whether a process ntodel could be constructed
ming steps identified from flow charts which ac-
counted for somewhat more variance in predict-
ing the difficulty of' two-digit multiplication
problems than did a process model developed by
Cromer. Cramer's data and variables were used
as a starting point.. Ten new variables were
identified-from multiplication and addition flow
charts. Seven basic models. 4 reduced models. 10
factor Models. 24 one-variable models. and a set
of systematic restricted models were examined.
Multiple regression Analysis was used to predict
difficulty. The overall results indicate that the
flow chart variables do produce somewhat better
Models. This volume is the second_ of two parts
dealing with this study, and includes a discussion
of results and me appendices. (Author/SD)
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School Students. Mathematies Instruction.
Problem Solving. Readabiiity. 'Reading Com-
prelsenstsn Reading Research. Sequential
Learning. Verbs
The effects of three variables on the difficulty

of verbs! arithmetic problems were examined.
Variables included problem form. sequence of in-
formation. and problem verb. A total of 32
problems was generated. four in each of four
prolskm forms and two sequences of informapon.
Vocabulary words %etc not above se-ondgrade
levo. and numbers used ranged from 2 through 9
with no borrowing or carrying !intuited. Two
groups of clementarygrade subjects (h3 in .40
solved all of the problems Analysis of variance
performed on the data indicated that problem
form. sequence of information. and their interac-
tion were significant (p<.001) but that the
problem verb was not. Reverse sequence
problems were most difficult to solve and became
more difficult as :he estoblem form became more
difficult. It was concluded that subjects need to
distinguish sequence of Information from
sequence of events where these do not coincide
and that reverse sequence causes the greatest dif-
ficulty in problem solving. Tables and references
are included. (MS)
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Development. *Cognitive Processes. Deductive
Methods. Learning Processes, Problem Solv-
ing; !Productive' Thinking. Thought Processes
The 'primary objective of this study was to

compare' problem solving performance among'
tonna! operational, transitional. and concrete
operational individuals with the effect of relative
field indeperidenCe taken into account within
each of these three cogninve developmental
kvels. Secondarilsthe study explored whether a
developmental relationship exists between logical
thought and field independence.:Eight male and
eight female subjects per grade were randomly
selected from clyss lists for sixth. seventh. eighth.
and ninth grades and classified according to cog-
nitive developmeotal level. All Criterion problems
(to be solved) are fully described. Sex and age
difference% anr, discus.scd. general. the study
coceludes that Piagettan developmental level
does provide an overall theoretical franiework in
which to understand and interpret siafferences in
complex. deductive problem solving performance. .

but. in the problems used. field independence
does not appear to clarify individual differences
in a meaningful way. (TL)
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Solving. "Researuti. Structural
Lsin me capubilits of the computer. the

authors have designed an lostructIonal programa
that empM.sizes students' problem s.dung .kill,
instead ot their *ornputation.il skor> and that al.
lows tin codes:toot. .if a large and detailed aata
base. ll.. report describes the procedures used
to (1) identify structural variable* that atfe.:t stu-
dents' pert:a:mance on arithmetic word profems
presented at a computer terminal, (21 ii.1..mtify
variables tie structuring computer -based
problem-soh mg eurriculum, and tai assess the
usefulness of the identified variables as predictor'.
all SAW-inn 1ert0114141.1C. on the t.etAir.' structural
curreculuzi.. i:our [I.,. fifth- and sixth-grade stu-
dents who we.: from one to. three years belov.
average in ai.iliinetie Computation skills were
used as subjects tior deselopnag and testing the
program -ariaole predictors Approminately
two-thirds ..ese bra. k students trial:Id:in economi-
cally depressed ate- and :Jo- remainder cans
from schools for ii.. dcat. Results eat several
.egression itnalys.cs ie-ealed that it i. possible to
account for a *uristanti el portion of the variatillit!:
.n student re-I...sash. wong signuicant Currelatior.
t.verweel..the cent and hearusg students on a rank -
order of use p.obteizi dittieult) bevel. UP/
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Shan*. Mary H.
Measuring Problem Solving Skills and Processes In

Elementary School Children.
Boston Univ.. Mass. School of Education.
Spons AgencyNational Science Foundation.

Washington, D.C.
Pub Date Jun 76
Nord -265p Material has been removed from

the appendices due to copyright restrictions
EDRS Price AIT-50.83 HC-S14.05 Phis Postage.
DescnptorsCognitive. Processes. Elementary

Education. Elementary School Students. Inter-
views. Item Analysis, ,Manuals. Measurement
Techniques, Models. Observation. Problem
Solving. Scoring, Test Construction. Test Re-
liability, Tests. Test Validity

kleritiffers--PROFILES. 'Test of Problem Solv-
ing Skills-. Unified Science Mathematics for

'Elementary Schools
Grounded in a review of existing theories and

-research on problem solving. the theoretical base
and new instrument .2-development efforts

,_. discussed-in this publicatioh have 'been sounded
against the needs of an innovative, interdisciplina-
ry curriculum project called Unified Science and
Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES).
It is the work on new instrument development fcr
problem: solving which is the focus of this docu- -
ment. The report is addressed to those concerned

..with the evaluation of USMES but also to a wider
audience_ .whose concerns may embrace the
evaluation of other curricula for elementary
schools, research on child development. cr
theoretical development of models of problem
solving. After establishing the need for new in-
strument development . in problem solving.
discussing various views of problem solving. and
reviewing existing measures of problem solving.-
this report details the developmeht of a paper-
and-pencil Test, of Problem Solving Skills
( TOPSS) and the development of PROFILES: an
interview/observation technique to assess problem
solving processes in ...children. The chapter on
TOPSS includes the search for items. pot testing
the instrument, and technical information on item
analysis. reliability and validity. The chapter on
PROFILES includes information on its rationale.
its development. - the importance of observer .

training and monitoring. procedures for its
ministration, and -.the development of a scoring
protocol. (RC)
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Shores. Jay 11. Underhill. Robert G
An Analysis of- Kindergarten and First Grade

Children's Addition and Subtraction Problem
Solving Modeling and Accuracy.

Pub Date 76
Note -33p.; Paper presented at the Annual Meet-

ing of the amencar Educational Research As-
sociation (San Francisco. California. April (9-
23. 1976)

EDRS Price MF-$0.R3 IIC -52.06 Plus Postage
DescriptorsAddition. "Cognitive Development,

'Conservation (Cimeeptl. Elementary tduea-
tion, 'Elementary School Mathematics. Learn-
ing. Mathematics Education. Numher Con-
cepts. Problem Solving. 'Research. Subtractior.

IdentifiersResearch Reports
A study was uniertaken of the eftects of for-

mal education and conservation of numerousness
on addition and subtraction problem types. Mr-
ty-sis kindergarten and - 36 tirstgiade sumprets
randomly selected trom one area of .t school dos.
tract were administered measures of consersation,
problem- solving success. and modeling ability.
Following (actor 311.1.,SIN of the instruments, and
a regressan analysis to ascerta.n demographic cf.-
frets. a nested posttost only control group design
was analyzed using a covariate MANOVA
technique. Both formal schooling and conserva-
tion significantly affected the subject's modeling
and accuracy scores (p less than .05). Further.
transformational' addition and take ..SWAV >uhtrac-
tion were signiti.Lantty (p ler.% Than 05) more dif-
ficult than other problem types. (Author:SU)
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Veife. Ledge P John Ann David C.
Problem Solving Performances of First Grade

Child ren.
Georgia Univ . Athens Research and Develop-

ment Center in 1..liscational Stimulation.
Spons Agene) thrke of Filucation IDHEW ),

Washington, 1.) C. Cooperative Research Pro-
gram.

Pub Date Mar 70
'Contract AEC -h. 10-061
Note-2Sp.. Paper presemed at the annual meet-

ing of the Amer:can Educational Research As-
- suciation, Minneapolis. Minnesota: March.

1970
EDRS Price ?1F -S0.25 11C -51.35
Descriptors Abi!ity Grouping. Arithmetic.

Comsrsation (ConLepti. Factor, Analysis.
Grade 1. Mb:Nice:ice Quotient. Manipulative
Materials. Measurement Instruments. 'Per-
formance Factors. 'i'robiem Solving. Task Per-
formance
this study examined differential .performances-

among groaps (calm:worst of fifsi grade children
when NORtng ergnt different types of arithmetical
worst problems under two dotinet experimental
conditions. The categories of children were ac-
tuJli!. 4 Jinni!y grot.pri low quantitative com-
parison scores and 1. w (0 ( Lorgelhorndike
fest% (2) low ..111:1MIZ.11,e comparison scores and
high IQ. t 3) high qqanotative comparison scores
and low IL). an,: (41 high quantitative comparison
scores and hih (k) The !II children who filled
these c,itcgories were risen a problem
solving test. w.:), six problems front etch of the
eight types pre-settteu in a randomized sequence.
Hall of the ktiod:en in each ahility group were
randomly assigned to the eusmiloon of no manipu-
latable ohiects. while the other half were pro-
vides! with niantpulatabre ob)ects referred to in
the problems Ind were allowed to use them any
way they wanted to help solve the problems.
Analysts of the data resealed that 10 vain not a
significant factor. that Problem Condition was
significant. that there was a significant ititcraction
due to Quantitative Comparisons and Problem
Conditions for one problem type. and that there
were significant main rftectS due to Problem
Conditions for the remaining seven problem
types. There was also a significant main effect
due to-Ouantitatise Comparisons for one of the
'remaining seven problem types, (4H)
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Sirvdarn, Marilyn N. Weaver. J. Fred
OverviewVerbal Problem Solving. Set B. Using

Research: A Key to Elementary School Mathe-
minks.

Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Park. Center
for Cooperative Research with Schools..

Pub Date /70j
Note 8p.
EDRS Price MF50.65 HC-S3.29
DescriptorsElementary School Mathematics,

Instruction, Mathematics Education.
Problem Solving, 'Research Reviews (Publi-
cations). Verbal Ability

IdentifiersCenter for Cooperative Research
with Schools
This bulletin gives an overview of research stu-

dies which pertain to the verbal problem-solving
ability of elementary schooj children. Studies in-
cluded relate directly to the following questions:
( 1 ) What factors arc related to problem solving
ability' (2) What are the characteristics of good
problem solvers? IS How important is reading to
problemsolvmg ability? (4) What is the role of
"understanding?" (5) Is the study of vocabulary
helpful? (6) What problem settings are most ef-
fective? (7) Does the order of processes affect
problem difficulty? (81 Does the order of data af-
fect problem difficulty? (9) Should wry place the
question first or last? (10) What is the role of
formal analysts? ( I ) What techniques help in
improving pupils' ability to solve problems? (12)
Is it helpful for pupils to work in groups? (FL)
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Talton, Carolyn Flanagan
An Investigation of Selected Venial. Mathemati-

cal.. Reading, and Persooa:ity 'Assessments as
Predictors of High Aehi eeeee in Sixth Grade
Mathematical Verbal Problem Solving.

Pub Date 73
Note- 174p,. D.Ed Dissertation. Northwestern

State University of I ousiana
EDRS Price MF-S0.65 tIC56.58
DescriptorsFlementary Grades, Grade 6. "Intel-

ligenee Tests. Mathematical Concepts, Mathe.
maties. Mathematics Instruction. 'Personality
Assessment, Prohicrn Solving. Reading Ahils-

-ty. Reading Research. Reading Skills. Reading
Tests. Verbal Ability
The purpose of this study was to determine if

selected mental. mathcmancal, reading, and per-
sonality assessments of sixthgrade pupils could
predict high achievers in mathematical verbal
problem solving. 1 he subjects were 112 sixth
graders, 56 classified as high achievers in mathe
matical verbal problem solving and 56 classified
as low achievers according to-criterion verbal
problem solving scores available in cumulative
school records. Thirty-eight mental, mathemati-
cal, reading, and personality scores for each pupil
were analyzed, and four combinations of assess-
ments resulted: (I) that correlation battery
operated with 70 percentaccuracy in placing
high achievers into the high group and with 66
percent accuracy in placing low achievers into
the low,group. (2) the test battery placed
high achievers into the high classification with 70
percent accuracy and low-achievers into the low
classification with 6l( percent accuracy, (3) the
short (actor analysis haitery placed high achievers
into the correct classification with 93 percent ae
curacy and low achievers with 91 percent aceura-
ey, and (4) the long lietnr analysis battery placed
95 percent of the high achievers and 93 percent
of the low achievers into correct classifications.
The major conclusion WAS that total intelligence
is the main individual, contributor to high
achievement in verbal problem solving ability.
(AutheirfWR)
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Trisnmer. Ronald G.
A Review of the Research Relating Problem Solv-

ing and Mathematics Achievement to Psycholog-
ical Variables and Relating These Variables to
Methods Involving or Compatible with Self-Cor-
recting Manipulative Mathematics Materials.

Southern Illinois Univ.. Edwardsville.
Pub Date 1741
Note-35p.
EDRS Price MF-$0.75 HC-$1.85 PLUS

POSTAGE
DescriptorsAchievement. Learning Theories.

' Literature Reviews. Manipulative Materials.
' Mathematics Education. Problem Solving,
"Psychological Characteristics, Research
Reviews ( Publications)
This literature review focuses on determining

the psychological variables related to problem
solving and presents arguments for self-correcting
manipulatives as a media for teaching problem
solving. Ten traits are considered; attitude. de-
bilitating anxiety, sel:-concept. orderliness, set.
confidence, inapulsiveirefleetive thinking, concen-
tration and interest span. motivation and interest,
and perseverance and patience. Research in each
of these areas as related to problem solving is
cited. A list of 155 references is included. (DT)

ED 100 718 SE 018 749Zakwyki, Donald L
An Exploratory Study to Compare Two Per-formance Measures: .1n Inter% kw-Coding

Seism:exit Malhemstkal Problem tiOlving and aWritten Test. Part I. Tee- 'cal Report No. 306.Wisconsin Univ Madison, Research andDevelopment Center for Cognitive Learning.
Spons AgencyNational Inst. i Education (Cs.'HEW), Washington. D.C.
Report NoWRDCCL-TR-30E
Pub Date Aug 74
ContractNE-C-00.3-0065
Note-99p.: Report from the Project on Cond;.bons of School )teaming and Instruction:.

Strategies. For Part 2. see SE 018 750
EDRS Price MF.50.75 HC-54.20 PLC -POSTAGE
DescriptorsCognitive Measurement, Cognitive

Objectives, Cognitive Tests. Doctoral Theses.Grade 7, Mathematics Education, Problem
Solving. Research, Secondary School Mathe-
matics. Tests, "Test Validity
Observing that available standardized tests pur-porting to measure problem solving in ma:he-,

manes do not validly reflect currently accepteddefinitions of problem solving, While more valid
individualized measures are costly in terms of
time, this researcher undertook (1) to construct a
naper-and-pencil instrument which might betterreflect problem-solving ability and (2) to validatethis test by correlation with scores of subjects intaped and coded problem-solving interviews.
Seventhgrade students with average and above-
average mathematics achievement records weregiven two written tests in a group situation; later
each was interviewed and given six problems tosolve whilvtalking aloud in a videotaping or au-
diotaping situation. Seisms were assigned to per-
formance in the individual session according to apreviously developed coding system. Test'111Ce'tastics were computed; differences in the rank

ring ofsubjects by the two measures and cor-
relations among scores were analyzed; differencesin performance and coding ease betweenvideotaped and audiotaped subjects . were in-vestigated. Results and instruments used are re-ported in Part 2 of this report. (SD)
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Zakwalri. Donald L.
An Exploratory Study to Compare Two Per-

kentastres Measures: An Interview-Coding
Sdietne of Mathematic-al Problem Solving and a
Written Test. Part 2. Technical Report No. 306.

Wisconsin Univ.. Madison.- Research and
Development Center for Cognitive Learning.

Sporn AgencyNational Inst. of Education (D-
REW). Washington. D.C.

Report NoWROCCL-TR-306'
Pub Date Aug 74
ConUact NE-C-00-3-0065
Note- 125p.; Report from the Project on Condi-

1i0Sts of School Learning and Instructional
Suategies. For Part see SE 018 749

EDRS Price SIF-S0.75 HC-S5.40 PLUS
POSTAGE

Descriptors-- Cognitive Measurement. Cognitive
Objectives. Cognitive Tests. Data Analysis.
Doctoral Theses. Grade 7, Mathematics Edu-
cation. Prohlem Solving. Research. Seconda-
ry School Mathematics. Tests. 'Test Validity
in this study the researcher investigated the

feasibility of constructing a valid paperand-pencil
measure of problem solving ability. (Rationale
and design of the study are discussed in Part I.)
The principal ieasibility criterion, correlation of
at least .71 with scores on taped and coded in-
dividual "thinking aloud'. problem-solving ses-
sions, was not met; however. the obtained cor-
relation (.68) for one test suggested to the
researcher that more reliable tests might achieve
the criterion. Rank ordering of subjects on the
"'thinking aloud" procedure and written tests
were highly correlated. The use of the "thinking
aloud" procedure to establish concurrent validity
was evaluated and questions about the validity of
this procedure with seventhgrade students were
raised. Investigations of the functional differences
between audiouped and videotaped interviews
revealed no differences in subject pertioniance,
but supported the superiority of videotaping as a
research tool. Instruments used in the study and
data displays are presented in appendices to this
report. (SD)
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Mathematics K-12, Problem Solving. Utica City

School District Articulated Curriculum: Project
SEARCH, 1975.

Utica City School District. N.Y.
Spores Agency Buredu of Elementary and

Secondary Education ( DHew /OE ). Washing-
ton. D.C.

Pub Date 75
Note-18p.; For related documents. see SE 021

195-19V; Light and broken type throughout
EDRS Price NIF-U).83 Plus Postage. HC Not

Available from EDRS.
Descriptors Behavioral Objectives. Curriculum.

'Curriculum Guides. Elementary School
Mathematics. *611cm-ratan Secondary Educa.
tion. Mathematics Education. 'Objectives.
Problem Solving, Secondary School Mathe
manes

IdentifiersElementary Secondary Education Act
Title III. ESEA Title Ill
This document is one of sox which set forth the

mathematics components of the ?riaiect SEARCH
Articulated Curricul-im developed by the Utica
New York) City School Do:rict. Each volume

deals with a broad area of mathematics and lists
objectives related to that crea for all grades tram
K through 12. Each objective listed is described
first in general terms and then in terms of specific
skills which students should exhibit. This volume
addresses techniques of solving problems
throughout the curriculum. (SD)
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Draft of Abridged Report of the Estes Park Coo-

femme on Learning through Investigation and
Action on Real Problems in Secondary Schools.

Education Development Center, Inc., Newton.
Mass.

Spores AgencyNational Science Foundation.
Washington. D.C. Div. of Pre-College Educa-
tion in Science.

Pub Date 73
Note-45p.
Available fromHoughton Mifflin Co. 110 Ver-

mont St.. Boston. MA (Price to be announced)
EDRS Price NIF-S0.75 HC Not Available from

EDRS. PLUS POSTAGE
DescriptorsActivity Learning. Adolescence.

Conference Reports. 'Curriculum Develop-
ment. Educational Change. Educational In-
novation. High School Curriculum.. Inter-
diciplinary Approach. Mathematics.
Prohlem Solving. "Sciences. Secondary Edu-
cation. Social Cevelopment. 'Social Studies.
Student Experience
Because opportunities for active social roles

are essential for adolescents to develop into so-
cially responsible and competent adults. it
seemed logical to devise a high school curriculum
in which result oriented investigation of real
problems by the students plays a major part. To
this end, a conference addressed itself to formu-
lating the meaning of such an approach at the
secondary level, planning bridges to other learn-
ing modes and to particular disciplinary studies.
considering strategies suitable to .work within the
organiiational structure of the secondary school,
finding an equitable allocation of resources
among disciplines, discussing undergraduate and
graduate teacher training experiences. and ex-
amining potential issues in evaluation of this ap-
proach. Participants were drawn from various
curriculum projects. from teacher training pro-
grams, and from the ranks of skilled teachers and
supervisors Topics covered me:oiled the follow-
ing: the urgency fur a problem-solving approach
in education; delineation of a comprehensive
problem-solving-based curriculum for secondary
schools: an overview of suggestions for eurneu
limn development. implementation and assess-
ment: and recommendations for action by school
and community groups. An appendix contains
topics fur a comprehensive problem-solving-based
curriculum. (AuthorIKSM)



UNtF1EQ SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, (USMES)

ContaCt: EdUcation Development Center' .

55 Chapel Street r.

Newton, Mass. 02160 ,

LUNCH LINES

Challenge:. Recommend and try to have changes made which would improve the service

in your lunchroOm.

Most children have gripes about their schOol cafeteria: they have to wait too long,

it's.too crowded, they don't like the food, too much food is wasted, etc. A general

discussion will enable the teacher to learn what observations the children have already

madeand what principally concerns them. The children may then decide to work in small

- groups measuring the flow of traffic at the lunch counter and through the aisles,pre-

_, cording the dimehsions co the room and the arrangement of furniture, writing and dis-
tributing,questionnaires of student attitudes and preferences. The data they have

collected may be represented by tables, graphs,-scale drawings and scale models.

As the'children collect their data, draw their conclusions and recommend improve-

ments; they may-see ..ttle need for more data or data of a different type. Other activities

may ii;cLude the,inVeStigat:,:m of the cost of suggested improveMents such as rearrangement

of counter new-tabLes, more doors, etc. A single solution to the problem is not

necessari sought, but each group of students documents as thoroughly as possible its

suggested ImproveMents... In some cases, they receive permission-to try out ,their-ideas

so.that the nit is abie to culminate in some action such as the acceptance of some of

their recommendations by the principal or school board. At other,times, the unit

activities may result in a proposal for changes.

The lunch lines-problem may lead natura4fy to follow-up ac+ivites related to:other

school problems such as Play Area Design and Use of Classroom Design. .

SOFT DRINK DESIGN

Challenge: Invent a new soft drink that would be popular and produced at a !ow cost.
ss

Children may quickly tecomeinvolved n this challenge if they are asked wpat

makes a soft drink Popular. Alternatively, a future school party might need a bev-.

erage which the children could be asked to-concoct.

Frequently a class will separate into small groups to plan their Own methods of

discovering-lhe important characteristics of a popular drink.
One group may devise a

questionnaire and conduct a sample survey-of various age groups to define the flavor,

degree of carbonation and price preferences of different consumer groups. Results

of the surveys are tallied and then depicted on histograms and bar or line graph forms.

The children might devise a blindfold test to see whether a consumer can actually

distinguish between certain drinks. Right and wrong guesses are tallied on acon-r,

fwsion matrix.

Another group may prepare several punches by mixing flavors and sugar i,n varying

proportions. Preferences are determined by tlindfold testing. Subsequently, important

factors are identified by rating all possible pairs of punches according te'?imilarity.

Results are tallied on a two- or three- dimensional map.

. Using a similarity map, it is possible to then distinguish the factors in each drink

which contribute to discernable test differences between the drinks sampled. If the pre-

4erence results.are then correlated with this factor analysis, the children can figure

out which factors should be -included in a popular beverage.



U441E0 SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, (USMES)

The production and sale of the children's design leads to problems dealt with in
both ManufaCturing and Advertising:

CONSUMER RESERACH-PRODUCT TESTING

Challenge: Determine which brand of a product is the best buy for a certain purpose.

The challenge might arise from a class debate over the quality of some product
bought by the children, their parents or the school store or over the claim's of TV
commercials. The children decide to test several brands of the products whiCh they use
most frequently.

The class as,a whole, or individual groups, formulate test objectives and procedures.
The children may purchase the several brands themselves to make price tomparisons and
per unit cost calculations. Quantitative data is obtained by testing the properti-s of
the products, such as the lifetime of pens or soap pads, or the strength of batteries
or plastic wraps. Often the children construct test apparatus to insure uniform, ob-
jective measures. Using the data acquired, the children calculate areas, volumes, life-
times or strengths. Information is depicted on bar or line graphs. Test procedures and
results are periodically reviewed by the class to appraise constructed as well as the
suitability and-_vandity of the tests. Finally, using the test results, the children
determine which brand is best for their specific purpose, considering also quality and cost.

Having evaluated the several brands of a product, the children decide to inform their
schoolmates, parents or the product manufacturers of their test procedures and findings
by means of a school magazine or newsletter. A permanent consumer information /product
testing groUo might be.formed.

As a follow-up activity, the class may decide to manufacture a new consumer product;
they_consecuently explore production and marketing techniques. This may lead to both
Manufacturing and Advertising.

PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

Challenge: Recommend and try to have a change made which would improve the safety and
convenience of a pedestrian crossing near yotasChool.

Children are awar.a from an early age that some pedestrian crossings are more danger-
ous thanothers. They areurged,to cross streets going to and from school at locations
where traffic police are on duty for short periods of time .before and after school of
where there are "Walk" lights.

The challenge might originate from a general discussion about coming to schoo . jif

crossing certain streets is a problem, the teacher will learn what observations th chil-.
tren have already made. The children may 'then decide to work in small groups-counting cars
to determine traffic flow-pattern,calculating speed of cars, timing pedestrian crossing
times and car gap times, measuring length and width of street and height of buildings and
trees, interviewing pedestrians about the safety of the crossing and possible improvements.
The data they have collected may be represented by tables, graphs; scale drawings and
scale models. 'Classroom simulations based on real data may be used to' try out some of the
children's suggestions.

As'children collect the data, draw their conclusions and recommend certain improve-
ments, they may see the need for more data or a different.type Of data such as sight dis-
tances -and car-braking distances. A single solution to the problem should not necessarily
be sought, but each group of students should document as thoroughly as possible its-sug-

\
-gested improvement. It is hoped that the unit will culminat in some positive action like
submitting a report of recommendations to the proper auto
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Mathematics Resource Project (MRP)

The following activities, reproduced with permission,

are sampleS of materials from the Mathematics Resource Pro-

ject, developed at the University of Oregon and supported

by a grant.from the National Science Foundation. Project

materials are now commercially available from Creative

Publications;

Mathematics Resource Project materials consist of five

resources, each containing worksheets, calculator activities,

games, puzzles, bulletin board suggestions, project ideas

and teaching didactics. The resources have been designed

and created for teachers in grades 5 through 9.

Resource activities are highly motivational materials

designed to provide student practice with all the basic

skills including problem solving, mental computation, estima-

tion, and measurement., Individual resource packets are

organized under the following titles:

Number Sense and Arithmetic Skills - 832 pages
Ratio, Proportion and Scaling - 516 pages
Geometry and .Visualization - 830 pages
Mathematics in Science and Society - 464 pages
Statistics and.Information Organization - 850 pages ,

The sample materials are identified by the letters MR2

on the top right hand corner of the page.

For more information about Mathematics Resource Project

materials, contact:

Creative PublicatiOns Inc.
P.O. Box 10328
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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The following materials from the Mathematics Resource project were
included in the packet, but cannot be reproduced here due to copyright

restrictions:

Do You Know That

Rumors

Change for a quarter

Wordless Problems

Omar's Dilemma

Balancing Bees

What's My Line

Strictly Squaresville

The Painted Cube

A Startling Discovery

The Parthenon

Impossible? or Improbable?

:Maximum-Volume

A Sheepish Problem

Let's Not Get A Head

Make a Dip Stick

Forest Fires Are a Real Burn

Operation Please!

Picture Problems 2

Great-Great-Great-...Grandparents

More Fun at the Fair

Area Problems to Attack

Staircases

Going Around in Circles

Petite Proportions 2

A Variety of Volume Vexations

The Wide Open Spaces



Mathematics Problem Solving Project (MPSP)

The following pages, copied with permission, are samples

of problem materials from the Mathematics ProbleM Solving

Project (MPSP), a project of the Mathematics Education Develop-

ment Center at Indiana University funded by a grant from the

National Science Foundation. The project was cooperatively

developed by staff from.the following:

University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Oakland Schools
Pontiac, Michigan

Indian University
Bloomington, Indiana

Project mater'ials-consiSt of three booklets of lesson.

outlines-midthree associated sets of problems organized under

'the following headings:
1 -------

Code
Using Lists =U TT

Using Tables ##-=-1

Using Guesses ##--6.

The sample problem materials are identified by the letters

MPSP on the :top right hand corner of the page.

Inquiries about the project or the materials may be addressed

Professor John F. LeBlanc, Director
Mathematics Education Development Center
EducatiOn Building
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

-to:

1



The following materials from the Mathematics Problem Solving Project
were included in the packet, but cannot be reproduced here:

B0 ..l

BO 2

BO 15

BO 16

WO 13

WO 14

GO 1

GO 2

.G0 3

GO 4

GO 19

GO 20

3 BC 1

4 BC 1

29 BS 1

30 BC 1

6YM 1

.6 YB 1

33 YC 1

34 YC 1

17 WB 1

18 WS 1

7 RB 1

8 RB 1

13 BV 6'

14 BM 6

17 BM 6

18 BM 6

19 BM 6

20BM 6

9 YV 6

10 YM 6

13-YM-6

14 YV 6

21 YM 6

22 YC 6

23 YD

24 YC 6

9 WC 6

10 WD 6

5 RV 6

6.RM 6

15 RD 6

16 RC .6

21. RD 6

22 RM 6

9 GD '6

10 GV 6



FRACTIONS

Egyptains used fractions with some special rules. First, they used only unit fractions,
fractions with 1 in the numerator like 1/2, 1/3, and 1/5. Second, they expressed
fractions like 3/4 by using only unit fractions. Also, they never used the same unit
fraction in the same expression more than once. One way used to express 3/4 was 1/2 +
1/4. Think like an Egyptain and provide a name for the following fractions using only
unit fractions. Use the number of unit fractions you are told to use.

1. 1/2 - use 2 unit fractions

2. -5/8 - use 2 unit fractions

3. 13/16 use 3 unit fractions

4. 7/8 - use 3 unit fractions

5. 9/16 use 2 unit fractions

6. 3/7 use 3 unit fractions

7. 1/6 use 2 unit fractions

(thirteenth)

What is the next number in the sequence?

14,17, 50, )

NUMBER PATTERNS

Start with a number. Form a sequence such that each term is the sum of the squares
of the digits of the preceding term. At some point in the sequence each term will
be 1 or the sequence will repeat.

16, 37, 58, .



VOLUME

Cars have space inside so persons can sit in them. Sometimes we put other things

in a car. Estimate how many basketballs could be put into your car.

10 basketballs

45 basketballs

115 basketballs

Write other guesses

SIZE

Write several large and small amounts of money.

$1,000 2

$5 Write more

You are buying something for 43c. Write several amounts of stoney which "are small"

compared to 43c.

Write several amounts which are small compared to $417.



Trace the length of the segment with your finger.

Is it as wide as your finger? Your hand?

List several things in your school which you estimate to be as long as the segment.

MASS

Get a box of paper clips.

Pick up your pencil. Does it weigh as much as 10 paper clips? Put the clips in
one hand and the pencil in the other. Make estimates smaller and larger than 10
for the weight of the pencil in paper clips. Circle the best guess.

Object

a) pencil

b) pen
c) ruler
d) eraser

Complete this chart
Weight Guesses
Number of Clips

10, 20, 7, 50, 18
ti

Best Guess



NUIGER/SPACE

Find a picture in a magazine or book that has many things in it. List the ideas
about space and number which you estimate or see in the picture.

Examples: a road longer than a house
three boys

a plant.smaller than a boy

Name smaller things that fit into larger things

Examples: a fire in a house
car in a garage
grass on a lawn

gIDNTIry

List several things which are found in packages or groups of 100 or more items.

Examples: people at a basketball game
popcorn kernels in a bag
cars in a salesman's lot



PERCENT

Suppose you leave a tip for a waitress at a cafe. Some people leave 15% of
the cost of the meal. If your meal cost $6.30, estimate ways that you could
use to find 15% of $6.30. List some ideas about 15% and about $6.30. Write
some guesses about what 15% of $6.3C. might be. Circle your best guess. You
do not need to find the exact amount.

CHANGE

Suppose you have 7 coins in your pocket that add up to $1.00. What are the

coins?



List the first-2 prime numbers that are in ascending order and the first 2 prime
numbers that are in descending order.

MASS

A baseball player has 8 baseballs. Seven of them ,weigh exactly the sane,-but
One is heavier. Using a balance scale, how can you find the heavieSt ball injust 2 weighings?

First weighing - put-3 balls on each side of the scale. If one side is heavy,
we know the heavy ball is one of the three on that side. If they balance
we can weigh the 2 remaining balls in another weighing. Take the 3 balls
and put one on each side. If they balance the 3rd ball is the heaviest.



SCALE DRAWING

Suppose that a lady bug wants to crawl up to the window where there is a hole

leading outside. The lady bug is at the tip of your shoe now. Give the lady
bug a map and directions for the shortest route from your shoe to the window.

CRYTARITHNETIC DIVISION

XTXT 5 1 5 1

TDX) EDEITX 1 4 5 ) 7 4 7 0 1 5

E S X 7 2 5

S S I 2 2'0
T D X 1 4 5
E X T 7 5 1

I = 0 Identity E S X 7 2 5

S N X 2 6 5

X=5 . T D X 1 4 5

T S I . 1 2 0"

T = 1 Identity

5 1 5 1

D = 4 x 1 4 5-

2 5 7 5 5

E = 7 2 0 6 0 4

5 1 5 1

S = 2 7 4 6 8 9 5

+ 1 2 0'

7 4 '7 0 1 5

N = 6
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Selections From Mathematics Curriculum Guide and Scope and Sequence

Developed by Berea City School District,'Berea, Ohio

POSITION STATEMENT

PROBLEM SOLVING

Learning to solve problems and apply mathematical skills is the major reason for studying

mathematics. Therefore the most valuable and; lasting strand of the mathematics curriculum is

Problem Solving. It is the skill and strategy gained in this area that the learner will use
all his life, for it is here that the focus of all skill areas come into use. The knowledge
of skills combined with the thinking necessary to find solutions to the unknown is the highest

level of mental processing.

Problem solving should involve purpostfal and perplexing questions of interest to the stu-

dent. A true problem is a situation that is novel for the person trying to solve it.

Because this area is so highly dependent on cognitive abilities, it is very important to
consider its relationship to child development. Problem solving activities are of a-highly

individualized nature. If one were to compare a monochromatic development of color from white
to black, one could imagine the infinitesimal shades of gray between the black and white. All

these shades represent the miltilevel skills in problem solving.

There is some commonality in both child development levels and problem solving strategies.
ACcording to George Polya, problem solving strategies can be taught like any other skill if
the proper stage of development and prerequisite skills-have been achieved. He likens it to

swimming in that if you want to be a swimmer you must get into the water.

The mathematics Scope and Sequence has been based on the commonalities evident in child
development and allows the professional teacher to make adjustments to provide for unique

needs and abilities.

There are three stages of child development which are essential for consideration in prob-

lem solving approaches. These are defined by Piaget in the following manner:

pre-operational

concrete-operational

formal operations

- 2-7 years - labeling activities, refining sensory motor
activities, simple concept level

7-11 - operates with concerte objects, begins organi ational

thinking

- 11+ years - operates with ideas, makes inferences

Problem solving strategies most useful for young children are the following in sequencial

development:

1. Activities'which involve comparing objects on common attributes and which involve
much manipulative processing.

2. Activities,which represent ideas pictorially rather than concretely.

3: Activities which transfer concrete ideas into abstract symbols like number sentences

or equations.
4. Activities which verify a solution by testing it against concrete manipulations.

As a young person begins to, think abstractly these skills can be a useful tool to him/

her., They should be introduced easily and comfortably with visual confirmation. Difficulty
should be inceased in small sequential steps.

1 3 s



Many of the above strategies carry over from the young child to the intermediate,
junior, and senior high levels. They are dependent on the student's background of

.experience.

Further extensions of problem solving are prevalent as the child's experiences and needs
are.broadened. Skills are needed in other content areas and are demanded by interests in
hobbies and activities Within the child's life.

Students at this levei,have developed some abstract thinking and many processes can be
combined to solve a problem. Some problem solving techniques available to the studentat
this level are:

1. Estimating
2, Patterning-
3. Using a model/design
4. Working backward.

The teacher must demonstrate the technique and then al14w the student to practide using
the technique.

Problem solving is more a part of the life of the secondary student as he/she becomes
ready to enterhis/her role as an adult in society. Life is not a series of segmented
activities but an interplay of all skills, knowledge, and abilities. With this integration in
mind, the problem solving strategies at this level are highly complex and multifaceted. They
involve, however, Many components of-those strategies taught-at an earlier level and are
highly dependent on them. Some strategies used. at a highly abstract level of development are
the following:

.c

1. Selecting appropriate notation
2. Identifying wanted, given and needed information

3. Systematizing
4. Restating the problem J
The development from the concrete to the abstract approach of problem solving must be

taught and not be left to chance. It is the responsibility of every educator to provide
this essential Isegment of a child's =education and also to help him -learn to apply and trans-
fer his math !Skills to other areas in Which they are needed. The Problem Solving strand'of
the Scope and Sequence supplies the foundations and structure for instruction to take place.

fl

O
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MATHEMATICS SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
STRANDS/COURSES

The K-8 mathematics cope and sequence is divided into seven strands:

1. Structural Number Concepts
2. Computation

a. Whole Numbers and Integers

'b. Decimals
c. Fractions

3. Geometry.
-4. Measurement

5. Interpreting Quantitative Data
a. Ratio and Proportion
b. Graphing
c. Probability
d. Statistics

6. Applications
7. Problem Solving

Structural Number Concepts invo2ves numeration and the theory of real numbers.
Students will become aware of the underlying concepts which serve as the foundation for
mathematics and its uses.

Computation of whole numbers, decimals, and fractions provides for an understanding
of the algorithms used in computation. Students will become aware of the process of
computation and be encouraged to check answers or solutions as to accuracy and reason-
ableness.,

+1,

Geometry fulfills the individual's need to understand the, physical world. From

recognition of basic shapes to finding the volume of "pyramids" students will gain
insight into the spatial relationships which exist in their world.

Measurement deals primarily with metric measure and incorporates length, area,
mass, volume and temperature. Knowledge of measurement terms is essential in one's
life, as are the actual skills of, estimating and measuring. Students Will gain a solid

background of knowledge and skills through this strand.

Interpreting Quantitative Data contains ratio,-proportion, graphing, statistics,
and probability. There is much evidence to support the inclusion of all these topics
as each one plays an important role in the individual's participation in the real
world: Students will be provided many opportunities to gain practical, skills in this

strand.

Applicatirns provides many opportunities for students to put to use the knowledge

and skills learned in the other strands.

Problem Solving is yet another way to apply cognitive skills but goes far beyond
applicaiton. Students will learn the processes of problem solving. This'strand is the
most important of all the strands as it is the goal toward Which we are leading our

students. If students can approach a problem situation and apply t'r- skills of this

strand, they will reach satisfying solutions.

The concepts in the scope and sequence have been coded as spiraling, core, spiraling

core, and enrichment. The spiraling concepts are those concepts introduced at a previous
grade level which may need to be reviewed. Core items are those concepts considered to be
appropriate major concepts for students at a grade level but. extended to some degree when
reviewed the following year are coded as spiraling core. Finally, the enrichment ideas are
those concepts at a grade level for the more capable student.
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Grade PROBLEM SOLVING

Numbers in front of objectives indicate grade levels when the objective

can be accomplished.

All the objectives are considered important. The experien&Qs of each

child will depend' upon the development' of the child, his/her native ability,

and his/her attitude.

It is suggested that teachers maintain an environment where these objectives

can be accomplished to some degree by. all students.

K, 1, 2, 3 1. Draw from his/her cognitive background.

3 2. Identify useful or extraneous information given in the description

of a problem.
V

1, 2, 3 3. Recognize simple questioning techniques for placing a given

situation in a mathematical context. Example: What operation

should be used? What units? What comes first?

1 3 4. Dray:pictures to develop understanding of a problem

K, 1, 2; 3, 5. Manipulate physical objects to develop understanding of a giveh

problem.

1, 2, 3. 6. Use tables, drawings or diagrams to, develop understanding of

a problem.

3 Identify the object of a problem, the given information, and

the unknowns.

3 8. State a given problem in simpler terms.

1,

1,

2,

2,

3

3

9.

10.

Construct models of problems. (physical, simple number sentences,

tables, graphs, geometric shapes),

Conduct simple physical experiments and collect data to find

solutions.%

K, 1, 2, 3 11. Check solutions to problems.

1, 2;-3 12. 'Explore patterns to reason through a problem.

133
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A Note to Conference Participants:

On the following pages are listed the 17 problem

solving strategies presented during the conference. You

might use these as master sheets to make transparencies

for your in-service activity. If you chose, you can type

in example problems to illustrate each strategy. (See

"Student Strategies for Solving Problems" in an earlier

section of this packet.) You may prefer to distribute the

"Student Strategies . . ." paper to your teachers And make

transparencies from the following masters. Then you could

work and discuss the problems in the paper, working on the

overhead transparencies.



PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES

SELECT APPROPRIATE NOTATION.

2, MAKE A DRAWING, FIGURE, OR GRAPH,

3, IDENTIFY WANTED, GIVEN, AND NEEDED INFO.



RESTATE THE PROBLEM.

WRITE AN OPEN SENTENCE.

4:1

DRAW FROM YOUR BACKGROUND.



CONSTRUCT A TABLE,

8. GUESS AB CHECK.

SYSTEMIZE,

14a



10. MAKE A SIMPLER PROBLEM.

11. CONSTRUCT A PHYSICAL MODEL.

12. WORK BACKWARDS.

144



13. GENERALIZE.

114. CHECK THE SOLUTION.

15. FIND Ai4OTHER WAY TO SOLVE

Id;



16. FIND ANOTHER RESULT.

17. STUDY THE SOLUTION PeCESS.
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INSERVICE EDUCATION

Ohio Regional Conference on Mathematics Education

March - May 1978

The success of any aservice experience depends greatly upon the harmo-

nious interaction of a large number of variables. Some of these variables like

timing, group size, location, length, involvement, and assistance, may be within

your contrcl. But other factors equally important to the inservice success may

be less directly under your
influencecomponents such as participant interest

(see Appendix A), attitudes, background knowledge, administrative cooperation,

and equipment performance or availability.

This makes the task of inservice planning both difficult and critically

important. One tries, of course, to optimize all conditions affecting the

inservice. But, if one were to select a single component that must be addressed

to assure chances for success (after participants are warm, comfortable, and

filled with coffee), that variable is that participants must be convinced of the

need for the inservice. .

In the case of problem solvinc- and calculators, this inservice element

becomes imperative! Nearly every teacher will come to any such -4.ce

experience with very strong attitudes and beliefs. Problem solvin&

responsibility of the high school - -my kids have enough trouble learning their

multiplication facts, or calculators would make it'impoisible to motivate

children to learn their basic facts--kids, Zike adults, would only get lazy

and become dependent upon calculators.

Therefore, it is extremely important early in your inservice activities to

discuss the issue: Why should more attention be focused in the elementary

mathematics curriculum on problem solving (calculators)?

The answers to such questions are likely to be fraught with high emotion.

One possible strategy to avoid early problems, to defuse some of this emotion,

and to capitalize on the intense feelings, is to conduct an open and highly

participative discussion using one of these questions as the topic. Allowing

participants to verbalize their points of view, hear others, and have certain

misgivings answered by the group will get you off to a smooth start with high

participant involvement while avoiding your being pushed too early into a

defensive posture.

After a period of free wheeling discussion, it will become necessary for

you to summarize the group discussion (theirs, not yours, even if it isn't what

you might have liked) and to move on to a more- substantive study of the topic.

A transition like the following might be helpful. Now that we have had a chance

to air our feelings about calculators (problem solving), let's take a Zook at

what research and some actual classroom
experiences have to say about some of

the issues we have discussed..

At this point, a relatively' short but convincing, Presentation will,probably-

be 'necessary to. convince skeptics and to reinforce supporters-of the importance

of the topic. The following materials may provide you with some solid ammuni-

tion for this presentation.
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Why should we give more emphasis to problem solving?

Back to basics, minim= competencies, and high classroom priorities on

basic fact development are likely to be topics that will cloud the problem

solving issue. Traditional strong emphasis on basic fact development (and

consequent low priority on 'problem solving) has been .a benc mark of the

elementary program. Coupled with superficial inferences by some back to

basics and minimum competency advocates that children arc not learning their

"basics" as well as previous generations,
arguments.toiplace more emphasis on

problem solving are likely to meet with some resistance.

Many of the critics of current mathematics education base their concerns

_about the lack of success of the mathematics program on the performance of

graduates, the finished product of our educational efforts. But close listening

and questioning of critical concerns yield interesting results. When they say,

Today's graduates don't know their basics; most critics actually mean: Today's

graduates can't apply their basic computational skills in reasonable problem situations.

As the accompanying table (see Appendix B) of Ohio twelfth grade assessment

results for mathematics shows,
computational skills are reasonably high and

relatively close to the desired performance as determined by a-panel of Ohio

mathematics educators. However, problem solving capabilities decline very

rapidly with increasing complexity of the situation and produced marked discrep-

ancies between actual and desired performances. The sample items also illustrate

that the problem situations are quite relevant to adult needs and, with one

exception, are quite within the level of difficulty of the elementary pro'gram.

National assessment data reflect precisely the same trends as this Ohio

information. Problem solving skills are not well developed for a significant

number of students. Basics and minimum competencies may continue to be a

concern. However, for most students, the concern should not be restricted to

development of computational skills, but rather extended to how to use them.

Two key issues that remain to be answered to convince a group- of the

importance of problem solving inservice are: 1) Is teaching problem solving my

responsibility? and 2) What is there to teaching problem solving that I am not

doing now? Other packet information can be used to help answer these questions.

An excellent additional resource is the November, 1977 issue of The,Arithmetic

Teacher. A somewhat more sophisticated reference is the March, 1978 issue of

School Science and Mathematics.

Why Should We Cons:::de the Use of the Calculator in the Elementary Program?

The hand calculator is the second most successful electronic instrument

(after television) ever used in the consumer world. They are becoming as common

place as pencils and paper. The small size, lack of noise, durability,-and

enormous price drops of 95% have made the idea of a personal hand calculator for

every pupil and adult a real possibility.

Hand calculators can make the performance of complicated computations less

tedious and more accurate but their use does not lessen the need for pupils to

understand which operaticns are needed to solve a particular problem, to make

sensible estimates, and-to analyze their results. If the hand-calculator is

'sed properly in the classroom it should help alleviate tedious hand calculations

igIdd enhance a. pupil's matlemati-al
understanding and computational skills.
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The use of the hand calculator by teachers will be a new experience and

will provide them with new insights in evaluating mathematics instruction by

themselves and their pupils.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR INSERVICE PLANNING

In designing an effective inservice program, there are many other factors

that should be considered after plans for answering the need issue and for-

organizing the general content have been made. Some of these factors involve

general considerations of what is known about successful inservice. Others

concern specific considerations appertaining to mathematics inservice.

Ten Considerations for the Plartiznq of Success fid Staff Development*

Significant changes in teacher behavior,will occur when activities are

directed toward specific outcomes. However, it should not be concluded that

most procedures will be effective for most objectives. Differences in materials,

approaches, and formats are related to differences in .the effectiveness of

professional growth programs. Research supports the following characteristics

of successful inservice education.

1. Inservice programs that are school-based have more influence on

teacher attitudes than those which are college-based.

2. Self-instructional inservice materials designed for teachers to

use in the school setting have proven to be effective.

3. School-based programs where teachers participate as planners and

provide resources to one another are more successful in achieving

their objectives than those which are conducted by college dr other

outside personnel without the help of teachers.

4. Staff development activities that are individualized are more

likely to accomplish their objectives than those-which offer the

same program for all particip s.

5. Professional growth programs that place the teacher in an active

role constructing and generating are more likely to realize their

objectives than those where the teachers are in a receptive role.-

6. Inservice activities that emphasize demonstrations, supervised

trials, and feedback are more likely to reachltheir goals than are

those where teachers are asked to store up prescriptive ideas for

a future time.

7. Inservice education programs which are organized in such a way

that teachers can share with and help one another are more likely

to achieve their objectives than are those where teachers work

separately.

8. Teachers benefit more from staff development activities that are

ongoing in nature and a part of tae sthool's_total program than

those which occur only as isolated episodes.
or

7...gATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATES ON IYSERVICE EDUCATION, February, 1977.
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9. Teacher selection of goals and related activities are more bene.-

ficial to participants compared to those programs, where goals

and activities are preplanned.

10.- Self-initiated and self-directed inservice activities are assoc-

iated with successful achievement of program goals.

Implications for Mdthonattics Inservice Education

A. \Parental Concern: Three factors seem to affect both pupil attitude and

pupil performance in mathematics. 1) parental expectation of pupil

achievement in mathematics, 2) parental encouragement regarding

mathematics, and 3) parent's attitude toward mathematics.

B. Affective: Wholesome attitude toward mathematics is promoted when the

pupil feels: 1) mathematics is useful, 2) success is possible, and

3) teacher is enthused about mathematics.

C. Elementary school teachers prefer inservice that combines content and

methods of instruction.

D. Some elementary school teachers may lack confidence -.La their ability to

learn mathematics.

E. The first inservice session should be closely related to classroom work.

F. Inservice sessions should include problem solving ancLhand calculator

exercises and methods that can be .adapted for use in teachers' own

classrooms.'

Teachers who have taught the same grade for many years may need a review

of the K-6 mathematics program goals.

Some Themes Around Which- an Inservice Might Be Organized

How problem solving.(dalculator use) relate to the total curridulum; to

the ,mathematics curriculum

Teacher attitudes about calculator use (problem solving) compared to

research and assessment findings

How to teach for problem solving: strategies approach; types of problem

solving

How to organize your classroom and instruction .for problem solving

Problems; pitfalls, and other considerations in simulating real problem

solving in the claSgioom

Some Questions as You Plan for an Inservice

How can you best provide inservice to grcdps? Do K-2 teachers have-different

pe:ceptions and needs than3-6 teachers?

What size group is most desireable for inservice?

6
r.
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How do your teachers feel about mathematics? about their abilities to teach

Is a needs assessment desireable? When should it be adre.1:,iStered--before or

after the first session?

Should member; of the junior high or senior high school staffs be involved in

the inservice? in what capacity?

Is problem solving,a strand in yoUi\curriculum guide? Is enough importance

assigned to it? What kinds of other `resources for teaching problem solving do

you have in your district?

'Are calculators readily available in any of the buildings of yoUr district?

Could they be made available? through what means?

'What kinds of attitudes do your teachers, parents, and school board members

have about basic skills? minimum competencies? problem solving? calculators?

What needs to be done to overcome any resistance? to point out the potential or

importance?

How much time will you have for inservice? What themes should you build your

inservice periods around?

ShoUld you inservice 'at the district level or building level? Should you work

with total staffs or
representatives (who may or may not multiplyltheir experi-

ences)? What role do administrators have in your plans? parents?

What can.you do about establishing a resource center, corner, file, etc? How

many per building or district are needed? What can you do to make teachers aware

of resources, from 'this conference ?. from other 'sources?

Can direct assistance to teachers be provided by you or someone else in the

classroom?

How can you utilize other expertise available to you within the district? out-

side the district? How might you use the college educators.you met at this

conference?

Can you benefit planning together with people from other districts? How

could you do this effectively?

What eiditional assistance do you need that has not been provided here? Where

can y(.1 obtain it?

What mplications do issues raised relative to problem solving and calculator

use have for preserVice training?

What is the nature of your commitment to these inservice topics? Will you do

one inservice and then move on to the next "hot topic?" Or will you pursue

this topic over a-reag period of time?

What kind of support can you expect' from your
administration at the district

level? at the building level? What kinds of support can parents provide?
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What kind of resources, financial and other, do you need to do proper in-
.

service?

Should you attempt to begin two big inservice thrusts at the same time? Do

the topics need to be treated separately? Could you work on one topic with

teachers froth some grade levels and on the other topic with other teachers?

If so, which would initiate with which group?

Should you seek outside funding sources for a comprehensive program within

your district? If so, what sources are available?

Should you make problem solving an interdisciplinary effort in your inservice

plans? What kinds of additional considerations might need to be made? What.

resources (materials and personnel) are available for such an approach?

Should you set up model classrooms working with only a few teachers before

launching more extensive inservice fforts? How could you use the model

classrooms?

What kinds of plans should you consider for parent and public awareness?

How long should individual inservice sessions bp? How far apart should sessions

be What kinds of provision for feedback and input need to be considered?

What kinds of curriculum changes or teaching emphases might be required to

place more stress on problem solvir (calculator use)?

In what ways may your evaluation program be affected?

Would a school wide activity (problem solving olympics) or theme be productive

in encouraging a. total school involvement to help reach your inservice goals?

(Another activity might be a contest to design a safe way to drop an egg from

the top of the school building without breaking the egg.)

Inservice education is too important to be left entirely to university and

college professors, P.T.A.'s, curriculum committees, curriculum directors,

count); or state supervisors, bargaining units, or school board members. The

professor or supervisor may instigate the planning at each building by teachers

under the leadership of the administrators but the topics must come from the

teachers. Districts should develop an inservice program building by building

where a needs assessment is developed and administered. Then appropriate in-

service should be planned and implemented on a long term basis with continual

feedback.

GOOD LUCK!



APPENDIX A

In order to plan inservice a'professor or supervisor should obtair data

concerning the needs of the proposed population. The following summer of a

needs assessuent obtained From 153 teachers and administrators in 17 e.ementary

schools in tLe Toledo Metropolitan area is listed as an example of data that

would be useful during the planning stage of aniThservice program.

Needs Assessment Summary
153 responses

1. Effective Classroom Management Techniques
2. Exploring Alternative in Reporting_ to Parents
3. Techniques for "turning on" the "turned off"

students
4. Diagnosis of Learning Problems in Students and

No

17
32

i3

Some

72

79

39

Much

49
31

83

Developing Strategies for Overcoming Them 8 53 7S.

5. Effective Teaching Strategies for Reaching the
Below Average Student in the Classroom 13 54 71

6. Utilizing Television as a Tool for Improving
Instruction 59 69 11

7. Identifying and Utilizing Area Resources for the

Extension of Classroom Learning Experiences 28 66 44

8. Maintaining Efficiant,.Effective, and Legally

Correct Student Records 56 57 29,

9. Developing Learning Resource Centers in the

Classroom -
, 25 56 59

10. Gearing up for the Mainstreaming of Handicapped

Children in the Regular School Program 36' 66 3(

11. Preparation of an Instructional Unit 72 56 1:',

12. Planning Strategies for a week, quarter, year 59 60 in

13. Subject Emphasis--How is a particular subject,

such as mathematics, taught Today in Elementary

School
, 55 59 2l

14. How to deal with prejudice in the classroom 58 66 13

Each respondent was asked to indicate the degrle of no, some, or :ouch,

relative to the need for inservice work for each item. As the summary Implies

the respondent's immediate needs centered around topics 3, 4, aad 5 while they

expressed little need for topics 11, 12, 13, and 8. It is with this .tTpe of

information that a professor or supervisor can accurately plan-inservi2e sessions

that are needed by a specific 4roup of teachers.
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APPENDIX B
SOME PERFORMANCES ON THE

TWELFTH GRADE OHIO MATHEMATICS ASSESSMENT (1975)

1

Number
of Items

9

17

18

3

3.6

Problem
Type

Actual
Performance

Desired
Performance Difference

whole number computation

one step application

two step application

difficult application

interpretation/inference

91.8% 96.7% - 4 9%

85.1% 91.7% - 6.6%

67.6% 88.4% - 20.8%

48.3% 87.2% - 38.9%

79.8% 90.7% - 10.9%

SAMPLE ITEMS

One Step Application

Your club earned S250. You want to
spend the money on tickets for the fair.
Fair tickets cost S1.25 each. How many
can ycu buy?

A. 11
5. 20
C. 22
D.. 200
E. I don't know.

( 2%)

(14%)
( 51)
(73%)
( 4%)

Oesired performance - 88.8%

Two Step Application

How many feet of fencing is needed to
go around a rectangular swimming pool
60 feet by 120 feet?

A.
44- B.

C.
D.
E.

180 feet
350 feet
720 feet

7.200 feet
I don't know.

( 9%)
(51%)
( 6%)
(29%)
( 4%)

desired performance 90.6%

Two Step Application

How many square yards of carpeting is
needed for this rectangular room?

1

It Ft

, A. 11 square yards

B. 13 2 square yards
3

C. 33 square yards

D. 99 square yards

E. I don't know.

desired performance - 85.3%

Difficult Application

The cost of frozen orange juice
is 6 ounces for 34C, 12 ounces for
52c.', 16 ounces for 74e, or 24
ounces for S1.07. Whicn is the
best buy?

6 ounces for 34t ( 5%)
12 ounces for 52C (38%)
16 ounces for 74C ( 1 3% )

24 ounces for 51.07 (30%)
don't know. ( 6%)

desired performance 86.2%
t

Interpretation/Inference

What is the weight of it if in
is one pound?

A. 3 pounds

B. 2 pounds

C. ;pound

CIE D. - pound

E. I don't know. (11%)

desired performance - 77.1%
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Use of Hand Calculators in Grades K-8: Mathematics Conference

Introduction

Pocket calculators are ruining our kids by turning them into a generation
of mathemarical\illiterates, says Kansas State University Physic's Professor
Dr. William Paske. He states that years of reliance on the ubiquitous
machines leads to\a significant diminishment of a pupil's ability to make

basic calculations\without help. "If we continue to encourage the use of
hand. calculators aethe primary grades we'?e going to create a large mass

of mathematical illiterates," Paske.asserts.

Dr. Paske's fears are seconded by John Renner, professor of science

education at the University of Oklahoma. "The calculator will get you the

right answer without your understanding the basics of mathematics," Renner.

says. "That's my fear. The pupils will say, there's no need to learn because

this little black box will do it for them."

The'question is not whether to use hand calculators, but when, says
Dr. Jesse A. Rudnick, professor of mathematics education at Temple. His
research findings with 600 seventh grade students indicated that using the

calculator didn't affect a pupil's ability to (mentally) calculate at all.

Hand calculators are becoming' -as commonplace as pencils and chalkboards.

There are even models out for pupils as young as five yeareold. -Some educators
feel that calculators may inhibit a pupil's learning baiic mathematics skills. if

the: 're' introduced too early by becoming a crutch. Other educators state that

we are living in the age of tLe calculator, so let pupils have them as young

as possible,to'beused as learning tools. Most-educators agree that the hand

calculator ,should not replace the merits.of drilling and home assignments but

used rather to help pupils increase their-effectiveness with these endeavors.

Approximately 36 percent of Florida's eleventh grades who took the state's

,new functional literacy test_ in the fall-of 19.77, failed the mathematics

section. The test was, a measure of a high school graduate's minimal skills,

including their ability to determine a monthlyelectric bill, calculate sales

tax on different items, and compute interest on a savings account. Florida

is the first state to actually administer a test studentsmustmmss to earn,,

a diploma. Many states are planning to follow Florida's testing and we can expect

Similar disappointing results'from today's mathematics instruction regarding the

use'of mathematics in the "real" world. The hand calculator is a teaching aide

that may help provide the high school g-aduates with the mathematics skills they

need to operate and survive in the world of work.

We will not engage ourselves in a discussion of whether or not the hand

calculator should be used in grades 1-8. The hand calculator is here and

/readily available to students.. This conference's role will be .to provide

!suggestions for classroom use that are in accord,with approved classroom methods

and learning objectives. The hand calculator should be regarded as another

teaching tool available to the teacher, such like flash cards, blackboards,

overhead projectors, flannel boards and trigonometric tables. How you actually

use the hand calculator will be up to you to decide.

15s
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Hand Calculators

Stores are sellidiThand calculatorgwith many different characteristics.
For classroom use in the elementary school the following minimal character-
istics are recommended.

1. A display of at least eight digits
2. A display that is easy to read by more than one person
3. Four basic functions - addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division
4. Floating decimal, decimal is placed in each answer authomatically
5. No dual purpose keys
6. AC adapter
7. Have all the calculators in your classroom the same.

The need for similar hand calculators in high school decreases. Additional
features needed by high school pupils are:

1. Scientific notation
2. Square root function
3. Reciprocal function
4. Logarithmic function
5. Trigonometric functions

Data.from hand calculator manufacturers suggest that sales of hand calcula-
tors have increased from 7.4 million dollars in 1973 to 72.6 million dollars in
1977. Sales in over half the instances are being made to houseWives and pupils
for home and school use. As one visits schools and talks with teachers it is
clear that the nuttier of pupils using hand calculators is increasing. The

predicted retail price in 1978 for the basic hand calculator is $5. The
predicted retail price for scientific calculators is $25. Given, the price, the

number sold, and the fact that teacher educators, state and city supervisors,
and textbook publishers agree on the desirability of the use of the hand cal-
culator in schools, there should be widespread use of calculators in schools
in 1978-1979.

Basic Assumptionson Hand Calculator Use

I. The use of hand calculators should not replace instruction in skills and
concevts.

2. The band calculator can be a useful teaching-learning device in an elemen-
tary mathematics classroom.

3. In courses and in mathematics topics where computational skill is not a
major objective, the hand calculator may be used to decrease the pupil's
computatiOnal load.

4. Use of the hand calculator should be taught to all pupil's before they
complete their formal mathematics instruction.

5. Hand calculators exist. They are here to stay in the "real world," so we
cannot ignore them.

6. The hand calculator will help stimulate pupil interest in solving mathe-
matical problems.
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7. Decimals and metric computations will be introduced early in the elementary
school. Hand calculators will facilitate early continuous experiences with
this new set of numbers.

8. The amount of mathematics used by the common person (MR. T. C. M.I.T.S.)
will increase drastiCally.

9. The principle purpose of a hand calculator is to make calculations easy.

NCTM Statement

The National Council of Teadhers of Nathematics Board of Directors have

identified nine ways in whiCh the hand calculator can be used in the class-
room:

1. To encourage pupils to be inquisitive and creative as they experi-

ment with mathematical ideas.
2. To assist the pupil to become a wise consumer.

3. To reinforce the learning of the basic number facts in addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division.
4. To develop understanding of computational algorithm by repeated

operations.
5. To serve as a flexible "answer key" to verify the results of com-

putation.
6. To promote student independence in problem solving.

7. To solve problem that previously have been too time-consuming or
impractical to be done with paper and pencil.

8. To formulate generalizations from patterns of numbers that are

displayed.
9. To decrease the time needed to solve difficult computations.

The impact, of widespread use of hand-calculator will produce:

1. Less emphasis on:paper-and-pencil algorithms.
2. More significant and interesting mathematics in the school.

3. Consumers and adults much better prepared to deal with the mathe-

matics in the world today.

How Hand Calculators are now used in Schools

Presently hand calculators are being used for small scale exploratory

activities, remedial mathematics in Title I classes, advanced secondary,

Science and Mathematics classes, low high school achievers, and in various

NSF funded project. General recommendations presently being suggested for a

district's use of hand calculators are:

1. Primary level: incidental use, especially in an interest corner or

learning center.
2. Intermediate level:

occasional use.

available in the school of class sets for

3. Junior High level: available of class sets for each teacher.

4. Senior High level:
any

a hand calculator for every student, available
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The hand calculator is being used to save time, to reinforce learning, to

develop concepts, to motivate the learner, and to apply mathematics in everY-

day situations. Hand calculators are quiet enough to be used in a library or

classroom and versatile enough to be used wherever they can be carried..

The hand calculator reduces computational time and provides immediate

feedback to reinforce learning. It also provides immediate reinforcement of

definitions, functions, and basic properties. As an answer key'itprovides

immediate feedback for checking exercises. Pupils are becoming more inquisi-

tive, creative, and independent as they use hand calculators. Number-systems

concepts and an understanding of computational algorithms are being strengthened

by the use of hand calculators. Estimation and error-identification skills are

being developed as a result of using hand calculators, whither the need for

such skills is caused by human or machine errors. Problem solving is more

realistic since the number no longer have to be simple. With the help of the

hand calculator the relationships between mathematics, the sciences, social

studies, economics, and geography, as well as physical education and vocational

education, are being reinforced by the integration of matheMatical applications

within these subjects. Consumer economics information, tax computations,

stock market analyses, and sports are examples of data that regularly appear

in newspapers and that can be used with hand calculators, in problem solving

situations.

Adults as well as elementary pupils now have a tool that can complete

effectively with the marketing techniques of the business community. Pupils

can help their parents save money by comparing unit prices, veriZyl*,g bills

and cash register tapes, and figuring discounts. The hand calculator is also

being used to balance checkbooks and family budgets, ta,calculate income tax,

and for computing gasoline mileage.

Although research at this time is inconclusive projects tend to state

that pupils who use hand calculators with their regular mathematics instruction

gained in reasoning ability, computational ability, and interest in mathematics

at a faster rate than pupils without the use of hand calculators.

Management

I. Most hand calculators work and are _tough enough for direct use by pupils.

Rough handling by pupils is rare and calculators are seldom hurt if they

are dropped.
2. A school should plan for a 10%-20% per year replacement (or repair) rate.

3. Hand calculators should be numbered and checked in daily to reduce the risk

of theft. A pocket or space should be provided for each hand calculator so

anyone can easily check on their location.

4. Some rechargeable batteries and adapters will be needed for school owned

hand calculators.
5. Pupils should be taught how to use a hand calculator.

6. Teachers and pupils must determine if hand calculators may be used for

local and national tests.

159
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Suggested Uses of the Hand Calculator

Grades K-3
1. Count sets of objects, one to twenty, and display the numerals on the

hand calculator. (Counting)
2. Given a set of number cards, one through twenty, have one pupil point

to a card and the students then show that number on their hand calcula-
tors. (Number Recognition)

3. Respond to verbal number names by showing one, two, and three digit
numbers on the hand calculator. (Number Production)

4. Given an oral name, a written name, or a set of objects, the pupil
produces the- correct numeral on the hand calculator. (Number

Production)
5. Display a number on the hand calculator that comes before or after a

given number, in the middle of two given numbers. (Number

Sequence)
6. Show the number that is four (4) tens and two (2) ones. (Place Value)

7. Counting on the hand calculator (punch 1, punch +, punch 1, punch +,
punch 1, punch +, etc.). Count by 2s, 5s, 10s, etc. (Counting Forward

and Reverse)
8. Use the hand calculator to help pupils fill in the 9x9 basic addition

and subtraction chart. (Discovering Patterns)
9. To find or verify missing addends or sums for addition and subtraction

exercises in vertical or horizontal form. (Operations)

10. To discover the role of zero in addition and subtraction algorithms.
(Zero Property)

Grades 4-6

1. Give an oral or written name the pupil shows the correct numeral on the
hand calculator. Four thousands, 7 hundreds, 3 tens, and 6 ones or
four thousand two hundred six. _(Number Production)

2. Use the hand calculator to find the number that is 1000 less than 6271

or 8000. Show the number that is 100 greater than 4821 or 4935.

(Place Value)
3. Use the hand calculator to verify column addition; subtraction

particularly where regrouping or borrowing was necessary, and multi-
plication and division exercises. (Operations)

4. To help recognize the relationship between addition and multiplication.
6x4 = 24, 4+4+4+4+4+4 = 24. Similar relationship between division and
repeated subtraction. 21+7 = 3, 21-7 = 14, 14-7 = 7, 7-7 = 0

(Operations)
5. Entering a large number (6-8 digits) and having it read by a partner.

(Place Value)
6. Verify answers to multiplication and division exercises that involve

10, 100, and 1000. (Operations)

7. Use the hand calculator to determine if the following number are even
or odd. Thirty-eight, 653, 1,692, 29, 8,769, 728. (Number, Theory)

8. Check this exercise by using your hand calculator

37 R2
9 )335 . (Operations)
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9. First estimate the answers and then use your hand calculator to check

your estimations. (Estimation)

a. 5812 + 4406 =
b. 846 - 231 =

c. 479 x 24
d. 8153 4.- 41 =

Estimation Hand Calculator Answer

10. Select the largest number in each row. Use your hand calculator to check
your results.. (Order relations)

a. 19 x 31 b. 32 x 19

889 - 490 889 - 496

380 - 20 400 - 19
2 x 20 x 40 2 x 19 x 30

Grades 7-8

. 1. Find the value of 53 or 46. (Exponents)
2. Multiply 1 x2x3x4x5....9 =0. This product is called 9 factorial

and is written 9: (Factorial)
3. Insert the correct symbol>, 4( , or = to make the statement true. Then

check the results with your hand calculator. (Number properties)

45 x 31 0 35 x 41

178 - 6 0 178 - 7

127 x 428 0 428 x 127

32 x(41 + 82) 0 (32 x 41) + (32 x 82)

4. Use the hand calCulator to find the largest whole number that makes each
sentence true. (Division)

. N x 6 < 493
. 9 x N C 329

c. N x 27 < 1746

5. Find the missing numbers with your nand calculator. (Number properties)

.

573 + = 573

17 x 86 = x 17

(49 + 24) + 29 = 49 + (24 + El)

617 x Q = 617

9 x(36 x 74) (9 x J+ (9 x 74)

L si
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6. Which of the following numbers are factors of the first number? (Factoring)

18 ' 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,12,18
:40 5 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,14,17,20

7. Complete these number sequences by using your hand calculator. (Patterns)

a. 7,14;21,28 ,63

b. 4,0,-4,-8 , -28
c. 1,0.5,0.25,0.125, ,0.015625

d. 1,4,9,16 64
8. Use your hand calculator to determine if the following fractions are

equivalent. (Cross-multiplication)

a. 5 ni 25 b. 17 23

19 36 31 37

9. Place the decimal point in your answer. Check your answer with your hand

calculator. (Decimals)

a. 2.1 + 3.2 + 4.1 = 94P
b. 5.49 x 3.2 - 175680
c. 239.5 i.- .19 = 126052.-1

10. Find the square root of 46 to three decimal places. (Square root)

Summary

The hand calculator is a teaching device that should be found in the elemen-

tary mathematics classroom. .Its increased use by pupils, teachers, and parents,

coupled with the eventual adoption of the Metric System will bring new changes

in the content-and sequence of mathematics education.

Students should have to demonstrate their knowledge of basic computational

skills before, while, and after they work with hand calculators. Pupils must

understand what the hand calculator is doing for them.

Finally, you should have a hand calculator too. It will increase your per-
.

sonal use of numbers and also give you ideas on how to use it in your classroom.



HAND CALCULATORS: Home and School

The hand-calculator is the second most successful electronic instrument

(behind color television) ever used in the consumer world. The small size,

lack of noise, easy maintenance, and enormous price drops of 95% have made

the idea of a personal hand-calculator for every person a real possibility.

It is now estimated that over 40 million hand-calculators will be sold all

over the world each year. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

has pronounced the hand-calculators as valuable instructional tools and

predicted that they are here to stay.

There is no attempt to suggest that arithmetic should be done in

the head. As teachers and parents gain experience using hand-calculators,

they will find many ways to help pupils use the hand-calculators to learn

and strengthen their knowledge of basic arithmetic facts and skills. The

hand-calculator is having a good impact on slow learners. The glowing

numerals and push buttons are exerting a powerful appeal that strengthens

a pupil's interest in arithmetic. High achievers are also experiencing

mathematical gains as they are able to explore advanced application work

with their surplus class time.

The hand calculator is a teaching aide that can help a teacher do a

better job of teaching mathematics-concepts. It can help a pupil focus his

attention on mathematical ideas. Teachers are discovering that the hand

calculator can help pupils perform the routine calculations that often deflect

them from the more meaningful processes that must be mastered for a basic

understanding of mathematics. The use of the hand-calculator will never

replace the need for understanding mathematical concepts, learning basic

skills, or the teaching of mathematics bu: it will increase the teacher's

chances for providing Insights into an additional depth and breadth of



mathematical topics.

Because of hand-calculators many adults are actually enjoying mathematics.

Although it has long been socially acceptable to be poor in mathematics,

adults are now beginning to discuss computational games. The negative public

attitude toward mathematics is changing as more adults use hand-calculators.

The day may come soon when it will be socially acceptable in our culture to

enjoy mathematics.

Using a hand-calculator at home and in the classroom will be a new

experience. Listed below are some suggested activities to Le used at home.

Try some of these with your children and let the hand-calculator open up new

avenues to problem solving.

Uses Around the Home

1) Retotaling -, Routine checking of charges, invoices, and other bills that

come every month

2) Monthly electric bill Total cost for one month t kilowatt hours =
cost per kilowatt

3) Cost to operate an appliance - Amperes x 120 = watts

Watts 1,000 x cost per kilowatt = cost /hr.

4) Reading your meter - keep a yearly record to find the monthly amounts

5) Real estate taxes - Market value x rate of assessment = assessed valuation
Assessed valuation t 1,000 x mill rate = annual real

estate tax

6) Fire insurance - Coverage 1., 100 x cost per 100 = annual premium

7) Filling a swimming pool (Length x width x depth x 7.5 = gallons)

Pool gallons t- gallons per minute -t 60 = hours to fill or drain

8) Others: Board feet of /umber
Changing 'a recipe
Balancing your checkbook
Price comparisons for best buy

Discount
Stock dividends
Compound interest
Installment carrying charge
Monthly loan payments
Foreign currency conversion

Metric conversions
Changing a fraction v, a decimal
Changing a fraction to a percent
Baseball averages
Calorie chart - calculate

anticipated weight loss.



Excerpts from Articles on Calculators

I. Immerzeel, George. One-Point of View: It's in Your Hands. Arithmetic
Teache7 23: 493; November 1976.

George Immerzeel compares .the use of a hand calculator in the elementary
classroom to a story about a small boy and a wise old man. "According
.,to the story, the wise man came to the village once a year to :-..hare his

-wisdom. The small boy, as small boys will, decided to show thL -illage

that the vise man wasn't always right. He captured a small bird and
held it in his hands. He planned to ask the wise nian if the bird was
alive. If the wise man said, 'Yes,' he would squeeze the:: bird and the
wise man would be wrong. If the wise man said 'No,'.he would open his
hands and the bird would fly away.

"When the boy finally got to the front of the line and asked the-wise
man if the bird was alive, the wise man responded, 'It!s in your hands.'"

II. Rudnick, Jesse A. and Krulik, Stephen. The Minicalculator: Friend or
Foe?. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 654-656; December 1976.

Comments from the parents of seventh-grade pupils regarding their
children's use of the calculator were:

"It's all right to introduce the calculator in the higher grades, after
the students learn their basic skills."

"Let's go back to teaching the basics, not teach our children to be
dependent upon a machifie."

"Under no circumstances shoUld the taxpayers' money be spent on this."
"The calculators are too easily stolen."
"It could serve as an incentive to the child and add interest to what

otherwise might be a dull subject."
"Stop experimenting with our kids; you have already lost one generation

to modern math."
"No way cur kids should uc the machines. Teach them basics."
"It's a good idea! But what will teachers do with the time left over?"

O

III. Hopkins, Edwin E. A Modest Proposal Concerning the Use Of Hand Calcu-
lators in School. Arithmetic Teacher 23: .657-659; December 1976.

"Educators and laymen alike have shown a great resistance to.the use of
hand calculators in schools, particularly in the lower 'grades. Educators
have been willing to admit--or to consider the admittance of--hand
calculators only in a case where the calculator adds a 'new dimension'
of learning to the experience of the child; only in a case Where a cal-
culator allows a child to do something, or learn something, that he
could not before. I submit that this resistance to the use of hand
calculators is irrational and I propose that we make fullest possible
use of calc:Ilators in all grades of our schools...

"The real problem involved in the use of this new instrument of calcu-
lation--and here the reactionaries are speaking--is that the use of the



proposed instrument of calculation does not carry with it an understanding
of the basic operations of arithmetic as does the use of the present.
instrumentspencil and paper . . .

"After, hand calculators, have been introduced into the schools in all
grades, I ani sure that teachers will find a myriad of things to do with
them and with-the time-that 4s released-by the use of calculators. We
should not try to prevent introduction oFhand calculators into
schOols, or'faiit;-we should, I tW.Jik accept it as inevitable and
begin a study'of ways to make it as-fruitful as possible."

IV. Munson, Howard R. Your District Needs a Policy on Pocket Calculators._
Arithmetic Teacher 25: 46; October 1977.

Mr. Munson believes that each school district should develop a policy
on the use of hand calculators in school and in doing assignments at
home. He raises the following questions for each district to consider:

1. Should calculators be used. for computation or'merefy to check on
computations, done by hand?,

2. Should slow.learneis be given access to calculators in the belief
that, students will gain mathematical facility with their use?

3. At what grade level should calculators be introduced if they are
to be used as a part of an instructional'pnit on calculator use?

4. Is there need for an instructional unit on calculator use?
5. Will the use of calculators make students mathematically lazy?
6. Should restrictions be place'd on the use of calculators in subjects

other than mathematics?
7. If calculators are used for daily work, may they be used in ...ests?
8. Should special allowances be made for the use of calculators in

achievement test batteries?
9: Does the school have a responsibility to furnish calculators for

student use?
10. Should calculators replace slide rules in advanced mathematics and

science classes?

V. Bell, Max S. Calculators in Elementary Schools? Some Tentative Guidelines
and Questions Based on Classroom Experience. Arithmetic Teacher 23:

502-509; November 1976.

Bell's article addresses three topics: student reactions to calculators,
some pedagogic' ;! questions that may need further inv'estigatidn, and some
practical and management questions.

Student Reactions To Calculators
1. Is explicit instruction in use of calculators necessary?
2. Are, children interested in using calculators, and does the interest

last?
3. Do children "naturally" detect errors and reject unreasonable results?
4. Can calculators help in diagnosing gaps in conceptual understanding?
5. Do children become curious about unfamiliar functions on the calculator?

433



Sore Pedagogical Issues

1. Do children.becoEe dependent on calculators? Does it matt.a.?

2. Are there pedagogical consequences from choice of machine

configuration?

Some Comments on Management Problems

1. Are calculators durable enough for classroom use?

2. What about losses from thefts?

3. What source of power is best?

VI: Rogers, Joy J. The Electronic Calculator--Another Teaching Aid?
Arithmetic Teacher 23: 527-530; November 1976.

In commenting on teaching aids that have been relegated to school storage
rooms, the author proposes four features that seem to separate enduring

teaching aids from the-others. These were: inexpensive and durable,
controllable by learner, does something learner wants done, and flexible
usage.

Ms. Rogers summarizes her position by suggesting that ,the hand calculator
has the potentia]las assessed against these four criteria, to be a
teaching aid of enduring value.



CALCULATORS: THEIR USE IN THE CLASSROOM*

Gregory Aidala

-1)- The purchase of all Calculators should include a one year warranty to
replace or repair any madfunctio Ong machine.

2) Distinct and permanent identification is necessary for all calculators
and adaptors.

3) The authors highly recommend the use of electrical adaptors as opposed
to any type of recharging device. Adaptors will provide uninterrupted
and longer lasting service in the utilization of calculators.

4) A locking cabinet must be provided to enhance the easy distribution,
collection, and protection of all calculators and adaptors.

5) Designated calculators should be assigned to students so that a particular
machine is utilized by the same pair of students on a continuous basis.

6) Rules and regulations involving the use of calculators must be clearly
stated and enforced so that students will exercise care in the operation
of each calculator.

7) A trustworthy student should assist the teacher in 1.11e distribution and
collection of calcualtors during a class period-

8) At least two full class periods of instruction should be prOvided to all
students vis-a-vis methods of operating a calculator.

9) Although educators should be urged to explore all avenues of incorporating
calculator usage into daily lessons, we highly recommend that the utilization
of calculators not exceed one experience per week. The novelty of calculators
in a classroom environment can easily be eroded by overuse that more
importantly basic computational skills might eventually become weaker.

*Taken from School Science and Mathematics, April 1978, Volume.LXXVIII, No. 4,
Whole 686, pages 307-311.
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USING CALCULATORS:
HOW NOT SHOULD

Mari2y. S..:gdam

The Ohio State University.

Suppose you were faced with the question,
"What are the three most compelling reasons
for using hand-held calculators in the class-
room?" Or, "What are the three most compel-
ling reasons for banning hand-held calcula-
tors from the classroom?" What would your
answers be?

Those-are two of the questions that were
asked in a survey conducted last spring for

a study sponsored by the National Science
Foundation.* The aim of the study was to
provide a critical analysis of the role of
`hand-held calculators in pre-college educa-
tion. Data on the aailability of calcula-
tors, statements of opinion and practice,

published articles, and research results

were collected. A primary purpose was to
identify the positions of teachers and other

educators regarding the use of hand -held

calculators in elementary and secondary
schools.

Questionnaires were sent to see:plee of teach-

ers and other-school personnel,. to state su-
pervisors of mathematics, .:and to mathematics
educators. in colleges and universities in
every state. In addition tc the questions
above, answers were sought to such questions
as:

--How should hand-held calculators be used?
-What uses are most important at various
levels?

--How should the curriculum be modified if
calculators, are readily available to stu-
dents at all times?

- -What would you recommend to elementary and
secondary school personnel considering the
selectien and use of calcUlators?

The most frequently given reasons for using
hand-held calculators in the schools are

that they:

- -

'thy

tiuns
Sciencv Foundutio Gtant N. Ell' 7s-I0157.

1. Aid in computation; they are practical,
convenient, and efficient.

2. Facilitate understanding and concept de-
velopment.

3. Lessen the need for memorization, espec-

ially as they reinforce basic facts and

concepts with immediate feedback and as

they encourage estimation, approximation,
and verification.

4. Help in problem solving.
Motivate: curiosity, positive attitudes,,
and independente are encouraged.

6. Aid in exploring, understanding, and
learning algorithmic processes,

7. Encourage discovery, exploration, and

creativity.
8. Exist: they are here to stay in the "real

world."

The last reason -- the pragmatic fact that
they exist and that they are appearing in

the heeds of increasing numbers of students-e
is perhaps: the most compelling. How they
can be used to facilitate the growth of
mathematical skill and understanding is a

concern that each teacher must attack. Re-

search is being conducted that will provide
some indication of how well the other beliefs
in the benefits of using a calculator' are
supported: this research can .be supelemented
by teachers testing calculator applications
in a wide variety of mathematics classes.

The most frequently cited reasons for not
using calculators in the schools are that

1. They could be used as substitutes for de-
veloping computational skill: students

may not be motivated to master basic
facts and algorithms.

2. Are not available to all students,
3. May give a false impression of what mathe-

matics is: mathematics may be equated
to computation, performed without think-
ing.

4. Are faddist:.

5. Lesa to r:unt-...nan.se and security oroY.tems-

,
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The-first concern -- that students will not

learn basic mathematical skills -- is the

one expressed most frequently by parents and

by other members of the lay public, as re-

flected (and created) by newspaper articles.

But it builds a strawman, for few educators

believe that children should use calculators

in place of learning basic mathematical
skills. Rather, there is a strong belief
that calculators can help children to devel-

op and learn more mathematical skills and
ideas than is possible without the use of

calculators. Teachers and other educators

need to give serious attention to proving

that this belief.can be implemented and be-

come fact.

To aid in implementing_ the use ,of calcuL7.-

tors, a variety. of recommendations was made

by the teachers and other educatos surveyed.
These range from the general to those speci-
fic to the curriculum, and include:

1. EXPER11-1ENT AND PLAN-- don't wait for "the

word":

--a) Learn to use calculators yourself first,
finding meaningful ways to use them.

b) Use them with students only after consid-
erable thought as to how, whsn, and v:.1y.

c) Develop a school-wide policy and guide-

lines.

d) Develop ways to incorporate calculators

into the existing curriculum, and devel-

op new curriculum' as necessary.

e) Plan a reasonable nservice program, .

. evaluation, and research.
f) Use in early grades with care, if at all.

2. Survey available

fully and_ buy good
with student needs.
dents have access to

calculator models care-

equiament, cownensurate
ma;.e sure that all stu-

a caleulator.

3. Change teaching emphases to concept de-

velopment, algorithmic processes, when to

apply various operations, and problem solv-

ing.

4. Do not ignore the development of compute-

tiona,

5. Think of calculators as a tool to .extend

mathematical understanding and learning by

making traditional work easier; The focus
can be on process because the product is as-

sured.

6. Place more emphasis on problem-solving
strategies. Use practical, realistic, sig-
nificant problems, and more applications.

7. Spend less time on computational.drill,

more time on concepts and the meaning of

operations. Use more laboratory activities
where computation is involved but the em-
phatis is on learning mathematical concepts.
Decrease the use of tedious, complicated al-
gorithms; emphasize algorithmic learning

including student development of algorithms..

-8. De-emphasize fractions, and emphasize

decimals, introducing them earlier.

9. Emphasize estimation and approximation

(including mental computation skills),
checking and feedback, exploration and dis-

covery.

10.. Do more and/or earlier work with such

ideas as place value, the decimal system,

number theory, number patterns, sequences,

limits, functions, iteration, statistics,

probability, flow charting, computer liter-

acy, large numbers, negative numbers,sci-
entific notation, data generation, and formu-
la testing.

There is one thing you should be wary of:

purchasing materials related to using cal-

culators. Look over such materials care- -

fully; make sure they will really be useful

to.you. Don't buy "sight unseen." A few

useful materials are available -- and a lot

that appear to be helpful .mostly in provid-
ing dollars for the sellers.

A great deal of. exploration needs to be

done to determine how the calculator can

best be used. But that it will be used in
appears certain -- so start explor-

in your classroom!



Where Can the Use of the Calculator Lead ?

The hand-held calculator can be regarded as the

GREAT EQUALIZER

in the sense that now A L L can calculate.

Reluctance to use the hand-held calculator may well be analogous to
that of using any of the "new" calculators or algorithms as they were Mtro-
duCed throughout history. Calculattons were in earliest times with the aid
of pebbles (stones, "calculi" (Latin)) in grooves in the ground or in a tray

of sand or soil. Later came the various kinds of abaci and then algorithms on

numerals. Even algorithms have changed through the years, for there were

times during which 34 x 76 was done in the ways shown below.

-3-4- '4(
#4

ibis, as-3

3 if-

The one at the left is called the "scratchout method" and the one at the right

the "gelosia" or "lattice method." The latter led to the development of

"Napier's Rods" in 1617. Later came the slide rule and the computer and now

the calculator. Would it be natural that there was some resistance to some

of the Yet each offered an improvement in some way over the preceding- -
and our minds and skills did not cease to grow ! Indeed, through their use

came new opportunities in mathematics and in problem-solving.

Problem: How can the calculator be used effectively and not

with understanding and competency.

Where can the calculator lead ?

compromise

ato increased facility in the use of numbers. Problems need not now

be made "to order" -- more "real life" problems now !

Students can also be encouraged to "set up"
entire problems and to make simplifications
before using the calculator --e.g. the value
of the fluid in the tank at 63c/gallon is
given by
8.5 x 8.5 x 3.1416 x 20 x 15/2 x 63/100

Note that the expression can be simplified
and then calculated.

171
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An example of a "real life" problem whose solution is made easier
now is to study the problem of how far to cut in at each corner of a
rectangle in ordr to make a box of maximum volume -T-- the use of
a table and a calculator !

b) to better understanding of different kinds of numbers-- the rs24-ionals
as repeating decimals (perhaps an invitation to study periodi .:57 of

the repeating decimal); the ide square root and cube root but

11-21here to explore: 5 x 5 = 25. 25 = 5 but what two numbers (alike)
_multiply to give 26 ? -- problems from our environment too !

c) to greater efficiency in estimation -- if used in this direction

12.6 x 40 equals about what ? Let us see !

.13 x 457 equals about what ? Let us see !

What number x 25 lies between 290 and 310 ? 'Estimate !

Check !

d) to gain early ideas on ratio and the concept of (later to be called)
trigonometric ratio.

A right triangle drawn as shown and with the
calculator one can divide each height by the
corresponding base --- ratio always about the
same ! Useful ---- or that can aise from
attempting to find the height of a\pole and
the previous activity become a part of the
problem-solving process! Students can make
their own "ratio tables" for different
angles.

\

e) to become more proficient in mental arithmetic. Why not ,"pit one's
self" against the calculator !

E.g.
5 x 6438

20 x ,-734
98 + 34

1328 98
50 x 34

We need to encourage mental arithmetic. "Contesting" against the
calculator can help us.

f) to explorations which lead to concepts in algebra or which can be
substantiated by algebra.

45 x 45 81 x 89 (13)
2

- 35 x 35 94 x 96 (18)
2

72 x 78 93 x 97 (14)2

Is there a "quick way" to get the answers just above ? Calculator
answers are correct but can we devise a way (algorithm) to perform

1'7
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on the digits to get the answer quicker ?

Another interesting exercise is to ask the student to calculate
simultaneously (13),?, and 14 x 12 ; (15)2 and 14 x 16 ; (17)2
and 16 x 18 ; (16)4 and 15 x 17. Hence how can we quickly
calculate 23 x 25 ? 29 x 31 ? et cetera.

Later, can the above "quick methods" be substantiated by Algebra ?

-Ny'777773g) to facilitate the estimation of roots as

What whole number cubed seems to be just less than 1632? just
-greater-?--Hence-we-have a_lawer_bound and we have an upper bound.
Can we find lower and upper bounds in tenthi.? then-in hundredths -?
Indeed here are some important mathematical terms growing from
simple things: upper bound, lower bound, sequence, limit-- and
students gain a "feel" for these terms. Calculators can help us
learn good mathematics vocabulary.

h) to deepen ideas of number-theoretic concepts: prime number, factor,
factorization. There are examples of this in various sources of
suggested uses of the calculator.

i) to lead to the idea of solving equations.

What number "wore" in this expression -- that is, what number
makes it valid (or makes up the solution set !) ?

02
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j) to employ "algebra" in a new setting.

Although the discussion should perhaps concern the elementary
school, it might be pointed out here that the attempt to solve

x
2
+ 6x - 43 = 0

by the use of the calculator is made easier by rewriting the abcve as

x (x + 6) - 43 = 0

-- "easier" in the sense that the number of steps is reduced.

Although the calculator is the GREAT EQUALIZER one should use it also in
school to develop more mental powers in arithmetic. Indeed one use of ;:he
calculator in the classroom can well be to help devise ways and skills so we

use it less !

Computers may be of great value in problem-solving, but
apparently the hUman brain alone is-able to tackle the subtler;
aspects of creating an effective correspondence between the mathe-
matical world and the world of experiment and observation.

I '7 3



sne the one hand, mathematics teaching should be permeated with
con,rete examples which give an impression of how widely and
diversely mathematical ideas penetrate into human problems generally,
including everyday, technical and scientific matters. On the other
hand, it is necessary to tell at least one lengthy connected story
of the application of mathematics in real depth. This will amongst
other things communicate the message that no-one can expect to solve
the whole of any problem mathematically. There must be an integration
of experiment and theory; there Must be a combination of mathematical
investigation with inferences from`observation and experiment and
from non-mathematical modes of reasoning. The best primary-school
teaching is a good reminder of how effectively such integration

..can be carried out, and can be an inspiration to those of us
attempting the same at other levels of education.

--Taken from\the Presidential Address
of Sir James,Lighthill, F.R.S.
as recorded in Development in Mahtematical
Education, Proceedings of the Second
International Congress on Mathematical
Education (Edited by A.G. Howson).
Cambridge at the'University Press, 1973.
op. 95, 98.
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Background

At approximately one-tenth the price they were four years ago; hand-

held calculators are a bargain. They have progressed rapidly from being

considered a status symbol to the point where, for many adults, they are

considered a necessity. While not every household has a calculator, market-

ing figures indicate that over 80 million calculators have been sold in this

country.

Increasingly, these data reflect sales not only to individUal parents,

who may let their children use the tool, but also sales to schools. Not

surprisingly, the calculator was readily accepted at the college level --

as a tool in mathematics, engineering, science, and other courses, for all

levels of students from remedial to advanced. At the secondary school level,

there Has -also been -a- -high degree of acceptance. The calculator was recog-

nized as a tool which could help to save time spent on hand calculation and

thus allow more time to be spent on mathematical ideas and on more interest-

ing content and problems. Use of calculators is by no means incorporatLI

into instruction by every secondary school mathematics teacher, but their use

is widely allowed. The main question has been"Should or shouldn't they be

used on tests?", and even this is fading as an issue: teachers are using

tests where calculators, available to all, are neither an aid nor a hindrance

in terms, of the goals being tested.

From the junior high school years downward, hesitancy about using cal-

culators increases. Especially in classes for low achievers in the junior
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high, there are many teachers who still hold firmly to the belief that stu-

dents must master computational facts and procedures before they use calcu-

lators. On the other hand, an increasing number of teachers say, in effect,

"Why should these students go on struggling to master what they've obviously

had trouble mastering for the past six or seven or eight years? Why not let

them use the calculator so they can go on to learn some real mathematics --

and maybe attain a different viewpoint about mathematics?"

In the elementary school, use of calculators is greater at the inter-

mediate level (grades 4 through 6) than at the primary level. The most

obvious reason for this is the widespread belief, held by both parents and

teachers, that children should master the basic facts and the procedures

for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division before they use

calculators. Associated with the tendency to use calculators may be the

teacher's level of mathematical background: the greater the teacher's

knowledge and confidence about mathematics, the more "comfortable" or secure

he or she may feel with a tool that can process numbers so quickly. Another

factor may be the firmer belief held by primary-level teachers in the role

of manipu:ative materials in developing children's understanding of and

competency with mathematical ideas and processes, as evidenced by the fact

that theuse of such materials is high in the primary grades but has tapered

off by the fourth-grade level.- Thus intermediate-leve teachers may be more

ready philosophically to use a tool which required no physical manipulation

b:zyond key-pushing. (It might also be noted that fear of audiovisual equip-

ment in general decreases as gzade level increases.)

The "back-to-the-basics" bandwagon has also undoubtedly played a part

in suppressing use of calculators at the elementary schOol level. As concern

has been expressed by parents and school boards, teachers have re-emphasized

the stress placed on work with computation. Extended-practice-exercises-and-

1 7 .3
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drill work have been viewed as the way to meet the demands for a more ':radi-
,

tional" type of arithmetic program. Energy that might have gone into exploring

the use of calculator applications has been deflected to the development of

drill-and-practice materials; the open-mindedness needed to incorporate in-

structional applications of calculators has been tamped by their "newness"

in an era when "old" values are being given priority by a vocal sement of

the popu'ation.

Extent and Type of Use in Schools

No data have thus far been cited about the extent to which calculators

are being used in schools. The reason may be obvious: such data are not

widely available. We do not know exactly how many students are using calcu-

lators in schools; we do not know exactly how many teachers are incorporating

calculator use in-the instructional program. We have only the results of a

few relatively small-scale surveys, plus the perceptions of those who work

with and observe school programs.

The following graph presents data-from one such survey, conducted with

over 22,000 students in the Shawnee,lAission (Kansas) Public Schools.
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It is one of the few studies in which data collected recently (1977) were

compared with data collected earlier (1975). Terry Parks reported on both

ownership and accessibility: substantial increases were found at each of

the three school levels. The data reflect a pattern of increasing availa-

bility of calculators tc students.

These data-are paralleled in several other reports. It must be noted,

however, that they may not be applizable to districts that have not collected

data: the mere lack of collection of data may indicate less interest and

less availability.

Just as data on the extent of the use df calculators are limited, so

are data on the types of uses being made of calculators. But we do know

that, at the elementary school level, four types of uses are predominant:

(1) Checking computational work done with paper and pencil.

(2) Games, which may or say not-have much to do with furthering the
mathematical content, but do provide motivation.

(3) Calculation: when numbers must be operated with, the calculator
is used with the regular textbook or program.

,(4) Exploratory activities, leading to the development of calculator-
specific activities where the calculator is used to teach mathe-
matical ideas.

At the secondary school level, the emphasis varies:

(1) Calculation, used whenever numbers must r,perated with.

(2) Recreations and games.

(3) Exploration: because secondary school mathematics teachers' back-
grounds'are generally'good, there is much more of this type of
activity than at the elementary school level. In addition, the
students Who continue in higher7level courses are often intrigued
to explore.

(4) Use of calculator-specific materials. There is at least one text
integrating the use of.calculators, with several others being,
field-tested.

Anna Graeber and several others at Research for Better Schools conducted.

a survey in 1977 of J.,343 teachers in Delaware, New .ersey, and Pennsylvania
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in grades 1, 3, 5, and 7.

In the first grade, calculators were used most frequently
for drill; the next three most frequent usages were for
checking, motivation, and remediation. -Use of the calculi-
tor for drill decreased with grade level. Above first
grade the most-frequent usage -was for checking. Motivation
and word problems were the next most frequently reported
uses for calculators at thehigher-grade levels.

Between 15 and 30 percent of the teachers indicated that they were

using "instructional materials specifically designed for use-A.Yith the

calculator ", although the nature of those materials, is not noted.

Reasons For and Against Using Calculators

In a survey reported to the National Science Foundation in 1976 by

Marilyn Suydam, reasons cited by educators and the authors of published

articles for'using or not ustmg calculators in schools were listed.

Literature published since then has affirmed the continving acceptance of

the reasons for using calculators:

(1) They aid in computation.

(2) They facilitate understanding and concept development.

(3) They lessen the need for memorization.

.(4) They help in problem solving.

(5) They motivate.

(6) They aid in exploring, understanding, and-learning algorithmic
processes.

(7) They encourage discovery, exploration, a-id creativity.

(8) They exist: this' pragmatic fact is'-perhaps the most compelling,
as they appear in the hands of increasing numbers of students.

The reasons for not using calculators also continue to have pertinence:

(1) They could be used as substitutes for developing computational
skills.

.(2) They are not available to all.

(3) They may give a false-impression of mathematics that it involves
only computation and is largely me-hanical.

17S
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(4) There is Tent research an their effects.

(5) They lead to maintenance and security problems.

The first.concern is one expressed'most frequently by parents and other

members of the public. They fear that students will become-lazy and will

not "make use of their brains -- a wonderful calculator if it is cultivated

properly." But few educators believe that children should use calculators

in place of learning basic computational skills. Rather, they express a

strong belief that calculators can help children to develop and learn more

mathematical skills and ideas than is possible without the use of calculators.

As one example of this, a survey of parents. in West Chester, Pennsylvania

in 1975 indicated that about half of the parents feared that calculators

would hinder students' performance on basic skills -- but at least as many

thought calcu:,ators would improve their children's attitudes toward mathe-

In another survey, parents were asked if calculators .shoula be

in elementary schdols; about three-fourths of them said "no". But

when the quest-ion was changed to ask if caldsdiator:, should be used along

with paper-and-pencil computational work, over three-fourths said "yes".

Teachers' opinions about calculators have changed ir recent years.

,the Shawnee Mission survey already cited, teachers were asked,-"Should

calculators be used in schools students?". In 1975, 65.2% said "yes";

in 1977, 71.9% said "yes". Analysis of reasons for responses ndicated

their awareness.of how to use calculators as a tool to assist in teaching

computational skills had increased. In 1975, teachers were concerned about

the eft of:calculators; by 1977, as ideas and guidelines had developed,

-":"
concerns decreased. In the RBS study, however, the percentage of teachers

who had used calculators at each level was far lower than might be antici-

pated: 3.9% at grade 1, 8.4% at grade 3, 19.4% at grade,5, and only 25.67

at grade 7. Obviously there is much variance in the use of calculators

C
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at different locations. The effect of leaders who are actively interested

in helping teachers 'Learn how to use calculators as an instructional tool

seems evident.

Research on Calculator Effects

-ost educators believe that the us.J of calculators should not replace

instruction on skills and concepts: rather, calculators are a useful teaching-

learning device. Evidence from the research to date supports this contention.

In most-of the studies at the elementary school level, the data were collected

to provide an answer (to parents and scFool boards, as well as to teachers)

to the question, "Will the use of Calculators hurt mathematiCal achievement?"

The answer appears to be "No": in all but a few studies, achievement is as

high or .uigher When calculators are used for mathematics instruction (but

not used .on tests) than when they are not used. But there is variability in

the findings, depending in part on-the test used: scores may not he as high

for problem solving or for concept sections of a test. However, considering

tiie fact that the curriculum was not changed to use the calculatr to promote

problem solvingsolving or concept development specifically, this may not be surpris-

ing. Unfortunately, it is unclear in the reports from such evaluations

just how the calculator waF 3ed, so that specific ways in which the calcu-

late,.: might have been used to enhance problem solving or concept scores

remains unknown. What we do know is that the calculator, in general, facili-

'tates mathematical achievement across a wide variety of topics, and this

finding is verified at both the elementary and secondary school levels.

In addition, there are a few studies which iz4icate that children learn

basic facts and skills with the use of calculators, and they learn mathema-

tical ideas (such as understanding of mathematical properties)-with the use

of calculators. Such research in the United States is supported by evidence

from other countries, such as Britain and West Germany. There is also evidence
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that children do not tend to use the calculator when they realize that

it is unnecessary. For example, one researcher cited the. example of

79 + 23 - 79 = ?; children did not use the calculator to find the result --

as many adults might have.

At the Wisconsin Center for Cognitive Learning, exploratory work has

been underway for the past four years.. Summarizing his investigations for

the Center in 1976-77, Fred Weaver stated:

At the second-grade level, teachers were given explicit
suggestions regarding use of calculators in connection with
their on-going mathematics programs, particularly when
working with basic addition and subtraction facts and al-
gorithms. At the third-grade level, an emphasis was placed
upon the use of calculators-in connection with mathematical
properties and their a.plications with particular attention
to doing-undoing ideas. At the seventh-grade level, emphasis
was placed upon calculator algorithms for whole number
situations.

Generally, calculators facilitated instruction, making cer-
tain approaches to content twre feasible than otherwise would
have been the case. However, at each grade level some diffi-
Culty was observed in recording calculator algorithms.

His work has been concerned less with developing materials than with ex-

ploring the effect of the calculator on promoting mathematical learnir-;-.

Several other projects-sponsored by the National Institute of Education

or the National Science Foundation have the same focus on learning rather

than materials.

As the research is surveyed, it becomes evident that there is a need

for many more studies to provide knowledge of how calculators can be used

to facilitate learning.

Curriculum Development

MonieS from federally funded programs, including Title Ilf.of the Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Act, as well as from NIE and NSF, are cur--

rently being devoted to the exploration of what uses of calculators are

feasible and*to_the development of materials for children and teachers. For



example, the Columbus (Ohio) Public Schools have a grant under Title IV

to develop materials for grades 4, 5, and 6, and are presently field - testing

modules for a range of topics including place value, decimal computations,

rounding. estimation,' basic facts, and applications in measurement and

money.

Materials are being deVeloped by both individuals and groups. For

instance, a group of teachers in the Minneapolis Public Schools produced a

set of worksheets complete with objectives and teaching suggestions, designed

for students in grades 9 and 10. The topics range from the decimal system

to applications such as finding-the cost of an oil change or charting

population growth. The -.alculator is used as a tool to help children learn

mathematical ideas, and (.1s a computational device to help them to understand

ideas and applications that they might not otherwise have been able to.

Several of the state mathematics councils ha-,2 similarly involved mem-

bers in developing materials. The Michigan Council of Teachers of Mathema-

tics monograph provides a variety of activities for grades K-3, 4-8, and

9-12, with the mathematical objectives clearly specified. Unfortunately, in

many other current publications, the calculator itself is being taught, not

'mathematics. Students learn some interesting things to do with a calculator,

but instructional objectives may not be furthered in the process.

Other states are at the stage of incorporating recommendations on cal-
.

culators in their curriculum guides. For instance, Indiana's 1977 publi-
.

cation states:

Calculators certainly will have an impact on mathematics cur-
ricula. They may change not only the kinds of computational
skills which are taught but the manner in which they are
taught. It is our feeling that mathematics teachers and
curriculum planners:must incorporate calculators into regulrr
classuork rather than ignore or banish them. Teachers must
find effective uses 'at all levels from primary grades to
calculus.

The guide then suggests ways to use calculators: to reinforce computational
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skills, to improve estimation skills, to aid in teaching place value, to

develop number concepts, to solve problems with factual data, and to extend

texr'Dook problems using more realistic numbers are among the points cited.

A teacher in Fairview Park, Ohio, provides a typical illustration of

what an individuaM4teacher may do. When her school received 12 calculators,

she put together a unit for her sixth-grade class. She wanted the children

not only to become familiar with functions of the calcuiator, but also

to use the calculator to solve everyday problems and to learn more about

number patterns. She used the overhead projector to teach the children how

tr: use the calculator, and made posters, worksheets, task cards, games, and

other materials. She found student interest high, with many students gaining

confidence in their problem-solving and estimating skills.

The majority of the materials being published contain activities for

using the calculator to promote existing curricular ideas.

recommendations of the 1976 NIE/NSF Conference on Needed Research and Develop-
.

Some of the

ment on Hand-Held Calculators in School Mathematics concerned curriculum

development for the long-range future. Althoue. little has been published

that stre:.-hes the curriculum to new bounds, NIE is supporting the develop-
zjr.

ment of some future-oriented prototypic curricula that integrate calculator

use.

Next Steps

We need.to know much more: not just what calculators can do, but what

it is possible for them to do given specified curricular and-instructional

options. We need to know how learning is affected by the use of calculators

and how mathematics can be, taught differently because of the existence of a

new tool. As one respondent :o a survey at the 1S- Annual Meeting of the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics noted:

The calculators' relationship to problem-solving ability

is a question of vital concern. Although-the research reported

18,



in Suydam's 1976 report for the NSF shows conflicting reports
about calculator effects on problem solving, all of the research
. . . had the common element that the calculator was an adjunct
to units in problem solving -- it was not incorporated into a
specific problem solving strategy. This appears to be the best
hope for meaningful use of the calculator -- by incorporating
it into a -pecific strategy.

Summary

The use of calculators in education is increasing, al:hough there is

some concern and resistance at all levels. The fact that they have become

more widely available and that children will use them in their daily lives

throughout life makes their use in schools seem imperative to many people.

Others fear that growing dependence on calculators will be harmful. How-

ever, there is initial evidence that calculators can be used to further the

development of mathematical ideas and skills. The efforts of both individ-

uals and groups are focused on studying the effects of calculator use and

on developing needed materials. The calculator is not and will not be

ignored as a useful learning tool.

Prepared by Marilyn N. Suydam, Calculator Information Center.

This publicat:Zon was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National
Institute of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Contractors undertaking such projects under Government sponsorship are
encouraged to express freely their judgment in professional and technical
matters. Points of view or opinions do not, therefore, necessarily repre-
sent official National Institute of Education position or policy.
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Looking for Information about Calculators?
So is the Calcu).tor Information. Center!

\' CALCULATOR

The Calculator Information Center has been established by the National Insti-

tute of Education to collect information about the use of calculators in

elementary and secondary schools -- and to provide you with information. As

recommended in the Report of the Conference on Needed Research and Develonment

on Hand-Held Calculators in School Mathetratics *,

the information collection and dissemination rocess is
important in f -thering appropriate developmont and use of
calculator mat ials by coorclinating research nd develop-
ment efforts, a aiding 7-edless duplication, ana providing
a source of knowledge and assistance . . .

-
Thus, the Center will

(1) Develop an information data base . . . [so that] infor-
mation on calculator activities in such places as local
school systems, State agencies, universities, and
industry will be routinely routed to the Center.

(2) Develop an easy way-'to gain access to the informa-
tion . . . (p. 45)

To help to establish the information base, you can.send information to the
Center:

- instructional applications
- studies on the effect of using calculators

(Materials will not be released or entered into the ERIC system without specific
permission.)

From the Center you will be able to obtain:

- annotated bibliographies:
of curricular and instructional applications
with background information pertinent to educators

- on research

- information bulletins on such topics as:
available commercial instructional materials
available non-commercial instructional materials
schools in which calculators are being used and which have indicated
willingness to be contacted directly by those wit.. specific questions
summaries of characteristics of various calculators

7 points to consider when selecting a calculator
aspects to consider when designing school-based studies
other topics as requests make a need evident

If you have information to share, or if you wish to learn what others are doing
with calculators, contact: M. N. Suydam, Director

Calculator Information Center
1200 Cambers Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

Or phone: 614-422-8509 between 9 and 5 (Eastern time zone)

*Copies of the report can be obtained from E. Esty, Mail Stop 7, NIE, 1200
19th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20208.
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\-:-.:Cllk21AAIIJIVION
%.-'---CENTER

1200 Chambers nd.
Columbus, Ohio 43212

(614) 422-8509

PLEAS.; .:OMPLETE AND RETURN TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS!

If you would like to have your name placed on the-Center's mailing list,

please check here: i--7
Ao I

The following reference bulletins are currently

any of them, please put a check in the box:
available. If you would like

Bulletin Topic

/ / 7 Instruction wit Hand-Held Calculato-s,.K-12

/ / 8 Books on Calculator Applications

/ / 9 Research on Hand-Held Calculators, K-12

/ / 10 References on Desk Calculators, K-12

/7 11 Pros and Cons of Using Hand-Held Calculators

/ / 12 Selecting a Calculator

/ / 13 References on Calculators, Post-Secondary Level

.Please indicate the type of material in which you are interested, so that you
can be sent additional materials as they are prepared:

Circle level

/ / References to instructional applications elementary secondary college

/ / References to research

/ / References to commercial materials

i--7 References on general concerns

Please PRINT your name and address:

'Name:

Address:

elementary secondary college

elementary secondary college

elementary secondary college

Zip Code

If you know of other persons interested in calculators,
please make copies of .this page for them (or send us their
names and addresses).
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Instruction with Hand-Held Calculators, K-12 Bulletin No. 7
August 1977

Articles

Albrecht, Bob. Calculators for Beginners. Calculators/Computers 1: 21-3b;

May 1977.

This is the first in a serialization of a "self-teaching" student workbook about
simple four-function calculators and elementary computer programming. Basic
addition,, subtraction, and multiplication are covered, some computer-like notation
for writing programs is introduced, and directions are given for playing NIM.

Bahe, L. W. Finding Logarithms and AntiLogarithms with a Simple Calculator.
School Science and Mathematics 74: 221-224; March 1974.

A method of finding logarithmic values using a simple matrix and a four-function
calculator is provided.

Bell, Max S. Calculators it Elementary Schools? Some Tentative Guidelines and
Questions Based on Classroom Experience. Arithmetic Teacher 23:. 502-509;
November 1976.

Student reactions to calculators, some pedagogical questions that may need further
investigation, and some classroom management suggestions are discussed.

Bitter, Gary. The Calculator and the Curriculum. Teacher 94: 64-67; February 1977.

Using the calculator for interdisciplinary projects is discussed, with a list of
15 topics and activities in which calculators can be used. Six interdisciplinary
activities are described in detail: for primary grades--car counting, planning and
planting a garden; for intermediate graies--population growth, organizing a recy-
cling program; for upper grades -- school election prediction, pollution analysis.

Boyle, Patrick J. Calculator Charades. Mathematics Teacher 69: 281-282; April 1976.

Computations yielding results which can be read as words or phrases are presented.

Braun, Alexander E. Eulogy'for a Slide Pule. Scienc&Digest 79: 65-67; February
1977

The "passing" of slide rules is humorously decried.

Bruni, James V. and Silverman, Helene J. Let's Do its Taking Advantage of the Ha-sid
Calculator. Arithmetic Teacher 23. 494-501; November 1976.

Activities are suggested which focus on developing skills for using the calculator,
exploring basic arithmetic operatf.ms, understanding algorithms, mental calculation
and estimation, and problem solving.

Champion, R. R. Talking Calculator Used with Blind Youth. Education of the Visually
Handic Ded 8: 102-106; Winter 1976-77.

Ways of using the calculator with the blind are discussed.
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Cohan, David B. Another Way of Finding Prime Numbers. Mathematics Teacher 69:

398-400: May 1976.

A method of finding large primes using calculators or computers is presented.

Eimer, Rebecca A. Cube Roots on a Calculator. Mathematics Teacher 70: 175;

February 1977.

An algorithm, is giN.en for using a calculator to compute the cube root of any
real number.

Elder, Mary C. Mini-Calculators in the Classroom. Contemporary Education 47:

42-43; Fall 1975.

Student discoveries about numbers and operations, stemmin from the use of a
calculator, are described.

Field, Roger. Endangered Species: The Slide Rule. Science Digest 81: 68 -69;

March 1977.

The calculator's effect en sales of slide, rules is briefly discussed.

Friesen, Charles D. Check Your Calculator Computations. Arithmetic Teacher 23:

560; December 1976.

A number-word puzzle to be solved on the calculator is presented.

Gardner, Martin. Mathematical Games: Fun and Serious Business with the Small
Electronic Calculator. Scientific American 235: 126-129; July 1976.

A cryptarithm, activities involving limits, a keyboard game, and several number
tricks to be done on a calculator are described and explained.

Gawronski, Jane Donnelly and Coblentz, Dwight. Calculators and the Mathematics
Curriculum. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 510-512; November 1976.

Use of the calculator is considered from a functional view and from a pedagogical
view.

Gibb, E. Glenadine. Calculators in the Classroom. Today's Education 64: 42-44;

November-December 1975.

Ways in which the calculator can be used are discussed.

Greenwood, Jay. A Product of Our Times. Mathematics Teacher 70: 234-238;
March 1977.

Activities are described in which the calculator is used in a discovery learning
situation for exploring number patterns in multiplication exercises.

Gregory, John W. Use the'Calculator for Drill. Instructor 86: 104-105; April 1977.

Activities are described which feature the use of a calculator's constant key in
drills on basic facts.

Guthrie, Larry F. and Wiles, Clyde A. Why Not Have a Calculator Tournament?
Arithmetic Teacher 23: 554-558; November 1976.

Steps in organizing a calculator tournament among schools are presented, with
sample problems given.
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Hiatt, Art. A Geometry Problem for Hand-Held Calculators or Computers. Calculators/
Computers 1: 37-38; May 1977.

A mathematical inquiry method (making and,organizing observations, generalizing,
specializing, inventing :ymbolism, and proving conjectures) and the calculator's
role as an important tool for this process are discussed. An example is given'
in which the concept of area of a circle can be investigated, with a worksheet.

Hoffman, Ruth I. Don't Knock the Small Calculator -- Use It! Instructor 85:

149-150; August/September 1975.

Several examples of using calculators to explore mathematical ideas are given.

Hopkins, Edwin E. A Modest Proposal Concerning the Use of Hand Calculators in Schools.
Arithmetic Teacher 23: 657-659; December 1976. (Reprinted in Education Digest
42: 44-45; February 1977.)

A proposal that the fullest possible use of calculators be made at all grade levels
is discussed.

Huff, D. Teach Your Pocket CaiculatorNew Tricks to Make Life Simpler. Popular
Science 205: 96-98; December 1974.

Interesting things to do with a calculator are presented.

Huff, Darrell. How to have Fun with Your Pocket Calculator. Popular Science 208:

90-91, 152; February 1976.

Activities and games for the calculator are presented.

Immerzeel, George. It's 1986 and Every Student. Has a Calculator. Instructor 85:

46-51, 148; April 1976.

Topics discussed include algorithms, calculator problems, homework, problem
solving, mental arithmetic, and designing tests "for use with calculators. Specific
problems for primary, middle, and upper elementary grades are also included.

Immurzeel, George. It's Iii Your Hands. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 493; November 1976.

Teachers are reminded of their responsibility for deciding how best to use the
calculator in their classrooms.

Johnsonbaugh, Richard. Applications of Calculators and Computers to Limits. Mathe-
matics Teacher 69: 60-65; January 1976. (For Reader Reactions, see Mathematics
Teacher 69: 436-43E; October 1976.)

Computing numbers approaching a limit is discussed, with a zonvergence theorem
and several examples.

Judd, Wallace. Rx for Classroom Math Blahs: A New Case for the Calculator.
Learning 3: 41-48; March 1975.

As calculators are increasingly used, drill will be de-emphasized in favor of
problem-solving activities. Considerations for selecting calCulators and selected
games for use with calculators are described.

Judd, Wallace. Instructional Games with Calculators. Arithmetic Teacher 23:

516-518; November 1976.

Seven games are presented, with the mathematical concepts involved, the objective,
the number of players needed, the rules, and variations for different grade levels.,
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Kahn, Henry F. Um Calculator a Calendar? Arithmetic Teacher 23: 651-653;

December 1976.

A method for using the calculator to determine the day of the week on which any
given date falls is explained.

Koller, Elayne Z. and Mulhern, Thomas J. Use of a Pocket Calculator co Train Arith-
metic Skills with Trainable Adolescents. Journal for Special Educators of the
Mentally Retarded 13: 134-138; Winter 1977.

A rationale for the use of calculators with trainable adolescents is presented,
with a description of a pilot study assessing an approach to teaching addition
and subtraction to six moderately retarded students., A detailed presentation of
the progrcp used is included.

Kremer, Ronald. The Bicentennial Calculator. Mathematics Teachei. 69: 463;

October 1976.

An addition activity based on the calculator keyboard is described.

Maor, Eli. The Pocket Calculator asa Teaching Aid. Mathematics Teacher 69:

471-475; October 1976. (For Reader Reactions, see Mathematics Teacher 70:

291; April 1977.

Suggestions are given for using calculators for computations too trivial for
computer processing but too time - consuming for hand calculation. Several exam-
ples from arithmetic, algebra, and calculus are included.

McWhorter, Fusene W. The Small Electronic Calculator. Scientific American 234:

88-1;8; March 1976.

Details are given concerning the inner workings of the electronic calculator.

Meconi, L. J. Using the Hand-Held Calculator in Industrial Education. Industrial
Education 66: 22-23; February 1977.

Several examples of elementary technical problems in which students can use calcu-
lators are given: *finding average monthly sales, dealing with lengths and with
circuits, figuring percents, and converting from English to metric units.

Mims, F. Calculators:- From the Abacus to the Electronic Calculator. Radio-
Electronics 43: 51-54; December 1972.

The development of calculating machines is traced.

Moursund, David: Calculators in the Elementary School. Calculators/Computers
1: 7-10; May 1977.

Using the calculator as an aid in pralem-solving situations is discussed, with
suggestions for the classroom. Goals for teaching about calculators are stated,
including mechanical aspects, capabilities, limitations, errors, problem solving,
and when to use calculators.

Ockenga, Earl. Calculator Ideas for the Junior High Classroom. Arithmetic Teacher
23: 519-522; November 1976.

Activities and games for computation and estimation, measurement and geometry,
functions, and problem solving and applications are described.
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Oglesby, Mac. "Hilo", "Hurkle". Calculators/Computers 1: 42-47; May 1977.

Directions for :Ix'o calculator games are given. One can be played on either a
four-function of a programmable calculator, the other only on a -programmable

calculator. Flowcharts and programming steps are provided.

Osborne, J. 11.-N The Pocket Calculator in School Physics. Physics Education 9:

414-419; September 1974.

The significance of the simple type of calculator as a tool in the classroom is
discussed, as well as the contribution of the more sophisticaled type.

Peters, William T. The HP-25 as a Digital Clock and Timer. Popular Electronics

11: 57-58; August 1977.

How to program an HP-25 calculator to serve as a clock/timer,with display in-
hours, minutes, and seconds is described.

Pitcairn, Cameron C. and Baker, Gregory L. The Rocket Game. Physics Teacher 12:

427-429; October 1974.

A program for a programmable calculator is provided which simulates the problems
of rocket propulsion, hovering, and soft landing.

Pollak, Henry O. Hand-Held Calculators and Potential Redesign of the School Mathe-
matics Curriculum: Mathematics Teacher 70: 293-2S6; April 1977.

The content and teaching of secondary-school mathematics in the calculator era
are discussed.

Riden, Chuck. Less Than Ten on a Calculator. School Science and Mathematics 75:

529-531; October 1975.

A method to check addition and subtraction in any, number base less than ten,
using a simple adding machine or a calculator, is given.

Rogers, James T. 10 Games You Can Play with a Pocket Calculator. Science Digest

77: 42-45; May 1975. (See also: Rogers, James T. Seven Pocket Calculator

Games. Creative Computing 2: 19; January-February 1976.)

Brief directions for games and "tricks" are presented, with the mathematical
rationale behind the "tricks" not explained.

Stolovich, Harold. A Pocket Calculator Never Loses Patience. Audiovisual Instruc-

tion 21: 19-20; December 1976.

Seven advantages of using a calculator in teaching mathematics to handicapped
learners are identified. The use of the calculator as a tool for discovery, for
drill and practice, and for motivation is discussed.

Stultz, Lowell. Electronic Calculators in the Classroom. Arithmetic Teacher 22:

135-138; February 1975. (For Reader Dialogue, see Arithmetic Teacher 22:

658-660; December 1975.)

Several applications of calculators at various elementary grade levels are
suggested, with some punch/display sequences illustrated.

Stllivan, John J. Using Hand-Held Calculators in Sixth-grade Classes. Arithmetic
Teacher 23: 551-552; November 1976.
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Classroom use of calculators is described, including a brief discussion of
ways in which the use of the calculator can enrich, supplement, support, and
motivate the regular program.

Vail, Roy. Programmable Calculators in Biology Classes. American Biology Teacher

36: 496 -498; November 1974.

Some Uses of calculators in biology classes are described; for example, charting
exponential population curves, evolution by natural selection, and random gerFti-c(

drift.

Wilderman, Ann. Math,,Skills for Survival in the Real World. Teacher 94: 68-70;

February 1977.

Six mathematics units for middle and upper elementary grades are described:
banking; transpOrtion, taxes, budgeting, shopping, and pricing and advertising.
For each unit, mathematical skills and practical applications are identified,
vocabulary is listed, and a S eries of student learning activities, some using
calculators, is suggested.

Woodburn, Douglas. Can You Predict, the Repetend? Mathematics Teacher 69: 675-678:

December 1976.

Worksheets are provided for an activity involving the use of the calculator in
discovering patterns when a number iS\divided by 9, 99, and 999.

Yarbrough, L. D. The Keyboard Game. Creative Computing 2: 20-21; January-

February 1976.

A two-person game to be played on a pocket calculator is described and the winning
strategy discussed.

How to Program Calculators for Fun and Games. Popular Electronics 11: 39-46;

June 1977.

A collection of six games for the programmable calculator are presented: Battle
the Dive Bomler, Football, Blackjack, Space Flight, Biorhythm Forecast, z,-Ad

Test Your ESP. Goals and rules are described, with programs (for the RP-25).

Minicalculators in Schools. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 72-74; January 1976.

Mathematics Teacher 69: 92-94; January 1976.

This report from the NCTM Instructional Affairs Committee presents nine justi-
fications for using the hand-held calculator in classrooms, with some specific
examples of curricular applications.
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Non-Commercial Publications

Beisse, Karen; Brougher, Janet; and Moursund, David. Calculators in the Elemyntary

School. Portland, Oregon: 'Oregon Council for Computer Education, May 1976.

[Available from OCCE, 4015 S.W. Canyon Road, Portland OR 97221 -- $2.00]

The role of the calculator in the elementary - school classroom is briefly discussed.

Suggestions for calcaator activities are given, with informal evaluations of some.

Bell, Max; Esty, Edward; Payne, Joseph N.; and Suydam, Marilyn N. Hand-held Calcu-

lators: Past, Present, and Future. In Organizing for Mathematics Instruction

(edlited by F. Joe Crosswhite). 1977 NCTM Yearbook. Reston, Virginia: National

CoUncil of Teachers of Mathematics, 1977. Pp. 224-240.
[AVailable from NCTM, 1906 Association Drive, Reston, VA 2201 -- $9.00 for

members,$10.00 for non-members)

An overview is ,provided fon each of four reports dealing in whole or in part with
calculators (the NACOME report, the Euclid Conference report, the status study

report to the NSF on calculators in pre-college education, and the report on the
/Conference on Needed Research and Development on Hand-Held Calculators). Activi-

'ties in several school systems are also cited.

Caravella, Joseph R. Minicalculators in the Classroom. Wasizington: National Edu-
.

cation Association, 1977.
[Available from NEA, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 -- Stock Number

1812 -5- 00,.$2.50 paper,-$5.25 cloth)

Uses and implications of use, research, selection guidelines, and activities
are discussed, with the activities keyed to the various functions of the calculator.

Suydam, Marilyn N. Electronic Hand Calculators: The Dkplications for Pre-College

Education. Final Report, Grant No. EPP 75-16157, National Science Foundation,

February 1976.
[Available from ERIC Document Reproductjon Service, Box 190, Arlington, VA
22210 -- 50 -page body, ED 127 206 (microfiche, $0.83; hardcopy, $2.06, plus postage);

full report, ED 7 205 (microfichp, r$0.83;hardcopy, $20.75, plus postage;

The range of bel efs and opinions about the impact of the calculator on pre-college
educational practice is reported, with. information derived from a literature
search and from a. surveys of several groups. Appendices in the full report dlocuss
plausible instances with which to use calculators, criteria for redesigning the
curriculum, needed research, apd perspectives for curriculum revision.

Vitale, Marie (editor). The Hand Calculator as'a.Problem Solving Device. Missouri
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Fall 1977 (in press).
[Available from M. Vitale, 1431 Barger Place, St. Louis,'MO 63117 -- $4.00]

This documer- will contain 20 articles on different ways a calculator can be

used in. a classroom.

Calculator Cookery. Minneapolis Public Schools, East Area Curriculum. Office, 1977.

ERIC: _SE 022 845, 87 pages: [To be available from EDRS late in 1977.)

Worksheets were designed for use with low-achieving ninth and tenth graders;
they-also seem appropriate for seventh and eighth graders. Activities are in

cluded on: introduction to the calculator, games, exploring algorithms, pattern
search, estimation and reinforcement of basic computation, consumer applications,

and societal.applications. Notes for teachers are included with each lesSon.

a.
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The Hand-Held Calculator. Iowa Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1976.

[Available from Ann Robinson, ICTM, 2712 Cedar Heights Drive, cedar Falls, Iowa

50613 -- $2.00]

Activities appropriate for the middle school are presented, most as 141prshees.

High School Activities for the Calculator. Iowa Council of Teachers

1977. [Available from Ann Robinson, address above -- $2.50]

Calculator activities are organized under the following categories: algebra

algebra, general mathematics, geometry, junior high' Probabl"tY'
trigonometry', and miscellaneous.

Mathematics,

Minicalculator Information Resources.
of Mathematics.

Reston, Virginia: National Council of Teachers

This free resource list cites articles, books, newsletters,
mation on calculator models appropriate for school use.

Report of the Conference on Needed Research and Development on

in School Mathematics National Institute of Education and

Foundation, 1977.
[Available from E. Esty, National Institute of Education
St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20208 -- also ERIC: SE 022 565]

7, 1200 19th, Stop

Results of the conference, intended to provide\a well-defined framework for future

research and development efforts, are reported. \Twenty-one recommendations

ing the development of an information base, curriculum development, research and
cover-

evaluation, teacher education, and dissemination are dis

'

and maia, Plus infor-

141SCc:lecic:
--11.1.atorsHand-He

National

cussed.

Uses of the Calculator in School Mathematics, K-12. Monograph No.

Council of Teachers of Mathematics, March 1977.
[Available from MC1M, Boxi16124, Lansing, MI 48902 -- $1.50]

Part I considers desirable features of calculators for classroom use
basi

tions, and curriculum concerns. Part II is a collection of activities for

K-3, 4-8, and 9-12, with a bibliography.

Using the Mini-Calculator to Teach Mathematics. Philadelphia: Curriculum Office,

Instructional Services, The School District of Philadelphia, 1977.

[Available from Dr. Alexander Shevlin, Stevens Administrative Center, 13th and

Spring Garden. Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19123 -- Publication #547870; $3.00]

Michigangan

assump-
grades

Calculator activities are present
estimating answers, whole numbers
patterns, powers and roots, algeb
discuss calculator selection, typ

.

l-

ed on place value, rounding off numbers an

decimal fractions, comtion fractions number

ra, geometry, and advanced topics,
other sections

es of use, the keyboard, displays end problems.

This publication was prepared. pursuant to a contract with the National
undertaking

1

i

und king
Institute of

Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
such projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely theft

judgment in professional and technical matters. Points of view or opinions a-0 not,

f Educati°Education P°sition

or policy.
therefore, necessarily represent official National Institute CD
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Ahl, David H. (editor). The Best of Creative Computing, Vol. 1. Vol. 2.
Mofristown, New Jersey: Creative Computing Press, 197:

Auten, James H. and Webb,-D.G. The Crash-Speed Calculator. Springfield,
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1972.

Beakly, George C. and Leach, H. W. The Slide Rule, Electronic Hand Calculator,
and Metrification in Problem Solving. (Third edition). New York: Macmillan, 1975.

Benrey, Ronald. Row to Get the Most Out of Your Low-Cost Electronic Calculator.
Rochelle Park, New Jersey: Hayden, 1976.

Bitter, Gary G. and Metos, Thomas H. Exploring_ with Pocket Calculators. New York,
New York: Julian Messner, Inc. (Distributed by Simon & Schuster, Inc.), 1977.

Buckwalter, L. 100-Ways to Use Your Pocket Calculator. Greenwich, Connecticut:
Fawcett Publications, 1975.

Carter, Juanita E. and Young, Darroch F. Calculating Machines: A Ten-Key Approach.
New York, New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1975.

Davidson, Jessica. Let's Start to Calculate. New Rochelle, New York: Cuisenaire.
Company of America, 1976.

Dolan, Daniel T. Let's Calculate. San Leandro, California: Lakeshore Curriculum
Materials Co., 1976.

Etlinger, Len and Vitale, Marie. ETA Calculator Activity Book. Chicago. Illinois:
Educational Teaching Aids, 1977.

Feldzamen, A. N. and Henle, Faye. The Calculator Handbook. New York: 'Berkley
Publishing Co., 1973.

Fraser, Marshall. Elementary Algebra (Hand Held Calculator Edition). Palo Alto,
California: Page-Ficklin Publishing Co., 1976.

Frenzel; Louis E., Jr. Ninety-Nine Ways to Know and Use Your Electronic Calculator.
Indianapolis, Indiana: Howard W. Sams S6 Co., 1975.

Gilbert, Jack. Advanced Applications for Pocket Calculators. Blue Ridge Summit,
Pennsylvania: Tab Books, 1975.
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Hartman, Arlene. The Calculator Game Book for Kids of All Ages. New York: New

American Library, Inc., 1977.

Calculator. New York,

Calculator. Blue

Henrici, Peter. Computation Analysis with the HP-25 Pocket
New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1977.

Hunter, William L. Getting the Most Out of Your Electronic
Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania: .Tab Books, 1974.

Hyatt, Herman R.; Drooyan, Irving; and Carico, Charles C. Arithmetic With Push-

Button Accuracy (Instructor's Manual). New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1977.

Immerzeel, George. Ideas and Activities for Using Calculators in the Classroom.
Dansville, New York: The Instructor Publications, Inc., 1976.

Immerzeel, George. 77 Ideas for Using the Rockwell 18R in the Classroom. Anaheim,

California: Rockwell International, 1976.

Immerzeel, George; and Ockenga, Earl. Calculator Activities--Book 1 and Book 2.

Creative Publications and Omron Corporation of America.

Jacobs, Russell F. Problem Solving with the Calculator. Phoenix, Arizona:

Jacobs Publishing Company, Inc., 1977.

Jamele, P. R. How to Select and-se a Calculator--or Getting the Most from Your
4-Function Calculator. Los Angeles: Crescent Publications, 1975.

Jefimenko, Oleg. How to Entertain with Your Pocket Calculator. Star City,
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Bulletin No. 9
Research on Hand-Held Calculators."' K-12 August 1977

For several years, research efforts have been directed at obtaining infor-

mation on the effects of using hand-held calculators in elementary and secondary

schools. This bulletin has been prepared to acquaint readers with these research

efforts and to provide summary information regarding their major findings. In

addition to an annotated bibliography listing the studies alphabetically, a

table is provided for quick reference. For each study, the table lists the

-author(s) or major researcher(s), the date of the research report, the grade or

age level(s) of the subjects involved in the study, the number (N) of subjects or

classes involved, the length or duration of the study, the subject matter area,

the type of research, and the major'findings.

.Most of the studies involved comparisons of Calculator and Non-calcu-

lator groups; that is, groups in which the calculator was used or was not used

for instruction. Some of the studies' had several sub-analyses of the data, so

that 40 findings were noted. In 19 cases the Calculator group achieved signi-

ficantly higher on paper-and-pencil tests (with which the calculator was not used).

No significant differences were found in 18 instances: In only three instances

was achievement significantly higher for the Non-calculator group.

Such gross tabulations provide some support for the belief that calculators

can be used to promote achievement. At the same time, awareness needs to be

maintained about the variety of focus, the limitations of research designs, the

lack of sufficient descriptions to make a study replicable, and similar factors

pertaining in some of the studies to date. Moreover, most of the research efforts

were short-term, and dealt with fitting calculator applications into the existing

curriculum. Attention must be directed to the long-term effects of the use of

calculators, and to ways of using calculators to prtMote the learning of mathe-
!.v

matics. Attitudes also need additional study.



Author Date

Allen 1976

Anderson 1977

Borden 1977,

Campbell/ 1976a

Virgin

19765

Fischman 1976

Hawthorne/ 1975

Sullivan

Hutton 1977

Jamski 1977

Jones 1976

Lenhard 1977

RESEARCH ON HAND-HELD CALCULATORS, K-12

Grade * Type of

Level N Length Research :221....c1

6 6 c 25 days experi- decimals,

mental metric

7 12 c 20 wks. experi- general

mental

6 4 c 4 wks. expeii- * decimals

mental

5-6 1 school 7 mos. experi- checking

4-6 183 ,t

mental

survey attitudes

of teachers

9-10 6 c 1' sem. experi- business

mental mathematics

6 2 c 1 year action general

4 wks. experi- powers,

mental roots,

radicals

7 6 c 4 wks. experi- rational

mental numbers,

percents,

6 171 p 9 wks. experi- general

mental

7-12 8 c 1 sem. experi- general

mental

Finding,*

posttest, NSD; retention, N > C

C improved attitudes; NSD, achieve-

ment (concepts, computation);

C N, .problem solving

BOth groups achieved significant

gains; N had significant negative

change in attitude

NSD, computation; C > N on concepts,

problem solving in grade 5

NSD, attitude, concepts; C ) N,

skills

C ) N, computation, concepts;

N C, problem solving

NSD

Significant differences on posttest;

NSD, retention

C) N; NSD, attitudes

NSD, achievement, attitudes

c = classes; p = pupils; t = teachers

**
C = Calculator group; N = Non-calculator group; NSD = no significant differences

202
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Grade Type of

Author liate- Level N Length Research Topic I, Finding

Luxton/ .ir 1976 ages 15 p 4 wks. action , Blind and partially sighte04ere

Spungih 15-20 able to use cassette manuals to

,

//

learn to use three calcUlators..

' /

'4 grps. 12 days experi- division C) N, lower-ability groups, on

t

mental skills, division', NSD between

higher-ability groups

207 p 60 days experi- general NSD, achievement, attitudes

mental ,

Miller 1977

Muzeroll 1976 1

Nelson; 1976 4-7

Bitter/ 1975

Nelson

Quinn 1976 8 -9 '

Rudnick/ 1976, 1

Krulik

Scandura

et al.

1976' , k-2,

3-4

Schafer

et al.

1975 5

Schnur/ 1976 ages

Lang 9-14

Shirey 1976 10-12

Spencer 1975 5-6

.

Sutherlin 1977 5-6

Vaughn 1977 9

Rajeeh 1976 9

204

196 p" l'summer .action general C

184 p 8 mos. .experi- algebra NSD, .athievement, C had less

mental anxiety, better self-concept

600 p 1 year experi- general NSD, achievement, basic skills

mental,

survey Tarental attitudes indicate

(reservations about calculator use

1 surer 4relimi- . general calculators found to be source

nary of motivation

5 c. 2 aays prelimi- general 0 N on calculator examples;

. , nary NSD on non - calculator examples

60 p 2 mos. experi- . general C > N

mental

.9 dayi %. experi- , consumer, inquiry

mental business

math.

S'Ii p 8 wks.. experi- general C > N on grade 5 reasoning,

{

mental grade 6 computation, total test

8 c 8 wks.' .experi- ' decimals, NSD, estimation
.. ei

mental estimation

8 .c 8 ,wks. .experi- decimals, 0 N, achievement; NSD, attitudes,,

mental , ,percents retention

. ,

13 c 15 wis. experi- " general C) N, achievement; NSD, attitudes .

. . .
.

mental math.

. , .

2O
p-



Grade Type of

Author Date Level N Length Research Tat Finding

Weaver 1976a 2,3,5 7 c explore- number

tory sentences

1976b 3 2 c

Whitaker 1977

Zepp

NT

1976 9, 179 p

college 198 col.

.1974 teachers

and other's

30 days' experi-

mental

addition,

subtraction

sentences

general C) N, non-timed computation

and verbal problem solving;

N > C, concepts; NSD, timed

computation, total achievement,

attitude

experi- proportions NSD

mental

survey

203
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Allen, Maxine Bogues. Effectiveness of Using Hand-Held.Calculators for Learning
Decimal Quantities.and the Metric System. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International ,37A: 850-851;
August 1916.

During a 25-day unit ondecimaP,algorithms and on the metric system, four intact
sixth-grade classes used calculators for all computations while two classes used
only paper and pencil. No significant differences between the two groups were
found on the posttest, but on the retention test the group using paper and pencil
only scored significantly higher on both the decimal and the metric tests than
the calculator group.

Anderson, Lyle Zugene. The Effects of Using Restricted and Unrestricted Modes of
Presentation With Electronic Calculators on the Achievement and Attitude of
Seventh Grade Pupils. (University. of Denver,,1976.) Dissertation Abstracts
International.. 37A: 6321-6322; April 1977.

Three-seventh-grade mathematics classes taught by the same teacher were raiadomly
'selected at each of four schools for the 20-week study. One class in each school
was permitted restricted use of calculators (checking paper and pencil computations
and as an aid in problem solving), a second class was permitted unrestricted
.calculator use, and the third class was not permitted to use calculators.
Pupils using calculators showed improved attitudes toward mathematics but no
change in achievement, understanding mathematical concepts, or computational
skill. On an untimed problem solving,test, pupils using calculators solved
problems correctly at almost twice the rate of pupils not using calculators.

)11.

Borden, Virginia Lee.: Teaching Decimal Concepts to Sixth Grade Students Using the
Hand-Held Calculator. (University of Northern Colorado, 1976.) Dissertation
Abstracts International 37A: 4192; January 1977.

A unit'on decimals constructed to precede a study of common fractions was taught
to four classes of sixth graders, with two of the classes using calculators
while the other two classes did not. Both groups showed a significant gain in
mathematics-achievement of certain concepts and skills in decimals. It was
not reported if any differences in achievement of attitude were found when the t

calculator group was compared to the non-calculator group. The non-calculator '

group showed a significant negative change in attitude toward mathematics.

Campbell, Patricia and Virgin, A.E. An Evaluation of Elementary,School Mahtematics
Programs Utilizing the Mini-Calculator. North York Board of Education, Ontario,
Canada, July 1976. ERIC: ED 137 120. 42 pages.

For a seven-month period, fifth and sixth graders in one4school had calculators
available in 'their_classrooms for checking their work, while at a second school
no calculators were permitted. A standardized mathematics achievement test
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and 'an attitudequestionnai=e were given as pre- and posttests. On the computation

subtest there were no significant differences in the score between the
problem-

two schools. On'both the mathematics concepts and the solving subtests,
fifth graders in the calculator grOup scored significantlY higher than -fifth

graders in the non-calculator group.

Campbell, Patricia and Virgin, Albert' A Survey of Elementary School
Teachers'

& Principals' Attitudes to Mathematics and Utilizing mini-Calcuiato.S... North

York Board of Education, Ontario; Canada, July 1976. ERIC: ED 137 121. 27

Investigator-construeted questionnaires were distributed to to
and sixth-grade teachers and to elementary school principals to deter

fifth-t,

attitudes toward the use of calculators in the classroom- Results showed that

just over half of the 183 teachers responding did,not think
a calculator would- help-them realize their teaching objectives iffroVielm

the
usea

Almost half of the teachers felt that the calculator could be

between grades 4 and 6, while 44% indicated a

felontcrt:1

after
Teachers and principals were not unlike in their attitudes toward
the calculator in the classroom and were consistent in
advantages and disadvantages of using calculator's.

Fischman, Myrna Leah. New York City High School Students'

calcula

Attitudes

Learnings in Business Arithmetic When Using Electronic C 'hlatinrgshaisted
with Hand Calculation. (New York University, 1976.) Dissertation ts

grader:

-International 37A: 774-775; August 1976.
:-,

torsThree business arithmetic classes of ninth and tenth
whilethree other business arithmetic, classes did-'not. All classes were taught
the same material. No. significant differences-in attitudes_

non -calculator

mathematics or in understanding of concepts,were fotind between the tor

and 'the non-calculator group. However, the calculator group scored significantly
higher on a test of arithmetic skills than did the non- or gr°1113'

Hawthorne, Frank:S. and Sullivan, John J. Using Hand-Held Calculators in Si%th-
Teachers' journal 25:

Grade Mathematics Lessons. New York State Mathematics
29-31; January 1975.

_toward ::::

si%th-
This is a report on the study by Barrett and Keefe, involving two grade

classes. A posttest at the end of the year indicated that students using
than a u°11-cal-

culator group, but not as high on problem-solving tests.
calculators scored higher on tests of concepts and computation

Hutton, Lucreda Ann Williams. The Effects of the Use of lculat°.rs ic?,n

Attitude and Achievement in Mathematics. ,(Indiana University, 1976./ 44-sser-

tation Abstracts International 37A: 4934; February 1977

A 4-week unit on powers, roots, and radicals was studied by one group °f ninth-
grade algebra students who had traditional instruction with no calculators,

a second group who had traditional instruction but could use calculators"

access to calculators during class. No significant differencestZ11111:
during class, and a third group who had special- calculator ins

groups were compared on achievement or attitude.
when

2:



Jamski, William Donald. The Effect of Hand. Calculator Use on the Achievement of
Seventh Graders Learning.Rational Number-Decimal-Percent Conversion Algorithms.
(Indiana University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 4934-
4935; February 1977.

Three classes of students at the seventh-grade level used calculators during
a 4 -week unit on finding equivalent forms for fractions, decimals, and percents,
while three other classes did not'use calculators. On an immediate posttest,
a significant difference was identified between groups on items involving
conversion from a simplified fraction to a decimal. No differences were found
between groups when a retention test was given.

Jones, Edris Whitted. The Effect of the Hand-Held Calculator on Mathematics
Achievement, Attitude and Self Concept of Sixth Grade Etudents. (Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State UniversitY, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts
International 37.k: 1387; September 1976.

One hundred thirteen sixth-grade students used calculators for about an hour
daily for 9 weeks, while another group of 58 sixth-graders used paper and pencil.
only. Results showed that students using calculators made significant gains
in total achievement, computation, and concept scores; no differences were
found in attitude or self - concept.. Girli'in the experimental group scored
significantly higher on concepts,than did boys.

Lenh ard, Rodger William. Hand-Held Calculators in the Mathematics Classroom at
Stuart Public School, Stuart, Nebraska. '(Montana State University, 1976.)
Dissertation Abstracts International: 37A: 5661; March 1977.

Analysis of at least eight tests taken by a total of 125 secondary students
in grades 7 through 12 showed no differences in performance between those using
and noc using calculatorS during the test on test scores, concept and com-
putation errors, attitudes, time, and rank.

3100

Luxton, Karen and Spungin, Susan Jay. Effectiveness of Calculator. Instructional
Materials: A Pilot Study.- iiew Outlook for the Blind 70: 80-384; November

'1976.

During this four-week study, 15 blind and partially sighted subjects ages 15 to
21 used and evaluated the instructional manuals for three calculators: the
TSI Speech Plus, the Master Specialty Audio Response, and the APB Braille --,

Calculator. Data 'indicted that the studenti'were able to use the cassette
manuals to learn to use each calculator. Several suggested improvements for
future development, of materials are given.

Miller, Donald.Peter. 'Effectiveness.of Using Minicalculato.rs as an Instructional
Aid in Developing the Concept and Skill of Long Division at the Fifth Grade
Level.-.(The Florida State' University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts Inter-
national 37A:. 6327,;April 1977.

. TWo fifth -grade Classes were separated into a law group and a high group .on
the basis .of a prerenuitite skills test of multiplication, subtraction, and,
division by one-digit divisors. One class was chosen to use calCulators during
a 12day unit on division while"the other class was permitted the use of
multiplication-tables. The low groups were taught by an elementary education
major. The loW calculator group scored signifiCantlY higher than the low control_
group on-posttests of prerequisite'skills and division.

x0
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Muzeroll, Peter Arthur. Attitudes and Achievement in Mathematics in Student

Choice and NonChoice Learning Environments. (The University of Connecticut,

1975.) Dissertation Abstracts International 36Ai. 4233; January 1976.

One group of students was allowed to select activities from seven resource
areas (one of which involved calculators), while the comparison group was
taught under a no-choice option. A total of 207 seventh-graders participated.
Results showed no significant differences in mathematics attitude or achievement
between the two groups.- Overall, there was a significant decline in students'
attitudes toward mathematics from the end of grade 6 through the end of grade 7

for both groups of students.

Nelson, Dennis William. Effects of Using Hand Calculators on the Attitudes and-
Computational Skills of Children in Grades Four Through Seven. (Arizona State

University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A :' 33g2-3383;

December 1976.
See also: Bitter, Gary G: and Nelson, Dennis. Arizona Migrant Education Hand-

Held Calculator Project. Migrant Educator 1: 1-3; 1975.

A total of_196 summer" school. students in grades 4 through 7 were placed. in one

of four different curricular programs: the regular mathematics program, the
regular mathematics program plus caiculators, a commercial calculator-involved
'curriculum, or a diagnosis-remediation calculator program. Findings showed that
gains in basic computational skills and attitudes of students toward mathematics
were significantly improved when students used hand _calculators.

-Quinn, Donald Ray. The Effect of the Usage of a Pr'Ogranmable Calculator upon
Achievement and Attitude of Eighth and Ninth Grade Algebra Students. (Saint.

Louis University, 1975.) Dissertation Abstracts International 36A: '4234-423;

January 1975..

The programmable calculator was used in eighth- and ninth-grade algebra classes
for evaluating algebraic expressions and for solving linear, quadratic, and

systems of equations: Findings showed no significant differences in achievement
when performance of students in the calculator classes was compared to performance'
of_those in non-calculator algebra classes. However, students in 'the calculator

classes showed less "anxiety toward mathematics:: and had better "self- concept

in mathematics" than students in non-calculator classeS.

Rudnick, Jesse A. and Krulik, Stephen. The Minicalculator:' Friend or Foe?

Arithmetic Teacher '23: 654-656; December 1976.

..The effect of-the availability and use of a calculator on seventh-graders',
mathematics achievement_ was investigated. Preliminary findings on parental
attitude toward the use of calculators and on student achievement are discussed.

Scandura, Alice M.; Lowerre, George F.; Veneski, Jacqueline; and Scandura,
Joseph M. Using EleCtronic Calculators with Elementary School Children.

Educational Technology 16: 1418; August 1976.

Four K-2 studies and one for grades 3-4 considered which mathematical topics
could be taught most effectively with a hand-held calculator; which new mathe-

matical topics could, bp successfully introduced when using such calculators,

and.what implications there might be for priblem solving.
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Schafer, Pauline; Bell, Max S.; and Crown, Warren D. Calculators in Some Fifth-

Grade Classrooms: A Preliminary Look. Elementary School Journal 76: 27-31;

October 1975.

Students in the calculator group scored significantly higher on calculator
examples, while no differences were found on non-calculator examples between
calculator and non-calculator groups.

Schnur, James O. and Lang, Jerry W. Just Pushing Buttons or Learning? -- A Case
for Minicafculators. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 559-562; November 1976.

10'

Groups using calculators gained significantly more whole number computational
ability than control groups not using the calculator. Sex of student and

calculator usage interaction was not significant, nor was the interaction
between ethnic/economic background and gain in computational ability.

Shirey, John Reginald. The Effects of Computer-Augmented Instruction on Students'
Achievement and Attitudes. (University of Oregon, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts
International 37A: 3386-3387; December 1976.

Tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders in consumer and business mathematics
classes were randomly assigned to receive computer-augmented instruction or a low-
cost alternative using tables and calculators to complete inquiry exercises.
The instructional unit covered nine days. Results showed that the calculator
group did significantly more inquiry beyond the minimum required than did thee
computer group..

Spencer, JoAnn_Nora. Using the Hand-Held Calculator in Intermediate Grade Arithmetic
Instruction. (Lehigh University, 1974.) Dissertation Abstracts International
35A: 7048-7049; May 1975.

For an eight -week study, 40 fifth graders and 44 sixth graders were randomly
assigned to either a calculator group or a non-calculator group. Beth groups
worked with computation sheets prepared by the experimenter. The calculator
group scored significantly higher than the non-calculator-group on the reasoning
test in grade 5 and on the computation test and total arithmetic test in grade 6.

Sutherlin, William Norman. The Pocket Calculator: Its Effect on_the Acquisition
of Decimal Estimation Skills at Intermediate Grade Levels. (University of
Oregon, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 5663; March 1977.

As they studied a unit on decimal operations and on estimation techniques,
four fifth- and sixth-grade classes used calculators while four other classes
did not,. No significant differences in estimation skills were found.

Vaughn, Larry Richard: A Problem of the Effects on Hand-Held Calculators and a
Specially Designed Curriculum on Attitude toward. Mathematics, Achievement in
Mathematics, and Retention of Mathematical Skills. (University of Houston, 1976.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 4938-4939; February 1977.

- Four ninth-grade general mathematics classes used calculators as they studied
. decimals and percents for8 weeks in a specially-designed curriculum, while
four other classes received traditional instruction with - no calculators.
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Results showed that the calculator group scored significantly higher than
the non-calculator group on an achievement test, but no differences between
groups were found with respect to attitude or retention of mathematical skills.

Wajeeh, Abdullah. The Effect of a Program of Meaningful and Relevant Mathematics
on the Achievement of the Ninth Grade General Mathematics Student. (Wayne State

University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 2801-2802;

November 1976.

The group of ninth-grade general mathematics students using an investigator-.
developed unit plus calculators for 15 weeks scored significantly higher on a
standardized computation test than the group using only the-developed unit,
but there were no significant differendes in attitudes.

Weavet, J. F.

Wisconsin
ERIC: Al

Calculator-influenced Explorations in School Mathematics: Number
Sentences and Sentential Transformations I, II. Project Paper 76-1. Madison:

Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, January 1976
123 088. 53 pages.

Explorations involving the use of calculators in connection with mathematics
instruction were conducted with two fifth-grade classes, two second -grade
classes, and three third-grade classes. The data suggested that pupils_
encountered no-consequential problems with the mechanics of using simple four- -

function,. algebraic-logic calculators in routine contexts, and that pupils
elected not to use calculators-in situations where.their use is unnetcessary
or of no particular advantage. While elementary-school matfiematics programs
usually emphasize binary operations, project explorations have moved increasingly
toward content interpretations in terms of unary operations.

Weaver, J.' F. Calculator-influenced Explorations in School Mathematics: A Further
Investigation of Third-grade Pupils' Performance on Open Addition and Subtraction
Sentences. Project Paper 76-3. Madison: Research and Development Center for
Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin, April 1976. ERIC: ED 123 089. 24 pages

Limited systematic instruction was provided for two, third-gtade classes on a
calculator-assisted approach to solving selected types of simple open addition
and subtraction sentences involving three-place whole-number addends, moving from
a guess-and-test procedure to more direct and efficient sentential transformations.
Pupils exhibited a relatively high level of computational accuracy in their use
of calculators (94%) but substantially lower levels of proficiency in providing
mathematically correct solutions for "taught" and related "untaught" open-
sentence -types (ranging from 66% to 23%). Serious questions are raised regarding
the appropriateness for young children of certain instructional approaches to
the solution of simple open addition and subtraction sentences.

Whitaker, William Howard. A Study of Change in Achievement, Interest, and Attitudinal-
,Variates. Accompanying the Use of Electronic Calculators in a First Grade
Mathematics Curriculum.. (University of Southern California,. 1977.) Dissertation
Abstract International 38A: 97-98; July 1977.

The 30-day study examined the effect of calculator use with first graders upon
achievement, attitudes, and interests related to mathematics. Each group completed
daily worksheets*, with one group checking their results on a calculator and
the other...group relying upon their teachers to check results. Findings indicated
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that students using calculators were aided in non-timed computation and in
solution to verbal problems but they displayed smaller gains in mathematics
conceptualization. No differences were found for the variables of timed
computations, total achievement gain, and attitude gain.

Zepp, Raymond Andrew. Reasoning Patterns and Computation on Proportions Problems,
and Their Interaction with the Use of Pocket Calculators in Ninth Grade and
College. (The Ohio State University, 1975.) Dissertation Abstracts International
36A: 5181; February 1976.

, .

One hundred seventy ninth graders and 198 college' freshmen were classified as
having high, middle, or low ability in solving proportions. Half the students
in each ability group were given calculators to use while working on a programmed
unit in linear interpolation, while the rest of the students could only use
paper and pencil for their computations. Results showed no significant differences
between performances of students using calculators compared to those not using
Calculators, nor was there any significant interaction of use of calculators
with ability to solve proportions. The hypothesis that students could understand
a proportional train of thought better if the barrier of computation were removed

was not borne out.

Where do You Stand? Computational Skill Is Passe. Mathematics Teacher 67:

485-488; October 1974.

A survey of-teachers, mathematicians, and laymen is reported, with seven
questions and percentage of responses noted.

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National Institute
of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors
Undertaking such projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express
freely their judgment in professional and technical matters. Points of view or
opinions do not, therefore, necessarily repreSent official National Institute
of Education position or policy.
August 1977: Revision of Reference Bulletin No. 2, April 1977.
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Advani, Kan. The Effect of the Use of Desk Calculators-on Achievement and

- Attitude of Children with Learning, and Behaviour Problems. A Research Report.

December 1972. ERIC: ED 077 160. 10 pages.

Eighteen students (ages 12 to 15) used four calculators for six months to
check mathematics problems. Comparisons of pre- and_posttest data indicated
significant increases in student interest and positive attitudes toward
mathematics,while disruptive behaviours decreased.

Aldridge, Wanda Scott. Effects of Electronic Calculators on Achievement of
Middle School Remedial Mathematics Students. (University of Georgia, 197.6.)

Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 4078;, January 1977.

Eighty-three middle school remedial mathematics students used calculators as
they worked through ldssons in the Computational Skills Development Kit on'an
individualized basis for 4 weeks, while.90 students did all the required

,calculation with paper and pencil. Results on a standardized arithmetic w.
skills posttest showed that the non-calculator group scored significantly
higher (p < .001) than the calculator group.--No significant differences

between groups were found when compared by grade level.

Beck, Lois L. A Report on the Use of4Calculators. Arithmetic Teacher 7: 103;

February 1960.

Fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade classes used Monroe Educator calculators:
these calculators perform the basic operations in much the same way they are

done with paper and pencil. Although complete results were _unavailable at the

time of writing, several obseFya-tions were made. The calculators could be
operated by the students; whgn used as a regular classroom tool, they tended
to-motivate and reinforce understanding and achievement in basic skills.
Children seemed to enjoy using the calculators, and to exhibit better work

habits. Place-value concepts were reinforced.

Betts, Emmett A. A Preliminary Investigation of the Value of a Calculating

Machine for Arithmetic Instruction. Education -58: 229-235; December 1937.

The effect of practice with a calculating machine on the pupil's problem-
solving techniques and computational skills was studied. Thirteen pupils in

the second half of sixth grade completed the year's work'in.the'Six-week

treatment period. Gain scores from four tests were compared, with improvement
found in each case. Pupils were able to analyze r.ore probleMs in the time
available than they usually did. . ,
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Broussard, Vernon; Fields, Albert; and Reusswig, James. A Comprehensive Mathe-

matics Program. AV Instruction 14: 43-44, 46; February 1969.

A program for low achievers in grades 7-9 from disadVantaged areas which
emphasized-real-world applications and use of flow charts, calculators, and
other materials, resulted in significant achievement gain. Sixty,per cent
of the students who had participated in the program continued_to take mathe-
matics courses, compared with 40 per cent in a control group.

Buchman, Aaron L. The Use of Calculators and Computers in Mathematics Instruction
in New York State High Schools. School Science and Mathematics 69: 385-392;

May 1969.

Only 13 per cent of he schools reported (in 1967-68) having calculators in
the mathematics department, with 2 percent of these having computer features.
Five per cent of the schools had computer facilities which were used by mathe-
,matics classes.

Cech., Joseph Philip. The Effect the Use of Desk Calculators Has on Attitude
and Achievement in Ninth-Grade General Mathematics Classes; (Indiana*Universitv,

1970.)" Dissertation Abstracts International 31A; .2784; December 1970.
See also: Cech, Joseph P. The Effect of the Use of Desk Calculators cn
Attitude and Achievement with Low - Achieving Ninth Graders. Mathematics Teacher
:65; 183-186; February 1972. -

The two main reasons for using calculators with low achievers in mathematics
classes are motivation and achievement. This study of calculator effectiveness
involved two teachers each teaching a calculator section and a regular section
of generalmathematics for seven weeks. Students in the experimental group
were encouraged, but not-forced, to check answers with the calculators. All
classes were given pre-. and posttests of attitude and achievement. Results
did not support the hypothesis that students using calculators would show
positive gains in attitude toward mathematics or increased paper-and-pencil
computational skill. Students could compute better with the calculator than
without it, however.

.

Durrance, Victbr Rodney. The Effect of the Rotary-Calculator on Arithmetic
Achievementlin Grades'Six, Seven, and Eight. (George Peabody College for
Teachers, 1964.) Dissertation Abstracts 25: 6307; 'May 1965.

From grades\6-8 in a single 'school, 35 pairs of students were matched according
to IQ and grade placement-in arithmetic. One from each pair was then selected
to use the calculator. Analysis of data from the nine-week study indicated
that in computation, reasoning, and concepts, the calculator had no effect
except in the area of reasoning in grade 7-

Ellis, -June and Corum, Al. 'Functions of the Calculator in the Mathematics Lab-
oratory for Low Achievers. 1969, ERIC: ED 040 847." 46 pages.

An experimental and a control class were administered pre- and posttests to
check the effects of calculator use on the achievement, attitude, and academic
motivation of low achievers. The use of printing calculators did not produce a
statistically significant change in mathematics achievement. More favorable
attitudes and weakbr academic motivation were recorded for both groups at the
end of the experiment.
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Fehr, Howard F.; McMeen, George; and Sobel, Max. Using Nand- Operated Computing

Machines in Learning Arithmetic. Arithmetic Teacher 3: 145-150; October 1956.

A controlled experiment on learning multiplication by using a two-digit multiplier

was.conducted for a two-week period. No significant difference was found in
the performance of students in experimental and control groups. However, the

experimenters felt that longer use of the devices might have produced an effect,

and therefore conducted a half-year experiment using the Monroe Educator model

hand-operated calculator. Students using this machine made significant gains

in both computation and reasoning. Although their gains were greater than

those of a control group, these differences_were not statistically significant.

Both students and teachers using calculators had a very positive:attitude
toward calculator use in the mathematics classroom.

. Findley, Robert Earl. An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of a Textbook, Advanced
General Math, Used by Ninth Grade General Mathematics Classes. (Colorado

State College, 1966.) Dissertation Abstracts 27A: 2440-2441; February 1967.

The group using the traditional textbook, and calculators for a full,year gained

significantly more than the group using the traditional textbook alone or the
modern textbook with calculators, but only on arithmetic fundamentals achievement.

Gaslin, William Lee. A Comparison of Achievement and Attitudes of Students Using
Conventional or Calculator-Based Algorithms for Operations on Positive Rational
Numbers in Ninth -Grade General Mathematics. Dissertation Abstracts International

33A: 2217; November 1972.
See also: Gaslin, William L. A Comparison of Achievement and Attitudes of
Students Using Conventional or Calculator-Based Algorithms for Operations (;-.
Positive Rational Numbers in Ninth-Grade General Mathematics. Journal 17.-

Research in Mathematics Education, 6: 95-108; March 1975. '

Use of units in which fractional numbers were converted to-decimals and examples.

then solved on a calculator was found to be a "viable alternative to use of
conventional textbooks (including fractions) with or without a calculator, for
low-ability or low-achieving students.

Hohlfeld, Joseph Francis. EffectiveneSs of an Immediate Feedback Device for
Learning Basic-Multiplication Facts. (Indiana University, 1973.) Dissertation

Abstracts International 34A: 4563; February 1974.

The effectiveness of an electronic calculator, programmed as an immediate
feedback device, was compared with the effectiveness of pencil-and-paper
exercises without immediate feedback for the learning of the 100 basic
multiplication combinations. Twelve students in each of seven fifth-grade-
classes were identified as low, achievers and randomly assigned to treatment.
Significant differences favored the electronic calculator practice group ever
the pencil-and-paper practice group on both acquisition and short-term retention,.
but not on long-term retention (one month or three-and-one-half months retention
periods).
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Johnson, Randall Erland. 'The Effect of Activity Oriented Lessons on the AchieVe-,
ment and Attitudes of Seventh, Grade Students in MatheMatics. (University of

Minnesota,1979.) Dissertation Abstracts International 32A: 305; July 1971.

Activity-oriented instruction, including one treatment in which calculators
were used, did not appear to be more effective than instruction with.

andor no emphasis on activities, for units in number theory, geometry and measure-
ment, amd rational numbers.

Keough, John J. and Burke, Gerald W. Utilizing an ElectronicCalculator to
Facilitate Instruction in Mathematicsin the 11th and 12th Grades. Final

Report. July 1969. ...ERIC: ED 037 345. , 60 pages.

The group using calculators achieved signifi'cantly more on a standardized test
than did' a group not using them._

Ladd, Norman Elmer. The Effects of Electronic Calculators on Attitude and
Achievement of Ninth Grade Low Achievers in Mathematics. (Southern Illinois

University, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts International 34A: 5589; March 1974.

Two hundred one low achievers were randomly-scheduled into one of five control
sections or one of live experimental sections. All groups followed the same
_lesson sequence, with-control groups using only paper and pencil for all
_calculations and e-Xlierimental sections using electronic calculators. Significant
differences were found on both'attitude and achievement tests from pre- to
post - treatment for both groups, -but no Significant differences in posttest
mean scores were found between groups.

0

Longstaff, F.R. et al. Desk Calculators in the Mathematics Classroom. June
1968. ERIC: ED 029 498. 11 pages

This study was designed to test the use of calculators with two groups of
ninth graders and one group of fifth graders. The findings were equivocal,
concerning the effect of calculators on students' performance,'self-confidence,
and attitudes toward mathematics. Teacher enthusiasm for calculator use was
unrelated to student performance. Teacher enthusiasm was highest.in classes
of low-average IQ. While some teachers felt calculators interfered With their
daily operations, others felt that 'the productivity of students increased,-
especially among those previously incapable of producing. ClasS'room behavior

problems were eased.

Mastkaum, Sol. A Study of the Relative EffeCtiveness of Electric Calculators
or Computational Skills Kits in the Teaching of Mathematics. (University
of Minnesota, 1969.) Dissertation Abstracts International 30A: 2422-2423;

December,1969.

The calculator, when used as a teaching aid with slow learners in mathematics
. in the seventh and eighth grades, did not significantly improve attitude,

increase mathematical achievement, or increase non-calculator computational
skill, mastery of mathematical concepts, or ability to solVe mathematidal
Problems. However, the students did at least as well in.all areas as those
students not using calculators.

1
C
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,.

Schott, A.F. Adventure in Arithmetic. Educational Screen. 34: 65-67; 1955.

A
A study wi th students in grades 4 through 9 is reported;, the groups using

calculators achieved higher than groups not using calculators.

Shea, Jame Francis:" The Effects on Achievement and Attitude Among Fourth Grade.

Students Using Calculator Flow-Charting Instruction vs.. Conventional-Instruction

in Arithmetic. (New York University, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts Inter-

national' 34A: 7499; June 1974.

The group having calculator instruction had significantly-higher scores than

a group not using calculators, on computation but not other tests or an attitude

measure.
-3 c

Stocks, Sister Tina Marie. The Development of an Instructional System Whieh-=---,
Incorporates the Use of an Electric Desk Calculator as an Aid to Teaching the

Concept of Long Division to Educable MentallyRetarded Adolescents. (Columbia

University, 1972,) Dissertation Abstracts International 33A:, 1049-1050;

September 1972. '
All studthts demonstrated an improvement in scores between pre- and posttest;

however, no tests of significance were made. A positive change in attitude

was also found.

Other References

Albrecht, Robert L. and others. The Role of Electronic CoMputers and Calculators

in Mathematics Instruction. In Instructioial Aids-in MathematicSs(edited by

Emil J. Berger). Thirty-fourth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers

of Mathematics. Washington: The Council, -1973. Pp. 181-187.

Various types of computing devices are described, and their usefulness in

the classroom discussed. Scant attention is devoted to calculators in general,\

and none to the hand-held calculator as a distinct instructional aid. The

authors state that electronic calculators are "far more powerful problem solving

tooli than conventional machines."

Asmusi Paul. Calculators vs. Minis. Datamation 18: 55-581'April 1972.

A summary of key features to compare when deciding on either a programmable

calculator or a minicomputer are listed. Consideration is given to the kinds

of work to be done, flexibility needed, experience of users, operating
features, and price.

Clark, Hyla and Barandes, Larry. Desktop Calculators That Print Their Results.

Popular Mechanics 147: 187-189; April 1977.

.

Advantages.of printing calculators are discussed. Consumer c7oncerns (such

as power source, types of display, noise factors, special-keys, memory) are

identified.. Four printing calculator models are described in detail.
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Lesjack, J.J. Computation: Beat the Machine. Grade Teacher 87: 150-153;

March 1970.

A game in which teams of students compete with-each other using an adding

machine can be used to practice and enhance basic skillS.

Millikin, G. and Siegel, D. Kit for Teaching Calculating and Computing-Devices.

Teaching Exceptional Children 3: 17-22; Fall 1970.'

A kit was dgsigned to introduce gifted students to basis computer activities.

The kit included an abacus, slide rule, desk calc0.ator, punch-card equipment,

and an electronic computer, as well as booiss. A.-series of objectives and

activities is outlined.

Smith, J.R. Desk
Inc. 1973.

Van Atta, Frank.
December 1967.

Calculators. Brooklyn Heights, New York: Beekman Publishers,

Calculators in the Classroom. Arithmetic Teacher 14: 650-651;

-Many problems cannot be done by the pupil alone,,but can be handled by the
pupil-plus-computer combination. two such .problems involve exponents and the

Pythagorean theorem. The facility to do many computations enables students
to get a better feel for rational and irrational numbers and for the definition

of a logarithm.

Basic Mathematics Machine Calculator Course. Windsor Public Schools, Conn.,

1969. ERIC: ED 069 469. 518 pages.

This series of four text-workbooks was designed for tenth-grade mathematics
students who have exhibited lack of problem-solving skills. Electric desk
calculators are to be used with 'the text. In the first five Chapters of the
series, students learn how to use the machine while reviewing basic operations
with whole-numbers, decimals, fractions, and percents. The rest of the chapters
present word prOblems in simple consumer mathematics, business activities,
installment buying, banking, stocks and bonds, insurance, taxes, and utilities.
A chapter on the use of-formulas is included.

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National Institute.
of EduCation, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors

undertaking such projects under Government Sponsorship re encouraged to express

freely their judgment in professional and technical matters. Points of view or
opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official. National Institute .cif

Education positionof policy.
August 1977: Revision of Reference Bulletin No. 3, April'1977.
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Pros and Cons of iXing Hand-Held Calculators -August 1977

Should the use of calculators be permitted in elemdntary and'secondary schools?

Many-of us concerned with education are facing this question and its possible

implications for curricula tn the elementary and secondary school.- This bulletin

has been prepared to provide summary information -regarding the pros and cons -of

using hand-held calculators-in schools. In the first section, frequently cited

reasons for using calculators in schools are listed. This list is followed by

another which gives frequently cited reasons for not using calculators-in schools.

Each of-these lists was taken from Electronic Hand Calculators: The Implications

for.Pre-College Education, a report prepared for National Science Foundation by

Suydam (1976). A check of more recently published literature indicated_that these

reasons, derived from a survey sent in the spring of 1975, are still the ones most

frequently cited. The'thIrd and final section of this bulletin provides an

alphabetized list of references, which contain inflitmation relevant to_the pros -

and -cons issue of :the calculator controversy.' It is hoped that this bulletin will

assist you in forming your own position on this important issue.

Reasons for Using Calculators

(1) The- aid in computation. They are practical, convenient, and

efficient. They remove drudgery and save time on tedidus cal-

culation. They are less frustrating, especially for low achievers.

They encourage speed and accuracy.

(2) They facilitate understanding and/bencept development.

(3) They lessen the need for memorization, especially,as they rein-

force basic facts and concepts with immediate feedback.

(4) They help in problem solving. Problems can be more realistic
. ,

and the Scopeof problem solving can be enlarged..

(5) They motivate. They encourage curiosity,. positive attitudes,

:and independence.

(6) 'They aid in exploring, understanding, and learning algorithmic
processes.

(7) They encourage'discoverv, exploration, and creativity.

(8) They-exist. TheY are here to stay in the "real world", so we
cannot ignore them.

"1

The last reason -r the pragmatic fact that they exist and that they are appearing

in the hands of.increasing numbers of students.,- it perhaps the most compelling.

How they can be used to facilitate each of the other seven\beliefs is thetefore
a question that must be attacked.
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, Reasons for Not Using Calculators

(1) They could. be used as substitutes for developing computational
skills: students may not be motivated to master basic facts and
algorithms.

(2) They are not available to all students. Because they cannot
afford a calculator, some students are at a disadvantage.

(3) They...may give a false impression of what mathematics is. Mane
matics may be equated to computation, performed without thinking.
Emphasis-is on the product rather than on the prodess; structure
is deemphasized. Mental laziness and too much dependence are
encouraged; lack of understanding is promoted. Some students and

. teachers will misuse them.

(4) They are faddish. There is little planning or research.

(5) They lead to maintenance and security problems..

[Note: The security problem appears to be almOst non - existent, according
to reports from those actually working with calculators.]

The first concern--that students will not learn basic mathematical skills--is
aone expressed most frequently by parents and by other members of the lay public,

as reflected (and created) by newspaper articles. But it builds a strawman, for
few ed=ators belieVe that children should use calculators in place of learning
basic mathematical skills. Rather, there is a strong belief that calculators can
help children to develop and learn more mathematical skills and ideas than is
possible without the use of\calculators. Much serious attention must be given
by teachers and others to.proving that this belief, can be implemented and become
fact.
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Bell, Max S. Calculators in Elementary Schools? Some Tentative Guidelines and_
Questions Based'on Classroom Experience. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 502-509;

November 1976.

Bell, Max; Esty, Edward; Payne, Joseph N.; and Suydam; Marilyn N. Hand-held
Calculators: Past, Present, and Future. In Organizing for Mathematics
Instruction, 1977 NCTM Yearbook. Reston, Virginia; National Councilof
Teachers of Mathematics, 1977.

Denman, Theresa. Calculators in Class. Instructor 83: 56-57; February-1974,

Etlinger, Leonard. The Electronic Calculator: A New Trend in School Mathematics.
Educational TeChnologv 14: 43-45; December 1974.

Grosswirth, Marvin. Calculators in the Classrooth. Dataiation 95: 90-91, 95;
March 1975.

Gwynne, Peter. New York View: Calculator Boom. New Scientist -65: 231-232;

. January 23, 1975.

. Harrington, Ty. Those Hand-held Calculators Could be a Blinking Useful Tool
for Schools. American School. Board Journal 163: 44, 46; April 1976.

Hawthorne, Frank,S. Hand -held Calculator: Help or Hindrance? 'Arithmetic Teacher
20: 671-672; December 1973.

Higgins, Jou L. Mathematics Programs Are Changing. 74ncation Digest 40:' 56-58;

December 1974. (Reprint froi NASSP Curriculum Re-pl.,rt. 4: October 1975.)

Immerzeel, George. The Hand7held Calculator. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 230-231;

April 1976.

Judd, Wallace, Rx for Classroom Math Blahs: New Case for the Calculator.
Learning 3: 41-48; March 1975.

Kibler, Tom R. and Campbell, Patricia B. Reading; Writing and Computing: Skills
of the Futute. Educational Technology 16: 44-46; September 1976.'

Lewis, Philip. Minicalculators have Maxi-impact. Nation's Schools 93: 60, 62-;

May 1974.

Machlowitz, Eleanore. Electronic Calculators--Friend of Foe of Instruction'?
Mathematics Teacher 69: .104-106;. February-1976, (See also Education Digest
'41: 46-48; April 1976..)



Pendleton, Deedee. Calculators in the Classroom. Science News 107: 175, 131;

March 15, 1975. (See also: Creative Computing, January-February 1976.)

Quinn, Donald R. Yes or No? Calculators in the Classroom. NASSP Bulletin

60: 77-80; January 1976.

Rogers, Joy J., The Electronic Calculator -- Another Teaching Aid? Arithmetic
. Teacher 23: 527-530; November 1976.

ShUmway, Richard J. Hand Calculators; Where Do You Stand? Arithmetic Teacher
23: 569-572; November 1976.

Suydam, Marilyn N. Electronic Hand Calculators: The Implications for Pre-
College Education. Final Report, National Science Foundation, February 1976.
ERIC: ED 127 205 377.pages; ED 124 205 159 pages.

Swartz, Clifford. Editorial: Ban the CalculatOr. Physics Teacher 14: 134;

March 1976.

Euclid Conference on Basic Mathematical Skills and Learning. National Institute
of Education, 1975. Volume Contributed Position Papers. -ERIC: ED 125 908.

Volume II: Working Group Reports. ERIC: ED 125 909 49 pages.

Overview and Analysis of School Mathematics Grades K-12. Washington: Conference
Board of the Mathematical Sciences, National Advisory Committee on Mathematical
Education (NACOME), November 1975. ERIC: ED 115 512. 157'pages.

Report of the Conference on Needed Research and Development on Hand-Held Calculators
in School Mathematics. National-Institute of,Education and National Science
.Foundation, 1977.k (Available from Ed Esty, Mail Stop 7, NIE, 1200 19th
Street NW, Washington; D.C. 20208.) ERIC: SE 022 565. 60 pages.

-This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National Institute
of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and-Welfare. Contractors
undertaking' such projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express
freely their judgment in professional and technical matters. Points of view or
opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official National Institute
of-Education position,or policy.
August1977: Revision of Reference Bulletin .No.'4, April 1977.
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Ballotto, S. Calculators -- Powerful and Portable. Administrative Management

33: 66-80; February 1972.
See also: Calculators --They Just Keep Multiplying. Administrative Management

33.1' 68; August 1972.

Descriptions of calculator models introduced up to early 1972 are provided.

Berger, I. Electronic /.41culators:' How to Choose the Right One. popular

-Mechanics 139: 86- 0; February'1973.

Features to look for, how much to spend, and consideration of one's particular
needs are-discussed. Both desk and hand held calculators are considered.

Berger,. . Calculators Get Smaller, Smarter, and Cheaper. Popular Mechanics

142': 70-75; December 1974.

Features to look for and what models have those features are indicated in
this guide to buying a hand-held calculator.

Budleng Thomas S. What to Look for in a Microcalculator Machine Design
. 44: 155-161; NovemberAA, 1972. .

A checklist of features to consider when choosing a hand-held scientific
calculator are listed. Features are described, with a summary of the

characteristics of 17 engineering calculators.

Caraveila, Joseph R.". A Consumer's Guide to Minicalculators. Washington:

National Education Association, 1976.
See also: Selecting a Minicalculator. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 547-550;

November 1976; Mathematics Teacher 70: 360-363; April 1977.

"Checklists are provided. which.are-designed to help educators select an
appropriate Calculator for particular situations.

Caravella, Joseph R. Minicalculators in the Classroom. Washington: National
Education Associatibn, 1977.

The positive contributions of thecalculator to basic educationaie explored.
The introduction discusses questions edudatorg ask about the use of the
calculitor. 'The first section briefly describes' uses of the calculator in the
.classroom (as a time saver, for reinforcement, for motivation, as an aid to.
conceptualizing, and'for applications), discusses.research on calculators,
describes NCTM involvement, and iresents the NACOME recommendations concerning

225



calculators. The second section covers the implications of the use of the
calculator in terms of curriculum, teacher in-service education, classroom
management, instruction, and testing and evaluation. The third section gives
guidelines for selecting and using calculators. The final section includes
classroom activities keyed to the various functions of the calculator.

Clark, Hyla and Barandes, Larry. Desktop Calculators that Print Their Results.
Popular Mechanics .147: 187-189; April 1977.

Advantages of printing calculators are discussed. Consumer concerns (such
as power source, types of display, noise factors, special keys, memory) are
identified. Four printing calculator models are described in detail.

Deeson, Eric. The Electronic Calculator. Physics Education 9: 419-421;

September 1974.

Features of'calculators such as precision and constant keys are briefly
discussed.

Dohleman, L. What to Look For in an Electronic Calculator. Business Education
Forum 27: 32-33; March 1973.

Features to consider when buying calculators for business or business education
purposes include output type, decimal control, automatic rounding, portabilit ,
and programmability. It is suggested that buyers know terminology pertainin
to the machine and test machines with the types of problems to be used in cla s.

Free, J. R. P.S.-Buyers Guide to Under $100 Electronic Calculators. Popular
Science 202: 86-88, 156; March 1973.
See also: Now There's a Personal Calculator for Every Purse and Purpose.
Popular Science 206: .78-81, 136; February 1975.

Features and functions for various models are tabulated.

Free, John. Those Work-Saving, Problem Solving Programmable Calculators.
Popular Science 210: 64, 66, 70; February 1977.

Three groups of programmable caldulators are identified: key programmable
(volatile memory), card programmable, and key 'programmable (non-volatile
memory). (Volatile memories are erased and lose the program when the power
is shut off.) Eleven calculators are compared on the following features:
program steps, branching, addressable memories, logic, stack registers
(reverse Polish notation), parenthesis levels, pending operations (algebraic
operating system), and price. Two programs are given.

Frye, J.T. Buying and Using a Pocket Calculator. Popular Electronics 5:

62-64; May 1974.

Some common-sense things to look for when buying an electronic calculator are
given. Some algorithms are also presented, for use with the less expensive
calculators which do not have all capabilities built in.

Frye, John T. Selecting a Calculator. Popular Electronics 8: 94-96; December 1975.

Who will use the calculator andfor what purpose', how much Mathematics the user
has and/or will study, and how much the buyer wants to pay should be considered
when purchasing a calculator.

223
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Hardcast, S. How to Select an Electronic Calculator. Electrical Review 194:

753; 1974.

Features to consider when selecting a calculator are noted.

Jamele, P.R. How to Select and Use a Calculator--or Getting the Most from Your

4-Function Calculator. Los Angeles: Crescent Publication, 1975.

Spedial features of different calculators are explained. Instructions for
solving some special problems with a four-function calculator are given;
algebraic equations, exponents, higher roots, geometric problems, annuities,
linear interpolation, series-evaluation, and use of the calculator when
answers exceed the eight-digit capacity are covered.

Karp, Stewart. Calculators for the Chemist. Journal of Chemical Education

52A: 346-350; July 1975.

This is the first part of a two -part article surveying calculators of interest

to the chemist. The range of electronic calculators currently available and

their capabilities .are surveyed.

Karp, Stewart. Calculators for the Chemist. Journal of Chemical Education

52A: 373-379; August 1975.

This is the second part of a two-part article surveying calculators of interest
to the chemist. Desk top calculators now on the market are described,
including manufacturers, prices, and functions performed. A table of
specifications for programmable desk calculators is provided.

LaBar, Martin; Wilcox, Floyd; and Rickman, Claude H. PrograMmable Calculators
as Teaching Aids and Alternatives to Computers. School Science and-Mathematics

74: 647-650; December 1974.

The authors provide a list of calculators which have a capacity for handling
programs, and a list of Programs for such calculators which are available

at cost. They argue that the use of these materials at many levels of
mathematics instruction enhances both motivation and understanding.

Mims, Forrest M. Here are the New Programmable Calculators! Popular Electronics

9: 29-35; May 1976.

Reverse Polish, notation and algebraic methods of entry, and branching and
conditional-comparison capabilities of programmable calculators are discussed.
A.shopper's guide to four elementary programmable models is provided. Sample

programs for determining volume of a.cylinder, for incrementing a number,
for squaring consecutive integers with a display of each.result, and for a
Hi-Lo game area included.

Stein, Philip. Small World. Computer Decisions 8: 14; May 1976.

Computer-like functions which can now be done by electronic desk calculators,
are described, and areas where calculators are deficient are listed.
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Weaver, Peter. Tips for Buying a Pocket Calculator. Creative Computing 2:

17;- January-February 1976.
7

Keyboard, number display, batteries, logic systems, and warranties are
briefly discussed.

Consumer Bulletin 55: 14-18; September 1972.
56: 15-19; May 1973.

Features, prices, and ratings are included in these reports.

Consumer Reports 38: 372-377; June 1973.
38: 663;_November 1973.
40: 533-541; September 1975.
41: 86-87; February 1976.
42: 5-6; January 1977.

Basic characteristics, prices, and ratings for calculators are listed.

Consumer's Research Magazine 57: 7-12; September 1974.
58: 19; January 1975.
58: 13-16; April 1975.
58: 65-66; October 1975.
59: 150-152; October 1976.
59: 7-12; December 1976.

Characteristics and ratings of calculators are given.

Calculators. Consumer Guide 1975 Consumer Buying Guide. New York: New American
Library, Signet edition, 1975. Pp. 340-343.

Ratings for various types of calculators are presented.

Electronic Calculators. Changing Times 27: 39-41;,July 27, 1973.

Different characteristics of calculators are consideied, with a summary for
twelve hand-held and eleven desk calculators.

Electronic Calculators. The Complete Buyer's Guide: Best Values '75. New York:
Service Communications, Guide No. 18, 1975. Pp. 49-64.

Various calculators are evaluated.

Electronic Calculators 1976. Hackensack, New Jersey, Buyers Laboratory Inc. 1976.

Features of various calculators are listed.
Me.

How to Pick an Electronic Calculator. Better Homes and Gardens 51: 162;
April 1973.

Some features to look for when buying a hand-held calculator include floating
decimal, negative function, clear key, and power source.;
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Mathematics Teacher. New Products, Programs, Publications.

In this monthly feature of the NCTM journal, calculators and materials for

use with calculators in the classroom are frequently reviewed.

What to Look for Before You Buy an Advanced Calculator. Corvallis, Oregon:
Hewlett-Packard (Dept. 225A, 1000 N.E. Circle Blvd., 97330), 1976.

General types of advanced calculators, calculator logic, special features
and functions, programmable calculators, and calculator construction are topics
discussed in this booklet.

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National Institute
of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors
undertaking such projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express
freely their judgment in professional.and technical matters. Points of view or
opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official National Institute
of Education position or policy.
August 1977: Revision of Reference Bulletin No. 6, April 1977.
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*Ayers, Sharon Whitton. The Effects of Situational Problem-Solving and Electronic
Calculating Instruments in a College-Level Introductory Statistics Course.
(Georgia State University - School of Education,1976.) 'Dissertation Abstracts
International 37A: 6322-6323; April 1977.

For an eight -week period, each of four intact introductory statistics classes
(n u 172) was randomly assigned to one of four treatment conditions corresponding
to two instructional modes (emphases on situational problem solving vs. no
such emphasis) and two computational methods (access to electronic calculating
instruments vs. no such access). Significant main effects of computational
achievement on statistics content achievement and of instructional mode on
both attitude toward mathematics and view of statistics were found.

*Bukowski, Joseph E. A Survey of Attitudes on the Use of Calculators in the
College Classroom. (Ed. D. Practicum, Nova-University). June 1975. ERIC:

ED 129 613. 20 pages.

This study focused-on faculty_and student attitudes toward. the use of calculators
in college accounting and business mathematics courses. Two different surveys were
used; one was administered to 35 full-time and part-time faculty in the accounting
and business mathematics areas at one college, while a second survey was
administered to a random sample of 244 students.. Responses from. both the
faculty and students indicated fairly consistent attitudes. A seemingly larger
portion of students-felt that calculators should be allowed unconditionally,
while the faculty appeared to have some. reservations on the use of calculators,
especially in classes of business Mathematics.

*Burger, Vernon R. Design. Production, Evaluation, and Revision of a Self-Instructional
Package for the HP-45 Electronic Slide Rule. (Ed. D. Practicum, Nova-University).
'August 1974. ERIC: ED 104 721."

The author designed an instructional,liackage including slides and tape cassettes
for individual use by students learning to use a hand "calculator to perform..
computations. Students (n = 17) using the package were given pretests and,
posttests of ability and attitude. On the three sets of cognitive objectives,
mastery was achieved by 96 percent, 76 percent, and 76 percent Of the'students,.
respectively. All students reported favorable attitudes to the unit. The author,

'discusses planned revisions of the program, and relationships among the. variable's.

*Research
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Clark, C.J.; Kuemmerle, E.W.; and Lieto, L.R. Programmable Calculators: Uses

in Freshman Chemistry Laboratories. Journal of Chemical Education 52: 423;

July 1975.

Two uses for the'programmable calculator in the laboratory are suggested: as

a means of determining whether a, student's raw data from a laboratory experiment

fall within acceptable tolerance limits, and as a means of checking the
reliability of unknowns and grading on quantitative experiments.

Craver, W. Lionel, Jr. Pocket Calculators and Classroom Testihg. Educational

Research and Methods 8: 72; Spring 1976.

The problems that arise in test situations when some, but not all, students use

calculators are discussed, and some solutions to these problems are suggested.

Dejong, Kees A. Electronic Calculators Facilitate Solution of Problems in Struc-

tural Geology. Journal of Geological Education 23: 125-128; September 1975.

Three general types of applied problems in structural geology are discussed
and trigonometric solutions are indicated. In addition, a five-example problem

set is included.

Dodge, C.W. Problem and Solution. American Mathematical Monthly 83: 136-137;

February 1976.

A solution is given_to the problem, "Given a calculator with no memory, but
with a squaring key, find the smallest power of n that cannot be computed
without entering the value of n at least k times in the keyboard,"..-.'

Hayman,'H.J.G. Stereoscopic Diagrams Prepared by a Desk Calculator and'Plotter..
Journal of Chemical Education 54: 31-34; January 1977.

The use of a Hewlett-Packard 9810A programmable disk calculator with plotter
for drawing ball-and-line stereopairs as well as three-dimensional structural
formulas which are useful for teachirlgstereochemical'principles and molecular
structure is described.

Huffman, Harry and Welter, Clyde W. Updating Business Education. Programs.

Business Education Forum 30: 5-13; January 1976.

Among new technological developments affecting business education courses is
the calculator., A course in business applications of the calculator at one
university is noted.

Kitchen, William.: Utilization of Electronic Calculators in Engineering, Science,
and Mathematics Programs. MATYC Journal 5: 9; Fall 1971.

Using calculators in college courses is discussed.

*Kruse, Harry Rudolph and Burkett, Hugh Alan. Investigation of Card Programmable
and Chip Programmable Pocket Calculators and Calculators Systems for Use at
Naval Postgraduate School and in the Naval Establishment. Master's Thesis,
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, March 1977.
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The tisefulness of card-prograMmable hand-held calculators in the management

curricula of the Naval Postgraduate School and in the fleet were investigated,

using manufacturer-provided information, NPS classroom experimentation,
"hands-Oh" programming, interviews, and other- literature.' All aspects of calculator

=functions, programming, and programmability were surveyed with particular

emphases on educational' and practical applications. It was concluded that

calculators- provide significant advantages in teaching ot learning mathematical

Concepts and that they are potentially important management and tactical'

support tools navy -wide. In addition, !'thinking process transmutation",

discovered in this study, is concluded to be an inevitable and-important by-

product of calculator,programming Which significantly improves the user's

overall analytic capacity.

Leitzei, Joan and WaitsBert.. Hand-Held Calcillators in the Freshman Mathematics

Classroom. American Mathematical Monthly 83: 731-733; November 1976.

A college -level remedial mathematics course is described in which students

were'equired to use calculators as a part of their course work.

.*Lim James K, and Tseng, M.S. The Electronic Pocket Calculator--A Significant
Factor in Students' Performance of Pharmaceutical Calculations? American

Journal of Pharmaceutical Education. 40: 14-16; February 1976. -----3-
The possible subtle influence of calculatorS(in the routine evaluation of the

arithmetical proficiency of students is noted. Results of a study with a

class of 71 first-year Professional pharmacy students taking a two-cudit
,pharmaaeutical calculations course are interpreted.

Lorthui, Larry L. and Jones, Eawin C., Jr. Pocket Calculators in Engineering

Education. In Teaching Aids in the College Classroom, Lawrence P. Grayson

and Joseph M. Biedenbach, editors. Washington: American Society fcr

Engineering Education, 1975. ERIC: ED 113 173. 137 pages.

Questions aboUt the use of calculators in the engineering classroom are

discussed, a freshman-year course in engineering computationsemphasizing
calculators is described, and features needed for calculators used in

engineering are listed.

Miller, Paul E. How to Use the HP-45 Calculator as a S7.opwatch or Elapsed

Time Indicator. Popular Electronics 9: 67: June 1976.

Directions are given for gaining access to the clock function in the Hewlett-

Packard 45 calculator. A method of using the function for timing and storing

elapsed times of up to nine separate events is described. The accuracy of the

HP-45 as a timer is discussed.

Miller, Robert P. Some Thoughts on Traditional Concepts in Teaching Accounting.

Journal of Business Education 51: 35-36; October 1975.

Reasons for and against the use,of calculators in-an accounting class are

given, and a compromise solution is suggested.



*Nichols, Wairen Elmv: The Use of Electronic Calculators in a Basic Mathematics
Course for College Students. (North Texas State University, 1975.) Dissertation
Abstracts International 36A: 7010; June'1976.

No significant-differencesvere found when achievement and attitude of college
basic mathematics students in classes using the calculator were compared to
those of students in non-calculator basic mathematics classes. Among students
using calculators, those ha;.ring higher aptitudes in mathematics showed significantly
higher.aehievement and attitude scores than students having lower aptitudes.

*OsI,Onghlin, Thomas., Using Electronic Programmable Calculators (Mini-Computers)
in Calculus Instruction. AmericanMathematical Monthly 83: 281-283; April 1976.

. An7exper meet in tShich a minicomputer was used as.an-instructional aid in
a ca.s classroom and as a laboratory device for students is described.

*Roberts, Dennis M. and Glynn, Shawn M. Effects of Calculation Method and Task
DiffiCulty on Statistical Problem Solving. Unpublished paper. The Pennsylvania

. State University. April 1977.

In.a pilot study (October 1976), 48 college students were randomly assigned/
to manual (no calculator), basic, or advanced calculation - conditions tolwork:
statistical-problems. Calculator groups took less time and made fewer errors
than the manual group. In a second study, 60 college students worked easy and
hard statistical problems under one of the three calculation conditions.
Results indicated that calculator usage reduced working time and errors,
especially on hard statistical problems. Subjects in the calculator groups
also expressed more positive attitudes about themselves and the problem
solving tasks.

Schlaphoff, Carl W. CAI on a Programmable Calculator. MATYC Journal 42-46;
Winter 1975.

A edure.is. described-for presenting routine practice problems on a programmable
calculator with attacheLtdletype. The program uses a random number- generator to
write prbblems, gives feedback, and assigns grades according to the procedures
outlined and flow- charted by the author.

.Schmidt, Stanley A. Fourier Analysis and Synthesisiwith a Pocket Calculator.
American Journal of Physics 45: 79-82; January 1977.

'Two programs for performing-Tourier analysis and synthesis with a Hewlett-
Packard (HP-25) calculator are described.

.Seymour,-M.D. and Fernando, Q. Effect of Ionic Strength on Equilibrium Constants:
The Use of a Pie-programmed of Programmable Pocket Calculator in the Laboratory.
Journal of Chemical Education 54: 225-227; April 1977.

Shearer, Edmund C. Applications of a Programmable Calculator in a Freshman Laborator..
Journal of College Science Teaching 5:-244-245; March 1976.

. The use of a programmable calculator for student experiments, grading of laboratory
reports, and assigning accuracy and precision scores'is described.
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*Schuch, Milton Lecinard. The Use of Calculators Versus Band Computations in Teaching
Business Arithmetic.and the Effects on the Gritical,Thinking Ability of
Community College Students. (New York University, 1975.) Dissertation Abstracts

International 36A: .4299; January 1976.

Two classes of community college. business mathematics students used calculators
in the classroom, while two other business mathematics classes at the same
school followed the, same curriculum withoUt using calculators. There were

no significant differences between groups on standardized tests of arithmetic
achievement, mathematical reasoning, and critical thinking abilities.

Snadden, R.B. and Runquist, O. Simulated. Experiments. Education in"ChemistrY

12: 75, 77; May 1975.

An experiment is presented in-whifch a programmable calculator is employed as
a data-generating-system for simulated laboratory experiments. The example used

is a simulated conductimetric titration of an aqueous solution of EC1 With an
aqueous solution of NaOH.

*Sosebee, Jackson B., Jr. and Walsh, Lola Mae. Pocket Calculators and Test Scores

in Introductory Chemistry. Journal of College Science Teaching 4: 324; May 1975.

Presented is a brief description of a study done to assess the impact of the use
of calculators during examinations, showing that the use of the calculators
did play a major role in chemistry grade determination.

Tufte, Edward R. Sophisticated Electronic Pocket Calculators: Theory. and

Practice for the Consumer and User. Creative Computing 3: 34-35; May-June-1977.

Nine principles to helpthe consumer and user of sophisticated pocket calculators
are identified.

Utterback, Allen C. .Discovery via Calculators. MATYC Journal :9: 22-29;'Spring

1975. 7

Uses of calculators and computers in the college classroom are described, a
philosophy about their use is discussed, and several Problems (especially
amenable to use of a computer with plotting facility) are presented.

Vincent, William John. ,
Elementary Statistics in Physical Education. Springfield,

Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, November 11976. ERIC: ED 131 066. 193 pages.

This statistics text includes'a review of the fotr basic mathematics operations,
square roots, and algebraic equations, and points out how the calculator can
be used to assist the statistics student.

*Zepp, Raymond Andrew. Reasoning Patterns and Computation on Proportions Problems,
and Their Interaction with the Use of Pocket Calculators in Ninth Grade and
College. (The "Ohio State University, 1975.) Dissertation Abstracts. International

36A: 5181; February 1976.

One hundred seventy ninth graders and 198 college freshmen were classified as
having high, middle, or low ability in solving proportions. .Half the students in



each ability group were given calculators to use while, working on a.programmee.

unit in'linear interpolation, while the rest of the students could only use paper"

and pencil for their computations. No significant differences were found

between performances of students using calculators compared. to those not using

calculators, nor was there any significant interaction of use of calculators

with ability to solve proRortions. The hypothesis that students could understand

a proportional train of thought better if the barrier of computation were

removedwas not borne out."

Papers Presented at_the Association for Educational Data Systems Annual Convention

(Phoenix, Arizona). May 1976. ERIC: ED 125 658. 93 pages.

Included among papers on the use of computers and electronic equipment in

instruction is one paper discussing the use of programmable, hand-held calculators\
for calculus instruction:

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the,National Institute

of Education,. U.S: Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors
undertakingsuch projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express

freely their judgment in profesSional and technical matters. Points of view or

opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official' National Institute of

Education' position or policy. .

August1977: Revision of Reference BulleLin No.5, April 1977.
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Adkins, Steve, S. Easy Fractional Conversion from/to Base 10 to/from Any Lower

Base. Calculators/Computers 1: 63-66; October 1977.
. .

Shortcutsfor converting base ten integers to or from other lower-base integers..
are discussed in terms of.the key stroket used. on a fourfunction calculator.

-4:student worksheet. with accompanying answersheet is included.

-Albrecht, Bob. Calculators for Beginners. -Calculators/Computers 1: 75-82;

October 1977: ' .

This is the second article in a series about simple, four-function calculators
and-elementary-concepts in computer programming. This article covers multipli-
cation, power's, and a multiplication game.. Student exercises and answers are

provided.

-Garner, Lou. The'Gr t Guessing Game. Popular. Electronics. 11: 85-93;_January

1977.

Predictions involving.the produCtion of calculators In 1976 are verified, and

new prediCtions.for 1977-are:made.

Jesson, David and Kurley, Frank. Specifications for Electronic Calculators.

Mathematics-Teaching 70: 42-43; March 1975. Reprinted in Mathematics Teacher

69: 80-82; January 1976.

-Features, listed in order of preference, are discussed: ilatural-ordevarithmetic,
floating point, underflovi, constant key to operate on all four operations, eight-
digit display, fingertip-size keys, rechargeable batteries with.alternative piug-
in operation, and clear-entry key. /,

Kaufman, Burt A. and Haag, Vincent H. New Math or Old Math? -7 _The Wrong. Question.

Arithmetic Teacher 24: 287 -292; April 1977.

Four examples are given to show how-children can be involved inintellectual
experiences inHaathematics. The fourth example describes an activity which uses
number properties to extend the 'range of a calculator beyond its eight-digit
display capabilities.-

Litwiller, Bonnie,H. and Duncan, "David.R. Calculations-You Should Never Make

Without.a Minicalculator. Mathematics Teacher- 70* 654-656; November 1977.

-" "Ten problem-solying activities are presented which involve large numbers and real

data, written for:ute. with a calculator.
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Munson, Howard R. Your District Needs a Policy on Pocket Calculators. Arithmetic

Teacher 25: 46; October 1977:

School` systems are urged to formulate a system-wide-policy that will_govern the.
use of calculators in the classroom. Ten questions to consider when developing'
such a policy are given.

Oglesby, Alice. A. Calculator Crossword Puzzle. Calculators/Computers 1: 38-39;

Qctober 1977.

The words for this crossword puzzle are found by working computational problems
on a calculator and reading the inverted display.

Oglesby, Mac. Frogs. Calculators/Computers 1: 5-8; October 1977.

Rules_to play the game "Frogs" on an SR-52 programmable calculator are given.
Flowcharts, a program listing, and a sample game are included.

Rogers, Jean B. Introducing Calculators to Your Class. Calculators/Computers 1:

57-59; October 1977.

A set of steps ror introducing calculators-to elementary school-children is
suggested.

Rosenblum, Arlene. Should Your Child Use a Calculator? Good Housekeeping 184%.

224; February.1977.

Advantages of allowing children to use calculators in school are,discussed
briefly. Features to look for in selecting a calculator are described.

Simons, S. What Can Be Done with a Simple Hand Calculator. American Journal of
Physics 10: 1007; October 1977. 5

Procedures. for evaluating three algebraic expressions usinga four-function
calculator are given;

Thiagarajan, Sivasailam. 4 Games for 4-Function Calculators. Creative Computing
3: 126-128; September-October 1977.

Four games which can be played by both children and adults are given, for use
with a four-function calculator.

Wahl, M. Stoessel. Simpson's Rule for Volume and.the Hand Held. Calculator: Cal-
,

culators/Camputers 1: 23-29; October 1977.

Simpson's rule for calculating volume is discussed and applied to finding the
volume of several solids, with four student worksheets provided. The calculator
is mentioned as a computational aid.
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Bolesky, Edward Michael. The Influence of Electronic Hand-Held Calculators on
Cognitive Achievement in Chemistry. (Boston College, 1977.) Dissertation
Abstracts International ,38A: 1319-1320; September 1977.

.EightY. college-preparatory CHEM Study chemiistry students were randomly assigned
to either a calculator group or a non-calculator group-for-this *one-semester
study. The calculator group used calculators during class sessions to perform
calculations for homework, laboratory exercises, and.chapter tests and quizies.
No significant differences in chemistry achievement were found between the two
.groups on the posttest measures.

Boling, Mary Ann Neaves. Some Cognitive and Affective Aspects of the Use of Hand-
Held Calculators in High School Consumer Mathematics Classes. (The Louisiana

State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1977.) Dissertation
Abstracts International 38A: 2623-2624;. November 1977.

/

Over a. period of 19-weeks, a group of 51 twelfth-grade Consumevmg.thematics
students used calculators to perform'all.Computations while a group of 43 stu-
dents used. traditional aper-and-pencil methods.' No significant differences
in mathematical problem-solvingachievethent or in attitude toward mathematics
were found between the two groups. Strong positive attitudes toward the use of
calculators in the classrodth w.'ere found.1

Majumdar, Badiul Alam. Innovations, Product Developments and Technology Transfers:
An Empirical Study of Dynamic Competitive Advantage: The Case Of Electronic
Calculators. (Case Western Reserve University, 1977.) Dissertation Abstracts

International 38A; 2926; November 1977.

The. electronic caltulator industry was studied with respect to international
trade and transfer of technology.

Nielsen, Thomas G. and-Laiacono,-.Ronald. Report of Evaluation Plan and Data on
K-1 Materials of Elementary Mathematics Concepts with CaleulatorsTm Program.
Dallas: Texas Instruments.Learning Center, 1977-, (Available from Gerald Inecke,
Manager, Educational Products Development, Texas Instruments, Inc., P. 0. Box
5012, Dallas, Texas 75222)

-;.
This is the report by two "outside evaluators" of the kindergarten and grade 1
program developed by Texas Instruments.

Tashjian, Richard Haig. A. New Technique for Evaluating Consumer Preferenc with
Application to Calculator Product Characteristics. (New York. Universit

Graduate School of Business Administration,, 1977.) Dissertation Abstrac
International 38B: 1789; October 1977.

A model was developed to estimate the probabilities of purchase associated with
various products within a category. The technique was piloted using the product
category of hand-held calculators.
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Bitter, Gary G. Calculator Power, Books 1-6. St. Peul Minnesota: EMC Corpora-
tiOn, 1977..

DeMent-, Gloria. Calculator Capers: An Introduction to the Calculator for
Primary Grades: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall Learning
Systems, Inc., 1977.

Judd, W. Dogfight and More Games Calculators Play.New York: Warner Books, 1977.

Moursund, David. Calculators, Computers, and Elementary Education, for Teacher
Education. Salem, Oregon: The Math Learning Center, 1977.

Ride, Lennart and Kaufman, Burt A. Adventures with Your Hand Calculator. St.

Louis, Missouri: CEMREL, Inc., 1977.

Ride, Lennart. Take a Chance with Your Calculator. Forst Grove, Oregon:
Dilithium Press, 1977-

'Schlossberg, Edwin and Brockman, John. The Kid's Pocket Calculator Game Book.
New York: William Morrow, 1977.

Schlossberg, Edwin and Brockman, John. The Pocket Calculator Game Book #2.
New:York: William Morrow, 1977.

Schwob, P. R. How to Use Pocket Calculators. New York:. Petrocelli/Charter, 1976.

Vervoort, Gerardus and Mason, Dale..-. Calculator'Activities for the Classroom
(also Teacher's Resource Book). Toronto: Copp-Clark Publishing Co., 1977.

Number Sense and Arithmetic Skills. Palo. Alto, California: Creative Publications,
1977.

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contrac,with the NationaI.Institute
of Educatioa,-U.S.Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors under-
taking 'such 'projects underGoverament_sponsorship are encouraged to express freely
theirjudgMent in Professional_andteChnical matters._ Points of view or opinions
da not, therefore, necessarily represent official National Institutelof Education
poSitioa or ,

.

:.pecember.1977:H AdditionS.to'Bulletins issued in,AugUst 1977.
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Aidala, Gregory. Calculators: Their Use in the ClassrOom. School Science and

Mathematics 78: 307-311; April 1978.

The use of 15 calculators to promote prOblem-solviag skills in an eighth-

grade class is described. Suggestions and recommendations are included.

Aidall, Gregory and Rosenfeld, Peter. Calculators in the Classroom. Mathema-

tics Teadher '71: 434 -435; May 1978.

The use of calculators in an eighth-grade class is described, with an
exercise on volume cited.

Albrecht, Bob. Calculators for Beginners. Calculators/Computers -2: 61-66;

January.1978.

This is the fourth installment of a "teach. yourself" style workbook; it

ini:roduces mixed operations.

Albrecht, Bob. Calculators for'Beginners. Calculators/Computers 2: 91-96;

March 1978.

The change sign key is introduced in this series of workpages.

Albrecht, Bob. Calculators for Beginners. Calculators/Computers 2: 23-28;

April 1978.

A calculator version of the game.Krypto is-presented.
..

Beare,. Richard and New, Peter J. Programmable Calculators for Elementary

Physics Teaching. Physics Education 12: 424-426; November 1977.

Operating characteristics and features of programmable, calculators are

compared:.

'.13e11, MAX. -Calculators in Secondary School Mathematics. Mathematics Teacher

71:. 405 -410;. May 1,978.

The effects of calculators on education, including discussion of potential
strengths and' weaknesses,.aie described. -Specific suggestions for needed

curriculum development are presented.

Bell, Frederick.E. Can Computeis Really. Improve School Mathematics? Mathema-

tics Teacher 71: 428-433; May 1978.

This discuSsion onthe-rolelpf computers in mathematics classes points out

.



that ."many of the teaching and learning activities that were enhanced by
computers in schools during the 1970s can now be carried out with relatively
inexpensive calculators."

Billstein, Rick and Lott, Johnny W. When Does a Fraction Yield a Terminating
Decimal? Calculators/Computers 2: 15-19; January 1978.

A two-hour moddle used in a Calculator Usage in Elementary Schools class for
teachers is presented; it is appropriate for use in grades 7 and 8. Using
worksheets, students convert fractions to decimals, do the prime factoriza-
tion of the denominator, and find patterns formed by the denominator of the
fractions that are terminating decimals (using any four-function calculator).

Bourjaily, Bill; and Radachy, Marc. Mathematics by Calculator. Berea, Ohio:
Berea City School District, 1977. Xerox copy.

This year -long course for Mathematics 9-10 is designed to assist students
who have had difficulty in.mathematics as well as those-who are unmotivated.
Computational' skills atV'gbPlied in practical situations. Number, operation,
space, symbolism, relation, proof, and approximation concepts are'included
as. ell as skills in computation with whole numbers, fractions, and decimals.

Bright, George. Ideas. Arithmetic Teacher 25: 28-32; February 1978.

Calculators may be used in solving pattern-recognition problems.-

Clyde, Donald. Recycle the Tin Can Problem. Calculators/Computers 2: 35-44;

February 1978.

A worksheet specifically for use with calculators is included in the presen-
tation of the problem.

V11 1Consumer Reports. Two Compact Ccu ators with Long Battery Life. Consumer

Reports 42: 561; October 1977.

Two calculators using long-life batteries (2000 hours) were rated..

Consumer Reports. Pocket-Sized Solar Power? 'just Expensive Gadgetry. Consumer
Reports 42: 620; November 1977.

Two solar-powered calculators were rated.

Consumers' Research Magazine. Electronic Calculators. Consumers' Research
Magazine 60: 175-177; October 1977.

Ten calculators are rated, included two printing calculators. Display
characteristics and types of calculators are also briefly described.

Consumers' Research Magazine. Some More Calculators. Consumers' Research
Magazine 60: 33 -36;. November 1977.

Five calculators are rated--1 four-function, 1 specialized, and 3 scientific
calculators.
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Crothamel, David A- ACalculator Project for Elementary Functions and Statis-

tics Classes. Calculators/Computers 2: -79-85; March 1978.

This project, which can be carried out in any jigLior or senior mathematics

class with at leaSt 'one calculator with an exponential function, is described

in terms of the elementary function aspect, the statistical aspect, data,

fitting the curve, and a summary.

Davidson, James J. Calculators as Recreation. Calculators/Computers 2:

17-18; March 1978.

A reason for the popularity of calculator games is discussed: "a calculator

game, then, is a simple but challenging vehicle by which a quantitative

mind can play directly with the objects of its affection--numbers--regard-

less of the amount of mathematical skill."

Drake, Paula M. Calculators in the Elementary Classroom. Arithmetic Teacher'

25: 47-48; March 1978.

Using calculators to check work is discussed.

Ducharme, Robert. Computers (and Students!) Need Explicit Notation. Mathema-

tics Teacher 71: 448-451; May 1978.

Examples of notational problems are cited, to point out the need for "a
complete and consistent set of explicit operators."

Giese, Madeline. What's Up with Those Calculators in the Classroom? Part

Calculators /Computers 2: 67-70; January 1978.

This-report lists arguments and attitudes resisting and fivoring the use of

calcUlators in the classroom, curriculum comments from articles, and the

author's reactions.

Giese. Madeline. What's Up with Those Calculators in the Classroom? Part

Calculators/Computers 2: 55-59; February 1978.

A summary of uses of calculators and sources of information and materials

are given.

Goodhue, Joseph F. Calculator Crossword Puzzle. Mathematics Teacher 71:

279-282; April 1978.

Students are to use calculators to demonstrate their knowledge of the correct

ordei of operations for a given mathematical expression in doing a worksheet

and a crossword puzzle.

Hallerberg, Arthur E. 'Squaring the Circle--For Fun and Profit. Mathematics

Teacher 71: 247-255; April 1978.
f

Some historical approaches to finding the area of a circle are presented,

with calculators suggested for use in solving some of the problems.
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Herron, J. Dudley. High School Forum. Journal of Chemical Education 54:

628; October 1977.

The uses of programmable calculators in secondary school classes are dis-
cussed, including grading, laboratory, exercises, computing T-scores, and
-a quantitative approach to chemical equilibrium.

Hiatt, Arthur A. Finding Areas Under Curves with Hand-Held Calculators.

Mathematics Teacher 71: 420-423; May 1978.

The method of inquiry is applied to find the area of a circle using the
calculator.

Hobbs, Billy F. and Burris, Charles H. Minicalculators and Repeating Decimals.

Arithmetic Teacher 25: 18-20; April 1978.

An algorithm for generating on any calculator as many digits as desired in
the decimal representation of the rational number N/D is given in detail.

Huff, Darrell. Calcu-Letter. Popular Science 211: 23-24;. November 1977.

212: 8; January 1978. 212: 6; March 1978. 212: 40; May 1978.

This bimonthly column presents some problems, some hints on how, to use a
calculator, and some comments on particular calculators. -

Johnston, David W. Reactions (to The Tin Can Problem).' Calculators/Computers
2: 45-47;February 1978.

A programmable calculator program to solve the equations in the. Tin Can
problem (Clyde, 1978) is presented in this letter.

Johnston-, David W. Letters. Calculators/Computers ,2: 82-83; April 1978.

Threeprograns for exercises in ScOtt (1978) are given in this letter.

Krause, Marina C. Stepcounter. Calculators/Computers 2: 26-28; January 1978.

A calculator is used as a counter in activities for levels 4-8 for determining
students' paces per kilometer and relating the metric system to students'. own

lives.

Krist, Betty J. and Jewell, Wallace F., Jr. A New Look at 00. Buffalo: State.

University of New York at Buffalo, 1978. Xerox copy,

Reasons for exploring 00 are discussed, and then the role of calculators in
examining the problem is presented.

Lander, Kathleen. Printing Calculators for Show- and -Save Records. Popular.

Science 212: 59-61; January 1978.

Characteristics of 20 printing calculators are presented and discussed.
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Lappan, Glenda and Winter, Mary Jean. A Calculator,Activity ThatTeaches
Mathematics. Arithmetic Teacher 25: 21-23; Apri1.1.978.

'A variation of Bingo is given, with directions for the calculator activity
and extensions.

Lazarus, Mitchell. Reckoning with Calculators. National Elementary Principal
57: 71-77; January 1978.

Calculators in school need not cause decline in either practical skill or
mathematical understanding. With the right curriculum materials, they can
help bring about major improvements in mathematics education.

McCarty, George. Squares, Square Roots, and the Quadratic Formula. Calculators/

Computers 2: 82-89; January 1978.

This article, a portion of Chapter 1 from Calculator Calculus, presents, a.
repetitive method for approximating square roots using the calculator.

Michelow, Jaime. S. and Vogelf, Bruce R. The New World of Calculator Functions.
School Science and Mathematics 78: 248-254; March 1978.

The importance of- functions is discussed and specific i strations of the'

Calculator as -a function generator are presented.

Morris, Janet. More About Repeating Decimals. Calculators/Computers 2:

64-68; Apri11978.

The investigation of decimal equivalents (Billstein and.Lott, 1978) is
extended with three-prbblems.

Morris, Janet Parker. Problem Solving with Calculators. Arithmetic Teacher
25:. 24-26; April 1978.

Activities using four-function calculators are classified by.purpose: to
explore number patterns, to discovei-iiIationships and_. develop concepts, to
practice mental estimation, to reinforce inverse relationship's, to solve
application problems, to develop the-nguess-then-check" technique, and
for individual exploration and enrichment.

Moursund, David. Calculator Arithmetic. Calculators/Computers 2: 36-41;

April 1978.

The calculator number system, underfloor and overflow, calculator arithmetic,
integer arithmetic, working with fractions, use of memory, and bther
memory-7like features are discussed, with 11 exercises Included.

Nicolai, Michael B. Sum of the Integeri. Mathematics Teacher 71: 271-273;

April 1978.

The calculator rakes it feasible for students to find the sum of all
-n-digit whole numbers that may be formed from an n-dietwhole number.
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Ockenga, Earl and Duea, Joan. Ideas. Arithmetic Teacher 25: 28-32; May 1978.

Four worksheets are given in which, the calculator can be used to provide
practice on estimation.

Rising, Gerald R.; Krist, Betty J.; Roesch, Carl; and Jewell, Wallace. Using
Calculators in Mathematics. National. Institute of Education Contract No.
400-78-0013. Buffalo:oState University of New York at Buffalo, 1978.
Xerox copy.

This' preliminary setiof materials, field-tested during 1977-78, incorporates
the use_of programmable calculators in the standard mathematics curriculum
in grades 11 and 12.: The first chapter makes students familiar with different
kinds of calculators and teaches algebraic, AOS, RPN, end-arithmetic calcu-
lator logics, as well as simple prOgramming. The second" chapter (thus,.far
available) is on exponents and logarithms.

Rogers, Jean B. Using Calculators for Problem Solving. Calculators/Computers
2: 19-21; March 1978.

A unit is presented which specifies how the calculator can be used for two
problem-solving techniques, trial-and-correction and make a table.

Schmalz, Rosemary. Calculator Capers. Mathematics Teacher 71: 439-442;
May 1978.

An opportunity for students to discover numerical patterns is provided by
-three worksheets.

-Schultz, James.E. How Calculators Give Rise to a New Need.for Skilli in
Algebra.. School Science and Mathematics 78: 131-134; February 1978.

Illustrations are given of how doing certain algebraic manipulations prior
to doila4 calculatio9s can eliminate unnecessary storage of data, reduce the
number-of steps required to obtain an answer, and avoid data overflow.

Scott, pOuglas E. FindingoRoots with a Four-Function Calculator. Calculators/
Computers 2: 77-81; January 1978.

The "repeat",capability of most four-function calculators is used in an
algorithm to find any integral root of any number.

Smith, Gerald qt.. Repeating Decimals. Calculators/Computers 2: 57-61;
,March'1978.

Deteininina repeating decimals is examined in this article, with 17ths, 19ths,
23rds, 31sts, and 41spi suggested for exploration.

Toth, Frank S., Jr. *Calculator E?cperiments for'Junior High. Calculators/
Computers 69-73;April'1978.

Three experiments used with seventh graders'are'presented: finding quotient
and remainder, liSting 10 non-zero multiples of a given number, and stating
which of the numbers 2 to 20 are factors of a given number.
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Usiskin, Zalman. Are Calculators a Crutch? Mathematics Teacher 71: 412-413;

-May 1978:

That'a crutch is a bad thing,is questioned; use of the calculator as a
useful crutch is illustrated.

Waits, Bert K. Using a CalOulator to Find Rational Roots. 'Mathematics Teacher
71: 418 -419; May 1978.;

A method is given for approximating the nth root of any positive number
with a four-function calculator with square root key and repeat multiplication
capability.

Wavrik, John J. Finding the K/ingon in Your Caldulator. Calculators/Computers
2: 29-33; January 1978.

A calculator program for finditi a Klingon spaceship is given.

Wavrik, John J. Comments and Teacher Notes aad Answers. Calculators/Computers
2: 74-76; February 1978.

Answers for Wavrik (January 1978) are given with comments.

Wavrik, John J. The Case for Programmable Calculators. Calculators/Computers
2: .63; April 1978.

Advantages of the calculator over the computer for certain uses are discussed.

Weaver, J. F. Calculators-and Unary Operations. Project Paper 77-7. Madison:
Wisconsin Research and-Development Center for Cognitive Learning, December
1977. Xerox copy.

A rationale is given for the consideration of unary operations which can be
facilitated by using calculators. Suggestions and illustrations of some
ways to accomplish this at the pre-algebra level are given.

Weaver, J. F. A Monadic Module Alias a Unary Unit. Caiculators/Comfuters
29-36; April 1978.

This module is excerpted from material prepared for ongoing calculator ;-
explorations -with a class of accelerated seventh-grade students. Greate'f

attention is given to unary or monadic operations. Relationships,and proper-
ties to be itentified, suggestions for the teacher, calculator-algorithms',
and record s Teets are provided.

Yates, Daniel S Coping with Calculators in the-Classroom. Curriculum Review.
16: 207-209; August 1977.

This is the first of a two-pa*t,aiticle; it considers e!a Pros and cons of
the use of calculators in the classroom, attempting to differentiate between
the facts and assumptions about the prOblem. Zmportant.questions for
research are identified.
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Yates, Daniel S. Coping with Calculators. Curriculum Review 16: 280-283;
October 1977.

This is the second of a two-part article on the controversy over the use
of calculators in the classroom. The author points out the possible effec-
tive uses for the calculator and suggests guidelines for those who wish to
incorporate it-into their classrdOm approaches.

NCTM. Position Statements: 'Use of Minicalculators. Mathematics Teacher 71:
468; May 1978.

The 1974 NCTM Board of birectors' position statement on calculators is
reprinted.

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National Institute
of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors
undertaking such projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged-to
express freely their judgment in professional and= technical matters. Points
of view or opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official National

. Institute of Education Position or policy.

Copies of Calculator Information Center bulletins may be made for distribution.
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Beardslee, Edward C. Teaching Computational Skills with a Calculator.

In Developing Computational Skills (Marilyn N. Suydam, editor). 1978

NCTM Yearbook. Reston, Virginia: National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
matics, 1978.

Ways to use a calculator as an integral part of mathematics instruction
in existing curricula are provided. Activities are proposed thatwill
.help children think about mathematics rather than merely push buttons.

Bitter, Gary G.; Engelhardt, Jon M.; and Wiebe, James. One Step at a Time.

St. Paul, Minnesota: EMC Corporation, 1977.

This text, developed to help teachers learn a diagnostic/prescriptive
'approach, includes cross-references to pages in-Calculator Power (Bitter,
1977.)

Chinn, William G.; Dean, Richard A.; and Tracewell, Theodore N. Arithmetic

and Calculators: How to Deal with Arithmetic in the Calculator Age.
San Francisco: W. H. Freeman & Co., 1978.

Immerzeel, George. Using Calculators in the Classroom. Ormond. Beach, Florida:

Camelot Publishing Co. 1936.

Irvin, Barbara B. (editor). Data Tasks for Exploring Math with DataMan.
Dallas: Texas Instruments Learning Center, 1978.

McHale, Thomas J. and Witzke, Paul T. Calculation and Calculators. Reading,

Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1978.

Prigge, Glenn and Gawronski; Jane-Donnelly. Calculator Activities. Big
Spring, Texas: .Math -Master, 1978.

Puzzles, pattern searches, problems, and a variety of other activities
--are_included in this book.

Prigge, Glenn and Mauland, Lyle (editors). Activities for the Mlnicalculator.
Minot: North Dakota Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1978. (Available

fram: James Babb, Mathematics Department, Minot State College, Minot, North
Dakota 58701; $5.00 prepaid.)

Sippl, Charles J. and Sippl, Roger J. Programmable Calculators: How to Use

Them. Champaign, Illinois: Matrix Publishers, Inc., 1978.
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Bulletin 17
Research on Calculator Uses, K-12 Update: June 1978

Channell, Dwayne E. The'Use of Hand Calculators in the Learning of Basic
Multiplication Facts. Columbus: The Ohio State University, May 1978.
Xerox copy.

This "informal study" investigated the effectiveness of using calculators
as an immediate feedback device in learning some basic multiplication facts.
One class of 26 second graders was given a pretest of 20 facts, with about
five seconds allowed for each response. Seven days of classopom instruction
by the regular teacher involved nine textbook pages plus actiiities using
physical aiid pictorial model's. Students also practiced for 8 to 10 minutes
on 6 days, using calculators to check immediately their recall on each com-
bination (but not using other materials). The set of 20 facts was given
again. The mean increased from 6.37 to 12.16. The largest gain in recall
occurred on those facts practiced on the calcUlator alone; the smallest
gain was on those facts presented by the textbook alone.

Graeber, Anna 0.; Rim, Eui-Do; and Unks, Nancy J. A Survey of Classroom--
Practices in Mathematics: Reports of First, Third, Fifth and Seventh
Grade Teachers in Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Philadelphia:
Research for Better Schools, Inc., 1977.

In a survey in 1977 of 1;343 teachers in grades 1, 3, 5, and 7, questions
on calculator use were included. The percentage of teachers who had used
calculators was: 3.9% at grade 1, 8.4% at grade 3, 19.4% at grade 5, and
25.6Z'at giade 7. In the first grade, calculators were used most frequently
for drill;-the next three most frequent usages were for checking, motivation,
and remediation. Use of the calculator for drill decreased with grade
level. Above first grade, the most frequent use was for checking, with
motivation and word problems next most frequently reported uses.

HopkinL, Billy Lynn. The Effect of a Hand Held Calculator Curriculum in
Selected Fundamentals of Mathematics Classes. (The UniversitSr of Texas at
Austin, 1978.) Dissertation Abstracts International -- in press.

This study investigated the effects on achievement and attitude-iesulting
trom use of a caicurattii=ba7s-edciitticiMfm-and-c-alculators----i-rmritrth-gra e

basic mathematics (in which students were at least two grade levels behind
in mathematics achievement). Twelve classes fram three schools were randomly
assigned to either calculator .(n = 83) or non-calculator groups Cu = 84).
For four weeks, teachers used guides prepared by the investigator to teach
estimation, computation, and problem solving Using the four operations with
whole numbers. One half of each group was randomly selected to take the
posttest with calculatOrs avail Able, while the other half did not have cal-
culators. Data were analyzed by analysis of covariance. Students using
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calculators in instruction scored as well in computation and significantly

\1%n
better in roblem solving as their peers not using calculators. Attitudes

were not significantly different. Students using calculators on the posttest
did signifiCantly'better in both computation and problem solving than students
not using cal cu

\
lators.

Kasnic, Michael James. The Effect of Using Hand-held Calculators.on Mathema-
tical Problem-Skving Ability Among Sixth Grade Students. (Oklahoma State

University, 1977) Dissertation Abstracts International 38A: 5311;

Marth 1978. (Order No. 7801276)

Sixth-grade students from four randoMly selected schools in a suburban school
'district were assessed on problem-solving ability-and placed in a low, average,

or high ability group. Ten students were randomly selected from each group
at each school; schools were randomly assigned to one of .four treatments:
using-calculators to practice problem solving; using calculators to prac-
tice problems and on the posttest of problem solving; practice on problems
with paper and pencil only; or a control group. Nine 50-minute sessions
of practicing problem solving comprised the treatment period. The calcu-

lator groups did not complete-significantly greater numbers of practice
problems than theon-calculator group, nor did groups differ on the number
of correct responses. No significant differences were found between low

and high ability groups.

Palmer, Henry B. A. Minicalculators in the Classroom--What Do Teachers Think?

Arithmetic Teacher 25: 27-28; April 1978.

A survey of leadership personnel in Los Angeles County is reported; although
a wide range of reactions was found, on the whole teachers seemed favorable

to the idea of Calculators in the classroom.

Royce, George and Shank, James. Calculators in the Classroom? Science

Teacher 44: 21-25; October 1977.

The_results of a student attitude survey among junior high school students
who'had been allowed to use calculators to check mathematics computations
are reported. Significant preference for using calculators in the classroom
was displayed.

Rudnick, Jesse. Pocket Sized Calculators Versus Seventh Grade Math Students.
Philadelphia: Temple University, May 1978. Multilith copy.

Approximately 700 seventh-grade students in two=snools were randomly
Assigned either to calculator or control groups. Each of six teachers
taught two experimental and two control classes, using the regular textbook.
Students were "on their own" as to how and when they used calculators; they
kept logs of when and -for what operations calculators were-used. No-signi-
ficant difference in computational skills was found betWeen groups. Attitudes

of students in both groups varied little. Parental attitudes, however,

changed: while 50 percent opposed the use of calculators at the outset,
only 33 percent were opposed at the end. At the start, 49% felt that their
children would become highly dependent on the machine, while at the.end this ,
number dropped to 22%.
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Weiss, Iris R. Report of the 1977 National Survey of Science, Mathematics,

and Social Studies Education. Final Report, National Science Foundation

Contract No. 07619848. Research Triangle Park, North Carolina: Research
Triangle Institute, Center for Educational Research and Evaluation, March 1978.

A national survey conducted for the National Science Foundation included

questions about the extent of use of calculators in schools. For four grade

ranges, the percentage of schools having calculators was: K-3, 28%; 4-6, 36%;

7-9, 49%; 10-12, 77%. Rural schools are as likely as suburban schools to
have calculators, and both are significantly more likely to have them than

schools in small cities or urban areas.. The percentage of mathematics classes

using calculators increased with grade level:. K-3, 6%; 4-6, 14%; 7-9, 30%;

10-12, 48%.. Most K-3 teachers indicated that calculators are not needed;

in 4-6, 44% indicated that they were not needed, while 39% needed them
but did not have them; for 7-9, 'the-comparable percentages were 42% and

28%; for 10-12, 33% and 18%.

Williams, David and Tobin, Alexander. Philadelphia Minicalculator Program.

Mathematics Teacher 71: 471-472; May 1978.
1

Results from a survey of 415 secondary teachers are briefly summarized.
Guidelines were developed and a booklet for teachers prepared. The effect
of using calculators and the curriculum supplement has been studied in

five schools.

Yvon, Bernard R. and Downing, Davis A. Attitudes Toward Calculator Usage in
Schools: A Survey of Parents and Teachers. School Science and Mathematics

78: 410-416; May=inne 1978.

Two-hundred-fifty parents and teachers of.grades K-9 replied to a 12-item
questionnaire about the use of calculators. They were increasingly more
accepting of calculator use as grade level (3-6, 7-8, 9-12) increased, with
teachers significantly more favorable than parents at the two lower levels.
Both groups were moderately. negative about the use of calculators for
homework and about whether skills with calculators will be essential to
future success. They were accepting of the use of calculators for enrich-
ment, motivation, and games. While moderately negative replies were given
about the use of calculators to replace paper-and-pencil skills, they were
very accepting of the use of calculators along with paper-and-pencil com-

putation.

fiFiis publICation was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National Institute
of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors
undertaking such projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged to
express freely their judgment in professional and technical matters. Points

of view or opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official National
Institute of Education position or policy.-

Copies of Calculator Information Center bulletins may be made for distribution.
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References on Calculators, Post-Secondary Level Update: June 1978

Ball, John A. Algorithms for RPN Calculators. New York: Wiley, 1977.

Eisberg, Robeit M. Applied Mathematical Physics with Programmable Pocket
Calculators. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976.

Phillips,_RF. Simple Gravitation Using. a-Programmable Pocket Calculator.
Physics Education 12: 360-363; September 1977.

Described is the calculation (with a programmable calculator) of the poten-
tial of the earth's'gravitational field strength and the energies of
satellites in orbit around the earth.

Roberts, Dennis M. and Glynn, Shawn M. A Comparison of Numerical Problem.
Solving Under Three Types of Calculation Conditions. Calculators/Computers

2: 71-74; January 1978.

The purpose of this study was to examine the relative magnitude of benefit
that accompanies use of calculators compared to hand computation. Forty -

eight students in an introductory statistics course were randomly assigned
to three treatment groups: (1) Manual --all computation by hand; (2) Basic
Machine - -use of.a four-function calculator without memory or square root
key; or (3) Advanced Machines --use. of calculators with either two memories
or square root. They were given a test with five routine sets of data and
problems involving frequency distributions. Large differences were found
between.either of the machine conditions and the manual condition, but
very little difference was found between the two machine conditions. The

machine work was more than twice as efficient as calculation.by hand.

Roberts, Dennis M. and Glynn, Shawn M.' Numerical Problem Solution as a Function
of Calculation Mode.and Task Difficulty. Calculators/Computers 2: 69-73;

February 1978.

This is the second in a series of studies designed to test the hypothesis
that calculators facilitate problem solution by saving time and increasing

____accuracy. Sixty-. students- in -an -- introductory statistics ,course-- were-- involved;
computational-tests containing both easy and difficult statistical problems
were used. Students were randomly assigned to manual, basic machine, or
advanced machine conditions. The calculator groups were superior on measures
of number correct, time, and efficiency scores and in attitude; with, the two
types of calculator groups not significantly different: Task difficulty
was not significant, although there was a larger difference between perfor-

mance on easy and difficult problems in the hand condition.than in the machine
-condition.
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Roberts, Dennis M. and Fabrey, Larry. Effects of Calculation Method, Amount
of Prepractice and Instructional Work Set on Numerical Problem Solving.
Calculators/Computers 2: 63-70; March 1978.

This "study investigated the effect on computation performance of amount
of prepractice and type of calculator, when students were told to work
very fast versus very accurately. Sixty students in an introductory statis-
tics course were randomly assigned to four treatments: basic machine, 2 or 5

prepractice trials; advanced machine, 2 or 5 trials. Half of each group
worked under "fast" or "accurate" conditions. Amount of prepractice made
no difference in number correct or in time required to work the problems.

Students using the more advanced calculators needed only about half the time
and had more correct answers. Time and accuracy were greater under the
"accurate" condition. The advanced calculator group was significantly more
efficient, as was the "fast" condition. On four of five attitude clusters,
advanced calculator users we significantly more positive.,

Roberts, Dennis and Lerner, Jackie. Computational Performance with Different

Calculation Methods and Task Difficulties: A Repeat Investigation.
Calculators/Computers 2: 74-77;.April 1978.

One-hundred-two students in a beginning statistics course were randomly
assigned to six conditions--use of handwork or of same or advanced calcula-
tors with either easy or difficult problems. The difficulty of the problems
did not have a significant impact on the number of problems answered
correctly. Time varied with type of calculator and difficulty level.
Efficiency improved as sophistication level of the calculator improved. The

group using the most sophisticated calculator expressed more positive
attitudes than other groups did.

Roberts, Dennis M.; Seaman, Dennis; and Lerner, Jackie. Maximizing Effects

of Calculators: A Study Varying Calculation Procedures, Difficulty of Tasks
and, Working Instructions. Calculators /Computers 2: 60-62; May 1978.

(Note: A copy of this fifth article in the set was not available for review.)

Sidran, Miriam. Computing the Balmer Wavelengths with a Hand Calcula'or.
Physics Teacher 15: 423-434; October 1977.

A problem concerning the computation of hydrogen spectral-line wavelengths,
appropriate for computations with calculators having eight significant digits,

is outlined for a general physics class,

Sippl, Charles J. and Sippl, Roger J. Programmable Calculators: How to Use

Them. Champaign, Illinois: Matrix Publishers, Inc., 1978.

Smith, Jon M. Scientific Analysis on the Pocket Calculator. New York:

Wiley, 1975. Second edition, 1977.

Calculator Programs. Sky and Telescope 54: 292; October 1977. 55: 102;

February 1978. 55: 301; April 1978.

Selected programs of astronomical interest that have been written for calcu-
lators are noted. Topic and source are indicated.
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Types of Calculators Information Bulletin No. 1
Bulletin developed by Jon L. Higgins January 1978

Perhaps "a rose is a rose is a rose", but it is not true that "a calculator is
a calculator is a calculator"! The way one enters infofmation into a calculator,
and the way the calculator processes the entered information, varies according to
the brand and the model calculator being used. While there is a wide variety of
calculator types, there are three basic variations (and a minor combination) that
you should be aware of.

The first, and perhaps simplest of these, accepts numbers and operations just
as they are written in horizontal mathematical notations. That is, to do the
problem 2+3=, one simply keys in 2, CI, 3, an Perhaps the most important key
is the DI key, for it actually instructs the calculator to execute the operation
which was keyed in previously. This seems natural for problems written in horizontal
notation, but it can be confusing for young children if they have only seen a
vertical format such as 2 . Not only is there no - sign in a vertical format,

+ 3

but the horizontal line is important in signaling the end of the problem statement.
Of course, there is no horizontal bar on any calculator keyboard. Fortunately,
the elementary mathematics curriculum has attempted to make children comfortable
with both horizontal and vertical formats for many years now. Widespread adoption
of hand-held calculators, however, may .finally provide a reason for emphasizing
the horizontal format.

When a series of arithmetic operations is entered into calculators of the'first
type, the calculator processes the operation in the order in which they are entered.
Thus the expression

2 + 4 x 5 - 9= 3 =

would be evaluated as 6 x 5 - 9 = -3 =

then as 30 - 9 = 3 =

and finally as 21 = 3 = 7

This procedure seems perfectly reasonable until one begins to include fractions
in the arithmetic operations. A type 1 calculator would evaluate the expression

1/2 + 1/4 = as

1 1- 2 + 1 4 =

or + 4=

or 1.5 ¢ 4 = 0.375
2N5
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This is a disastrous state of affairs, since the correct answer is 0.751 One

way to avoid this difficulty is to agree on a new order of operations: evaluate

all multiplications and divisions in an expression first, and evaluate the add-
itions and subtractions last. With this agreement, 1 1 2 + 1 r 4 =

becomes 0.5 + 0.25 = 0.75

Because of difficulties such as this, a second-type calculator has been constructed
which follows this new rule of order. It would evaluate the-expression

2 + 4 x 5- 9 3=

as 2 + 20 - 3 = 19.

Type 1 calculators which process all operations in the order in which they are

entered are known as algebraic logic calculators. Type'2 calCulators which perform
all multiplications and divisions in an expression before evaluating additions/and
subtractions are known as algebraic operating system calculators.

It is not easy to modify a type 1 calculator to perform like a type 2/Calculator

unless the calculator has a memory. But it is relatively easy to make a type
2 calculator perform like a type 1 calculator. The secret is simply to leave each

operation performed before the next operation is keyed in. The simplest way to
remember to do this is to press the al key after each operation expreSsion is

completed. That is, if you are using a type 2 calculator and want it to evaluate
the expression 2 + 4 x 5 - 9 1 3 = in the same way as a type 1 calculator, you

should use the following key sequence:

2, cm 4' ELM, 5' ID El 9' E=1. a 3, El.
(This is the simplest procedure to remember. But it is/not the most efficient

procedure. Since the type 2 calculator performs multiplications and divisions
first, it is really only necessary to press the equal key, after,additions and
subtractions. Thus the sequence 2,EHI, 4,CE,E1, 5,0,/9,E1,[112 3,CET will
give the same results. For beginners, however, the longer procedure is more

consistent and less confusing.

There is another major type of calculator that is available to students.
The type4.3 calculator (Reverse Polish Notation) focuses upon the arithmetic
operations as functions on ordered pairs of numbers. That is, addition matches
the number pair (15, 10) with the number 25. Subtraction matches (15, 10)

with 5. Multiplication matches (15, 10) with 150. Division matches (15, 10) with

1.5. The order of the numbers in the pair is Important, since not all operations
are commutative. For subtraction (15, 10) is matched with 5, but (10, 15) is
matched with -5. Because of this focus on number pairs, a type 3 calculator
requires that both numbers be entered before the operation is specified. Thus

a type 3 calculator has a key on the keyboard-just for entering numbers. That,

key is usually marked Tall. To add 2+3, key in 2, entl,_ 3 _(which. esta:blishes.

the ordered pair (2, 3) and then instruct the calculator which operation function
to perform by pressing an operation key. Thus the complete keystroke sequence for
adding 2 + 3 is:

2, I entl ,

Pressing the operation Ice. actually performs the operation, so that no GI key
is necessary. The absent. ' an a] key is the easiest way to identify a type 3



(Reverse Polish Notation) calculator. Less expensive type 3 calculators omit the
key and use the CE) key both to enter numbers and to perform the addition

operation.

Finally, some calculators act like a combination of type 3 and type 1
calculators. These calculators work with Reverse. Polish Notation for addition
and subtraction, and with algebraic logic for mul inlication and division. They

are most easily identified by double marked keys and El Many business
calculators and printing calculators use this combined system, known as arithmetic
logic. Because this combination logic could be confusing, these calculators
probably should not be used with young beginning students.

Each of the three major types of calculators has its own advantage. A type 1

calculator operates just as a person with minimal mathematics training would expect
that it should. A type 2calculator operates consistently with conventions, made
in algebra. A type 3 calculator emphasizes ordered pairs and functions. As we
have tried tc point out, it is not difficult to switch back and forth between
different types of calculators. But it is risky to approach a new calculator and.
assume that it will work exactly like your old familiar one.

This Information Bulletin was prepared by Jon L. Higgins, The Ohio State University.
An expanded version will appear in a forthcoming publication of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics,-A Calculator Handbook for Teachers (being
prepared in cooperation with ERIC/SMEAC with Jon L. Higgins as editor).

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National Institute
of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare._ Contractors
undertaking such projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged_to_express_

. freely their judgment in professional and technical matters. Points of view or
opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official National Institute
of Education position of policy.
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Suggestions for Calculator Selection Information Bulletin No. 3
June 1978

This is a synthesis of considerations and appropriate suggestions for select-

ing a calculator for elementary school use. Most of the considerations are
also appropriate for secondary school users, but such factors as the number

of functions, the type of logic, and programming capability assume increased

importance in upper-level courses. For additional information, check the
references in Reference Bulletin 12.

Note that it is important that a calculator be selected in relation to anti-

cipated curricular applications. It is strongly suggested that the way a
particular calculator operates should be checked carefully: test the calcula-

a for before you buy a classroom set to be sure it will serve your needs.

Things to Consider Suggestions for Elementary Level

___.-Type of logic

Number of functions

Type of decimal notation

Overflow or error indicator

Type of display

Role of keys

Keyboard format

Algebraic (allows data'to be entered as
'mathematical sentences are usually written;
see Information Bulletin 1 for a discussion
of types of logic)

At least +, x,

Floating decimal point; negative sign that
immediately precedes,a negative number;
check the way the calculator rounds numbers

Clear indication of when display, input,
or processing limit is reached, or when
"illegal" operation is used

8-10 digits; easily readable; acceptable
viewing angle (depends in part on how
many persons are to view--one child or more
than one; how calculator must be positioned);
note that the vision-impaired child may
have difficulty with certain types of
displays (see also comments on page 3)

In general, each key should have only one
purpose

Configuration of keys should facilitate
accurate entry; easily accessible on-off
switchcheck the ease with which it works;
adequately sized keys; keys should give
some response when pressed (click, beep, or
other sense); note the position of the
numeral in relation to the keys

25s



Things to Consider

Size and weight

Power source

Special keys
constant (K), change sign
(+/-), parentheses, square
root, percent, fraction,
squaring

Memory: two-key.

four-key

Memory indicator on display

Scientific notation

Automatic constant

-2-

SuRRestions'for Elementary Level

Appropriate for the user

Should provide long service, conserve
energy. One opinion: "Consider the
number of operating hours per battery
replacement or charging. Automatic
power-down displays and delayed power-off
features insure the maximization of
battery life. Long-life replaceable
batteries seem to be the most cost- and
time - efficient. Charging batteries and
contending with electrical cords can be
'tedious." (Caravella, 1976, p. 548)

Analysis of the curriculum is w%ich the
calculator is to be used will aid in
deciding- how important these keys are
to the user (for example, the +/- key
is important if you want convenient mani-
pulation of integers); generally you will
have to "trade" some features for others
you consider more desirable. Note how
the keys handle the procedures.

Stores (STO) the displayed number for
later recall (RCL): a useful feature
for users even at early levels.

Allows functions, usually addition (M+)
and subtraction (M-), to be performed on
the content of a memory-register, with
retention for later recall (MR); includes
"memory clear" (MC): could be useful at
upper levels

helpful; make sure that it is easy to
interpret the symbol (for example, an
"M" is easier than a ".")

Note when and how it works (it may "cover
up" repeating dectmals)-

Allows calculator to count: note for
Which. operations, a constant-applies,
and the position of the number treated as
the constant note also that it may
operate differently with different
functions.



Things to' Consider

Printout

Durability

Cost

Reliability of manufacturer

Reliability of vendor

Types of. Display

Suggestions for Elementary Level

Not worth the current .cost--but could
be helpful to some users if cost dropped;
note that a printout may take an unex-
,pected form--check how symbols appear

Check on droppage, .3alfunctioning
incidents, etc., and'weigh this in
relation to cost

Within the budget . .

Adequate (12-month) warranty; repair
service

Prompt,, responsive Service

Currently two different types of display are available:. LED (Light Emitting
Diode) and LCD (Liquid Crystal Display). Each has-advantages and disadvan-

.

tages.

LED

in use lender
less expensive
durable (depending on the
particular calculttor)

"flashing ", of symbols
can be read, in dark

uses 9-volt battery: relatively
short life'

red numerals or blue/green numerals:
higher battery drain for blue/green
than for red numerals -

red numerals not readable from
wide angle; blue/green generally
readable from wider angle

LCD

more recently on market
more expensive
less, stable, reportedly

(e.g., dropping .-y cause
display to sh t or lase
part of a `.`P 1 ol)

"Immediate" display of symbols
depends.on good reflected
room light

uses'silver oxide battery:'
hundreds of hours of life

black numerals on gray, yellow:
low battery drain

readable from wide angle



Mathematics Guidelines. Bloomington: Indiana Dept. of Public Instruction, 1977.

Minicalculators in Mathematics Classes
The advent of inexpensive. yet powerful. "hand-

held" calculators must be considered in connection with
raathematics curriculum revision. Although many
questions about the potential of using calculators in,
mathematics classrooms remain unanswered: the Na-

Calculators certainly will have an impact on mathe-
matics curricula: They may change not only the kinds
of computational skills which are taught but the
manner in which they are taught. It, is our feeling that
mathematics teachers and curriculum planners must
incorporate calculators into regular classwork rather
than ignore or banish them. Teachers must find
effective uses at all levels from primary grades to
calculus.

Standardized achievement tests generally cover three
phases of mathematics- computation, mathematical
concepts and problem-solving. Minicalculators are
computational° adzards and children can use them for
basic operations with a minimum of instruction. The
unanswered question at this Stage is, "How can paper
and pencil computational skills be preserved if:calcula-
tors are available?" -,The ccuntiess hours spent on
computation drill during the middle grades needs to be
reevaluated., Is checking of answerst': by calculators all
that can be done in this area? Many educators believe it
is possible to improve computational skills, for
example, in estimation and place value determination,
by using calculators.

The sreond area of standardized testing- is that of
maths-T.4: :al concepts. Instruction in primeness, :-
factor-.-e odd or even, LCM, and other phases of
number -fieory can be e_nhanced with use of the
calculator. The concept of limits and related theorems
can be taught with greater effectiveness by using
calculators. There are many ether concepts which can
be developed or reinforced through the use of calcula-
tors and deserve greater exploration.

Finally, standardized tests include a su!-:test on
problem-solving, sometimes called applicatio- Here
is a prime area where calculators should be usect.,,,,
effectively.' Too often there is little time spent op-*
problem-solving in mathematics classes due,./to
difficulties with computation. This is true despiie the
obvious iriiportance of practical applications ,for the.
majority of students. Also, many textb6Ok problerns
are trivial -and the numbers are kepVirtificially simple
because of difficult calculation6olved. This need be
true no longer since the ;ninicalculator can perform
realistic computations -easily as the simplified
versions found in text's. The student is provided the
opportunity oficeeping abreast of the problem at hand

Council of Teachers of Mathematics has taken a
positive stand and encouraged exploration and re-
search. Prelimina:ry investigations are inconclusive.
Only the future can reveal the emphasis and direction
that will be followed.

without getting sidetracked witi tedious computations.
The grade level and specific courses will influence

potential uses of calculators. In advanced mathematics
courses, the value of scientific calculators. including
programmable types, is quite evident. They will replace
slide rules and books of tables. We believe calcUlators
belong in all advanced mathematics classes as invalu-
able tools.

Nearly all prerequisite skills to higher mathematics
can be strengthened by well-planned experiences with
the -calculator. Experimentation with the use of
calculators in mathematics classrooms at all levels is
strongly recommended.

Following are some suggested uses of calculators in
the classrooms:
1. Reinforce computational.. skills.
2. Improve estimation of results.
3. Aid in teaching place value.
4. Develop number cOncepts.
5. Stimulate interest through games.
6." Solve problems- with factual data or

national sports statistics, business,clata, -consumer
buying. discounte--,'etc.

7. Check answers talcora.aae...a.iOn.
8. Drill on arithmetic_ (alternative to flash

"cards). .,--,-
...--- .

... . -
'9. Extend poble in the text to use larger or more

realistic 17mb T.

,A goal coneom16.nt to learning more useful_matlie-
--Matics is the development of skill and confidence in
using the calculator. Many adults are reluctant.,to use
calculators and school is the most effective place for
such orientation and practice.

In conclusion, it is clear that calculators are
becoming a regular part of daily life for many people.
The mathematics classr6om is the logical place to
prepare future breadwinners for the increasing com-
plexity of modern life including effective use of
calculators. Experimentation with the use of calcula-
tors in mathematics classrooms at all levels is strongly
recommended. A
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Teacher Notes for Estimation and Your Ca culator

Prerequisite Knowludae:

(1) Round whole numbers to. nearest 10, 100

(2) Round decimals to nearest whole.number

(3) Estimate sums

Gbjectives: Given a calculator,the child will be able to:

(1) Use estirlidn skill tc decide on-reasonableness of
answers,to addition problems solved on a calculator.

Materials

(1)

(2)

A calculator for each student

Student Page 5-1

Even though. children. will have the ability to solve problems rapidly
with the calculator, answers will-be wrong if they enter the numbers
incorrectly, Children will need to be able to judge if the answers
the calculators Give them are reasonable. Estimating skills are as

impOrtant as being able tc enter nurhbers on a calcUlator. This

exercise will c:ive students a chance to practice this estimation
skill. Make other shePts like this for -subtraction, multiplication

and divisi,on.

c

CC-M
Cnlculator Cookery
Minneapolis Public Schools
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6.8

4.21

38.26

+ 14.26

63. 53

(1111111

3N1311111NEIN

Denny did the following problems on his calculator.

He wasn't very careful and incorrectly entered some

of the numbers. Look carefully at each problem, .

estimating each sue. Circle all problems you

think are wrong. GO back to each problem and find

the correct answer using your calculator.

32.7 2.57

831 36.9

7426 103.472

0.92 + 3

8676.9 143.242

23.44 + 7.62 + 894. + 18 = 943.06

0.349 + 8,621 + 0;4 + 50 = 14.37

134 + 826 + 931 45.,= 1936

105 + 1592 + 200 = 3.78 = 2275

7.24 + 9,81 +6.31 + 3.33 = 773.12

CC-ti
263 LI
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Teacher Notes for Multiplying Decimals by 10, 100, 1000

PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE:

1. Enter decimals on calculator

2. Multiply on a calculator

OBJECTIVES: Given a calculator a child will be able to:

1. Discover a rule for multiplying a decimal by 10, 100, 1000.

MATERIALS:

1. Calculator for each student

2. Student Pages 3-3, 3-4, 3-5duplicated for each child.

This activity should follow multiplying whole numbers by 10, 100, 1000. Have
the students do page 3-3 alone or in small groups and then compare results in
a large group. On page 3-3, they should discover that a quick way to multiply
a decimal by 10 is to move the decimal point 1 place to the right. Talk about
why that is so.

On page 3-4, children again can work independently but come together as a
large group to compare rules. They should discover that to multiply a decimal
by 100, move decimal point 2 places to the right; for 1000, move' decimal point
3 places to the right. If they see this, try to generalize a rule for 10n.

O

For page 3-5, you are trying to combine rules for multiplying decimals and
whole numbers by 10, 100, 1000. Once a final rule is written, make a large
sign and post it in the classroom.

CC -M

264



Multiplying Decimals by 10, 100, 1000

Use your calculator .to find each product.

=

23;6. x 10 .= .427.x 10 = 9.36 x 10

2.36 x 10 4.27 x 10 =

=

.936 x 10 =

.236 x .10 = 42:7 x 10 = 93.6 x 10 =

I
Look closely at the first factor in each problem and the answer.
What happened to the decimal point ?

N ow without using your calculator answer each problem.

53.6 x 10 =
5.36 x 10 =
.536.x 10_=

.0536 x 10 =

Check" with your calculator. Were you correct ?

t-

.701 x

7.01 x 10 =
70.1 x 10 =

701.0 x 10 =

Write a rule for multiplying decimals by 10.

Will your rule work for other decimal ?
Guess

63.472 x 10 =

.9372 x 10 =

3473.6 x 10 =

.00785 x 10 =

34.56 x 10

CC-M

Actual Display



WIPECIIT

Place Value

One number - giver and any number of players each with a calculator

Object of the Exercise --
To remove one digit from the display without changing any of the

other digits.-

How to Play --
-The number giver picks a number which all players enter into their

hand calculators, and says which digit is to be removed.

Example: In the display 876543 wipe out the 7 without changing

any other digit. (Answer: 806543)

Example: Wipe out the 8 in .567891. (Answer: .567091)

ADDITION EXERCISE

Two players any' hand calculator

Object of the exercise -- To get 100 on the display

How to Play --
The firSt player pushes a single digit key (not zero) then pushes the

( +) key. The next player takes his turn by pushing a single digit key

(again not zero), then pushing the ( +) key. Players take turns until a
iplayer_pushes_the (i) key and the display reads 100. The player who pushes

.(4) and gets the_display,to show 100 wins. If a player pushes. (4-) ,and the

display shows a number larger than 100, that player loses.



DECIMAL DISCOVERY

Circle allthe pairs numbers whose product is :24. Use. your hand
.calculator.

.6
.

.4 X .3 X .8

.02 12 X 24 X

.8 X

4

X 6 X .04

X 48 X .005 X .01 X

.3 X .08 X 2 X .12

X
,

30 X .008 X .06- X

.36 X 1.5 X 5 X .048

.48 X .5 X 4

Your Score.
12 or more
9 toll
6 to 8

Tops
Very Good
A Good Start\

3 to 5
Less than 3

Look Again
You need help

FIND THE MESSING NUMBERS

Make the numbers (horizontal and vertical) add up to the sum, in the small
square. You can work across and down. Your'' calculator can tie'lp you find
missing numbers.

k

7 3 5

2 6

4 9

t

18

ID

I

16



Work each exercise to complete the magic square. The suns in the rows,
columns, and diagonals are equal. What is the sum?

1. 591 - 98 =

2. 635 - 237 =

3. 1569 - 1065 =

4. 1303 - 827 =

5. 974 - 509 =

6. 832 - 378 =

7. 1185 - 759 =

8. 1179 - 647 =

9. 3712 - 3275 =

1 2 3

7 8 9

Use a calculator to check these answers.
Circle every correct answer.

25 127 581 621 1025 8192
+65 +215. +917 514 6194 7158
90 342 1498 +87 +164 +6145

1222 7383 21495

- Use a calculator to add.

97 . 49 927 381
+68 +125 +1065 106

425
+117

8215 7213
6104 1816
9153 4210

+8145 +um&

What is the sum of your six answers?

ADDITION



GIVE AND TAKE'

2 Players. 2 Calculators

Object of the Game -- To get your number over 999999.

The Play -- Each player enters a six-digit number in his or her calculator, no two

digits of which are the same. A coin -toss then decides who goes first. Player A

says, "Give me your 5's." (This is ar.. example: a player can ask for any-number

from 1-9.) Player B, reading his or h7 calculator says, "You get 500."

The "give and take" of the above number depends on where the 5 occurs in the nuttier

of_Player B. If the number on the calculator reads 12345, B says; "You get 5";

12354', B says, 7You get 50"; 12534, B says, "You get 500"; 15234, B says, "You get

500.0"; et cetera.

The player who "takes" adds the value of the number. The player who "gives"

subtracts the same value. -Thus, Player A says, "Give me your 5's." Player B says,

"Take 50." A adds 50 to his or her number; B subtracts 50.

If one player asks for a number the other player does not have (for example: A

asks for 6, and B says, "I have no 6's"), the play continues with B asking A for

a number.

Play continues until one player wins by going over 999999\;,. No player can ask for O.

If a player has two or more of the same digits in his or her number, the smaller of

the two numbers may be given. (For example: 663790. The player gives 60,000, not

600,000).

Strategy -- Putting a large or small initial number in the calculator can be very

risky. As you play, numbers starting with 5 and 6 will look increasingly attractive.

Also, players sometimes reveal the number they don't want to give away by asking

for it.

Sample Play --

A
Starting Number: 765432 658792

Plays:
A: "Give me 2" 765432 658792

+ 2 - 2

765434 656790

B: "Give me 5" - 5000 +5000
760434 663790

A: "Give me 6" + 60000 - 60000

820434 603790

B: "Give me 8" - 800000 + 800000
20434 1403790

B wins

269



MENTAL ARITHMETIC SKILLS

Calculators have also increased the need for estimation skills and mental
arithmetic. Even though the student generally. learns to visually check each
entry-in the calculator, it. is still possible to make errors. EstimatiOn skills
are nedessaryto catch them.

We often spend class time in playing games using the calculator to increase estima-
tion skills. One of the favorite games is played with partners. The /partners
agree-on a target range, such as 490 to 500. Through a series of.multiplications
they try to reach a number within that range. For example, the first' student
enters the start number 15 and pushes (x). The second estimates, dhooses to enter
28, and pushes (x). The machine shows 420. The first student estimates 1.3 and
pushes (x). The machine displays 546. The second player estimates J9 and
multiplies to get an answer of 491.4. This number is in the target area, so he is
the winner. We play this game with all four operations and with a variety of
targets.



Mathematics. Resource Project (MRP)

The followin4 activities, reproduced with permission,

are samples of materials from-the Mathematics Resource Pro-

ject, developed at the University of Oregon and supported

by a grant from the National Science Foundation. Project

materials are now commercially available from Creative

Publications.

Mathematics Resource,Project materials con3ist of five

resources, each containing worksheets, calculator activities,

games, puzzles, bulletin board suggestions, project ideas

and teaching didactics. The resources have been designed

and created for teachers in grades 5 Xhrough 9.

Resource activities are highly motivational materials

designed to provide student practice with all the basic

skills including problem solving, mental computation, estima-

tion, and measurement. Individual resource packets are

organized under the following titles:

Number Sense and Arithmetic Skills - 832 pages
Ratio, Proportion and Scaling - 516 pages
Geometry and Visualization - 830 pages
Mathematics in Science and Society - 464 pages
Statistics and Information Organization - 850 pages

The sample materials are identified by the letters NW

on the top right hand corner of the page.

For more information about Mathematics Resource Project

materials, contact:

Creative Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 10328
Palo Alto, CA 94303

2 7.1



The following materials from the Mathematics Resource Project were
included in the packet, but cannot- be reproduced here due to copyright

restrictions:

Estimation and Approximation

Fix That Leak

I Need a Job Like That!

Closer & Closer

Four Investigations

Stretch Your Calculator

Calculator Capers I

Calculator Capers II

Calculated Codes

9-Time

Cheery Sequences

Palindrames!

Curiosities

Persistent Numbers

That's Just About the Size of It!

Shopping with a Newspaper

More Investigations

2x3 Good Times

The Reverse Double-Digit Magic Trick - Act 1

Wizen You're Hot You're Hot



Mathematics Problem Solving Project (MPSP)

The following pages, copied with permission, are samples

of problem materials from the Mathematics Problem Solving

Project (MPSP), a project of the Mathematics Education Develop-

ment Center at Iddiana University funded by a grant from the

National Science Foundation. The project was-cooperatively

developed by staff from the following:

University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Oakland Schools
Pontiac, Michigan

Indiana Univers
Bloomi on, Indiana

Project materials consist of three bookletS of lesson

outlines and three associated sets of problems organized under

the following headings:

Using Lists
Using Tables

. Using Guesses

Code
=RI
# #--1
TY -6

The sample problem materials are identified toy the letters

MPSP on the top right hand corner of the page.

Inquiries about the project or the materials may be addressed

tO: Professor :John F. Lell
Mathematics Educatio7
Education Building
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

anc,_,Director
Development Center

47401
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The following materials from the Mathematics Problem Solving Project
were included in the packet, but cannot be reproduced here:

23 YC 1

24 YS 1

11 WC 1

12 WS 1

13 RM 1

14 RB 1

27 RR 1

28 RS 1

13 GB 1

14 GM 1

1 BC 6

2 BC 6.

17 YM 6

1. YC 6

1 WM 6

2 WC 6

11 RV 6

12 RV 6

f3 RM 6

14 RV 6

1 GM 6

CC 6

5 CC 6

6 CV 6

11 GM 6

12 GC 6

19 GM 6

20 GC 6



NCTM RECOMMENDATIONS

1. TO ENCOURAGE PUPILS TO BE INQUISITIVE AND CREATIVE AS THEY EXPERIMENT

. WITH MATHEMATICAL IDEAS.

2.. TO ASSIST THE PUPIL TO BECOME A WISE CONSUMER.

3. TO REINFORCE THE LEARNING OF THE BASIC NUMBER FACTS IN ADDITION,

SUBTRACTION,' MULTIPLICATION, AND DIVISION.

4. TO DEVELOP UNDERSTANDING OF COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS BY REPEATED OPERATIONS.

5. TO SERVEAS A FLEXIBLE "ANSWER KEY" TO VERIFY T* RESULTS OF COMPUTATION.

6. TO PROMOTE STUDENT INDEPENDENCE IN PROBLEM SOLVING.

7. TO SOLVE P ...ENS THAT PREVIOUSLY HAVE BEEN TOO TIME-CONSUMING OR IMPRACTICAL

TO BE DONE WIT h PAPER AND PENCIL.

8: TO FORICLATE GENERALIZATIONS FROM PATTERNS OF NUMBERS THAT ARE DISPLAYED.

9. TO DECREASE THE TIME NEEDED TO SOLVE DIFFICULT COMPUTATIONS.



GRADES K 3

1. ,COUNT SETS OF OBJECTS, ONE TO TWENTY, AND DISPLAY THE NUMERALS ON THE HAND

CALCULATOR. .(COUNTING)

GI EN A SET OF NUMBER CARDS, ONE THROUGH TWENTY, HAVE ONE PUPIL POINT TO A

CARD AND THE STUDENTS THEN SHOW THAT NUMBER ON THEIR HAND CALCULATORS.

(NUMBER RECOGNITION)

3. RESPOND TO VERBAL NUMBER NAMES BY SHOWING ONE, TWO, AND THREE DIGIT NUMBERS

ON THE HAND CALCULATOR. (NUMBER PRODUCTION)

4. GIVEN AN ORAL NAME, A WRITTEN NAME, OR A SET OF OBJECTS, THE PUPIL PRODUCES
THE CORRECT NUMERAL ON THE HAND CALCULATOR... (NUMBER PRODUCTION)

e

5. DISPLAY A NUMBER ON THE HAND CALCULATOR THAT COMES BEFORE OR AFTER A GIVEN

NUMBER, IN THE MIDDLE OF TWO GIVEN NUMBERS. (NUMBER SEQUENCE)

6. SHOW THE NUMBER THAT IS FOUR (4) TENS AND (2) ONES. (PLACE VALUE)
C

7. COUNTING ON THE HAND CALCULATOR (PUNCH 1, PUNCH +, PUNCH 1, PUNCH +; PUNCH 1,
PUNCH 4., ETC.)." COUNT BY 28, 5s, 10s, ETC. _(COUNTING FORWARD AND REVERSE)

8. USE THE HAND CALCULATOR TO HELP PUPILS FILL IN THE 9 X 9 BASIC ADDITION AND

SUBTRACTION CHART. (DfSCOVERING PATTERNS)

9. TO FIND OR VERIFY MISSING ADDENDS OR SUMS FOR ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
EXERCISES IN VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL FORM. (OPERATIONS)

10. TO DISCOVER THE ROLE OF ZERO IN ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION ALGORITMS. (ZEP)

PROPERTY)



1. GIVE AN ORAL OR WRITTEN NAME THE PUPIL SHOWS THE CORRECT NUMERAL ON THE
HAND CALCULATOR. FOUR THOUSANDS, 7 HUNDREDS, 3 TENS, AND 6 ONES OR FOUR
THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIX. (NUMBER PRODUCTION)

2. USE THE HAND CALCULATOR TO FIND THE NUMBER THAT IS 1000 LESS THAN 627i OR
8000. SHOW THE NUMBER THAT IS 100 GREATER THAN 4821 OR4935. (PLACE VALUE)

3. USE THE HAND CALCULATOR TO VERIFY COLUMN ADDITION, SUBTRACTION PARTICULARLY
WHERE REGROUPING OR ,BORROWING WAS NECESSARY, AND MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
EXERCISES. (OPERATIONS)

4. TO HELP RECOGNIZE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ADDITION AND MULTIPLICATION.
6 X 4 = 24, 4+4+4+4+444 24. SIMILAR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIVISION AND
REPEATED SUBTRACTION. 21+7 = 3, 21-7 = 14, 14-7 = 7 7-7 = 0 (OPERATIONS)

5. ENTERING A LARGE NUMBER (6-8 DIGITS) AND HAVING IT READ BY A PARTNER.

(PLACE VALUE)

6. VERIFY 'ANSWERS TO MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION EXERCISES THAT INVOLVE 10,
100, AND 1000. (OPERATIONS)

7.. USE THE HAND CALCULATOR TO DETERMINE IF 777 FOLLOWING NUMBER ARE EVEN OR.
ODD. -THIRTYEIGHT, 653, 1,692, 29, 8,1o9, 728. (NUMBER THEORY)

8. CHECK THIS EXERCISE BY USING YOUR HAND CALCULATOR

37 R 2

9 )335 . (OPERATIONS)

9. FIRST ESTIMATE THE ANSWERS AND THEN USE YOUR HAND CALCULATOR TO CHECK YOUR

ESTIMATIONS. (ESTIMATION)
"S.

A. 5812 + 4406 =
B. 846 231 =

C. 479 x 24

D. 8153 i 41

"'ESTIMATION HAND CALCULATOR ANSWER

10. SELECT THE LARGEST NUMBER IN EACH ROW. USE YOUR HAND-CALCULATOR TO CHECK

YOUR RESULTS. (ORDER RELATIONS)

A. 19 x 31 B. 32 x 19

889; 496 889 496

380 20 400 19

2 x 20 x 40. 2 x 19 x 30



GRADES 7 - 8

1. FIND THE VALUE OF 53 OR 46. (EXPONENTS)

2. MULTIPLY 1 X,2 X 3 X*4 X 5....9 =0 . THIS. PRODUCT IS CALLED 9 FACTORIAL

AND IS- WRITTEN 9! (FACTORIAL)

3. INSERT THE CORRECT SYMBOL> , < , OR = TO MAKE THE STATEMENT TRUE. THEN
CHECK-THE RESULTS WITH YOUR HAND CALCULATOR. (NUMBER PROPERTIES)

45 X 31 35 X 41

178 - 6 CD 178 - 7

127 X 428 0 428 X 127

32 X-(41 + 82) C::] (32 M 41) + (32 X 82)

4. USE THE HAND CALCULATOR TO FIND THE LARGEST WHOLE NUMBER THAT MAKES EACH
SENTENCE TRUE. (DIVISION)

A. N X 6 4: 493
B. 9 X N 4: 329

C. N X 27 4.1.: 1746

5. FIND THE MISSING NUMBERS WITH YOUR HAND CALCULATOR. (NUMBER PROPERTIES)

573 + = 573

17 X 86 = X17

(49 + 24) + 29 = 49 + (24 +0)

617 X = 617

9 X (36 X 74) = (9 X [:3) + (9 X 74)

6. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS ARE FACTORS OF THE

18 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12,

140 1, 2, 3,.4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11,

7. COMPLETE THESE NUMBER SEQUENCES BY USING YOUR HAND

A. 7, 14, 21, 28, , 3 9 , 63

B. 4, 0, -4, -8, ...__, , 9 9 -28

C. 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, , , 0.015625

D. 1, 4, 9, 16, , , , 64

FIRST NUMBER? (FACTORING)

CALCULATOR. (PATTERNS)

18
14, 17, 20
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8. USE YOUR HAND CALCULATOR TO DETERMINE IF THE FOLLOWING FRACTIONS ARE

EQUIVALENT (CROSS-MULTIPLICATION)
d.

A. 5 1-1 25 B. 11 rm., 23
9 4'"J 36 31.: 37

9. PLACE THE DECIMAL POINT IN YOUR ANSWER. CHECK YOUR ANSWER WITH YOUR HAND

CALCULATOR. (DECIMALS)

A. 2.1+ 3.2 + 4.1 = 940
B. 5.49 X 3.2 = 175680
C. 239.5 1- .19 = 12605263

10. FIND THE SQUARE ROOT OF 46 TO TERSE DECIMAL, PLACES. (SQUARE ROOT)

-



WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Ohio Regional Conferences on Mathematics Education

Evaluation of the 5 Conferences

The staff conducting the 5 regional conferences are
interested in the participants' ructions to the conferences.
Each participant will be asked to complete a questionnaire,
(pink form) which includes a set of multiple choice questions
and a section for open responses.

The goal of the conferences is to help the participants
prepare to conduct workshops or other in- service activities with

teachers in their own or nearby districts. We will contact

you later to see if the conferences resulted in such workshops.

(This is an evalUation of the effectiveness.of the. Ohio Regional

Conferences.) At that-time you may have other suggestions for

the staff and we hope you will send them.

Evaluation of Follow -up Activities

If you present a workshop or- other'activity for teachers,

you may want to use the evaluation form in this section (white

form). Answer sheets are available from:

Len Pikaart
Ohio University
College of Education
McCracken Hall
Athens, Ohio 45701

a.

The answer sheets will be provided free (as long as the

supply lasts). We ask that you reproduce the questionnaire

itself. Please request your best estimate of the number of answer
sheets needed and return unused ones so they will be available

for others. We will score the answer sheets and send yOu a

complete analysis if you will perm.t us to include the data
from your piogram in our summary data.

We emphasize that no individual workshop or activity will
be identifiable in any report of analysis we conduct. We would

like to examine the reactions to all the programs conducted as a
result of the conferences to determine if we should use the same
sort of conference format in the future--thus, we want to evalu-

ate us--not you. Positive results would have great implications

for the National Science Foundation (supporting this project)
and perhaps for the Ohio State Department of Education. (Nega-

tive results would have implications too:)

we hope you will decide to use the evaluation form and to
share the dates with us.

2 80
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Select the single best lnswor for yOu 17 each que,,11;;n and merk a:t

answers on the ans4e.- t,Aeot. If the' (...A:stion is not :::)71ropriate,

leave it blank.
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I. Are you:
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TEACHER IN-SERVICE ACTIVITY

Evaluation Form

Seleot the single best zmswor for you Toe h question and mark all answers
on the answer sheet. if the question is t appropriate, leave It blank.

i. Are you:
A. Elementary school teacher. grades K-4.
B. Elementary school teacher, grodos 5-8.
C. Elementary School Principal.
0. School system administrator.
E. Other.

2. This activity focused on:
A. Problem solving.
S. Using calculators.
C. Both problem solving and calculators.
0. Some other topic but referred to problem solving or to calculators.
E. Some other topic.

3. Thy .)bjectives and purposes:
A. 4ere clearly outlined from the beginning.
B. Became clear as the activities developed.
C. Became somewhat clear es the activities progressed.

Were referred to only indirectly.
E. Were never made clear.

4. The agreement between the announced purposes of the activity and what was
actually presented was:
A. Superior.
B. Above average.
C. Average.
D. Below Average.
E. Poor.

5. Hew well was tne activity organized?
A. It was extremely well organized and integrated.
B. It was adequately organized.
C. It had less organization than would seem desirable.
0. It had no apparent organization.
E. It was too tightly organized, there was not enough flexibility to meet

participant needs and desires.

6. How well did this activity contribute to your professional needs?
A. Made a very important contribution.
B. Was v.Iluable, Y- it not essential.
C. Was moderately nelpful.
O. Made a minor contribution.
E. Made no significant contribution.

7. How would you rate the usefulness of the materials on Problem Solving?
A. Extremely valuable.
B. Very useful.
C. Useful.
0. May be of use.
E. Useless.

2i9G
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p
8. How would you rate the usefulness of tho materials on Catcutators?

A. Ex-remely valuable.
B. Very Useful.
C. Useful.
O. May be of use.
E. Useless.

9. How clearly wile your responsibilities during this activity defined?
A. I always knew what was epxected Of me.
B. 1 usually know what was expected of me.
C. I usually had a general idea of what was expected of me.
0. I was often in doubt about what was expected of me.
E. I Seldom knew what was expected of me.

10. Considering the size of the group, do you feel that the leaders were willing
to give personal help?
A. 1 felt welcome to seek personal help as often as I needed it.
B. I felt free too seek personal help.
C. I felt he or she would give personal help if asked.
O. 1 felt hesitant to seek personal help.
E. I felt that he or she was unsympathetic and uninterested in participant

problems.

11. Would you recommend this conference to a good friend, whose interests and
background are .imilar to yours?
A. Recommend Aighly.
B. Genefally recommer.d.
C. Recommend with reservations.
0. Definitely not.

12. How would you rate your understanding of the use of pri_tolem solving as
a result af_tta-sconference?
A. 1 learned a lot.
B. My understanding improved.
C. A few ideas were new to me.
D. I learned very lithe.
E. I learned almost nothing.

13. How would you rate your understanding of the use of calculators in schools
as a result of this conference?
A. 1 learned_a tot.
EL My understanding improved.
C. A few ideas were new to me.
D. I learned very little.
E. 1 learned almost nothing.

14. How would you rate the activity in general?
A. Outstanding and stimulating.
B. Very good.
C. Good.
D. Adequate, but not stimulating
E. Poor and inadequate.. 2 ;:ri



PLEASE\TEAR OFF THIS PAGE AND TURN IT IN WITH YOUR ANSWER SHEET.

1. Best features of the activity were:

-2. Worst aspects of the activity were:

3. I would suggest the following:

3 of c3
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Ohio Regional Conferences
on Elementary Mathematics Education

The two films shown during the conference are available for rental.

Expanding Math Skills with the Minicalculator: Classroom Management

Aesop Films, 18 min., 1976

Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation
425 No 'rth Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60611

Rental: $14 for three days

Solving Verbal Problems

The Pennsylvania State University, 21 min., 1970

Audio Visual Services
The Pennsylvania State University
Special Services Building
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Rental: $12 for first day, $6 for each additional day

Arrangements to obtain either of the films on loan may also be made with:

Marilyn N. Suydam
The Ohio State-University

- 1200 Chambers Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

Phone: 614-422-6717

28



Ohio Regional Conferences: Materials on Display

C Beardslee, Edward C. Teaching Computational Skills with a Calculator.

In Developing Computational Skills (edited by Marilyn N. Suydam).

1978 Yearbook. Reston, Virginia: National Council of Teachers of Mathe-

matics, 1978.

C

, Burns, Marilyn. The Book of Think. Boston: Little, Brown, 1976.

/ Burns, Marilyn. The Good Time' Math Event Book. Palo Alto: Creative

Publications, 1977.
,

/ Burns, Marilyn. The I Hate Mathematics! Bock. Boston: Little, Brown, 1975.

Chinn, William G.;" Dean, Richard A.; and Tradewell, Theodore N. Arithmetic

and Calculators: How to Deal with Arithmetic in the Calculator Age.

San Francisco: W. H. Freeman, 1978.

Greenes, Carole; Gregory, Jchn; and Sey:-:. -, Dale. Successful Problem

Solving Techniques. Palo Alto: Creati% ?ublications, 1977.

P Greenes, Carole E.; Willcutt, Rqbert E.; and Spikell, Mark A. Problem

Solving in the Mathematics Laboratory: How To Do It. Boston: Prindle,

Weber & Schmidt, 1972.

C-P Immerzeel, George. Problem Solving Using the Calculator, Book 1. Iowa

Problem-Solving Project, 1977.

C-P Judd, Wallace P. Problem.Solving Kit for Use with-ta Calculator.' Chicago:

Science Research Associates.

Kirk, Jim. -Environmental Geometry. Hayward, California: Activity Resources

Co., Inc., 1972.

Osborne, Alan (editor). An In-Service Handbook for Mathematics Education.
Reston, Virginia: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1977.

P Polya, G. How to Solve It. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University

Press, 1945 (1957, 1973).

C Steinbrocker, . Calcu/Letter. New York: Pyramid Publications, 1975.

The Computer Society. Time 111: 44-58; February 20, 1978.

Didactics and Mathematics.. Palo Alto: Creative Publications, 1978.

The Great International Math on Keys Book. Dallas: Texas Instruments, Inc.,

1976.

C Math on Display (Multimedia Kit): Expanding Mathe Skills with Minicalculators.

Aesop Films, Inc., Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation.

In addition, Calculator Information Center bulletinS should be checked

for other displayed materials on calculators.
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P Mathematicu Recource Project Marerinle. Palo Alto: Creative PublieaLions.

C LearnimKits. Fun with Math Facts. Dallas:'Texas Instruments, Inc.

P Problem Solving Issue. School Science and Mathematics, 1,1; 1978.

P Problem Solving Issue. Arithnetic Teacher, November 1977.


